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Chapter 9

LOGARITHMS AND EXPONENTS

9-1. A New Function: = log x.

Consider the shaded _rectangle in.

Fig. 9-1a; it i. sounded by the

x-axis, the line y

vertical lines erec ed at- x = 2

and 'at the point whose absci a

is x. If X > 2, the lengt of-

the base or the rectangle i

x - 2; if' x < 2, then x - 2

is the negative of the le gth of

tie base. -In all casts th alti-

tude of the rectangle is 2. Thus ,

2(x 2), or 2X - 4, is

expression whose value is re area

of, the rectangle if > 2, whose

yalue.is 0 if x = 2, and whose

value is the negative of the area

of the rectangle..if x <.2. Set

2x 24. The shaded rectangle

has been used to define a corr-

'espondence between X. and 'y

_which is a linear function. The

graph of y = 2x - 4 is shown

in Fig.

y=2

' te.

Figure 9-1a The
shaded region is used to
define a linear function.

1

Figure 9 -lb. Graph
of y 2x - 4.,

J

A
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Consider .the'shadedtrape-

.zoid'in Fig. 9-1c; it is boUnded

by the x-axis, the line

= -2X + 4, acrd. the vertical

lines erected at x = 1 and at

the point whose abscissa is x.

For the purposes of this.

illustration only those value's

of x in the interval

0 x S 2 will be considered. (
If 1 < x 2, the length of t e

altitude of the trapezoid, is 4
X - 1; if .0 S x < 1, then

x - is the negative' of the

length of the altitude. The base of the trapezoid at x = 1 is

0.1

.Figure 9-1c. The shaded.

region is used to define
a quadratic function.'

2, and the base at x is (-2x + 4). One-half the sum of these
( -2x + 4) + 2bases is or (-x + 3). Sir-16e the area of a trape-

zoid is the product of the altitude and one-half the sum of the

bases', we have (-x + 3)(x.7.1) = -x2 +.4x - 3 as the expression
o

whose value is the area of the trapezoid if .1 < x < 2, whosel
value is 0 if x = 1, and whose value is the negative of they

area of the" trapezoid if 0 S x < 1.

Set y = -x2 + 4x The

shaded trapeioid has been used,to

,define a correspondence between

x and y which is a.quadratip,

;function. The graph

y =102 + 4x - 3 is shown in

Fig. 9-1d. .

[sec. 9-1]

L)

Figure .9-1d. Graph of

y = -x2 + 4x - 3 for
0 < x < 2.



' The. functions obtained in the two foregoing examples are the

fagiliar linear and quadratic functions which werestudiedin
Chapters 3 and 4. Other functions ,can be obtained by considering%

the areas under other curves, and some of these functions are

tirely new and unfamiliar..

ConAder the-shaded region

in Fig, 9-le; it is bounded by

the x-axib, the hyperbola y = k/x,

and the vertical lines erected at t

x = 1' .A.171d'aOhe point whose

abscisSa'ls. Restrict x

arbitrArilyjo have only values

greater th*zero.

There *is no simple 'formula-

that gives the area of the shaded

region;.hoWever, the.shaded region

will beused to define a function

justias in the.twoiprevdous examples. The new function is known

as the logarithm of x; it is denoted y y = log x.

Figure 9-le. -The shaded
region is used to define
the logarithm of.x.

.

The following definition describes the logarithm function as a

correspondence between x and y.

Definition 9-11. The logarithm function dg defined for all

x'> 0 by the.following correspondenCe between x and y.

. .
(a), For each. x > 1, tije corresponding value of y i the

area, of 'the region 'bounded by the- x-axis, the hyper-

bola y =,k/x, and the vertical lines at 1 and X.

(b) For x 1, the value of y is O.

4 (c) For each x such that 0< x <-1,- the va e of y
,

the negative of the area bounded by the x-- is; the-

hyperbola y = k/x, and the vertical lines a(t 1 and

at x.

[sec. 9-1]
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Fig. 9-1f. shows the graph

of y = log x. It followa'froM

the definition that the graph

lies below the x-axis tor,
20< x <1, crosses the x-axis
at x 1, and lies above the

x-axis for x.> 1. Fulthermore,,

the curve rises as x increases..

For each fixed value of k,

y .---k/X is a hyperbola, and the

correspondence described"in

Definition 9-1 defines a logarithm

function. Thus it is clear that

a logarithm function can be' de-

fined for each fixed value of k. However, in this course only'

those logarithm functions which arise from positive values of 'k
will be considered. shows a hyperbola for k =

.

Fig. 9-1f shows the graph of the corresponding logarithm functiOn.,

The properties of.-all logarithm functions will.be derived.'

simultaneously. Two of.the logarithm, functions are especially

important in. mathematiCsand in applications to other subjects.
If k 1,' the corresponding logarithm function is knoWn aa7the,,

natural logarithm function. It is denoted by y = In x. The

natural logarithm function has,special propertiwhich make it

useful in theoretical'work in:mathematics and.its applications.

Another special choice of k gives a 1pgarithm,function whose

value is , 1 at x = 10. This logarithm fune6ion is called the

common logarithm function.: It is denoted by y = log 10x .Th6:..

common logarithm function is exceedingly useful in numerical cal

culations, due to the fact that our number systap makes use of.

base ten. .Tables of values of natural logarithms and eftmop log-

arithms are included in most standard books of tables.

Figure 9-1f., Graph
of y = log x.

AP`

1

[secP. 71]
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Fig. 9-1g ThoWs the grap of y = 1/x from, x =,0.65 to

A = 1.00, and Fig. 9-1h shows he graph of'the same- hyperboI8:

from 'x = 1.09 to x = 1.35. These figures can be used to cm-
pute a rather accurate table rsf natural lagarithms. Ctserve first

of all that each small square :in these figures has an a ea of
0.0001. A good apgroximation to, he area under the hype bola can
be obtained by counting s res. As an example, conipute ln 1.05.

Fi &. 9-1h shows that the number of whole squares under the curve

from x = 1 to x = 1.05 is 485; thus, In 1.05 is approxi-,

mately '0.0485. A more accurate value can be obtained by adding

on the areas of the parts of squares that lie under the hyperbola.

In this case the-curve crosses five squares, and the graph indi-

cates that the parts of their areas that lie under the hyperbola 4

amount to slightly more than two whole squares.. -Thus, a more acc-
urate value for In 1:05 is. 0.0487. Tables show that the value
of In 1.05 correct to five decimal .places is 0.04879:4 (See - -

Mathematical Table from Handbook of. Physics and Chemistry.) A

similar calculatiOn for Fig. 9-1g shows'that the approximate value

of ln 0.95 As -0.0513; the value° given by five-plabe tables is

-0.05129.

The graph, of = In x is shown in Fig. 9-1i. It -contains

the two points (0.95, 70.05131) and (1.05;.0.0487) whose coord-

inates were computed from Figs. 9-ig and 9-1h. It is obviously

necessary to extend, the graph- of y = l/x both to the left'and,to

the right in.ordertb obtain enough points to plot the graph'of
,

y = in x shown in Fig. 9-li

r

[sec. 9-1] 'ea
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, e .: -

I, can be showOoy d nting: squares that IppOhi-
....:%- -N -

mat e ly 2 . 3 4 faHpl.e-place.table gives thia. alue as 2;..3625gt.l. -,,,,,f

- Experience has .shOwn- that on °of. .4e)111Ops usefUl logarithms is the '7
. . . ,r5

.0

common logarithm loglek it value is -1 at /X:7i ,,10,." To. show. :-

.. - 4,- r

how points needed to draw the graph of' , y i lo I x- cari be obtained'
Flo

let us consider once 'more the. 1.&perbola y k/X. (See.. Fig. '5-141)
. .

Every ordinate on the graph.of this uation is A rtimes, the !%>.

oOrleSponding that the

height at eac

the height of

;ordinate

h x for
.

the ordinate

,

. _ ..

on tIii

y =

..

e graph

3n x

for the

__ _

,

4

is

graph
.

..

,

Or oy =

approximi

y
,,,,,

t

. . .

1-
--.
x

rlST
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-.--- log4
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Figure 9-1j

: 44-

times

Therefore, for any Linterval 1 to x (x > 0), the area

under_ the graph of y .- 7 is k times th cOrr,esp nding area '

undev
1

the graph o y =
X.

In Fig. 9,1j this means hat .the area ,

*1

x

under aro- P1Q1 is k times the area under are PQ

ti

[sec. 9-1]
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71A, ,.But,,by our defintelon, these areas are log I.( arid. In -5( respeo-
r. .* I

therefore:we."can write-

log
,
X_ = k

I'

There k As the constantheequation,of the hyRgrbdlauSea
defining lob x., Clearly, - the value of ogy depends on
find an aprrOximatavaVe%of k which makes' log'10 equal to one,

4bItAtlite-x =)10 in (.9 -1) and_make use Ofthe fact that
In la is approximately. 23 1 as shown inFig.

Of course,

on the)more

value is

k
,3. ' M

1.' * k or k ....,z5.

1 1 - .- ?..is a better-approximation
e

because it is based',2.30259 H A:

accurate valde of '1Ia.10 given aboVe. The exaok
. . .4

1
In 10'

;0"--

./.1"his. number is denoted Lby M; it is antirrat offal number
.

lar toil). Its vdlue, correct to 20 decima places, is

9-la' M "t 0.43429 44819 03251'82765.

The ommon lggarithm of x, denoted by loglox, is thus the
4

area under the hyperbola

9-lb y =

x.from 1 to The values of log10x can be cOmpilted in the

same .way ihat.,trid values -of. lArx were computed. Fig. 9-1k con
tains theg.a4ph of y = M/x, from x = 1.001,1 to x = 1.35. Areas

under this curve bebe' computed by counting squares. The gtaph
of. y = log10x is shown in Fig. 9-1i, and. Table 9-1 contains a

brief table of values of log10x. It follows from thp definition

o4,23-orreon logarithms ,that

9-1c

n. Nu.

log10x = M in x.

[sec. 9-1]
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*

As a matter ,of notation,' log x will be Usectito denote
the genera1.1,egafilthm function obt.ained f'om the, hyperbola
y k/X, where the value LT k, ls---ienera^2-6.ndi-Unspecified e_ xcelit
that k > L

IA-
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A. Brief Gable. Comon L9garithmh.
qs

o

`II -loglox

)
0.00qp1,

-,c6d01-

_:5

, -4
\ L. o

Ql:001"

0.01 .- -2

0.10 t- -1 t_

---- *
1.00 0.0000 -

1.50 0.1761

2.00 0.3010

-2.5o 0.3979

3.00 0.4771

3.5o 0.5441

4.00 0..6021

*4.50 0.6532

5.00 0.6990
, .

5.5o 0.7404

6.00 0.7782

6.50 0.8129

7.00 0.8451

7.56 0.6751

8.00 0.9031

[sec. 9-13
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.
' - logiox

8.5o 1.92k

-9.00
e .

P0.9542

9.50 0.9777

,.,-10.00 1.0000

10.50 1.0212
A :

.

11.00 , 101k4

12.-0d, 1.0792

13.00 1.1139,

14.00 .1.1461

15.0o 1.1761

16.06 / 4111.2041
, 1

17.00. 1.2304

18:00 1.2553

19:00 1-278

20%00 1.3010

.

e

25.00 1.3979

30.0o 1.4771
t

35.00 1.5441

40:00 1.6021

45.00 1.6532

50.06- 1.6990
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*
Exercise'

-

.9-1
.

1. Use the ,graphs in Figs". 9-1g and 9:-1h to-estAmate the value

of ln X. for t ose valitv of *: listed in the ,first column

.of'S4pfollowin table. Compare Your estimateaValues with

.the .correct va ues given in the. last cOlumn. It should be

Observed that theses logarithms are natural logarithMs rather

than the common logarithMs given in Table 9-1.
V

x Estimated in x Correct in x

0.70 . -0.35667

0.82 -0.19845

0.90 10.10536

0.1133312
.7-

1.18 -, 0:16551
_..

1.23 0.20701

11.24

.
4

.

0.21511 P

0.231111.2

1.28
V

0.24686

1.29 0.25464
,

1.31 I: 0.27003

1.32 V.27763

1:33 0.28518

1.34

,

i 0.29267

/-N

1-
[sec. 9-1]
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Use the graph in Fig. g4k to eSate the values'of:log
10x

for those values. of listed!OV-the first column.6f 'the

\following table. Compare 9tio.ttimated values with the
correct values given intite last column.

x Estimated logiox Correct logiox

1.12
.

.

.

0.0492,

1.16 0.0645
.

1.18 0.0719

1.21 " 0.0828

1.23 0.0899

1,24 0.0934

1.26 - . 0.1004

1.28 0.1042

1.29 0.1106

1.31 0.1173

1.32 0.1206 6

1.33 0.1239

1.34
,,.

0.1271

3. DraW,an accurate graph of the common logarithm function

y = laglox. on a large:sheet of graph paper. Use.Table 9-1

as- the- table of values for drawing the graph. Compare your

graph with the graph of y=-. log10x in Fig. 9-11.



4. Use sheets of graph paper similar to those.in Fig. 9-1g

9-1h to extend he graph-of y= 1/X both to the ri: and

to the left. The class might undertake a c:operative tiroject

°
of drawing the xgraph from = 0.1 to x = 10.- This graph.

can be used to make a table of logarithms for all numbers

from x = 0:1 to x = 10. Observe that the logarithms ,ob-
.

tained are natural logarithms and not common logarithms as

given iimqabfe.971.

5. Use sheets of graph paper similar to those in Fig. 9-1g and

9-1h to extend the graph of y = M/x in Fig.. 9-1k both to

the right and to the left. The class might undertake as a.

cooperative project the task of drawing the graph from

x = 0.65 td7 x = 10.. This graph can be used to make a table

of common logarithms for all numbers From x = 0.65 to

x = 10. Compare the values of logiox obtained with the

467

values given in Table 9-1.

6. If In x is. the natural logarithm of x, then M In x =

log10x. Show that this relation can be used to compute a.

table of common: logarithms frot a table of natural logarithms.

NDetermine k in the equation of the hyperbola y = k
,

so thatX,

log. 2 = 1. We call this log function log2x. Find the

value of log2 1,
2

3,
2

1
log2 2, and

log2

[sec. 9-1]
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. -

;9-2. An InTortantForMUlaiFor Log x. The purpose of this section

is to prove a theorem which sitates an important property of 14 x.

Theorem 9-2. If y = log x is the logarithm function de-

rived from the hyperbola y.= k/x, and if a and b are any two

..positive numbers, then

'9-2a log ab = log a + log b.

Before we undertake to prove Theorem 9-2 let us verify Bqua-

tion.9-2a in a number of special cases. Table 9-2a gives the

.valUes of log10ab and (logioa + logiob) for a number of diff-

erent.values of a' and b. In three cases the two numbers differ

by one in the fourth decimal place. A small difference of this -

size is to be expected occasionally since the logarithms in our

table are correct to only four decimal places.

Table 9-.2a. Comparison of logl0ab and 1°g10a.+ log10b.

a b 1og16ab
log10a + 1°g1013

1.50 2.00 0.4771 0:4771

2.50. 3.00 0.8751 : 0.8750

1.50 3.00 0.6532 0.6532

2.00 2.50 0.6990 0.6989

3.00 4.00 1.0792 1.0792

6.01 (-, 2.00 1.1139 1.1139

3.00 - 5.00 1.1761 1.1761

.4.00 . 4.00 1.2041 1.2042' Jr

[sec.



Figure 9-2a

Fig. 9-2a. The area under the hyperbola y = k/x from x = a to
x = ab is equal to the area under the hyperbola from x = 1 to

.x

Consider the proof of Equation 9-2a. The graph on the left in
Fig. 9-2a shows that the area under the`hyperbola from x =IL to
x-= ab. is log ab, and that this area is equal to the area from
x ..1 to x =.a plus the area from. x = a
the area from x = 1 to' x = a is log a

.proof of Equation 9-2a will be complete if
area under the hyperbola from x = a to' x
the area from x = 1 to x = b; This fact

special case; the proof in the general case
same ,way.

The proof will .be given for a = .2 and b = 3. In this case
we araasked to prove that the area under the. hyperbola y = k/x
from x = 2 to :x = 6: is,equal-to the area from x = 1. to
x = 3. .Approximate the latter area by ^four

to x = ab Since_

ley definition,. the

we can show that the

is. ttie,same-as

will be proved in.a

can be given in the

L

[sec. 9-2 t

rectangles ,as Showa in
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2.3 4 5 .6

Figure 9 -2b. Appx1okiMate

area under the hlterbola

y. 7. from x= 2 to x= 6.

Figure 9-2c. Approximate areas,

under the hyperbola y
0 . x

from x = 1 to x-= 3.

Fig. 9-2c, and approximate. the,former area by four corresponding

rectangles as shown in 'Fig. 9-2b.. The altitude of eachrectangle.
,can be.found.by calculating y from y-..-k/X for the appropriate

value. of x. The calculations are shown.inTabie ObServe
that the area of'each rectangle. in Fig. 9-2b is exactly. equal.

Tabla 9-L2b. Computation of the Areas;_iriLFigs.. 9-2b _and -9-2

Fig. 9-2b
' Fig. 9-?c

Rec-'
tangle

Length
of Base Altitude Are Rec-

angle
Length
of Base Altitude Area

1

3

21.

4

. 1

k
7 ,

k

k
5

k
7

1

')
3

0.5

0.5 --..

0.5

0.5

_ k k .

'f:

k
5,

lc'7

-

1.0 .:

k-75

k
2.0

k.
7.7

[sc. 9 i
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to the area ofthe corresponding rectangle 'in Fig. 9-2c. .Tiius :the

sum of the areasof the rectangles An Fig.,9-2b is equal to the
sum,of the areas in Fig. 9-2c. The same result will be found.re.-

gardless of the number of rectangles used to approximate the areas.
If a. large number of rectangles is usedithe sum of their areas is

very close to.the area under the curve. From these considerations'
it follows that the -area.under the hyperbola .5r, F k/x from 'x = 2
to x = 6. is equal to the area from x = 1 to .x . 3.

A proof-of-Equation 9-2a for-the general case can be given in
exactly the same way'.. .)

EquatiOn 9 -2a has many applications. For example, Table 9-1
does not give 1og1028, but it,,does:give log164 and logay.

Therefore, by. Equation 9-2a,

1og1028 = 1og3:04 + 1og107

ti 0.6021 + 0.8451

ti 1.4/P72.
3

Observe.also that 11 = ( )(171)., Therefore,

so that

1og1011 log ../11. + log10
'fir

1°g10111 f logloll

ti (1.0414)

ti 0.5207.
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Exercises

1. Verify Equation 9-2a in a

ing the following table.

Table 9-1.

9-2.

number of special cases by complet-

Use the.comMon logarithms giVen in

a b ab log
10

ab logloa + 1 glOb

3.00 3.00

3.00 2.00

4.00 2.50
_

5.00 4.00

5.00 7.00
.

,

/3.00 6.00

6.00 5.00
i

5.00 8.00

5.00 10.00 0

4.00 3.50, 4

5.00 9.00

2. Use Equation 9-2a and Table '9,1 to calculate the values of

the following logarithms:

() 1og1021
(g) '37.°g1032

(m). .log1044 (s) ,log1057. !

(b) log1024 (h) 1og1033 (n) '1og1048 (t). 1og1063

.(c) 1og1022 log10-34 (0' 1og1049 (u) 1og10125

(d) 1og1026 (j)
1og1036

(p) 'log1051 (v) log10144

-(e) .1°g1027 (k) 1og1038 (q) 1og1054 (w) log10250

(f) log1028 (P) 1og1042
1°g1056 .

(x). 1og101000.

(sec. 9-2)26



Prove that log a2 =2

following lOgarithms:

(a) log10-17

log a.

(0

14-73

Use,thls fact to compute the

1og102.25
(k) a°g10256°.

(b) . loglofT "(g) 1og106,25
(1) l'ilo441

(c) 1cg10"1-5
( (h) log1064

(m) 4°g10196

(d) 10F10.47 ,(i) log1081 (n) 1og10289

(e) log10NG5 (j)
1og10169 (c). .1°g10576

. Prove that log abc = log a. + log b + log c ,and thus. that

log alb = 2 log a ± log .b and

. log. a3 = 3 log a.

Use these facts to compute the following logarithms:

(a) 1cg1042
. (f) 1og10147 (la loglo.YE

(b) log101001 -(g) 1og10126.75 (,4 log10.3 575-

.
.(c) 1og10255

(h) 1 og10343 (m) log10

(d) 1og1026.25 (1). lcg1017? 8 (n) loglo 33.17:100

(e) logio(3.5)2X7 (40 logio5/T (o) -logio313

Use the defini°tion.of log x as an area to show that

k(x-.1
log x < k(x-1) where. k > 0 and x > 1-

. x -
V

1

Is this inequality true when_ 0 < x < 1?

[sec. 9-2]
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9-3, Properties Of lag x.

Corresponding to the hyperbola y = k/x there is a logarithm-

function y = log x. This function was defined in Section 9-1.

According to Definition 9-1, -log,x: for each k > 0 has the.

following properties:

9-3a log 1 =

log x > '0, x > 1,

log x < 0, 0 < x.< 1.

Furthermore, it was shown'in Section 9-2 that

9-3b loaxi x2) = log xi + log x2 .

In this section some additional properties of the logarithm

function will be established.
1In Equation 9 -3b let xi be and let X. Then

log x(4) = log x + log X.

and log 1 = 0 by Equation 9-3a, the lastBut since x(X)

equation becomes

Thus it follows that

0 = log x + log X.

.9-3P, log
1
- = - log x.

xi
Next, consider the, logarithm of -41. This quotient can beX1.

thought of as a product. Thus,

x
1 (1

x2 ' 'R
2 2

Then by Equations 9-3b and 9-3c,

or

9-3d

1log= = log xi + log 7 ,

)2 -2

logi= = log xi - 1 g x2.
2

[sec. 94104



then,

9-3e

475

It will be shown next that if n is any positive integer,

-log x
n

..n log x,

log TE. - nlog x.

The first statement in Equation 9-3e follows from repeated

application of Equation 9-3b,.for

log x2 = log(x x)

= log x + log x

= 2 log x;

log x3 = log(x2 x)

= log x2 + log x

= 2 log x ,+ log x

= 3 log x.

The first statement in Equation 9-3e can be established by
. .

continuing, in this fashion. The second statement follows from the

first statement andlfrom Equation 9-3c, for
, . 1

=.- log xn

= - n log x.

The symbol ITV, where x .0 'and_ q is a positive inte

Means a positive number whose qth power is x. Thus

( c.V71"-e)q. = x. For example, = 2, VI; = 2,
6
1/7g,.= 2,

3 125 = 5. It will now be shown that if p and, q are any pos-

itive integers, then

9-3f log( 4(1)

[sec. 9-3]
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It will be shown first that log q/ = (1..) 1g.x. By the first
41. .q

statement in Equation 9-3e,

log( )q = q log

or

log. x = q log 1(7T.

By solving this equation .for log c.,(27, we obt

log .c..1/75E= q x.

From this result and ttl first statement in Equation 9 -3e it

' follows that °

log ( 1/7R)P = 2 log x,

and the proof of Equation 9-3f is complete.

The next property of log x to be established is the

rowing;

9-3g - If xi < x2, then log x1< log x2.

JThis property.. follows from the definition of log x (Definiti

9-1); for, if xi < x2, the area under the hyperbola y

from 1 to xi is less than the area under-the curve from 1 to
c,

x2'.

A similar argument establishes

If log xi,< log x2, then xi < x2.

Note that statements 9-3g and 9-3g1 can be expressed as one

statement .as follows;

'xi < Xe if and only if log xi < log )c
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The next property of log x to be established is the follow-
,

ing:

9-3h If log xi log x2, then xj =x2.

There are only three possibilities: either xi < x2, xi > x2,

or xi = x2.. But the first two are Impossible,' since xa < x2

implies log xi < log x2, and x_ > x
2

implies log xi log x2

byEquation 9-3g. .Thus,..x1 < x2 and xi > x2 -must be rejected

since both lead to contradictions. Therefore, xi = x2, and the

proof is complete.'
e

Again, a similar argument a&tablishes

9-3h/, If xi = x-2; then log xi = log x2'.

The final property of log .x which isdesired is the following:

9-3i The grg,ph .of y = log x is a continuous curve.

This follows from the fact that the graph has no breaks or jumps
In it. An important consequence of this property is the following:.
If xi.< x2 and C. is any number such that log xi < c < log x2,

then there is a number x0 such that x, < x0 and.< x2
log XO =

The foll6wing is a summary of 'the properties of log x:

9-3a log 1 = 0,

log x> 0 x> 1,

log x < 0 ,p < x < 1.

9-3b If x
1

and x
2

are any two positive'numbers,.then

log(x1.x2) = log xi +

19-3c 7log = - log X.

[sec. 9-3]
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9-3d If and x0 are any two positive numbers, then

x
1

log -c-2 = log xi - log x2.

9-3e If n is any positive integer, then;.--

9-3f

1 g xn-
= n log x,

log 1-- = log x.
xn

If p and q are any two positive integers, then
Is

log (ii x)P . log x.

9-3g If x1 <x2, then log, xi-:<)_og x2.

-1-

973g' If log xi < log x2, then xi < x
2

[xi < if and only if log xi < log x2l

9 -3h If log, xi = log x'2, then xi

9-3114'. .If = x2, then log xi .%iog x2

r
If;3.

9 -3i

if and only, if log xi = log xj

The graph of y is'a continuous curve..

a
Some applications of these properties of the Tunction: log x

e.

will:be illtstrated by examples:

ExamplOik49-3a. Use Table 9-1 to find the following

logarithms:

f. (a) 1
11

2

g10 (b)

[sec. 9-3]
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Solution: 11 2

'g10
(a) 1-

1 log16112
'- 1°g1017

-

1og1011
2

= 2 log,n11
.- 4

11 -
*.7 log10

-2 log1011 - 1og1017

44-i Z.' 2(1.0414) - 1.2304

"t 0.8524

.(b) According to (9-30,

log10( )5 =
1°g105

ti

3(0.6990)

ti 1.1650

express log N in terms of the-Example 9 -3b. If N 3ba

re

479'

(9-3d)

(9-3e)

logarithms of .a, b, and c.

, Solution: log a3b
-.log a3b - log ,r77

---: log a3 + log. b - log .4/7-

.= 3 -log a 4. log b log c.

1Example 9-3c. Solve for
3

log x log-3 = log 5

Solution: log x 4. 3 log 3= 3 log 5

log x - 3 log 5 -3 log 3

log x = log 53 - log 33

3
log x = log 13-

3

$=
3

3

125
27

x

sec. 9 -3]
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Example 9-3d. Solve for x: log (x-3) + log x = log 28

Solution: Note that log a is not defined when 0. This

means that we must have (x - 3) > 0 for our equation to be mean-

ingful. We can wvite.log[(x3)x] = log 28. Since x, = x2 if log

1
= log x2, we have (x-3)x = 28 or x2'- 3x - 28 = 0. The roots

of thiS quadratic are found to be 7 and -4 We ob-

serve that 7. satisfies the originil equation and that -4 must

be rejected for the reason we have indicated.

Exercises

1. Use Table 9-1 pad the properties

section to find the following lo

(a) 1°g10 7

(b) logi0(4 x

(c) log10( x 17)
4

7.5)

(d)

(e)

.,, 1.50 x 3.50
'610 2.5

1°.gi0 (13)6

log10 ( 47-=)A113 /

of log x stated in this

garithms:

log
lo

(2.5)3(3.5)5

logio( 1 4/-u)

5)2 (5`5)3

1
log10

log, C32 + 42)

1
10

(m) log,

33

1

+' 33

[sec.



2. Find the value of 2 x 7 by the use of logarithms.
4

Solution: ByEquation9-3b and Table 9-1,

logi0(2 x 7) = logi02 + log l07

ti 0.3010 ± 0.8451

ti 1.1461.,

Table 9-1 shows that

log1014 ti 1.1461.

It follows, from Equation 9-3h that 2 x 7 = 14.

2.50 x 18.00
3. Find the .value or.

4.50 by using logarithms.

25L(J14. N find N by means of logarithms. .

3

O

481

Express the logarithms of each of the following expresSiona

in terms of the logarithms of the letters involved as in
Example 2:

(a) PQR

(b) P( 1(7;1)2

(c)
2-5pR

.1157/(a)
R'

(e)

(f)
x5

[sec. 9-3]
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6.. Solveeac of the following loga thm c equations for x:

(a) lo
10 x = 3 loglo 7

(b) logio.x + loglo 13.=
log10 182

( ) 2.1oglo x - .login 7 loglo

(d) .logio (x-2) + loglo 5 = 2

:(e) log10 x + loglo (x + 3) = 1

1
(f) loglo x = loglo 64

(g) logio (x-2) + loglO (x +.3) loglo 14

Write withdut "log ":

(a). Ic:4310'V'= a°g10 4 + loglo V + 3 logior - log 3

(b) loglo

112

1 g10 t 10g

(c)
1loglo'S [log10 sz+

loglo (s7a)

+ loglo '(s-b) log10 s-ci

8. -ShoW by logarithms that, if a > 0, and p, q, and n are

natural-numbers, then

(a) q.,./TP (q.,77&. )P.

(b)
nl

an
.

= 1711- Hint: Use Property.9 -3f

[sec. 9-3]
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Express as a single logaiithm:

(a) logio x.+jogio y - log10 z

(b)
logic (x +.3) - 1 gio (x-2)

(c) 4 logio - 3 logio s

(d)
log10

2
log10 Y

(e) logio. 2 + logio x + 3(1og10

(f)

g10 y)

logio x + 4 iogio .(x-2) + log10 x
2

483

410. Suppose we denote the area under the curve .cy =-3x2 in the
first quadrant between the Ordinates at 1 and x as "lug-x"
Are there any. properties of log x 'which are also true for
"lug x"? In partiCUlar is it true.that 'jug oh = lug a +
lug b?

9-4. The Graph of x = logx.

Fig. 9-11 contains-graphs of y = In x and y = .logiox,

These graphs exhibit many of the Oharacteristit features and im-
portant properties of all logarithm functions: This section will
be devoted to a'study of the properties of the graph pf the general:
logarithm function y = log x. .

The first important prOperty,of the graph of y = log x is
this: The ordinate y always increases as x increases. It was
proved in 973g that, if xi < x2, then log xi < log x2.. The fact,

that y always increases as x increases on-the graph of
.y = log x is a consequence.

It follows from the definition.of_log x that log 1 = 0 -...(see

also Equation 9-3a). Thus the graph .of y = log x crosses the
x-axis at (1,0). The'graph does not cross the x-axis at any other
point because y always increasesa x increases.

4

[sec. 9-4]
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It haa been explained already that the graph of y = logx
is a continuous curve .(see Property..4-31). The76aphs of
y =-1n x and y = log10x in Fig. 9 -li are continuous curves, and

the graph of every. logarithm; function .5r = log.x has this name

property.

Another important property of the-graph-of y = log .x. is the..

following: As x increases without limit, y also increases
without limit. By 973g, we know that if x1 < x2, then! log
xi < log x

2'
\--Since 1 < 2, log 1 <-log 2, and 0 < log 2.

Consider log 2n.Akhce logo2n = n,log follows that
log 2

n
increases witTout limit as n increases Without limit.

Thus, the point (2., n log 2) is on the graph of y log x,

and the ordinate of this poitt is ar.W.traritily large if n is suffi'.
ciehtly large. Sihce y 'always increases as x increases, it
follows that increases without limit as x_ increases on the,

n

graph of y = log x.

A closely related propertyis the following:

toward zero, y ,dec76-671without limit owthe. gr

Anothermay to state this property is the fqllowl

Y'=,log x is asymptotic to the negatiye y7axis.

Equation 9L3e that. log In
= - n log 2.J

Thus, the point (1t, - n log 2)
2

is on the graph of y'= log x.

As n increases wi'Olout limit,

the abscissa of this point de-

creases toward zero, and the

ordinate decreases withoUt limit.

Since. y always decreases as x

decreases; the gfaph Of y = log x

asyMptotic' to the negative

y7axis.as stated,

The final property of the

graph Of ,.1 = log x 'is the

following: If z is any real

number, then thegrapivof

c-

[sec. 9-4]
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phof y = log x
g: the, graph of

It follows frbm

Figure 9-4a The graph
of y = log. _ crosses
every line y, = c once
and only once".
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y = log x crosses the .:c at one and only one point.

This property is an important consequence of.the fact that the

graph of y = log x is continuous, ,and Fig. 9-4a gives a

graphical proof of it. The figure shows the graphs of y.= log x
and y:= c. If the graph of y = log x crosses the graph of y = c

one then the curved line cannot cross.the straight'line a e d°

.time.becausethe ordinate y on the graph of y=.'log x a17

increases as x 'increases. Thus, the proof will be complete if
.

it can be shown that the-graph of y = log x _crosses the line at

least once. It has been shown already in this section that there

is a point on the graph of y =-log X above the line y = c and

another point below this line. Since the graph. of y = log x is

continuous, the graph cr'sses the line in passing from the point

below the line y = c to the point above this,line. The proof is

'complete.

. Another statement of the property proved in-the'last para-

graph is the following: I c is any real number,.then there is

exactly one positive real number x0 such that log xo = c.

The following is a summary of the properties of the graph of

y = log x established in this section.

9-4a On the graph of y = log x, the .ordinate

'increases as the abscissa -x increases.

9-4b The graph of y = log x crosses the x-axis at

and at no other point.

9-4c The graph of y = log x is a continuous curve.

9-4d As x increases without limit, ;y also increases with-

out limit on the's graph of y. = logy.

9-4e As x decreases toward zero, y decreases without liMit

on the graph of y = log x..

9 -4f If _C is any real nUmber; then the graph of y = log x

crosses the line y = c at one and only one point.

[sec.
:



Exercises .9-4

Find the coordinates Of a point P on the grap
5rV= log10 X which satisfies each of the following conditio

(a) The ordinate of P is greater than 100.

(b) The ordinate of P is that -5..

(c) The ordihateof P is iLreate'r-than T and less than 2.

Hint for. (a);"Recall that log
1010 = 1 and that

logiolOn = n 1og1010.

2, Draw an'accurate graph of y = logioX on a large sheet of,
t

graph paper (see_Exercise 9-1-3). Use:this graph to find the
approximate solutions of the following equations: (Note that

graph must extend to at least x = 100).

(ait 7.ogi0x = .5, (f) logiox= 1.2

(b) logiox .= .8 (g) logiox =.2

(c) -Lu
log,,x = -1 (h) logiox 17T

(d)J-logiox = 0 (i) log

10 (j) to(e) log
lox

-2.5

3. We label the log- function whose' value at 10, is 1. with the
symbol log10 x. Similarly, the log i'unctiOn whose graph

'passes through the point (t,1). is called- loge x. Find the

value of Ck associated with loge lc: ShoW also that

loge to n, wriere n' is, any positive integer.
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4. If the graph o.f y = log.x passes through the;. point .(t,$)

where t show that 'log to ns for any positive
integer n, Also find the value of k such that the graph.
of y = log x paSses through (.t,$).

5. Show that there exists a number. x such that log10 x = V

Show also that thi8 number is greater than 1000, and less

than 1000 ,r-ro,
ry

6. Sketch a curve which has the property that it'is symMetric to
the graph. of y = log x with-respect to theline y

Suppose. that.theequation of this new curve is y = E(x).

(a). ,Re-state properties 9-4a, 4b, 4c4 4d:es'they apply
A

to the graph of y = E(x).

(b) Which of the following are true?

,r-(1) The functions log x and are so related-

that the domain of either function is the range of

`'the other.

(2) If P(a,b). lies on either graph, then the point

Q(b,a) lies on the other.

*9-5 Tablet of Common Logarithms,; Intepolatioh.

It was shown in Table 9-1 that the common logarithms of a few
numbers are integers;:for example, 1og100.01 -2, loglol = 0,

and 1og1010 = 1. The common logarithms of-some numbers are

rational fractions;. for example, .log10 10 = t- (see EqUation

9-3f). The common.logarithms of many humberS are irrational
.

numbers; for example, thenuMber 10 will be defined later,

and it will be shown that. 1og1010 is the irrational number

The usual tables of logarithmsexpress approximate values

of the logarithms of numbers in da6iMal form correct to four,
five, or seven decimal places.

- [sec. 9,-51
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4;
Four-place tables will be used in his section and the next.

Table 9-5a. Approximations to a Few Common Logarithms and Their

Representation in Wrlard Form.'

loglox log
10
x in Standard Form

0.00231 - 2.6364 - 3 + .3636
0.0231 - 1.6364 - 2 + .3636
0.231 - 0.6364 - 1 + .3636
2.31 0.3636 0 + .3636

23.1 1.3636
.

11+ .3636
231.0 2.3636 2 + .3636,

2310.0
.

3.3636 3 + .3636
23100.0 4.3636 4 + .3636

It has been shown that the logarithms of numbers greater than
1 are positive, and that the logarithms of numbers.lese'than 1
are negative. The second column of Table 9-5a gives the common
logarithms of numbers listed in the fist ,The third

column ehows the logarithms written in standard form. It will be
observed that ',log

10
x, whenWritten'in standard form, is the sum

of an integer (positive, negative.or zero) and a non-negative
decimal fraction less, than 1. The integer is called the charac-:
.teristic of the logarithm, and the deciMalfraction is called the
mantissa. Thus,. the standard form for writing the common log-
arithm of a number a is

Definition 9-5a. iog.a = n +. m, where

n is a positive or negative integer or

zero, and

S, 111. < .

We illustrate the meaning of 'brae definition with some examples:

Example 9-5a. Find the characteristic n' and the mantisea
of loglo,a for each of the-following values:

(a) logloa = ..4829

[sec. 9-5]
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Solution.: It is important to .observe that the characteristic

n, can be zero as it is in this case.. We can write:

14
10

a = .4829 = 0.4829 = 0 + .4829. where

= 0 and m= .4829. Note 0 S m< 1.

(b) log10a = 3.3122 + 1.5040'

Solution: Clearly log: 0a = 4,8162 = 4 + .8162, therefore,

/ri.= 4 and m = .8162. Again, 0 S m < 1.

(c) logna = -2.4163

.Solution: If we write .lOgloa*= -2 + (- .k163), we. observe

that the decimal fraction is negative and therefore cannot be re-

garded as a mantissa which, by definition, is a non-negative number

less than ones.';' In this case Log a. is"larget than -3 and less

than -2. This means that log10a can, be expressed as.°-3 plus

some positive number less than.one.' .This positive number is our

mantissa m.

logna = -3 + m or -2.4163 =4073 + m. m = .5837. This

gives log10a m-3 + .5837. We see that ,n = -3 anikhat

0 S m < 1. --Note that we could have obtained thp result more

quickly by adding and subtracting 3:

logna = -2.4163-=--2.4163 -.3 = :.5837.-, 3 = -3' + .5837. ti

Example 9-5b. Find the characteristic n and the'mantiasa

m for

log10a if 5 log10a = 2 log10x - 3.1og10y, where

3f(pg10x
0.1962, and logloy = 0.7343 - 2.

[sec. 9-5]
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Solution: 5 log10a = 2 X (0.1962) - 3(0.7343 -

= 0.3924 - 3(-1.2657)

=0.3924 +'3.7971

= 4.1895

1°g10a = 0.8379. n y 0 and m = .8379.

m<

T"" Exercises 9-5a

Find the characteristic and the mantissa for .log10a in Exercises

1-12:

1. 1og10a = 3.8383

2. log10a = .5332

log10a = -.4431 Hint: log10a

logloa = -2.2136

5. 1og
10a = 5

6. 1.3166
1,°g10a

7. log10a .2727 - .81:2

4

8. log10a = .4177 +

9. logloa = -.0926

10. 3 logloa_= -4

11. 276183 +.1g3.0a = 1.2336
a

1.7832 - 5

12. log a = [3 log, ox + logioy 1
.5

log10 z where

1°g10x = 0.3163,
1°g10Y 8887, logicz = - 7.4175

[sec. 9-5]
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13. Let n represeht the characteristic and m- the mantissa for

log10a, a >0.. IS the following statement true?: If

I6gloa = 0, then. m = 0 and n =.0.

14. Are these statements true?

(a) If log10a and. log10b have the same mantissas, then

hey differ by. an integer.

(b) If logloa and loglob differ'by,an integer, then their,

Mantissas are equal.

Let us now consider two positive numbers whose decimal

representations differ only in the position of the decimal point.

We see that 73.18 and .07318 area pair of numbers of this type.

In this case,,we note that 73.18 = .07318 x

The sample of logarithms given in Table 9 -5a suggests that the

Common logarithms of any two numbers whose decimalpresentations
J.0%.

differ only in the positions of the decimal pointa-have the same

mantissas. :This fact will be proved ih the,follOgAtheorem:
C

Theorem 9-5a. If a and b are any two posItive numbers

whose decimal representations differ only in the positions of the

.Decimal points, then log10a and loglob have the 0:mantissas.

The proof employs 'the properties Rloagithts established
7

Section-973. For convenience, assume t11411a > b; imllar 'Proof

can be given if b > a. Then there eXiVtarlo04 n

such that .

and
-:A

Recall that log (x1 x2) = log x1 x, an

:19g1010 14

[sec: 9751
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Then,

ti°g10a = 1og10(1011b)

logialOn + loglob,

= ndog1010 + loglob

= n +loglob.

Thus, logioa .is obtaihed by adding the integer of to loglob,

and the mantissas.of log10a and loglob are the same. The proof

is complete.

It follows from Theorem 9 -5a that the logarithms.of,all num-
bers can be obtained from a table which gives ').e logarithms of
numbers from 1 to 10. Common logarithMsare preferred to nat-

.,

Ural logarithms for'ordinary computation because of TheoreAl 9-5a.

The mantissas of common logarithms are obtained from a table, and

characteristics are. obtained by inspection asA.ndicated.in the

next Theorem-(9-5b).

Before we consider` its theorem, let Us.re"call the meanings

that have been.assigned to such expressions as 10°, and 16-3
and 10-11. where n is a Positive integer. We haVe.long known.,

that la.x_,.1.0.10.x 10 x 10) (10 x 10) = 105 and, more gener!
, that

at:(110m x m and n are positive integers

4Jcl In this way.
A.

called eicbdilentsV

Zerci,and negati

Ca-:0.i.eMains

0 46.1X 10 =103
value

pOnents were defined so that this law

. 3 and m= O. We have

kdently 10° must be assigned the

orderA6rA 'estatement to be true. We can write

10
0

1.

[sec. 9 -5)
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Suppose next that m = 3 and n = -3. Accordingto.our rule,

we he'Vk

103 x 10-3 = 103+(-3) = 0 0 = 1.

But 103 x
10

1

3
- 1. Therefore, 10-3 must be interpreted as

1. in order for

(
7.

to remain true for negative integral ex-7
-3 1

ponents. Me have then 10-3 _ and, in general,,

-10')

10-n = 1

lOn
where n is a positive

.integer. In fact, for any real number x 0, we have

X-n = 1

xn
where n is a positive integer.

We 'hot'e that Equations 9-3e can now be written as a single equation:
4

9-5b log xn = n log x for any integral value of n provided 45-

> 0.

The use of zero and negative integers as exponents will be

illustrated by examples:

Example 9-5c. Express in decimal.form:

(a) 10.'5

(b) 10° x 1073

(c) 416.2 x 10-5

Solutions:

-(a) 0.00001.1

100,000
105

(b) 10°-X 10-3 = 1 X 1000 = 0.001
1 .

(c) 416.2 x 10-5 = 416.2 x lO1

[sec'. 9-5]
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Example 9-5d. Supply the appropriate exponent:

(a) 0.00001 = lox

(b) 103 X 1ok x 10-7 = loY

(c). 0.0512 = 5.12 x.102

Solutions: The definitions indicate that the answers are,

x = y 0 and z =

This brief discussion of integral exponents is sufficient fOr
our present purpose. A More oompletediscussion of exponents is
found in Section 8 of this .Chapter along with a number of practice
exercises.

We are now in a position to establish

'Theorem 9-5b. If N is a pOsitive number expressed in the

form le x k, -where n is an integer and 1 < k < 10, then n.
is the characteristic of log10N.

Proof:

1., N = 10n x k
4*

2. log oN = 1og10(10n X k),

3. log10N =
log10 log10

4
1°g10N n 1°g10k

Hypothesis

(9 -3h)

(9-3b)

(9-3e) and.

logi010 = 1 by definition

5. 1 <. k < 10
..

0
Hypothesis

6..
log10 1 S 1°g10k < 1°g101 (9-3g),

Ira

,7. 0 < log10 k < 1 -013101 = 0. and 1og1010 = 1

8. ri is the characteristic oflogin'w N by definition (9-5a)

Q.E.D.

[sec. 9 -5)
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Examples will show howthis TheoreMcan be applied11 as
the significance of our preliminary note on"zero as an exponent.

Example 9 -5e. Find the characteristic n. of .log10N for

each,of the following values of N:

(a) N = 4513
p

(b) N. = 0.00847

(c) N = 7.418

Solutions:

(a) N = 4.513 x 103, therefore' n = 3 by Theorem 9-5b.

(b)(..N =10.47 x 10-3; n = -3.

(c), N = 7.418`x 1 7 7.418 x ae; .*. n = O.

Example 9-5f. If we know that the characteristic of

log
10

N is 2, and that the sequence of digits in N is 4821,

locate the decimal point in N.

Solutio14.7'In our formula N = 10n x k, we have .= 4.821

and- n = 2.' .*. V = 4.821 x 10
2

= 482.1

.

Exercises 9-5b (Oral)

Give the characteristic for

ing values of N:

(a) 43.16

(b) 763,900

(c) 7.732

(d) ..0.7732

(e) 0.000085

logloN for each of the follow-

(f) 10
-8

x 6.32

(g) 471.5.x 104

(h) 0.0063 x 103

(i) 6315 x 10-7

(j) 105 x 1031 Y 10-2

[sec. 9-5)
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2. In each of the

digits in N
4

following cases we are given the sequence of

and the characteristic of logidN. Locatd the

decimal point (find N) ineach case.

Sequence ofA)igits in N CharacteristiC of log10N

(a) 77113 5

(b) 63192' 0

(c) 2083 -3'

(d) 5331 -7

(e) 29003 , 2

3. A number indecimal form is said to have its decimal point in

standard position if the decimal point is located.just to the

right of, the first non-zero digit. Use this idea along with

Theorem 9-5b to obtain a rulefor.finding the characteristic

of the logarithm of any numb r which has been expressed, in

decimal form.

4. Apply the rule you obtained in Exercise 3 to find the charac-

teristic-of log N when N is given as follows:

(a) 417800

(b) 0.0031

(c) 731- x 10-5

O

(d) 0.001 x 0.0002

(e) between 0.001' and 0.009

(f)- 4 x 103 + 273

(g) 2.16 x 103 x 3.19 x 10-3

[sec..975]
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It is now possible.to explain how the logarithm of a number
is obtained from a table. Table 9 -5b showS a small portion of a
standard four-place table of common logarithms. The first two
digits of-the numbe'r.are given in the column on the left which is
headed. N; the third, digit appears at the'tops of the columns on

Table 9-5b Sample Entries from a Four- Place T ble of

Common Logarithms

N 0 1 2 3 4

60 7782 7789 7796. 7803 7810 7818 ',7825 7832 :7839 7846

61 7853 7860 7868 7875 7882 7889' 7896 7903 7910 7917

62 7924 7931 7938 '7945 7952, 7959 7966 7973 7980 7987.

63 7993 8000 8007 8014 8021 8028 8035 8041 8048 8055

84 8062 .8069 8075
,

8082 8089- 8096 8102 8109 8116 8122

65 8129 8136 8142 8149' 8156 8162 8169 8176 8182 -8189

66 8195 8202. 8209 8215 8222 8228 8235 8241 8248 8254

theiright. ,A- complete foUr-place table appears at the end of this
_Section' (Table 9 -5d). These tables give only mantissas,,and all
decimal points are omitted. Characteristics are obtained by apply-
ing Theorem .9-5b.- Table 9-5c \gives a number of logarithms that
have been obtkineein the manner indicated.

If the loqprithm of.anumber is knoWn, the digits of the
number can befiound by looking in a table of:logarithms. If'tne.
given logarithm is-a common logarithm, look' for the' ma.ntissa, in the:
body of a table of common logarithms and read the digits of the
number at the left margin and at the top of the column in Which-the
'mantissa is foUnd. The characteristic indicates where the decimal 0
point should be placed. 'Table 9-5c can also be-interpreted
giving examples -Of hOW'to find the-number a when logiaa.
giyent-
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Table 9-5c. SoMe Common.Logarithms Obtained from Table 925b.

a logioa

.6180. . 3 + .7910'

6160. 3 + .7896

62.1 1 + .7931

6.15 .0 + .7889

6.'18 0.-+- 710

0.619 -1 +'.7917

0.0619 - -2 + .7917

0.00619 -3 + .79,17-'

619.
. 2 + .7917

6190. 3 + .7917

- 61900. ,.7917

617000. - 5 + .7903

1`, 6.21
.

0 + .7931
,

The discussion of tables iJ:f_logarithms will be complete as

soon asinterpolation has been described. Consider the problem
of findinglog10621.6. Inspectionof:the tables shOws'readiiy,

that log10621.0 ti 2.7931,

1og10622.0 ti 2.7938,

but the digits 6216' do not occur in a standard four- place
table,. Since `log xl < log x2 if xl.<

2.7931,< log
o621.:6:< 2.7938, i\

but further information isneedeto find' 1og10621..6. An examine-.
.-

'tiOnof.the graph .of Y.= loglox in'Fig.:9-li shows ttlat shbrt ''

sections of the graph are almost straight. Fiore precisely,'let
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P1 and.. P2 be 'two points on the graph of :y log10x ,which lie

close together;"then the segMent of 'a straight line that-joins
.these two points lies very close to the graph of y

v
Thus, in order to find log10621.6, 'the.graph of y logy will
be approximated byithe straight line through the points (621.0i.
2. 7931) and (622.0, 2.7938)...'-

Fig.79-5a gives a echematic"drawing which explains how the

straightline is used to obtain an approximate value for
1og10621:6.

.0007

D

co

ti
cr)

AD=1

. 621.0 621.6 622.0

O

Fig. 9-5a. Explanationof Linear Interpolation:,

A

Observe from the figure that theA.Ogarithm,increases by ".0007
(the number 7 is usually. called the tabular. difference) when x
increases by 1.0. . The triangles' ABC and ADE are similar."
THerefOre,

mOD m
o z

m(ABJ 7 m(AD). .r Z576 1.9
and z = ..00042, This numbp "r must be rounded-off.to since
it is not possible to:obtain five place accuracy by interpolating
in 'a four-place table. ,Finally? add .0004 to 2.7931 to obtain
log10621.6 7..7935.

[sec. 95)



process iof finding the mantissa c9r the logarithm of a

number whose drigit .occur beteen twoefentries in the table is
.. 4 .

called linRar interpOlatiOn because a stra1ght7line is used to
4

appAximate the graph of y,.. Iogie. a
4

The prObiem of fipang. logi0621.,6 Az can 'also be solved very

siMilly by firi4ng the eqtlition.Of the line tgarough the two points

A and 4, in Fig. 9-54,,,/ The figure *sligirs that A and E have
i;

the; coordinates (621.0, 217p1) and (8220, 2.7938) respect-
,

,ively:' The'equation,of the line throug:h A and E is

or

- 2.7j31

y 2.7931 + .0097 (x 621.0).

The. value of . y when x 621.6 is ',the approximate. value of .

log10621.6. If x = 621.6, the last equation gives

Hence, log10621.6 Z 2.7935.

It

when

often necessary to interpolatefin--Order to plol a

\4umber when its logarithm is }cnown. For example, consider the

problem of finding x if

1- = 2.7935.

Table 9 -5b shows that

.

,

4Og10 x 1.7940.

log1062.2
ti 1.7938

log1062.3

but the mantissa 0.7940 does not occur in the table.

see 9-5]
.45t.r
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Fig. 9-5b gives a schematic diagram which indicates how the graph

of y.= logiox can be approximated bya straight line in such a

way as to give a solution to.the prOblem. Similar triangles give

the equation.

03

Of
ti

z 0.1
o.0002 .0007'
r z = 4(0.1).

Of Qf

M

622 62.3

AD =0.1

Fig. Explanation of linear. interpolation
. for finding a number when its loge-
rithm is given.

Thus, is approximately .03, and the number whose common loga-

rithm is 1.7940 is approximately
:

The problem just explained can be solved also by finding the

equatiOri of the straight line AE in Fig. 9 -5b. This line passes

through the ,points whose coordinates are (62.2,, 1.7938) and

1.7945),. The equation of this line is

y - 1.7938 = .007 (x - 62.2).

If, y = 1.7940, on this line, then x = 62.23. Thus, ip

1.°Ig10x
1.7940, then x 62.23
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80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

95
96.

97
°.98

99

8692 8698 87o4

8768 8791 879775 875i 8756 8762 8774 8779 8785
8831 8854- 8859

8802
,76 8808 8814 882o 8825 222.9 8848

8904.77 8865 8871 8876 8882 8887 .g.M
78 8921 8927 8932 8938 8943 8919 8954 £9i9t

8998 9004

8910
MI

79 8976__8982 8987 8993 9015 9020 9025

9031 9036
9085 9090.
9138. 9143
9191 9196
9243 9248
9294 9299
9345 9350
9395 9400
9445 9450
9494 94994
954.2
9590

9547.
9595

9638 9643
9685 9689
9731, 9736.

9777 9782
9823 9827
9868 9872
9912 9917
9956 9961

503

9042 .-9047 9053 4,9058 9063 9069 9074 9079
9122 9128 '91339096 9101 910.6 9112 9117

316:9149 9154
.9212

9175 9180 9186
1 N.72 2

9284
29201 9206

9274 9279 9245.4 yg.9253 9258 9263 9269
9304 9309 9315 9320 9325 9330 9335

9385 9390
9340

9355' 9360 9365 9370 .9375 9380
9405' 9410 9415 9420 9425. 9430 91-35 94
9455 9460 9465 9469 9.474 9479 9484 94g
9504 9509 9513 9518 9523 9528 9533 9538

9562 9566 95869552 9557
96339600 96149605 9609

9571 9576 OA
968096529647 9657 966. 966

9703 97089694 9699 9713 9717 3767A
9741 9745 9750 9754

9795*
9759 9763. 9768' 9773

9800 9805 309786 .9791
9836

9814 99886138

98599832
9881

9841 9845 98
98869877 3893o 9989994 9899 9903 335082

9921
9969

..9999370k.

9965 9978 9983 9987 9991 9996

80 9031 9036 9042 .-9047 9053 4,9058 9063 9069 9074 9079
9122 9128 '913381 9085 9090. 9096 9101 910.6 9112 9117

316:82 9138. 9143 9149 9154
.9212

9175 9180 9186
1 N.72 2

9284
283 9191 9196 9201 9206

9274 9279 9245.4 yg.84 9243 9248 9253 9258 9263 9269
85 9294 9299 9304 9309 9315 9320 9325 9330 9335

9385 9390
9340

86 9345 9350 9355' 9360 9365 9370 .9375 9380
87 9395 9400 9405' 9410 9415 9420 9425. 9430 91-35 9488 9445 9450 9455 9460 9465 9469 9.474 9479 9484 94g
89 9494 94994 9504 9509 9513 9518 9523 9528 9533 9538

9562 9566 958690 954.2 9547. 9552 9557
96339590 9595 9600 961491 9605 9609

9571 9576 OA
9680965292 9638 9643 9647 9657 966. 966

9703 970893 9685 9689 9694 9699 9713 9717 3767A
94 9731, 9736. 9741 9745 9750 9754

9795*
9759 9763. 9768' 9773

9800 9805 3095 9777 9782 9786 .9791
9836

9814 99886138

985996. 9823 9827 9832
9881

9841 9845 98
988697 9868 9872 9877 3893o 9989994 9899 9903 335082

°.98 9912 9917 9921
9969

..9999370k.

99 9956 9961 9965 9978 9983 9987 9991 9996

[sed. 9-51[sed. 9-51

lJ

[sed. 9-51

lJlJ
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Exercises 9 -5c.

Use Table 9-5d with the. following exercises.

1. Find the logarithm of each of the following numb6rs:

(a) 342.0

(b) 38.4

(c) .735

(d) .0945

(e) 58900

(f) 21.4

'(g) 349.0

(h) .549

(1) .00684

(j) 73400o

(k) 945o

Gh 73.2

31) .000654

n) 7.68

2. Find the logarithMof each * ItheSoklowing numbers.
. Inter-

,

polation is reqUi'red.',

(a) 684.2

(b) 9.484

(c) .o6254

(d) .7328

(e) 271.6

(0 1.647

(h) '495oo.1

(i) .058i9

(j) .0006237

(k) 788600000.

8.589.

3. Find the numbers. that have the following logarittuns:.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

2 + .4425 (f). 0 + .3522

2.4425 (g) 1 + .2330

-2 + .8274 (h) -3 + .6839

-2.7167 (i) -3.2924
:

4 + .6646 (j) .3.7135

4. Find the numbers that have the following lbgarithms.. Inter-

polation is required.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

2 + .4505 .(f) '72.4748

=1 +*.9156 (g) =2 + .7592

4 + .1320 (h) .1 + .8487

5:3328 . (i) .-1 + .6

-2 +..4748 (i) 3 + 279

[sec. 9-5]
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Draw an accurate graph of y = loglox on a large!.shee

graph paper. Use Table 9-5d as a table of valuefOr.:t1O.i7

ing the graph.

9-6. Computation With Common Logarithms.

Computation with common logarithms rests on:tW*

(a) A number can be found (by using tables)1f*i1OgarithM.

isqvlown.

(b) By using the properties, of logarithmseSt0ItShen

Section 9 -3, it is frequently 'possibl:10.
logarithm of a complicated exPressiOn:60A01roM
the logarithms of the individual mipiberheXpresS7'
ion. .

The procedure is best explained'by.meansOf.ei:eSpiestindeJall-

has been omitted from the symbOl 'log -a in :orderAiithplifIr,

logarithms in this, section

10:-,
.

writing:

Example 9-6a.. Find the'V'alUe,ot

Solution:
,

Let a denote the value Of, the expr6S:Sion errbyfthe

10
I

properties of logarithms eata13114hed-in,gac#Pii
. .

log a Z.,log,.(27'.43.X71.o4T.

In order to make the addition easy, the.work may

tabular form as followq:

'arranged in

log:27;.-43 1:43

log 71.64 Z.' 1.8551

log '(27.43 x 71.64)Z-23-t29-34'

x 71.6 19651
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Example 9-6b. Find the value of 71.64
25:67

Solution: By the properties of,logarithms established in

Section;9-3,

log 25.62214. - log 71.64 - log 25.64.

log 71.64 ti 1.8551

log 25.64 ti 1.4089

log g:2)21-4. Z,0.4462

71.64
25.64 17

7,

Example 9-6c. Find the value 27:43 x (71.64)
2

(25.64)3

Solution: Let a denote the value of the expression. Then

by'the properties of logarithms established in Sectibn 9-3,

:.,log a = log [27:43 x(71.64)2]. = log (25.64)3

= log 27.43.2. Yog 71.64 - 3 log 25.64'

In order to make the additions and' subtractions easy, the work

should be arranged in tabular form

log 27.43 ti 1.4383

2 log 71 t64 Z' 3.7102

1dg[27.43 x (71.64)2] Z5.1485

3 log 25.64 :4.2267

27.43 171.64)2
0.9218

(25.64)

27.43 (71.64)2 Z8.352
(25.64)3

as'followS:

log 71.64 1.8551

2 log 71.64 Z3.7102

log 25.64 ti 1'.4089

3 log 25.64 Z4.2267

[sec. 9-6]
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Example 9-6d. Find the value of .%IFR

1Solution: It was shown in Section 9-3 that log 7= log a-,

x,
Also, log = = log xi - log x2. Thus,i-x

2

log .,/ 71= (log 25.8 - log 64.8)

log 25.8 ti 1.4116

64.8 Z.' 1.8116'

log 25.8 ti 7.4600.

log -siel ,(_.4000) = -0.2000.

Again, we observe that the number T0.200p, being negative, cannot
be regarded as the mantissa of a logarithM, because all mantissas

are, by definition,.non-negative numbers less than one. Moreover,

we have no negative entries in our table of mantissas (9 -5d).

"'Therefore, we must:write the number -0.2006 in standard form,

where the decimal fraction part is positive, as we did in some of:
the exercisesfolloWing Derinition 9-5a.

We have -.0.2000 = -0:.2000 - 1 = 0.:8000 -1.

log V42

'and

. 8

,
-1 + .8006 \

0.6310.

_..:Example Find the value of (0:08432)

Solution: It .'was shown in Section 8-3 that log (0.08432)5=
5 log (0.08432). From the Table 8-5d and tfie rulesfor

.
characteristics,

log (0.08432) Z7 2 +

log (0.08432):5Z- 10 + 4.6295

- 6 + 0.6295

(0.08432).5 0.00000426,1.

(sec. 9-6]
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Note that it is often advantageous to keep the decimal frac-

tion* part of the logarithm positive. For this reason we did not

express log 0.08432 in the equivalent.4orm -1.0741 although it.

would not haVe been wrong to do so. In fact if we use this value,

we have

log (0:08432)5-,,, -5.3105

;which is correct, but, because the decimal fraction part is nega-

tive, is hot'useable with. Our table.' If we add and subtract 6,

we have

-5.3705 + 6 - 6 = 0.6295 - 6 as shown above.

Example 96f. Find the:.value of. V(0.07846)4

Solution The calculation is carr ed out as.folloWs:

lOg V(0,07846)4 = "3 14:log 0.07846]

log 0:07846 ti - 2 + .8947 = -.1.1053

4 log 0.07846 ti -4.4212

3

1
- [4 log 0.0.7846]Z, -1.4737 = -1.4737 + 2 - 2

ti .5263 - 2

. log V(0.07846)4 ti -2 + .5263

V(0.07846)4 ti 0.03360

Exercises 9-6.

Use Table 9-5d .to compute t e value of the unknown in each of

the following expressions:

1. x = 53.89 x 0.7394:4

2. y = (141.6)(0.299)-.

98.43
3.

1111
0.00073,4P

[sec. 9-61



5 x =NW
6. 3.579 x lo -4

9.753 x lo-
h

64o x (0.849)z = 31.4

8. y = (0.0315)3

9. x = (o.008976)4

10. t = (6.432)3 x (8.595)4

x

= ------r
(1.23)'

1(fL:2513,
(8.9510°

13. y =
4

0.03101

14. t: = N(o..0956214

..Z/77-2115. ki when d .2j.66 and R =1200
. 6

16. If t = N/27, find t ,when., =95.8,, and g =

509.

tea.

Use I' = 3.14.

17. x =v/0.07324 x (232.8)

0.8954)2 x (735.7)

log 97.
log 134.4

18. x

19:

20.

_/ J5321

81.25 3 0.1

(6.385)3 x (8.1+38)2

3.N/((0.6359)5

(6.385)3 + (8.438)221. y -

( 0. 6359)5

[sec. 9-6]'
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22. x =

23. 2 log x + log (t) = 6

lF2-45, (0.004954)1
695.6-

j24. If 'A .1 + r)n, find

A when n = 30 and r = .0.03

r when. A = 3 and n = 40

A. when r = -0.05 and .n

9-7. :Logarithms with an Arbitrary Base,

In Section:9-1, there was defined for each k > 0. a
rithm function as thearea associated with the hyperbola y = .k

',For partic lar. values Of k like k= 1 and k= M 1-
ln 10

see 971a), we obtain the. natural logarithm func7

common logarithm function respectively. In general,

Equation,9*--1, the logarithm function associated with
positive value of k has the property that

log x = k ln.x, x > 0.

a is any positiVe number whiCh is not equal to one, then

0,43429

tion and the

as stated in

a particular

If

the'ratiO
log, x k In x. x
log a k 1p a Ina

is independent of the particular k

tion. In other words, the ratio of

depends only on the numbert x and
logarithm function used. Thus, the

9-7a (X) =f
a log a'

x
-'.

is independent of k.

since log10
. .

For example
loglox

1°g101°

[sec. 9 -7

1.ised-tO,define the log func;

thd values log xf to log a'

a and not on the particular

funct f
a defined by

0



For a > q, arid
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the` function

defined by (9.77a is called the logarithm function with 'base a.
We write fa (x) as..logax. .Thus

9 -7b Igk=
a

foeach positive a 1-,-we-have associated a loga-
rithm TunctiOn `with 1).440 ParticUlar, the equation preced-'
ing Definition (9 -7a) tella'ue that this new logarithM function

. ,

with base 10 is 00r,,oldi:.friend'the .coMMon.logarithm function. If
we denote that Valtiex Eor which in x =-1.'-by the letter e,

then, .by.bef4.11/,tircirl':(977a),the:lOgarithmfUnction with baSe. e
is iivenfby

..

loga
log, e7

tut since.

9.-7c

log -.In x
for arir logarithM".function,lOg e

1(tz .x = It

Th4t is, the;:patUraljogarithmfunctiOnis'precisely the aogai.ithm

function-with.bape' 'elInuMber a therefore, takes on a .

special significancelt:ie an irrational number..yhose value,
correct to 10 decimal placee is giveiVW-

e ti 2.718281805.

Notice that logarithms With base:'

finition (9-7a) becaUselog l = ()

:are excluded from D

The motivation for'defirling: log x.

that thit. ratio depends only on 'x and

ular positive number k

logbx

logba
fact, the ratio

used toYdefine

as that ratio
lo a

is
g-

a, and.. not on the Partio-

log ),.e As a matter of

independent of .b. Not that

, and log,a
7 icol t'

log,x

icc)4g
which, by definition issO that. their ratio is precisely --E--

[sec': 9 -71
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.:lhis.siMple relation,

log; x.
loge x.=

ogia a
A

for positive A and b different from one, is called

:977W
of base law for logarithms.

Two particular bases are interesting., ,Let 'x r'b.

1O b
log b 1, we havesince

9-7e -1

a k.)0 a

Again, if we let b = -1a-

1°g1 x

log x
a. IFET-a

T
log a \ log a

1
log

a

9;77f logax
1
x.

a
We'write down several simple properties of the logarithm

functions with arbitrary bases. The proofs;of.these properties-,

follow immediately from° the. fact:that logax
log a' The ,pnoof.:

are left as exercises.

9-7g.

`97111'

= n, fOr p.;iY integer



Qf

a

!1;w6 other properties whiA will:Play an important part in

next section are

a 1 a
if and only if x, : = ,Yx977k log =,x = log-

the

9 -71 For each real number s, the equoieffi loge x
t

14 .

haS a uniciuSolUtion..

To prove '(9 -7k), we obserme that

log, logx0
log x1 =:loga )(

or,
4' "log a` iandfonly

if log x
1

log x2.. Moreover, according to ( -3h) and (97,3111),.

7

, A
lOg xl log x2 if and only i x1= x2 and ourA)roof''is complete.

To prove 0-7"), we observe thalog x s is e4uivalent s
:!

to the, equation: log x s log a, whichhaSa. Unicitle solution

according to (9 -4f) if .we consider c to:be'the'redi number'

s log'a.

examples illustrate the applications Of some of

the relations developed in this :section.

First, we compute some logarithms with various bases.

(Examples 9 to .9.7e).

Example. Compute log :8.

log log 2 log ,Solution:, loa
-2 8 log

8
2 log 2 log 2

2
-e*

Example 9-7b. Compute log4 32.

Solution:
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Example 9-76. dbmpute log
5

AO.

Solution:''' This time r Ire use (9-7d
4. las uniwolt did in the tirst two exampits.*

Note 'that it' is -possible to :4a.vold this Fong' divisiori by using
e!`;'

'logarithm . Let t:=
99

Then ,

og 10
loglolo I

=
5 1og1o5 0 logio5 1:43061.' .

log t =' =log .6990 ;;;=,. -( 4.a445)
4:8445 =

. . t ;Z: 1.431.
, 4

Example 2:171. cqpIpute 1(1,191"

ti,!'

Solution: ..log 10 -- log 10
10 ::', -1.431.

g le
.tt7' -'` 1'

log`"

....a, log 5
...,

. .., ...,

Of.--coursie this^::- lwer.cold 'Ave bean, 49,13ta-ined .by.. aPPX4ng (9-1f)
to .the results Of Example .9-7c. ,.

:.

Solution: log

Example

integer.

Cog 3

_cog t.
N. "= 4 log

:6f-

N = 81.

9-7 f . Show that

Solution'i" We-e,7knOw. that log 4x
n

= n 1pg x

nn log x n log .x
,

De.Elnition ,log x

= 12g '81'

.t$

x
n

n log x if

x
log a

log a

a

Y

A

43'94,4.

tii!s an .4q.



Example. 9-7g. The logarithm fUhction corresponding to
= 2 coincides with the logarithm function with what base?

Solution: We know that, logb x is thattlogarithmTunction
Whose' value art b IS ,l. According to Equation 9-1,

.log x = k.Inx. .Since log b = 1, we have.
tf

1 = 2 ln b.' for. k = 2%

iI

a 1.. In b But, by (97c

1n b loge 444
.0.E12 1

175g71 =:ff

log 15 = loge = log 1-T (9-3f, p = 1, q =.2)

= "77 1;iecause xl = x2 if'' log x
1
= log

Exercises 97

1. Find the value of the following logarithms without theuse
Of table

ka). log 81

0?). 1043
*.

(c log132
7

(d)
log27

1
9

log2

7

4,

8.
(f) log1.5

27

-.(g) log,v, 1

(h).. log
10_

0:01
1

log19 C
49

[sec: 9-7]
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2. 'Fintl b, x, or N:

(a) logb 5

e
(b) log27 9

(c) log9 N =

(e) logl 64 x

(f) log,
1?

9V-5 = 5
,

(g) log 1 N = -0.75

(d) logrIr N = -4 (h) logs -287. = 1.5
--)

Make use of-Table 9-5d to compute the following logarithms

correct to the nearest thousandth:

(a) log 17
3

(d) log13

(b) g7 200 ' ( ) log2.10

,(c) og0, 10 (f) log5 0.086

4.- ow

Sol

that:

log
5'

2 x log2,

X

(a) log5 x = 1.17

) log5 + logi

(b) logi x = -0.301

5

6. Prove the following statements:

(a) 9-7g loge 3. = 0. (c)

s

(b) 9-7h loga a = 1. (d) -7i

og_

= 0

n.

1°ga x x2 =

for any

3.0gaxi + iogax2.

-7. If logx N.= s, and logx b = t, find logb N.

ti

[sec. 9-7]
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Com

N

'Iog2 N
-

5 7 8 '10
,

The logarithm function corresponding to k = 5, coincides

with the aogarithm.function with what base?

Compare the results ofthe preceding exercise with Example 7

and find the base of the logarithm function coinciding

the logarithm function corresponding .toany k > 0. .

. 11. Show that the solution of the equation logs x .,s is the

same as the solutidn of the equation 'logs x = s'ogio a

provided a and b are positivemnumbers not equal to one,

and s. is 'a. real number.,

Let us examine the graphs of'seVerai logarithm ftinction6

defined by -y = loga x.

If a = 10, we haVe the faMillar graph of the common loga-

rithm function-shown in Figure 9-1i. If a = 100, we can sketch

the graph of log100
x

by comparing it with *the graph of log10 x.
0,

To do this, we let. a = 10 and b 100 int.Equation 9-7d and

write

1°g100 10 x 1og10 x.

1 .

Now,
1°g100

10 so we obtain logloo
'x

1:
x. From

this we see that every ordinate of the graph of y. log100.)"' is.

one -half the corresponding ordinate of. the graph of y = 3°1310"x'.

Similarly4 each ordinate Hof the graph o x. is the
lb

ative of the correspqnding odinate pf_t e graph of y 7 log10 x;

and each orditi4te of y = log the negative of the Corres-

To
ponding ordinate of the graph of y log10a x. All four of these

graphs are sketched In Fig., 9-7a.

[.sec.9-7]
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9-7m

Fig. 9-7a

These graphs indicate that:

( ) If a > 1, logs x < 0

x > 1.

(ii) If .a < 1, logax > 0. if x < 1 and; log

x > 1.

(iii) For, a >

x
1

. .

iv) For .'a .< 1, logs x <' log
a

-x, If and op., vetkli-,
- . 4.

. , :T

if x < 1 and: loga x,>.1011fll.f
e.

log
a
x2 if and if`':

- xi >.X.2!,

.These statements. are .indet4 rectly

1
from (9.-7b) :ancithe torresPondingP1700tW,.br444a
given in SeCtion

3

L*).

,
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Exercises. 9-7b..
1. Sketch the graphs of y = log x and y lo.gl x on the

770

same/set of axes;
:If n 'natural nurgbai;, show that each 'ordinate of the
graph o y = log. ..x i times the corresponding ordinate.

10

i.= 3.c3a

rove

and, :E"?. <.1.a.,..then a > 1.

?.< 1, and .a.,< .1.5' .phen :.abg. b <.1.
.. ::'.. '' : ?,! .. .

PrOVRprcipertles ,.(i), (ip)".,; -(i).,----
,

ii '. 7for logy xt: by-.,,.

a:XI:it.use.. : b f ...:.:Pie .corresPpndIng- properti'eNlef log x' and ..
igithdut'T!alianee .on the i;aphs o)vn 'ItiC,TigUre".9-7a..

:-' .,v' , , Vi . .k.:. .

,

P.t h at.,...
..

.

< b

.';..:'

,>
'..':,'i

i4' r a x >
,

l o. gb x, .

If, '"< i1?:I'thert
, logy. '<,, log x.

summa(' of rikcriert-Ies, of logarithm 'func-
tions wit,h:'anl.Vai-bi.4.4"Y .:Vase:.

a >70 and... a / 11, ; the logtrithm
'-.fiidiOrl.: lelitti SS6 a . 1.s.-,d ; lined by the ,flinction

,i-4g 5i,....,..f.'::(x) k :

..4. ?;z3g 6.? 3( ''''a . .^N

0- rb
Cfj

1; ''b / 1;

a. ,>

G. 440

so. ....
4;=i .

(...1
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9-7i. log an = n, for any integer
a n, a / 1, a > 0.

9-7J. loga xi -x2 . loga x1 + loga x2, a/1, a>0, xi>0, x2> .

9-7k.

9-71. For each real number s, -the equation logax = s

has a unique solution, a > 0, a / 1.

9-71' logax = n logax, for any integer n, a/1, a>0, x>0.

logaa = 1, a / 1, a > 0.

logaxi logax2 if and only if xi = x2,a 1, a>0,x1 >0,x2>0.

9-7m logax < logax2 if and only if xl < x2, a.41, a>d, xi>0.

'"%

9 Exponential Functions -LaWs of Exponents;

Let us look once again at- the grapl of the ction defined

by. y = loge x, (a > 0, a / 1, x > 0).

Fig. 9L8a

The domain of this function consits of all positive numbers

and its range consists of all real numbers. We have seen that any

horizontal line y = s will intersect this .graph n one and only
one point (Figure 9-8a). In other words the equation logax =.s

[sec: 9-8]
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hasa.uniquepolution& According to our discussion of inverse'

functions in Chapter 3, SeCtion 8, the logarithm function has,an

inverse function which we will call, for the moment, E.a . This

inverse function is then defined by the equation,

` Y = E0().

We should note that Ea(x) is not defined for a ='0 or l'

cause ,log
a'
x is not defined for these, values of a.

Again drawing on- Chapter -3, we recall that inverse functions
-,

have'the property that their graphs are'symmetrib in thajine.

y =,x. This fact enables us-{to sketch the graph of y
-

= E
a
(x).

This. bould be accomplished by drawinthe graph of y = logax in

ink'and then folding =the paper along the line y = x.-so,that an

impression is made while the ink is still wet. The, resulting graph

or .y = Ea(x) is shown in..Figure

Figure 9-8b

'Frot. the graph, it Is clear that the -domain-of Ea is all real

numbers. and the range_ of Ea.' is all positive numbers.

[sec. 9 -8J
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Since E
a

and lot
a are Inverse functions We.know from our

discussion in Chapter 3, Section. 8,-that'each of them "undoes"what
the other one does. This means- that

9-8a Eailogas1.= s is the Unique solution of

aa(x) s,

9-8b .loga- [Ea(u)].= u or (ii)

44*

E
a
(u) is unique solution of

-,logax =.d.

This latter fact, (ii) enables.us to compute E ) When

an integer. We ask for the solution of

loga(x) = n, where -n is an integer.

Sinde Ea and logy are inverse functions, we know that

loga[Ea(n)] = n, However, according to.(9-71),

iogaan where

9-8c . E (n) = an, because.a

s an integer,. Therefore,

= x2. if 1

according to
In-particular/71f :n 0, we have

9-84. :Ea(0) :And if', n = 1
,

9 -8e: E (1) = a;

EquatiOn9,,,Pc furnishes us with a compelling and- permanent
notation for the funct4on The fUnction is called the exponen,-

tiaifunction with base a, .'and Ek(6). is written asi where

is called"the' base and s fa'callpdthe exponent. The-' symbol
is read. as "a to the soh power",, or- simply. "a to. the s"..'

(\-

4



Let. us now review what we know about the function. E
a

:

(i) Ea(s) is defined for,all real numbers s.

(s) is thetniquesolution of log x =.s.a . a

(iii) Ea(s) has thesame value as as when s is an

integer n.

_.

The first two statements folloW directly'.4omfthe fact that E
a

was defined as. the :invert& of loga; the third statement is Another

way of saying Equation.9-80..

These statements, .(1),° (ii), (iii) suggeSt that. as

might be defined'in terms of E-(s), i.e.- as a unique solution.

'-Ofthe equation log
a
x If done, _we will have a'serv-

iceable definition for as-Whens is any real number, whei;eas,

until pow: as:has been defined only for the case When s is an

integer... Moreover, the new 'definitioni.While much broader, agrees

with our previous interpretation of an

'Accordingly, we, adopt the following definition:.

Definition 9-4. If .a > 0, a '/ 1, and s is a real

number ,. a is that real number x, which is the uniquepositive

solutionof the equation 'logax, =:s,

Since we ngw'write as for' Ea(s), Equations 9- and 9-8b

become respeCtivel.

log-11'.

9-of a =-u for all 'u > 0. (logy u is the unique

solution-of ax = u)
-

9-8g 1dg a _= for all'real s: (d- is the uAique solution'

of lowax = s) :

Equations -(978f) and (940 tOgether,are equivalent to this
Nie, ' ,.statement: I'If a >-0-,, and A4 I'.7ithen a.- and log ax

- A
inverse functions.

.

iw

[sec. 9 -8Ds
1A.
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The ,meaning of our *wHdpfinitiOri,(9-8a) and the equivalence
of Ea (s),', and as are. illustrated by the'followingekample's and

exercises:

Exampr 9 -8a. Evaluate 3-".
f.

Solution:. '.Accordingto our. definition, or F..(3-): is

the unique positive solution of the equation.
. log3x, But,

log3x 1.°g1OX

6T-g-

lOgioX
or log at _ 5log103 0.4771) 6,1590i.' logia3 3

and x

Example 978b. Use common logarithms to approximate the

(9-7d)

ValUe of
3 N(3-

Solution:. E3( .1-3) or 3"137 is defined ,aS the.posItiVe
solution of

log3x" 7{5- Applying

1oglat
-;" 3

.(9-7d) We have.

1°gI0 log10

log 10x
10

i 6.716and

icEample, 9-8c. Find the value of 2 bysketching-the graph
E(x).



Solution:, We :seek

value frOm thegraph' E
2
(x):..: We knoW that E

2
(x) is '.,the -in-

,
verse of the- L

2
nction' log x. Therefoi:e; we can, obtain the graph

/

of E 2(X) by first graping y = =log2x and tnati, reflecting this

graph- in the line y = X, as we did in Figure (y.7.bb). First, we

We can
4
obtain an'pproxiMate

525

make table for y -7

1
T.6

3.

$ )

4 -3 -2 1

Tne corresponding table for y = E2(x)

ing x and y.. Therefore,. points A( -4.,1-'u ); a( -343.), p( 2,44,

etc., lie. on the graph .Of . 'y = E2(x,).. Since-, 1og2x hae a con-

is optained by interchang7.-

tinuous graph', its inverse function- E2(x)

graph ' We:obtain this g4i by drawing a smooth curve: thp4,

also has a continuous

-,.

,A, 13,, C, ....,,as shown 41 Figure (9-8c) . The ordinate ::.p-Op c1
. ...:.: 6.4L..

1 :
.

ing :to x -= 7 is apprOximately 1:4 .

AP



Exercises .. 9-8a:.
Eva.luatO the,following. by' meanb:"of Definitione9-8a and Equa-
tions 9 -8f and 9-8.g. .

(a) 53 w 2'16-.1871

(c )

(b) ', (h)

(i). °, lo ii:146:4*.,
:623

.,,,.

".....,;.-:::4
..-4:-.

(d) (j) log;t'4.' 7 .

f;:...
.7

, n2 ..,14.163 . log ., 0.0813 --
,,, ..

-1-u 4 (k) ;'7 7.. '(r) 10oc.2718 -3
2. log

5*..
. Use common logarithms to. q.nd .the approximate value of each

of the expressions listed' pelow. It will be necessa'y to

e ':certainapproximatibi* and, thee answer you obtain will be .*

oily an, approxitai' answer. This approximate. .answer should
be as accurate as the 'use, of : four place ,logarithm

;

(e.) ,' 31772 c4)'17
1(b). 4Q. 48 J0t5.14-)



3.. "Draw the graphs of the functions defined by...

(a) Y = 3x (b) y = log,k''

. on the same set of axes': -'-jidtiLatethe'se graphs related? From

',.4='"Ihe graphs read the approxiMateValuee:Of- 3 1..7
and

log3 :1.7.

. Draw tne

Wri

Dra

,raph ofYthe.funCtion defined by y =. x.

equation Which defines.the inverse of this function.

h of the inverse function.

b.

instructionsp given in.Exercise 4 aboVe'for,the

t!'definqd by:

x ( b ) = (;-)x

:;suppose C1, Cn
`

and C, ere the graphs of three fUnctidns,
. 61.

f
l'

f2, "and
3

nd f .:And supPose further that .(a) C
lv
and C

2
are-'

.

sYmMetric with wspect to the y-axis, (b) C2 and C
3

are..

with respect to y = x: If "f1 is defined b"7---

(a > 0, a / 1). Write the &quation'which defines

We .are .now in a pOsition to. prove %very important relation

which 1s based on (9-8g) and two formulas 'from the precediri;

pec'tiOn,,(9 4d) and (9 -7e).

.According to (9-7d)

. tt, q9:8x1" t.logax lagxx 0.

--x !19gxar'

t'. .raj.t logxx fOr any real number by '(9 -8g),
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190:
In dealing with positive integral exponents in our previous

studies in-algebra, the number:-a s was interpretecrto mean-the
4

product obtlined when a..is.used as a factor s times. It was
then a sim'Re matter.to verify that, if s and t are positive

11.'4, integers, and °a and b.are real numbers,
, 4.

9 -di as. x at as° + t

.0*,aS)t aS t, .11.

9 -8k (ab)S = aSbS
y.

.LaertftWdecined -6.0 and a-s4

, where s is a positive
2fttsgsi., so .6he 9.78i) remained valid,

clude that ,

9st8A..' a = 1, and

r,

and me were led to con-

9-8m: a-s f
.. areapprOpriatedefinitions provided

,-,

a In faet,,it-is readilyshownvthat (9 -8J), and

{9-bk) are yalid when s and, te are any ititeger.if definitions

,(9;-8,P )/and.(9-8m):are accepted. : ,

Now we have assigned7ameaning to as for any real exponent
provided a > 0. and. a 1. Do the relations (9-8i) thro

remain valid when and t..`are arT:ppal'numbers and a

and b. any positive. numbers nbt.equal to -one? The ansWer ls yes, -

ar,ld we 'shall proveirectly. .But let us,firSt give a.name to

the relations (9 -8i) &r8ugh (9-8m) call theM the laws of .
exppnents. MoreoVer to.,die of thecase is not

covered in our definitf.on, let us agree that is shalom equal 1

for all real s. It is then.easilyiSeen thatYrfor. L-'71' and

0 the laws of exponents are valid. 4



Theorem 9-8a. Let a and b be any positiVe nuMbers,then
for all real numbers, s, t the,laws of exponents (9-81)

through (9-8m) are satisfied.

Proof of 9-8i: a
s
a
t = as + t

(1) log
a
asat = logs as + log

a
at

(2) logs 'loga at =t

(3) loga as a
t =s+t

logs as t
= s

,

t
(4) logs a- =

(5)as t= t= a a_

Proof of 9-8j: (a*)t =
ast.

(1) loga(as)t = t logs as

N.)

(2): log

(3) log(-s =.3t

(4) But, log
a
-asv = st
,

(5) 4%. loga(a = lOga

(6)0° (as)t aSt

Proof of 9-8k: (ab)s

(1) log b(ab)s = s

(2) logaba b 1
gab.'

(3) log as. = s logab

= 5

s= a b

O

SS
) .*. 10461b,;a b. =

(977P

(9-8f) ..

Fr# (1) and (2)

(9-80

(3Y

(9-710 ;'

(9.-8f)

0

(,9-8f)

4;1(3) and (4)

(9-7k)

s..(logab,b)

b' 84'11 gab' b)

[.se . 9-81
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(5)

(6)

(7)

(8) (ab)s = a

Proof of 9-8.e:

(1) la 1 . 0

(2) logy a°
A

(3) a° = 1

logab a + logab b = logabab iF 1

logab asb4 =sxl= s

a0 = 1

Proof of 9-8m:' a
-s 1

s
=

a

.( 1) as a- s' . .a.°. . i i

.(2) But, "a,
s
x 1

s

= 1
,a

.(3)
-s- .1

*.f";

. t
In Section 7 we developed a "change og base" foEmul for the' 0

P
logarithm function:' Equation (9-7d) can be written dn th fonm

a

a

(9 -7k) and (9 To,

(4) and .(5)..

(1) and (6) tfp,

0

(97k)

(9-7g)

(9-8f)(set s =,0),

(9-7k)

\

9-8i and (9-8,,X

logb x =\16ga x logy a
...# .

1
.. lf ,, .

which enables us to::express.he 1pgarfthm of P to the tase'b'
ag a multiple of the logarithm of x to the base .a. We now de-
velop timilar.c.na4ge.,ofbasequation for the/exPonential4TuncL.

.''
z.

! 4. ction. -
.

,. .

.
, i 4 CI

For example, we might ask:.
:

1What power of'three'is equal to

the third power of nine ?" To answe-rthis:Ve Whist solVe the equa,,

tior '3x = 9'. In this case it is' readily, seen, that the yalue'of

x..--1.s 6. Ordinarily the solution of the;equati411 a = b ,lis
more diffidult.

0



3 is

_We have learned that if two numbers are.equal, thbn'their
logarithms to any base are equal (9-710)$. TherefOre, log .ax

a -,

loge bs and- thi? equation is equivalent to x = s, loge b accord-

ing'to (9711)1and,(9-89. ACOoraingly;

" 9 -8n. b =
as s log

a
b

. > 0, b > 0, s any real .numl3er

'A special case of this formula which is frequently used'ln
mathematics is' obtained by iitting a. = e, the base. of natur, l,.

logarithms: e

9-8o bs = es logeb .bbs es In b.
k.

1At this point it Is appropriate for us to consider ths,rela-
_ -

tion between radical expressions such as

and expressions involving positi've rational exponentSsuch as

1 1 .y.y.2.

5 2 5. and::r1::

1

Consider first and*and .!-.,..r.

where is a natural number.
1_

According to Definition 9-8a, a'.11 defint'd as...the unique
.

fl..,

...,.'" '...0','''. 4' -'

:4, -IN .*:'!':'

'.:,2.*O ,.'..5i'.4f.,4:4-.

%crg '-''.1',,,
'! ;'0*' 4

1positive solution of. log ex
q

x = That is,

1
11og

a
Ff

a =
q

(1)

In Section 3,r c1171.7' is deTined as the-posi
qth

power Is at That is

(ii) ( a .

[sec. 9-8)



If two pOS±:tive.nUmhers;:are 'equal then their logarithms to. baSe

Now thatei we ITS*, datablidhQd- them'equa:11ty or
:it dis readily. seen t1-1.0., .7

. (q xj? f: 'and q afre: bos

tire

The 'pro9f raquiS new 'equality and the "power , of pOwer" law,-

integers. ::, 4

re

(54j), We ha f.,

Equations (i) an together are equivelent to (9.8q)

We close this sec on. with the..st4tement of.a the em which

uriiinaries the relation"1>eliween logar4:hiris and exponent

(sec. 9-8)

Q P



.Theorem

pcs.itive /

:

(1) ..4.L=

2) 1.4tga' =31Oga::-

Bu .16 ga

()1)

f-typiothei.is

proor...pg..,.ttfi... second- part of thiS theoreth, . if = log N

a ; = N;:: :.r student.
il.-41,:Sluriniary of the properties

y.

f, the exponen-

: a > 0, a 1, and s. is a real num-
--1Ce..° S , 4/ 0-

i7.1.,..:a. is1,W,-,...., '1y:1pr x which is the unique positive.
,equatiqir . oga .4 = S .

.0a.. :: 'all u > 0; a >o,
.C.

- ., s.'94ig , 16g a = s- for, all teal s, .a > 0; a / i.*, -, a-
-' .b4(

uatlions"4'9-80 and (9-8g) together e equivalerA. to
..

so lutlOns0

is statetrien..y, if a > 0 rand a 1, then a).1 and .

logax are irnot\srse.:1-41ctiOns.

log ax. t logax for a > 6 and a. .1 and

4

= a a 0,s ; t s t
t st

) = a 0 , a > 0, s and t real.
and t

(ab) = as
1p

s , a > 0, b, > 0,.
a = 1 , a > 0.

real

Ised. -8]
SO.

X > 0, t real..
real.

;3,



a > 0, s real

9-8n

s log b
'98o lbs

= e

.9 -8q x q, x > 0, p and q are

.positive integers.

as = N, if and only if s = lbg N.
a.

In .b

,.a 1, s real

> 0,

Theorem 9-8b

The Tollowing'example's Show "some applications of the

Example 9-8d. Show that 1.N) s as
and b are

b
where

pOsitiVe real numbersy and. s is real.

First Solution:

laWs of exponents:

(1-1)s =

a
Also, loge

S loge (11) = s*(logea - 39gab

4

ogb as 7 log
c

s log
c
a - s log b

. (1W
as

because_
D

sp.ogba 7 logbb.7)
y-

= x2 if logex,

Second Solution; We learned in Chapter 1, Section.6, thatsvf.w

a
'

x 1
TE; = a Moreov 1

is written as -1
g 110:

4

s

1

/aN
a x131;)s = (a. x b71)s-

ti
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. Example '9-8e.. Expressions inv lying radicals may be dpress-
, . .

ed in equivalent forms involving positive rationar-oxpbnento.

Vemrify. the 011owing:

(a) 9-8q and ,9-8j)

,-
11

1

(b) (7,.:
1.5. '= a 357

b3

Example - 9-8f. An-expression involving rationaiekPonents.

may be converted into an equivalent radical f-Orm. Verify the

, following; e

1

) 3 x .37 =

4

x3 =

1

7
2

49

1 2

=a xa 3 =a
2

a 5
o

12 7 T2 12 "1-= a =

a

21± (-
3

,/.
v,.

Zxample. 9-8g. Expressions involving-negative integralpX-

ponents may be changed to equivalent .expressiOn4AA which all' ex-

ponents are posiiVe:. 'Verify the followirig;

W (..t1)-3-=. .1 = -, = a. 1

ft ' t, 73.`:,-7
,... -Ei-.

4r,

a
-1

b
-1

(a
-1 oh 1

E-7-E
r.

(10')
a- 1 +b -.1

(
1
ib

-1 ab

[sec. 9 8]
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Example, Some expressions involving radicals and

rational, exponents are easily evaluated. Verify the following:

'1

(a) 49:7 = = 7,
2

27 = (31ZT )2 = 32

1

.(c)' -(317)6 = (75)6 = 72 = 49

(d) (2-4) 212 = 4096

Example 9-8i. Express 74.13 as a power of 13.

s- s log b
Solution: We apply (9-8, b -1 a a .

'

Let b = 7,
4.13 4.13 log137

s 4.13 and = 13. We have 7 13 163

where

and

and

and

: °g107
9-7d)

x = 4.13 log137. log137 -
9g10'3

n. 0.8451
log137 ft. 1.1139

ft. 4.13 1>< 0.84514.13 log137
1.114

log x .= log 4.13 + log 0.8451 - log 1.114 .

.A x = 3.13

1
74 .

.

133'134

Exemple, 9 -8j. Equations in which at least one exponent is a
..function of the Unknown are called exponential equations.

4

2 x- 6

1
+

3.

[sec. 9 -8]



(a)
2 x ,2

9.. F (3 ) 3-

.'ic.garithm of eadh membellip obtain

x2 -6_x, or.,

537

If we find 'the.

x 2 x'- 6 =D

. x = 3 or Each resi.a. checks.

.(3) Find the common logarithm of each member;

r

19g10 3' 1bg105x

1 i
(x

1 -2) 1°g103 x log 105

x + 2)(0.4771) Z. )c(0.6990)

x ft 1.075 .

1.

Exercises 978b7,

Evaluate the folio*3ng.

) 273..

(b) 11P

(;)-2

1

(0.027)3
, 1

(0:0001)7*

) ,

(i) (&)

[sec. 9 -8]
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tk) (3-2)-3 .(p)

(j) 6177,
(q)

(m) (3../7)°
235 23log84

( )
1

(0) [(0.2)7]-4

(5.1-5) 17
71.26 71.711

<"

2. 'Write each of the following, as an equivalent expressionin

which all .exponents are positive.

(a) (0)-1

-(b) (a-2

( -1
- 1 ) -

(e) (x-1 + y
-1)2

(f)
3xy

- 1 -x + yo 1

-1 -1
Y ) (g) + y

- 2 -2x - y

(h)
x-3 + y-3

+ y-1

cx-2

n equivalent Jexpression3. Write each of the following as

for (a). - (1) in radical farm
1

(a) zE. (F)
1

(b) ax t (g),

2 1

(c) (a5)7

(a) (ll -2) 3
1 1

(e) a-5 ÷ a



-.Express with ,a single.radical sign..

.

0c7 t Y5)' (x7 V- X- Y3)
1 . 1 1 1

539

,' Use common logarithms to cOmpute the value of each of 'the
-fol owing expressions.,

) (24.80)-3

1

(b) (276.3)-

(c) (0.8a0-5

I

'

(:d)
(356 . 8)-1'1

o6,83.)-
(0.9816)'

( f ) 160 ( o ;bur-1234 )5 (82671)-5

Shdw that xs = y if and only if x = gi provided x and
are positive 3i 1 and, s is real;

Solve the: f011owing .equations for .X.

(a) 2x 4- = 32 .252x

(b) 92x = 273x 4

(c) 2x
+ 4x

)

5x` -12

2 %;
8 = 4' 25'

(

5,.it 10

Live the follOwingequations for x.

<\(a) 102x :3 =

(b) e
3x

/

2, 7x

(e) (1.03) = 2.500

(f) e - 2ex = 0

(g).. log3 (X 41..1)..04 log:2(x 3

logio (7x

es%
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,Pr:Ove that xs and

Graph: ..y x°3

Prove N. if

are 'inverse' functions. (x >- 0, s
1

arid` y = x3 on thq same set of axes.

= logaN. > 0, a real, N> 0)

(1)4 1gC"" and10 ,,,Draw the, graphs of y =', an (2) y = 4?`-''' on the

same set Of axes. ItCwi4I,1;5,qt.tound that 'each abscissa on the

grapn of' (1.). is twice the corresponding abscissa on the

`graph ...of (2.) . Can you generalize, this 'statement for thec
grapkigOke (l y and '(2) .y a>0, b>0, x- real).;-

-
11.1 If 0 < a b -compare a and b when

.

(d) % < 0..

12: Solie,eAch'.of the folloWing 'eqUations As indicated._

(a) Solve

Solve.

) SolV6

,bv
= a. er far; v. .(Use natural. -logarithms:.

(cr) Solve x =
5
y

,Solve X am
414

s. Solve gdr . x: lo'g10(x 4) "t-log,41- 6(x

a (1 rn

for

Solve tie following .e.'quations

log10x .+

-25
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13. Solve for x.

(a) e
x

+ e
-x

= 2.

(b) ex - e-
x

= 2

.14. According to the law of radioacive decay, the mass m re--

maining t years from now is given by the formula:

°1

e where e. is the base of the natural log-.

arithm, m'#. is the pres'ent mass and is:a constant.de-

pending on Tthe partt4cular radioactive substance involved.

The halflifpf a radioactive substance is the time elapsed

when rrr = ;1110 \ 'ind'the-half-life. Of-th. radioactive., substance

for' which c = 2.'.

Ifan amount of money
\

invested at an interest rate of

- (expressed as -a.decimal) per year, the-amount. A accumu,

-at the end. of n . years, when interest is compounded

ann y, given by the formula; This

-statem t is knoWn as.the'compound interest law.,

(a) the. amount A to whiCh an investment of.. $1,000

Lila in 20..yearsiif interst is-Compounded

annual ,at 6%.

(b)'1 ow 1 g will it take.for an investment' to double itself

kt:interest is compoUnded annuallY,at .4 %.

.4 ) If one dollar grows to 3 "`dollars .in 30 years w en

interest is compounded annual 'findthe approximate.pproxima 6
.. 4,&..r

rate of interest.

,

[sec. 9-8]

114
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9-9 Miscellaneous Exercises

Fiiid the value.oft

5 - log, 8

, 16 )(a)
1 log2

°g10_log9

.

(b) log
5
1 + log R. 4 . (

,

,-4
-log2 ' log279

6
o

27

10gr,-,,"7 + log279
(c) 4

log, 64i= 7

2. Find the value of x:

(a.) x log381

(b) log2x . -5

(c) logx8 =

(d) log50.2 = x

(e) logx49 = 4

(f)

lo$.
../-5

I +' logb8

log
9
81

2

logo

(2) logle = x

7

log9x =-
logx0.04

logx TT= 47

1°g0.110 = x
49

3. Complete the following statements:

(a) log;af

log_x*
(b) a

logbx loga

,lOgba, Iogab =

1
16

'(e) The inverse ofthe function defin by the ation

= ax, is defingd by the equation
(

[sec. 9 -91

9

?



.

x:.
:

1og5x = 3

7
(
k !

(eI logx27 .

x log b
(e)' e

x
3 0

-logi-..ox4= 2

x logec

Write with positive ,expon

a
-1'

b-1

(b) (§)
-k

r2

(GO'

4. <

6.- Solve to?' x.

(a) ax = N

(b)

(e) N logax

= (bc)2

s and siMplify:

(d7e3)

-2 -2+ 3
2-2 3-2

'CO

and

(g)

(h) X-1 +.y-1,

(3)

+ b

(cd

59

a-2 -2

1
+

-1
a
--b

are positive real numbers

> 0,

a q't 1, x:> 0
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7. Find the value of x by

-1

643

-0.

,Pind .the numericalt'valUe of for each of the

BaSe nece'sliKry compUtatiOns on Ta.14e
A

= (g) log7x 7,2.'4t.- (a)

(b) 3x = 733

5- 972

x = 400

'ex= 35

,(4.717)0°52

I
,

\.Solve Assume that a el:letters epresent

(h) log7700 =

(1) x = 3-3.7

(J) 5" = 0.083

(k) log0.5 0.03

(.p) 2.1 = 0.4417

(m) (0.

following.

-positive real numbers. Expre s all logarithms to base 10.

. (a) e ax = b

tb) xa b
40"

-'(f)..

/-7-4s
( ) -b = lcig,a4 k.:

.

(3),

(e) m

axn
(d (h)

. .

i0. Qom reethe graphs = of, y = log10

inve se functions?
t

A = P(1 x)

= P(1
*

r)
xA

x ln b
e c

C

1Ii

2x'y 7 10 . Are these
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0

T.

How to construct a logarit

545..

-scale: On a sheet of papen

draw aqine 10 incLaslong. Mark off in tenths and hund-.

redths

it as a ruler. On anot4er sheet.Cf.paper

to 10 inches. Align theraleryith e: leCauSe:;the

log of 1. IS' O, plice 1." on your new scale opposite

dri.ypu ruler. Because 0.3010. 'is the log of 2, place'

opPoslte 0.30 .On your ruler./ Proceed similarlyiuntil you

have placed- 10' 'opposite :1 on your ruler.

Fold the Sheet of paper on the line so can I US8
w a line equal

. .

LOG. SCALE.

C\-

2 d /

i 3 4 , 5. 6 8 .; 9 10
I

..,

.. ,
Questions:

.1
I

(a). Using .two' o£ these fog scales,-can you make a slide

rule? Can you:explailn how a slide rule.1-tmulplies.and'
.,_

,

(-:

,: divide's? ,
'z1.1 4

,

,

i

. , ep V.,-15
- ..

(b) Construct a Coordinate system using 'logaVithmic scales

.
on the coordinate axes Anstead.of the normal4linear,

j scales. On this coordinate'sstem plot y = x.,Can
Ck you'explainNtiove'resUlt?

.1.s.! 4

.

. .2 Of. .3 4 3

RULER'.

7 `` .8 .9 1,0

*

(c). ConstruCt

on the

the axis

Can you e

a coordinate system using a logarithmic scale

s of ordinatg and the normal. linear scale on

abscisgas. On this system plot y = ex:

plain the result? 0

r-



Chapter '10
(

-.INTRODUCTION TQ TRIGONOMETRY', --

/*"10-1. Arcs, and P-aths
Let 41" and .Q be any two

distinct points on a ciwle with
ridiusq 'r. .These two points
sVparate the circumference of a

-4dircle into. two arcs; the, sum of
Whose,' lengths is 2irr. The
le-hgth of any arc of, a circle is

*equal to or less -than 2irr.
7 -Let P be a. point on a

given circle as in Figure 10-lb..
'Let a point 'R start at P and
move, withou\treVersing its c
direction, a .distance d along

it, the circle to a final, position

oh

b

Q: (observe -that d may.be great-
,er. than the circumfereric-e of the.

circle).: This "motion-will be ,/
a..c path, and it will be Figure 10-1b .

deno-eed by the sl'rmbol (P,+d A path ori-va circle .

if the motion is in the counterAockudie diredtion, and by
symbol (Pi -d) if the motion is in the clockwise direction
the circle: The symbol (P,O) corresponds to the path in which

"Q does not move at P is the initial point of
of the path, and the final position of Q is the terminal point

.

Figure 10-1a.
Arcs on a- circle .

the
around

of :the path.
Observe

wherle
if c

circle

that

from.; P. T..e point

every Path is described by a sygthol (P,c) ,

c is some positive or Igative real number*.--
is any res.] number, there is a unique ,on
corresponding -to the symbol (P,c).

j
.1:11 -

Conversely,
the given

r.

1
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Two paths110Pi,c1) and (P2,c2) are equal if and

Pi = P2 .arid :c+1 = c2. Two paths are equivalent if and

c
1
= c2. Observe that...to paths are equivalent if they

but;-that two equivalent paths need'notbe equal.

If (P,0 is any

path on a* given circle,

there is a unique path

(P0,c) on this .circle

which has its initial

point at a given point

P
o

and which is equiva

lent to (P,c). .

We shall now define

the addition of paths.

If (P1,c1) and (P2,c2)

are any two paths'on the

same circle, then

(P1,c1) -(P2,c2). (131'c

Sine (P2,c2) + (P1,c1) = (P2,c2 + ci),.

and (P2,c2) + (P1,c1) are not

Nevertheless, '(P2,c2)' + (Pi,c1) is

+ (P,c2), since 9.2 +

of the addition of rea

only'if

only ifl

are equal,

Figure 10-1c.'
The unique equivalent path
With initial point at 1)&

c = c c
1 1 c2

umbers.

Figure 10-1d.

(P1,c1)-

equal unless P1 =-"F3:..

equivalent to (P1,c1)

-.by the commutative, property

C C
2

Graph of (P1,61) +

[sec. -1]

1



Exercises 10-1

.1. Let P1 and P
2

be

.points: on a circle of

radius 5 ets shown in.

Figure 10-:16. Draw

diagrams takshdwthew.

following paths:

(a) (131.00''

(b)' (P2,107)

(d) (P2,-10r)

.(e) ?P. 2'57r) e

(f)' (PI,-25r) -*

(g) (132,30*).

(h) .(P2,-30r)

, Figure 10-1e.
Figure for Exercises 10-1.

549

2. Pram diagrams to 1111ustrate the following "additions of paths:

(a) (P2,574) (172,41) (d)

(b) (P2,4). + (P14)
. 4

(c) (P1,1071") +.(P2,-570. (f)

(P2,-5r) +- (P ,10r)

42)
-1-N

( 12'

(1,4) +. (P1,)

3.. Which ones of the sums in. Exercise 2 aboVe are equivalent?
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10 -2. Signed Angles..

The rays 7r form
an angle in.the elementary sense

(see Figure 10-2a). It will now

be shown that paths on a circle

can be used tb extend the .

elementary nation'of angle-

Consider,,acircle with
radius 1 whose center is the

vertex of the angle formed by,drays
-->

AP and .AQ. Figure la-2b sArows

a path- (P,Q) on this circ.le

that can be associated with this

angle.
/7

It is immediately clear,

However, that other paths could

be associated,with the elementary

angle- To overcome this 'difficulty

we introduced the notion .of signed

7.7

1

Figure 1072a..
An angle in the eleMentary sense.

angle. ° There is a. one-to-one

Correspondence between the set of

signed angles and the set of,paths
r

on .the unit circle.

Leta path (p,Q) on the

anit circle be given (see.Figure

10-20-. The ray AP' i:sthe

initial side of the corresponding

signed angle. If Q is the .

terminal point of the'ljatha3(P,Q),

the ray TZ is the terminal side

kbf the signed angle. The path

(P,Q) specifies how the signed

angle is generated,in.thefollow

ing sense.\ The ray .TPT)' is Placed.in

and then rotates about A so that R

The terminal position of 'AOis.then
"the triple (it As, (P,Q)); it is

(sec. 10-2)

Figure.10-2b.
Angles and paths.

Q

Figure 16-2c.
Generation of angles.

the initial position TAT*

traces the path (P,0).

. The signed angle is

completely determined by the
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path (P,Q) and the vertex A in the sense that the signed angle

can be constructed when' k. and (Pig) are given. It is thus

appropriate to denote the signed-angle {AP, AQ, (PM) 'by
(A,P,Q).

A signed. angle has a-direction

associated with t. If Q

the angle (Aq/b). is generated by

'rotating AR in the counterclock-
,

wise direction, and we say that the

angle is positive; If Q the

angle (A,P,Q) is generated'byangle

AR in,the clockwise

direction, and we say that the

angle is negative.

Figure 10-20.
Signed angle

0

-, Example 10-2a.' Construct the' angles (A,P,i),. (P0PJ-70;

(A,P,-10)% where P. is a given fixed point on a

unit circle with center A.

SolutiOn: The angles are shown in Figure 10 -2e.

0 =5

Figure 10-2

,P,5)

Construction of the Tour a

N

0=-10
(A,P,-10)

gles indicated.
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We say that two angles (Ai, ,Q0 and (A ,P2,Q2) are

equal if and only if' Al = .A2, P1 = P2, and Qi = 92. If .two
angles are equal, they clearly have. the same verties, the same
1n-'al sides, and the same terminal side's. It is not true; how-
ever, th.t Vac' angles. with.thesame vertices and initial and
'terminal sides are ecipAl If (A1,P1,Q1) and -(Ag,P2,Q2) have .

the same initial v.nd terminal sides; then Al = A2 and

Q-
1

= Q
2

+ 2n7r,

where n is 0 or a positive or negative integer: Furthermore,
angles with thesAme initial and terminal sides'are called-.
coterminal angles. Two co-terminal
angles are shown`-in Figure 10-2f.
TwO angles (A1,P1,Qi) and

,1A2,P2,4) are equivalent if and

only if 81 = 9 If the signed

angles (A1,T1,Q1) and (A P2'92).

are'equivalent,.then the geometriC
.

Figure 16"7-2f.angles PiAlQi and P2A2Q2 are
Two co-terminal anglesi

congruent in thesense of geometry.

Example 10-2b. The two angles (A1,P1,i) and (A2,P2,i)

shown in Figure 10-2g are. equivalent, but the two angles
(A1,131,2' and (A2,P2,-2)., shown in Figure 10-2h are not
equivalent.

[sec: 10-2]
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An_angle ia said to be ia,Istandard losiion in a coordinatO.
system if and only if its vertex is at the origin,and its initial

side, extends along the b'itive x-axis. Every angle is equivalent.-

to one. and Only one angle in standard position. It will b#

convenient to deno e an angle in standard position by (0,X,9).

Figure 10-2g. Equivalent angles.

Figure 10-2h. The angles"(A ,P1 1

and' (A2,P2,-i) are not eqUivalent.

Examp1e-10-,2c. Construct the angles in standard position
N.

denoted by thesymbolts (0,X,7471.) , and
1 .

Construct two other angles which are co-terminal with each of

these angles.
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Solution: The tolution4 are shown in-Figure710-2L ecell
that.the length of,the circumference of the unit circle is 2w.

*4

117rFigure 10 -2i.. The angles (0,X44, (0,X, -),
47N

and two angles which are co-terminal with each.

The addition of paths euggests how angles are to be added.

The following statements define the addition of two angles and

the` multiplication of an-angle by a real 'number c:

(o,x,cy. _.(o ,e1 + Q2)

c.(0,X,Q)

Theproperties, of these operations follow from the properties of

the corresponding operations.onthe real numbers.

1)1

It is now clear that an angle (0,X,Q) in standard postti

is completely detdrmined by the single real number Q. 'Hence-.

,fo'rth, we shall speak of the angle Q and mean thereby the
angle (0,X,0). The sum of the,angles. Ql and 02 is A-

1
+ 82

'

the addition of angles: has all of the properties of the addition

of real numbers. Furthermore, c times the angle 0 is the
angle c(); the multiplication of angles by.a real number has all

of the properties of the multiplication of real numbers. .

[sec. 10-2]
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Exercises 10-2
.

Given a unit circle with center A and a point on it.

Construct the angles:

(a) :(A,P,r) (d)

(b) (e) (A,P,-4)

(c) (A,P,4) (f) (A,P,-1.5) .

2. Construct the following angles-in standard position.

(a) (0.*)-1) (d).

(b) .(e) (0,X,-4?)

(c) .(0,X,-471) (f): .(0,X,4)

3. Find two positive angles and two negative angles whic are

Co-terminal with each of the angles in EOcercise.2.
(.;

4. Construct the following angles in standard pos4tion and find

one negative angle whichdp. co-terminal with each one of

them.
0

tr

(b) ..(14 4-

(r)-

kr

3r

llr

2r

16r
9

[sec. 10-2i
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10-3 Radian Measure.-

have defined the s ifined angle. (A,P,A) in terms of 'the

pa h ..(11,0' on the unit circle whose center is A. The real
er Q[21.q called the radian measure of the .angle (A,P,9).

It followslrrom'the.definition of equivalent angles given in
,

*.
Section 10-2 that any two' equivalent angles (A P

l'
)I and

(A,P2,A2) hayethe_same radian measure -A, where A,57..Aca = 9.

The,statement fithe angle AI! usually means "the signed angle -.

in standard position whose radian measure is Of course there

are infinitely many. other angles that have the same radian,

. measure 'A. .4"

The radian measure of angle6

is especially useful because thlere

exists a simple. relation between.

the {Length of an arc of a circle,

and the radian measure of the angle

subtended at the center of the

circle. Figure 10-3a-shows an

arc P' Q' of length s on a

circle of-radius r, and the

corresponding arc FQ of length

A on a circle of radius 1. By

'a'theorem on similar sectors of Arc s on a circle of radius r.

circles, we have

Figure 10-3a.

arc Ps arc P'Q!', s
1 r.

But A is the radian measure of the angle formed by the rays,3.
AP' and AQ'. Thus, the formula

10-3a7 =
r

giVes the radian measure of the angle in terms of.radius of the

circle and the length of the intercepted arc. Formula 10-3a can

be stated also in the form.

10-3b s = rA.

[sec. 0-3)
r
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Formula
10-4gives the length ()ran arc in' terms of- the radius; of

a circle anthe radian measure of thesubtended angle.

Example 10-3a. Find the radian measure of the angle subtend-

ed at the center of.a circle of radixs r' by one-eourth of the

circumference.

Solution: The length of the circumference of a jrcle of
rr

radius r :is 2i, and one-fourth,ofithe circumference is

e--a'

By Equation 10-3a, A,=-tr-=7.

Example 10-3b.' An arc on a circle of radius 10 ii.ibtendb an;

angle of 2.5., rad;ana at the benter. Find the length of the arcu,

Solution:. ByHEquation 10-3b, s = 10 x 2.5 = 25. The reader

shOuld4pdraw a figure.

4 Exercises 10-3

1. Compute the radian measures of:the angles determined by the

.following values'of s and r.

= 5

(b)m s = l0, r = 5 (f) s = 3, r 7 5

(c) s = 8, F1.-- 10 T (g) s = 6, r = 10.

; fd) s = rr, = 4 (h) s = r = 1 .-

2. -.Compute the lengths of the arcs deterMined by the following

values of r -and Q.

(a) = 5, - Q = 0.2

(b) r.7-5,, =

(c) r =5,r 7 5: 6=

(d) r . 5, Q

[sec. 10-3]

r = 10, Q = 2.7

r = 10, =

r = 10, Q =.3.2

r = 10,
2r=

1 'N



3. O a circle of radius4 24 inches,
. .

r

I

the)leng4x of an arg.'--

subtended by,a,centralangle of(,, / 7,

2 -_.(a):7'radian$'.. f;

A ,
e. 4

(b):4:4raig.nii.' * v

- V. ).

4-. Find the Vadius. of a! circle for whiCh,an arc' of
, 1

long subtehdd an angle of. 1,---

. t -,* 1

(al 1 radian . '(c) 3.-.1.-.4ddir ..
,..

.(c) 4 radians ".

lw
(b) radians,. -

3.0-4:. Other Angle Measures.

The radian measureof-aQ1e8 was treated in the Last SeCtioes..

The size of an angle (A,F,G) is'determined by the. length of t1-1,

,path (P,G). In the radiansystemot,measure, ,the unit of length

used in measuring the length. of the path isthe length- of the

radius of the circle (see Equation 1073a).
t

The` circumferece of the

circle contains 2r of these

units.

Angthersystem of measure

.can. be-obtained by using the

length of the circumference as

the unit length for paths. The

angle "subtended by alsr-arc one

circumference in length is,called.

one revolution.- Since one ,circum-

ference sula-nds an angle-of' 2T

radians or 1 revolution, we

have f revolution = 2r radians.

N

ti

4 An

[sec. 10-4]

Figure 10-4a.
angle e of one radian.
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4 A third
9

7 CirPUMfel'epaP

subtended by

11""A

cs,

'3 *1stem of measure results from:11 uaing of the

f thecir6sle- asthe>sloflength:..The.angle..

'cif the circumference is ,called cone degree.

Since one.circumferpce subtends, an angle of 360 ,degrees or 4.1

revolution 2v radians, we hathe-foll'owi'ng basic st,a44Ment

:of equpvaients%
lb A

559:.

10-4a, '- -1 revolutipn 2v radtans = 360 degrees:.°
''

,.-1 .

s
. ,.

,
. . s_.

. v \..

The degree is furt ex subdivided, into 60 e'9Ual-parts called

minUtes,(abbrenated m . and.denoted-by 1_, as in i0q; the
minute. finally is divided into 60- -eqUal.parts called seconds

'abbreviated . -4..'abbreviated sec: and denoted by U,
\.

e
I

s..in "00"). Thus,

10-4h f .1° = 60v, "11- = 60 . l'

ik

'It is customary to meastre 'angles in degrees, Minute8; 'and
.

secondSinstrveYing and in the'soiution pf triangles The rediS.n,
It

r

however.,..,is the simplest unit er easuring angles i ose*,
J

.problems .which involve the d.ifferen ial and integral cal ulus-.

Example/ 10--4e. Find the measur of each of the

177.

angles in the 'other two systems: § radians, 3

Solution: From Doeuation 10-4a,'

rg;dians = 180°,

iF

radians = .30°or

Similarly,.

and

I rev. = 2w :radians,

n 3
7 rev. = 3v radians,-..

10 rev.,

150° 4.57 rev.,

following

'rev., 150°.

T"
2
-- rev..

1--- rev.

1 rev. = 360°

37 rev. = 540o;

10 Nradians

1509 , .57 radiaris

..
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2.
. ,

'(a) 135°

(b) -66°

--,-----1.-y *2r. ./
.

,,,

( .

k)IDI.,e s the farlloWing'7iri degrees-: (-

(4 . 3 reei/Olittlions''" .125

tbA. f revolution ::. 833

.- 1.. "7' .

( c L. revolution , -1.5

:
(d )- mi revolutio: -, (h)

12'

..' 27
0 .

.e:

xpress :the ' f llowing, in reVolUtions .

(c) .21d°

(d ) -150°

Express the' angle

(a ) 300 _%'

(b ) -25°

;(c) .160°

(d )- 135°

(,.?)1 .36

.(f) 75°30'

,r,VoluAkon

revolvtivn

revolutions
A

A

relA3liitiohs

(e) 67°30'.
V .

4(f)' 930°

-485°f
! (4)"*""0. 3.60d2-

as a multiple of radians.

(g) ( -912°401

(h)L -315°
g

(1)

3oo°

Ak)

()) 88o°

Express the following in degrees.

(a ) 7 4'

(b)
.4.

(c)

-r2

15

(g)-
-47
-77

(J)

(k) 2

,0

(-()) -3.6

[sec. 10-4]
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% A
. In a triangle, one angle !is 36° and another is vrir radians.':

Zihdtthe third ange in rad4ns4, .

7.° .6. Through ,chow manyiadiins-doeS tlw, m ute hand of a clock. -- -

L'%,. 7

,

revolve,in 40 minutes?
I... '

\

1)T1.nitions.of the Tr Functions.,
)-e shall define,the trigonometric fupotionSin this section.

aSome.fuhCti9ns; sich as thelogarithmi-6and exponeAtial funCtions,
tia.ve namesthe trigonottric f.unctionS also have hames The
,situationAis sometimes confUsing becausiverL:diffreht but -
_ . l . .

. closely relate functions-hav been givdn thesame name. First
we shall define the trigclnom ii functionSOf.angles in'standard

411)

Position. .Next"iweshall defin the,trigonoMetric functions of
arbitrary angles; and finally We shall define certain.additional

trigonometric functions which are closely related to .the. trigono-
.

metric functions af angle.6."
1

Definit on 10-5a. Let (0,X,Q) be anyangle4 standard
position, and et jx0,y0) be the intersectiofi of its terminal.

side with the standard unit circle., Then

sine of (0,4g) = y0 sin 8 = yo

cosine of (o,xte) = xo cos =) xv

tangent of (0,X,9) =
'0 .

tan 9 provided x0 /4?,
YO P YO

t.
x

/ 0provided Y

e

cot -8 = ,--=cotangent of (-0,X,G) = y0
YO

1flisecant of (0,x,8) =
0

ti

sec 8 = ,provided x
0
/ 0

0- -

1 ,cosecant of .(0,X,8) csc 1
= 'provided y -/ 0.

YO J 0n.

[sec. 10-5]
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p

where the 'statements*nthe right are abbreviationg fol, the state-

On the:left, .

TheSe,definitignAdo not enable us to, calculate these 'six

functions except in 4 fewsPeb4I cases, since it is usually not
. .

11kpossltle to inc12 .sthe, eoOrdinat. of a point -own the terminal side

,of:the angle. (0,X,O). In certain 1Mportant sPecialcases, how-

ever, the calculation ispossible as shown in the following

examples. .

Example. 10-5a. Find all-six trigonometric functions of jO°:

_Solution: Figure 10-5\Vshow

the angle (0,X,30-9). The terminal

side of this angle intersects the.

standard4unit circle in the point

,
kV7T

'2 2
Then.

1 cot.3e: = ;./77
,

sec 30° 0°
2 IT

.2 .7777 The angle (0,X,30°).

1
csc o

3-o
= 2

t

Figure 10-5a.

Example 10-5b. Find all six trigonometric funt(1ons of 120°.

Solution: Figure 10-5b shows

the angle (0,X,120°).- The terminal

side of this angle intersects the

standard unit circle in the point

1
k- 7,2 . Then

sin 120° = cot 120° =-

cos 120° = - sec 120° = -2

tan 120° = csc 120°. 2-47.

sec: 10-5)

The

Figure 10-5b.

angle (0,X,120
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6E12712 1075c-1 functions of
, 270°.7

Solution: .Figure10-,5qs*0

the angle .(0,X,270°).' "The terminal

side of this angle intersects' the

standard.unit circle in (0,-1).

Tan 270° and .sec' 270° are not

defined since- X = 0. The other-

. Values. are

sin :270° cot 276°,
-7\

c os 270 = 0 csc 270° = -1 .

Figure

The angle (0,X,270,).

Definition 10-51:1.- Let (A,P,G). be any angle, and let
(0,X,G) be the unique'angle in standard positionto whq.ch.it is

. equivalent. Than

v).
sin (A,P,9) -sin (0,X,G) cot (A,P,G). cot (0,X,G)

cos (A,P,G) = cos (O,X,G) sec (4,P%) = sec (0,X,G)

-tan (A.,P,G) = tan (0,X,G) csc (A,P,G) = csc (0,X,G).

If we pair with each.signed.angle (A,P,9) the real number.
'sin (A,P,G), we define afunctionwhose domain is the set of all
.signed angles. It follows from Defin/tion 10-5a that its rap
is (X: x < 1) . Tnis function is denoted by sin G, and .G.
is most commonly measured in degrees. ,Jairing. cos (A,P,9) with
.'(A,,P,G) defines a function whose domain is the set of all signed
angles :and, whose range is -1 < x < fl; it is denoted by
cos A. The functA ions tan G, cot.GE sec G, 'and csc G are
defined in a. similar,manner, The functions sin 9, csc G
are called the six trigonometric functions,

Theorem 10-5a. Let. G be any angle .in standard.position

whose terminal side does not lie along one of the axes, and let'.
li(x,y) be any point on its terminal side. Then

S
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sin A
2x2 + y

cos A = x
.100

x + y2

tan A=

Proof: ILet r be .the

distanbe fro" 0 to P.. Then

y2.
The equation

of the line through 0 and

is

YO

Y TO x'

where (x
0'
y
0

) the point at

which this line intersects the

standaidunit circle.

The point' P(x-,Y) is one

of the intersections of this line

with the circle x2 +
y2 = r2.

The two intersections are found

.bir'sblving the following system:

X2 -I- y
2

= i"
2

0
xp.

cot A =

x2 y2.sec A.

777
csc =

Figure 10-5d.
The figure for
Theorem 10-5a.

The two solutions are (rx0,typ) and (-rx0,-110) (remember that

x02 y0
2x + = 1). Since a ray lies entirely in one quadrant,:the-

signs of the coordinates of P are the same as the signs. of the

coordinates of (x0,y0). It follows that the coordinates of P

ate' (rx0,ry0). Thus

sec .410-5]
/



-x = x0, y = 170,

.1 2 .+ y
2x

y,= = '---I-__
r

2

'Then, by'Definition 10-5a,

565 /

sin A = y0 =

Vx2.+ Y.2

and the other statements in the conclusion of the theorem are
obtained in the same way.

Remark: In the course of'the proof .of the last theoret, we
proved the following important fact: If Y0) is one point

On the terminal side of an angle, then all points on this terminal

side have coordre'a of the form

10-5a (rx0,ry0) r > 0.

We shall now define a s nd set of trigonometric functions.

This second set is highly important in pore advariced mathematics

and also in this course. This Second set of functions is so

ciosely related to the first set that the two are often confused.

Let -.(0,X,A) be an angle in standard position, and let A

.be its radian measure.. If we pair with the real number A, the
real-number sin(0,X,A) as defined in Definition 10-5a, we

'define a function whose domain is the set of all real numbers and
, whose rangl,is (x: -1 < x < 1). This function is obviously,,luite

distinct from the function defined in Definition 10-5b. The

._domain of the former function is the pet of all signed angles, but

the domain of the presentfunction is the set of all read numbers.

It would be appropriate to denote.the.former function by

sin (A,P,A) and the latter function by sin'A. Unfortutely,
both are denotedbysin 6, but it will usually be clear from the

-scontext:which is'intended: It will usuallybe true that sin 60°
means.the sine of the angle whose mea re is 60°, whereas,

(sec: 10-5
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7
sin means. the sign'of the number 7.

\. In t4 same Ivay, we define the functions cos e, tan A,

cot A, sec' 9, and csc A, whose domains are the set of.all,

real numbers. If A is the measure of (0,X,9) 1)11 degrees,-,

and if we associate with the'real number A, the real number

sin(0,X.,9), we have another function whose domain is the set of'.

all real numbers. This function 18: closely related to the one

already defined, and it will not be considered further in this

course.

The definitions of/the six

trigonometric functions can be

stated in a special way that is

highly useful for an acute angle

in a right triangle.' Let A;13,0

be a right triangle ,as shown in

Figure 10-5e, and let M denote

the angle at the vertex A.

C

.Figure 10-6e.
Fanctionsof an acute angle:

Theorem 10-5b. If the angle at'thevertex 'A' of the

right triangle shown in Figure 10-5e,.them

s in cC

cos cc

tan cc

cot cC

sec cc

csc

a .opposite side_
c hypotenuse

-.. b adjacent side
c . hypotenuse

a.
-

opposite, side
b adjacent side-

b _ adjacent side_
a opposite,Zide

c hypotenuse
b adjacent side

c . VpOtemze
. .
F

.
opposite side

.f,

[sec. 10 -5.1

e.

.1



Proof:. In order to find the

trigonometricfunction* of cc.,

14,thlist first take an equivalent

angle:im standard position.

Figure 10-5f shows such an angle.

The point P(b,a) is one point

on the terminal side of this angle.,.

The statements in, the conclUsiofla

of the theorem now follow fi-om

Definition 10-5b and Theorem 10,5a

(remember that c =,))(42

P (b;-a)

Exercises 10-5

Figure 10-5f.
.4n angle in statdai'd

position equivalent_ to

Sketch the angle A 'ir the standard position and find ,sin A,
cos A and tan A when the following points are on the
terminal side of the angle 1p.

(a) p(-4,3) (e) P(-2,4)
o

(b) P(5, -12) (f) P(-7,-24)

(c)
(g) P(3,-5)

(d) .P(2,3) (h) p(4,1)

2. in each of the following sketch the angle rA and find the
other five functions of G.

(a) tan A = 3 A in quadrant I

(b) cos A = A in quadrant IV

(c) sin Q 2
.

,(d) tan A

in quadrant 'IV

in quadrant II

.(e) cos A = A' in quadrant III

3.(f) in 0 = 13, A in quadrant ,II

[see. 10-5]
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3. Let P be the set [a, b, c) and let Q be the set

(sin cC , cos cC , tan cC , tan/9, cos/e, sin,g) . It can be proved

that if any 2 members of sets P are given, then all the

other members of P and Q can be expressed in terms of

these given members.

(a) If a = 3 °(c) If a = 5
b c = 11

tan,6' = ? b =

cos m = ? o cos cC = ?,

c = . tan/9 = ?

sin cC = ?

(b) b = 12 (d)), If. a = 12

c ="13, b = 7
a = ? c =

sin/1P = ? sincc = ?

tan M = ? cosA9 = ?

tan cC = ?
9

4. .Zet P and Q be the sets given in Problem 4. It can be

proved that if a member of seta P is given and if a member

of set Q is given, then all other members of ..P and Q can
°

be expressed.,in terms of the given member

(a) If ' a = 12
3

(b) b = 15 . (c) c = 20

cos m
2

= sin cC = tanfg = 2

i

-p-

b = ? c = ? a = ?

c .= ? a ? b = ?

tang = cos,9 = ? cos cC = ?

Gin cc = ? tan = ? sin M = ?

(d) If c = 8 (e) a 2 (f) b = 10

sin cC 5= tan cC = 1.8 cos" = .8
b =? b = a = ?

4
a =. ? c = ? c =.?

cosh = ? sinAg = ? sin cC =

tan cc = ? cos cC= ? t'anidel = ?

sec. 10-5)
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10-6. Some Basic Properties of theSine and Cosine.
.

In order to simplify the statements of some of the results in

this section, it will be convenient to introduce the notion of.

primary angle.

.Definition 10-6a. An angle (0,X,8) in standard position is

,called a primary, angle if and only if 0 < e'< 360° (or the.

equivalent condition in other units of measure).

Theorem 10-6a. Let (i,P,A) be any angle. 'Then
.

'(sin .Q)2 +,(cds A)2 1.

Proof: Let (0,X,8) 'be-the unique equivalent angle in

standard position. Let (x
0 ,y0

) be the point where the terminal

side of (0,X,8) intersects the standard unit circle. Then

0
2x + y 2

= 1
0

x0 = cos -yo = sin-

(sin 8)2 + (cos 8)2 = 1,

and the proof is complete.

Theorem -10-6b. (converse of Theorem 10-6a..) Let xo and

be any two numbers such that x02 + y02 = 1. Then-there is one

and.only one'primary angler (0,X,8) subh that cos 8 = tu

sin 8 = yo.

Proof: The point P(x0,Y0)' is on the standard unit circle.

Let (0,X,8) be the primary angle whose terminal side passes

through the point P(x0,y0). Then. cos 8 = x0 and sin8 = y0.

If (0,X,6'): is any other primary angle, then its terminal side

does not pass through, P(x0,y0). Thus, it Is not true that

cos A' =.x0 and ,sin A! = y0. The ,proof of the theorem is

complete-. 4

[sec. 10-6]
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Theorem 1OL6a emphasizes the.following corollary, which has

already been observed from the definitions in Section 10-5.,

Corollary 10-6a., For all angles (A,P,Q)

-1< sin Q < 1

-1 < cos Q < 1.

Corollary 10-6b. If y_
0

is-any number such that. -1 < yo. < 1,
.

. .

ther:e are exactly two primary angles. (0,4)) such that sin.Q

= yo - These angles hiire - y
2

and
0

respective cosines.

Proof: The line Y =Y0
intersects the standard unit

circle in the two distinct points

Y02,Y0)

P2(-1\4 Y02;YO)*

There are two'primary angles

Q
1

and Q
2

whose terminal Figure 10-6a.
two angles for

sides pass through P1 and.
P2' which sin e = y0.

Then.

\/(1-
. 2
YO1

for their

4

Corollary 10-6c, If xo is any number such that -1 < x0 < 1,

there are exactly two primary angles (0,X,Q). such that

cosQ = x0. The sines .of these angles are - xo2 and

cos-Q
1
=.11 - y02 and cos Q

2
- - yo

t. 2

77;0 7
2' respectively.

N/T7-

sec. 10-6]
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Proof:. The line x = xo intersects the circle x2 + y2 = 1
in the two distinct points

131(x0"N4 7 xo P2 (x0'
- x

o

There are two primary x4xt Y

angles (0,X,G1) and

(0,X,A2) whose terminal

sides pass through PI

and P. Then
.27

sin Al =A1.- x02 -

sin 02 = -N/F-777

FiguA 10-6b.
Two angles for
which cos 9 = x0.

Corollary 10-6d. There is exactly One primary angle whose
sine is 1, and it is :900; there is exactly one primary angle
whose cosine is 1,. and it is 0°. There is exactly 'one primary
angle whose sine is and it is 2700;.. there is exactly'one
primary angle whose cosine is -1, and it is 180°'

Let 9 and, ,A + n-360°, where n is an integer, be two
angles in standard position. These two angles have the same
terminal side (they are called co-terminal angles), and hence,
the six trigonometric functions.of 9 + n360° are equal respec-
tively to the six trigonometric functions of Q. Hence, if

sin Q = yo,

then
cos A = x0,

sin (9 +n-360°) = yo, cos (9 + n360° ) = xo

for n = 0, I- 1, ± 2, ... .

[sec, 10-6].
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Exercises 10-

1. Sketch all the angles betWeen 0° and 360° in standard.

position which satisfy the following condijions and give the

values of the other funbtions for these angles.

2.

(a) .sin G
24
25

(b) cos G =,-
5.

(c) tan G = -2

(d) sin G -

(e) tan G = 7

(f ) sin Q

(g)

(h) sin A =

cos g

In what quadrant will the terminal side of G lie if:

(a) sin G. and cos G are both positive?

is positive and cos G is negative?(b) tan G

(c) sin G is positive and tan G is negative?

(d) cos G and tan G are both negative?

(e).1 sin G, cos Q. and tan G are all negative?

3 Find the. value of cos
2

G - sin2 G when tan G

and cos A is negative.

4. Find the value of
2 tan G when cos G .-

1 - tan
2

G

is positive.

Prove the relation tan G
sin G provided 0 / (2k +1)90
cos..

where k is'an integer. .

and tan G

Use the relation sine 0 +

(a) 1.+ tang 0 sec2. 0

..(b) cot2 e csc2 e

cos
2

5 = 1 to prove:

[0 yd (2k + 1)90°] .

[e / k 180°] .

7. Prove that,the range.of the tangent function is:the set of

all real numbers.

[sec. 10-6]
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10-7. Trigonomftric Functions of Special Angles.

The values of the trigonometric functions can be,obtained by

simple geometrical considerations for cer ift special angles.

Thest are the angles for which the.coordinates of the poin't

(x0;y0), where . the terminal side intersects the unit circle, can
be. computed. We list these angles in a table which shows the
,degree measure of :A, the radian .meas e of ,A, the coordinates
(x0,y0), and the values of the six trigonometric functions.

I

a

[sec. 0-7]
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Table 10-75d Trigonometric functions of special angles.

a)

co q)
0 h-=,
EiD°

e 0
c ,0 , =

: -0
21

0
' °

( 0 , Y0) cos e .SIN e Tan e Sec e csc e cpt e

0 0 ( 1, 0) I 0 0 I

Un-

defined

----.Un-

defined'

30t IF

L .

a Vi
2

-
2 2 2

t

T
-

2

45
: (^/1

- 2
N/i_. )

1 2
"1.1-

2
-I-2-2 2 2

60 -rr
3

, 1

\ -i
Ng,

, -F )
1

2
NCI. 1 .

...a

,90
Tr

( 0 , 1) 0 I
Un-

`

U n-

defined
1 0

12 0 2 7 (-1
' 2

-1.73. )
-i 2

- 1
2

-6-..
2

2 :

t
I

7"3

135 ( 2 , 2 )
-.(2-

-I
2

,

2
V-2--

-14

150 5n (2/-i-2 j-)2

1

2 :If 2. 6

180 TT ( -I , '0) -I 0 0
Un-

defined
Un-

defined

210 7 TT. (:,_/ 8
' 2

I )

, 2 '
_IT

2
1

2 3

f

6

225 57 (112
2

:12 )
1 2

'12
T

_I
2 2

2
,--

../24

240 4 TT I

( 2
,4/7

, -2- )

i

-2-
-NIT

2
2 i

. 3

270 327T ( 0 , ) 0
Un-

defined
Un-

defined
-1 0

k

300
5-n- 1

2
,

i- 2 /
1 _.,,/-3

2 2 -7-.2--3

I 315
711 ( .,./

' 2
2.127 V.

, 2
li

2 2 -1
2
2 -14

33.0'
II TT (,,,Ti:

2 , 2
VI

'2
...; 1 ,

2
1

v/-36 -

[sec. 0-7]
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. .

It is not_necessary to memorize the results in Table 10-7a,

but it is important to learn the methods by which these results

are obtained.

Consider first the angles,

-0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°.

-Figure. 10-7e shows a. point

(x0,y0) on the terminal side

of each of.these angles. The

entries- tn Table 10-7a for these

angles are obtained by applying

the definitions in Section 10-5..

-Observe that-certain of the

trigonoMetric functions of-these

angles are undefined.4- .

Th4 angle '225°,. shown in

Figure 10-7b, will beused to

. illustrate the me4lOd of-finding

the trigonometric functinsof

the special engle8 45 °,"

225°, and 315°: Thetriangle
OPD .s an isosceles right tri-

angle.-1Sincelthe length 10PL
of its hypotenuse is 1, we

find 10D1 !DPI =:`li, a.410

. the c4Ordinate of ,P . are

( 0 , I)

(-1,0) (1,0)

(CO)

Figure 1e-.7a:.
The special angles 0 °,

90°, 180°, and 270 °.

Figure -1(127b.

1 1 22
oT e.specia ang 5 .

--=. ) An application of the definitions .leads to the results

. given in the table. The trigonometric functionsof 45°, 135°,
and 315.

o
can be Obtained in a simnel- manner.

[sec. 10!7]
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The angle 120°, shown in

Figure 10-7c, will'be,used to .

illustrate the method of finding

the trigonometric functions of the

special angles .60°, 124q, 2409,-;

and 300°. The triangle. OPD. is

a right triangle whose acute angles

are.. 30° and 600:. Since 10PI = 1,

we find IODI -HtIOPI.= .. Then

lul 7,, and the coordinates

1 4(5.
of P are. (-1 27, V. -Ala:

application of the definitions

leads to the results given in the

able. The, trigonometric functions

of 60°,. 240°, and '300° can be

obtained in a similar manner.

The angle 330°,' shown in

Figure 10-7d, will be used to

illustrate the method of flilding

the trigonomAric functions of

30 °, 150°, 2109, and\ 330°,

The/triangle. OPD is again a tri-

angle ghose acute angles are 30°

and 609. Then IODI =I and

41
1D,-rd = 7, and the coordinates

of. P _) An

application of the definitions

leads to the result, given in

Table 10-7a. The trigonometric

functions of
.30o,

150 °, . and

210° Can be obtained in a similar .

manner.

[sec. 10-7]

Figure 10-7c. ..

The special angle 120 °.

Figure 10-7d.

The special angle 330°.
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Exercises 10-7

1. Evaluate the following:

(a) .c. sin 150° tan 210° .- cos '135 °' in 240°.

(b) cos 90° - sin 300° + tan 225° - cos 150°.

tc) sin 270°;+ tan 180° cos 90°.

2. Find all the functions of the following arggles without using
a table.

(a). 210a (c) 315°

(b): (d) 7225°.

ShoW.that cos t A + sin2 = 1, fort-'

(a) 0.7 45°

.(b) A = 150°

(c) A = 330°\

(d) A = radians

(e) A = 4 radians

2r
( ) = -7 radians.

4. Show. that:

(a) Sin (60°:-+ 606) sin'60° + sin.60°

(b) cos -(90° + 60°) / cos 90° + cos 60°

(c) sin (x.80° +'60°) / sin 180° + sin 60°

(d) cos (i50° - 6,0°)/ cos. 150° - cos 60°

(e) sin (300° - 120°): / sin 300° - sin 120°.

5. Verify the following:

(a) 1 - cos2.60° = sin2:60°

sin 60° cos 30° + cos 600 sin 30° = 1

(c). cos.O cos 30° - sin .60° sip 30° = 0

(d) cos
3b0 + cos 60

(e) sin 30 - cos 60°
2

(f) 2 sin 450 cos 450= I
[sec. 10-7]
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6. Which of the. folloWing statements are correct? Justify your

..answdr.

(a) sin 0 = 3

(b) sin - tan 0
cos .0

(c) sin 30° + sin.160' = sin 90°

(d) cos2 45 o + sin2 45
o

= sin'90°

1cos 45° = 7 cos 90-
o

(f) sin 45° cos 45° = ; in 909 ,

(g) sin 30o .'= sin 90o

(h) sing 30° + cos2 3309.= 1

21L(1) tan 45-° = 1_12
cos 315-

(j) cos 30° + 2 cos 60° = cos 150°

0

10-8. Tables of Trigonometric Functions.

. In .Section 10-7, we. explained how to find sin 0, ---, .esc

for certain special values of 0: There is no'elementary method.

for computing .the six trigonometric functions of an arbitrary

angle: 1). In a typical case, the six trigonometric: functions of

0 :are irrational .nUmbers which would be represented by non-
.

terminating decimals. These values can be calculated to any

desired degree of accuracy by-methods developed in calculus.

Tables of the trigonometric functions are available. Table 10-8a .

gives sines, cosines, and tangents for the angles 1
o

, 2 ,

90°
We shall now describe certain characteristics of trigonometric

tables.

(1) Since the values of the trigonometric functions are

usually irrational numbers, and since-the tables give these values

Only to three (or four,.or five) decimal places, the values in the

tables are usually not exact. Table 10-8a is correct to three

[sec. 10 -8]
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decimal places, but tables correct ,to five, seven, or more decimal
plac are available for calc lations which require greater

.

accuracy .

(2) Table 10-8a gives sines,

the angles 0°, 10, 900, but it dogs not give these
functions. for other angles such as

the approximate values. of the functions of these
obtained by interpolation.

(3) Table 10-8a does not'contain any angles 0 such that. .

0 < 0° or 0 > 909. We shall, shoW that the approximate. values
of the sines, cosines, '.241d tangents of all angles can be
obtained from Table 10-8a.

cosines, and tangents

\

37,8 °. It Will beshown that

angles can be

First, we shall give some examples whiCh involve interpolation.
.Linear interpolation has .been explained already in Chapter 9 on
logarithms and exponents,_and the theory wi not be repeated here.

Example 108a. Find cos 37.89;

Solution: From Table 10 -8a we find

cos 37° 4, .799

cos 38° ti .788,

x .8
.1-TT = --T or x = -8.8'

cos 37,8° :790,

It is important to observe that 'cos.() decreases as
inzreases.
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Table

De-
grees

10-8a.

Radians ,Sine
Tan-

Cosine gent

0' 400 4 0..000 1.000 0.000
1 417 418 1.000 .018
2 .435 :035 o.999 .035
3 452 -052 .999 .052
4 .070 .070 :998 .070
5 .087 .996 .088

6 .105 .105 ,-.995 .105
7 .122 .122 .993 :123
8 .140 .139 .990. .141
9 .157 .156 .98 - :158

10 .175 . .174 .985 .176

11 .192 :191 %982 .194
12 .209 .208 :978 .213
13 .227 , .225 .974 .231
14 .244 .242 .970 .249.
15 .262 ..259 ,966 .268

16 .279 .276 1 .287
17. 297 .292 .306
18 .314 .309A

,56

51 .3.25
19 .332 .326 46 .344
20 .349 - .342 4o .364

21 367. .358 934 .384
22
23

384
401

,3
:391
75 927 .404

.921 .425
24 419 .407 .914 445
25 .436 .423 .906 .466.

26 .454 .438 .899 :488
27 .471 .454 .891 .510
28 .489 .470 .883 .532
29 .506 .485 .85 .554
30 .524 .500 .8766 577
31 .541' .515 857 .601
32 .559 .53o .848 .25
33 576 :545 .839 .6649

34 .593 .559. 829 675
35 .611 .574 :819 .700,
36 .628 .588 .809 .727
37 .646. .602 .799 754
38 .663 .616 .788 .781
39 .681 .629 .777 .810
40 .698. ..643 .766 .839

41 .716 :658 755 .869
42 .733 .669 :J.743 .900
43 .751 .682 .731 .933
44 .768 .695 .719 .966.
45 .785 .707 .707 1.000

De- Tan-
grees Radians Sine. Cosine gent

46
47
48
49
50

51
52
53
54

56
57
58

59
6o

.61

. 62
63
64
65

66
67
68
69
70

71
72
73
74
75

76
77
78
79
80

81
82
83
84
85

86
87
88
89
90

0.803 0.719 s0.695 1.036
.820 .731 .682 1.072
.838 .743' .669 1.111
.855 755 .656 1.150
.873 .766 .643 1.192

.890 .777 .629 1.235

.908 .788 .616 1.280

.925 -799 1.327

.942 .809
,.602
.588 .1.376

.96o .819 .574 1.428

.977 .829 . .559 1.483

.995 .839 .545 1.540
1.012 .848 .53o 1.60o
1.030 .857 .515 1.664
1.047 .866 .500 1.732

1.065 .875 .485 1.804
1.082 \-..883 .470 1.881
1.100 .891 .454 1.963
1.117 .899 .438 2.050
1.134 .906 .423 2.145

1.152 .914 .407 2.246
1.169 .921 .391 2.356
1.187 .927 .375 2.475
1.204 .934 .358 .'6015

1.222 .940 .342 2.747

1.239 946 .326 2.904
1.257 .951 .309 3.078
1.27 .956 .292 3.271.
1.29 .961 .276 3.487
1.309 .966 .259 3.732

1.326 .970 .242 4.011
1.344 .974 .225 4.331
1.361 .978 .208 4.705
1.379 .982 '.191 5.145
1.396 .985 .174 5.671

1.414 .988 .156 6.314
1.431 .990 .139 7.115
1.449 .993 .122 8.144.
1.466 .995 .105 9.514
1.484 .996 .087 11.43

1.501' .998 .070 14.30.-
1.518 999 452 19.08
1.536 .999 .035 28.64
1.553 1.000 .018 57.29
1.571 1.000 .000 unde-

fined

[sec. 10 -.8].
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Example 10-8b. If sin 8 =. .600, what is 8?

Solution: From Table 10-8a we find

'sin 36- =';', .588

sin 37° .602

.12TF 737 or x o

Thus, if sin 8 = ,then Z-369°. From. Corollary 10-6b

we 12'147 that there is another primary angle 8 such that

sin 8 = A little later we shall'show how to find this
*

.

second primary angle. All other.solutions of-the equation

sin 8 can be obtained from:the'twO PrimarYsolUtions'by

the m9Ithod;explaihed at the end.of SectiOn'10-6., -

We shall now explain how the trigonometric funions of any

angle can be obtained from a tabIp which gives' the trigonometric

functions of angles'from 0° to ,90°.. We observe first that the

functions of any angle are equal to the functions Of a;c6-terminal

angle which lies between .-00 and 360°:.'For eXaMp4e,

= sin 113 ... The -pro141m.-it thus reduced to fi4ding the_, functions.

of all rriii-e-ge,ttreeni-b° and 3§,9°. If is'is one.of.:the special

angles 0°, 18:0°, and 2109, it's functions'Canjpe obtain-

ed from Table'10-7a. For each angle 8,, where
n

0.< 360°,

..and 8: is not one of-the special angles,.an angle. 8R th

. reference angle of 8 is defined by Table 10-8b. 7

581

Table 10-8b `The reference ankle of 8

The reference angle

8
R

of

0

90°

180°

270°

< 9

<.8

< 8

< 8

< 900

<'180°

< 270°

< 86o°

8
R
= 8

QR. = 180° -`8

e
R'

. a - 180°
8R 36O° -8

1078],

p



Figure 1078a, Reference angle6 for the-angle

Figure 10-8d shows the

qUadrants and IV.

standard unitcircles. Let

terminal side of the refere

circle, arid, let P' be the

side of A. The triangle

OPD in every case. Thus,

xo, ±y0),

and

AR

reference angle AR. for ankles

The circles in this fig e are. the:

.P(x
0'
y
0
) be.the point hFethe

nce angle AR intersects th'e",unit

corresponding:point on e terminal

OP'D' is congruent- to the triangle

the coordinates' of 1" are

Theorem 10-8a. Let, A be any angle such that 0°

such that A is not an integral multiple of ,90°,

be the reference angle of A. Then

sin A = 17.sin AR cot A = - cot()
R

..cos A =
± cos AR sec A = - sec AR

tan .0 = ±- tan AR csc
+

= 0R

04

[sec. 10-8]
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Proof: Examine Figure 10-8a. For ev- A. of the

and specifiedin'the theoreM, sin A y0 or sin A -Y

. But . sin OR'. y0. Thus, either sin A =sin AR or sin

sin AR. The other statements 1n-6hp:conclusion of thetheorem

can 'be establiShed in-the .same way.

Table 10-8c shows the signs of the six trigonometric functiOns

for angles in the four:, quadrants. The results given in this table

follow'from, the 'definitions in Section.16-5.

Table 10 -8c. Si d of the Trigonometric Functions

Theorem 10-8a and Table 10 - %c enable us to find the six

trigonometric functions of any angle from tables for all angles

froM 0° to 90°. The method will be explained.by means of

examples.

Example 10-8c.. Find sin 603°- by using Table.10-8a.'

')
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Solution: The angles 603°

and 243° are co-terminal; hence,

sin .603° = sin. 243°. By Table

10-8b, the reference angle of

243° is 63°. Thus, by Theorem

10-8a, sin 243° sin 63°.

From Table 10-8a, sin 63° Z .891.

Since 243° is an angle in the

third quadrant, sin 243° is

negative by. Table 10-8c. Thus,

sin 603° sin 243 - sin 63°

- .891. The entire solution,

except for finding sin 63° in

the table of sines, should be

geometrically obvious from

Figure 10-8b.

Example 10-8d. Find tan 328°.

Solution; The reference angle is

negative in the fourth quadrant. Thus,
ti

Figure 10-8b.

Graph of 603°
and its reference angle.

32°, and

tan 328°.

.625. The reader should- draws figure.

Example 10-8s. Ftikt cos 4.

the tangent,

tan 32°

Solution: Since is the 'radian measure of the angle, the

reference angle is S radians.' Also, is an angle in the

second qUadrant,where the cosine is negative. Thus, cos

cos ,
_ The reader should draw a figure..

Example 10-8f. Find .sin 1046°.

Solution: 1 Since 1046°. 2(360°) + 326° the angles 1046°

and 326° are Coterminal. Thus, sin 1046° = sin 326°. The

reference angle. of 826° is 34°, and sift 326° is negative'.

since the angle is in the fourth quadrant. Thus, sin 1046°

.sin 326° = sin 34° - .559 .

.

[bec. 10 -8]
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Example 10 -8g. Find cos(-150

Solution: The angles -150°' and ,210° are co-terminal;
hence, cos(-150°) = C4)2110°. The reference angle for 210°

30°, and the cosine is negative in the third quadrant.. Thus,

cos(-150°)= cos 210° = - cos 30° ti =,.866 .

With our tables available we are now equipped to discus8 some

examples of a simple and important application of the tfigonometric

functions the indirect measurement of distances by triangulation.

Example 1078h. At a point .439 feet frortthe base of a'

building the angle betWeen the horizontal and 'the line to the,top
,

of the building (angle of elevation) is 31 °, What is the height.

of the building?

'Solution:. In the right

triangle ABC we have. f'= 90°7

M = 31° and b = 439 feet.

In this drawing we seek the

height a. of the building.

According to the formula for-:elie.

tangent of an acute angle_of a

right triangle we hav

o side opposite atan
31

side adjacent 777

our Table 10-8a gives

tan 31° ti .601

Combining these two equatiOnS

we: have

a
.601

779.

Therefore a ti 439(601) Z. 264,

so that building is approximately

264 feet high,

[sec. 10-8)-

b.= 439 ft.

Figure 10-8c.
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'Example 10-81. To measure the width of a river a stake was

driven into the ground on the south bank directly south ofa tree

on the oppositebank. From a point 100 ft. due west of the

stake,the 'tree was. tighted and the angle between the line of sight

and the east-west line measured. What'it the width of 'the river

if- this angle was 60Q?

Solution: The point from

which the tree. was sighted was

taken due west of the stake so.

that the angle MST (Figure

10-8d) would be a right. angle.

From the formula for...the tangent

of an acute angle.ine. right

trianglOSection 10-5) and

Table 16-5h we have 100 = tan 60°

Nor-J. where r is the required

width of the river.

y = 100.,./7 7,, 173

.Theriver.is approXimately 173

feet wide.

Example 10-8S. At the instant when the moon is exactly at

half phase the angle.between the line from the earth to the moom

and the line from the earth to the sun is between. 89° and 90°.

Show that the distance from the earth to the sun is at least 50

times the distance from the earth to the moon.

Figure 10-8d.

[sec. 10 -8]



Solution: From Figure 10-8e

we see that if the.moon'is.exactly

at half-phase the angle SME is a

right angle: Since angle. SEM =,fl

and ,89°;</g< 90°, 'we. have

0° <cx < 10. Then the'distance

m of the earth to the sun and

the distance s from the earth

to the moon are related thus

sin M =

and from Table 10-8a

.'Ale sin M < sin 19 ":" .018

so that

18 20 . 1s < .018 1000 1150
m> 50s

Thus the distance .rom earth to the

sun is at least 50 times the dis-

tance from earth to m..n/

The essent.al
4
step-4n these examples is the discovery and

587

Figure 10-8e.

constructionoaittriangle one 'Of the sides of which is the
length to.be asur d. In Sections10 and 11 we grill learn some

further theorems about the trigono6letric functions which will

permit us to Use more general triangles in a similar way. Before

this we must discuss the trigonometric functions in.mOre detail.

[sec. 10-8]



Exercises 10-8

1. What is the reference angle of each of the following?

(a) 1509 . (f) -98°
)

(b) 2600 (g) t235°

bs
(c) 761 radians \ (h) 4- radians ,

308° .2r(i) 7 radians

% 16(e) 615° (.1
)

7r
radians

5

2. Express the following in terms of the same .function of the

reference angle.

4a(a) sin 165°

(b) tan 190°

(c) cos 21'2
o

(d) sin IT

(e) cos(4)

(f) tan( 'ir)

(g) gip 340°

(h) sin' 98°

(i) tan 462°

(J) cos(2l60 °)

sln(7195°)

sin 305°

tan(-378°)

sin

7cos(1 3?0,

3. A wire 35 feet long is stretohed :ttoiri1eveigi;ound to the

tope of a pole 25 feet high , Fiid :the arigli- be:6reen the

pOle and the wire.

A- kite string 200 yards long makes an arigit

the ground. tiow high is the

with

[sec. 10-8]
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From the top of a rock which rises vertically 326 feet out

of the water, the angle between the line of sight of a boat

and thelporizontal (angle of depreSsion) is 24°. .Find the

distance of the boat fromthe base of the rock.

6: The edge of the Great Pyramid is .609 feet and'makes.an

angle' of 52° with the horiZontal plane. What is the height

of the pyramid?

A gun G,shoots at T at a range of, 5400 yards, and the

shot hits at S so that angle TGS = 3o Assume that angle

GTS = 90 °. How far from T is S?

Find the.radius of a regular decagon, each side of which is

8 inches.

From a mountain top 4000.

feet above a fort the angle

of depression of the fort

is 17 °. Find the airline

'distance from the 'mountain

top to.the fort..

-10. At;a'point 185 feet from the base of atreQ thi angle of

:elVation of the top is 55°. How tall is the tree?

,Fro'iiInpbSarvation point the angles of depression of two
ti

h6ats -1:.,topith this point are -18° and 28°, Find the

dialanoe-14f*the two boats if the point of obser144tion

12.

elera

'ds on a horizontal plane. The angle of

;. certain pointon the plane is '30
o and at a

t:;4(
-"; feet nearer the building it is '45°. Fow high is

the'building?.

Find the angles of intersection of the diagonals of a rect-

angle 8.3 feet wide-and 13.6 feet long.

[sec .) 10 - 8 ]
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14. The area of an equilateral A is -300 square inches. What
is the area of the inscribed circle?

15. A circle is divided into 7 equal parts. Find the length of
all poSsible chords whose end-points are these division.points

if the radius of the circle is 7 inches;

lb. The minute hand of.a clock is 9 inches long. At 7 minutes
after 3 the line joining the ends of the hands is per-

pendicular to the hour hand. How long i6 the hour harid?

17. If the hands of a clock' are 7.4 inches and 4.8 inches,
at what time between 2:00 and 2:10 is the line joining

the ends of the hands perpendicular to the hour hand?

18 Given ABC with A

altitude -to a.

r known: Let h be the

a Aliktibb

A , and,4?

Prove: h =
cotfl cot r"

19. A chord 6 inches long subtends a certain angle at the center

of.a circle whose radiu8 is 5 inches. Find the length of

the chord which subtends an angle twice as large.

20. The area of trapezoid' ABCD is 4800 square feet. .Lower
base AB is 150 feet long, side AD is 47 .feet long

.

, and angle A is 57 °. Find the other base.

10 -9. Graphs of the Trigonometric Functions.

. We haVe found it helptul,A.n the past to draw thegraphd of the
functions under study. Recall. that 'the graph of y = ci*
consists of the set of points (x,y) in the coordinate plane such
that y = f(x). But it is,clearly impossible to draw the graphs

P
of those trigonometric functions whose domains are the set of all

isigned angles, because we have no scheme for exhibiting graphically
the set of all pairs ((A,P,A), sin(A,P,A)). Notice that the first
element in this pair is'a signed angle (A,P,Q), which is a

geometric Object'- not a real number.

(sec. 109)
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We now recall that a second set of trigonometric, functions

was defined in SeCtion 10 -5. The domains of these functions are

the set.of.all real numbers, and'it is thus possible to draw their
1

graphs'in the usual way. For .example,' the graph of y = sin x

consists of all points (x,y),' where -y = sin(0,X,X) and x. is

considered to be the radian Measure of the angle (0,X,x).

Similar statements hold for the graphs of the other five trigOno-

metri0functions of real numbers.

It is important toObserve that. the f6llowing statements are

true for every x.

(i) sin(x+ 2r) = sin x.

cds(x + 2w) = cos x

(iii) sec(x + 2r) = sec x

.(iv) csc(x + 2r).= csc x

(v). tan(x + r) = tan x

(vi) cot(x + r) = cot x

Statements (i) to (iv) follow from -the fact that, if x is
o

the radian measure of an angle, x 4- 2w is the radian measure of

a doterminal angle. .Statements (v) and (vi) follow from the facts

that the Ales having radian measures of x and. x + r

respectively, have the .same reference angle and their tangents

(or cotangentS1 have the s.ame.algebraic sign.

If for a function f(x) there exists a number p such that

(vii). f(x-+ p) = f(x)

for all x the function f is saidto be periodic. If p is

the smallest positive number for which (vii) is true, the fUnction

is'Said to be periodic with period ja. Since 2w is the smallest

positive number for .which,Statements (i) 'to (iv) are true for all

x, we conclude on the :;asis:Of our definition that the functions ..

sin, cos, sec and csc ..::are all periodic with period -2r. :

Similarly, the tan and cot functions are periodic with period

[sec: 10-9]
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. Notice that the curve in Figure,10-9b is congruent to the

graph of y = sin x in Figure 10-Wand is obtainable by shifting

:that.curve- units to the left.

Figure 10-9c shows the graph of y = tan x.

1

Imemumimmam ,HENEE
11 111M111111111111

1110111111

IMIIIIIMOSIMINIIIMIIM11071=11111=111111111101111

1111111111111111MIEMENIMIIIMIMEWASIIIIM

111111111111111111111111111111111
Figure 10-9

. .Notice that-it is composed of tongruent pieces which have the

r +
vertical lines x -

+ 3r
x 7 7- as asymptotes.

[sec. 10-9]
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Exercises 10-9

1. Draw the graphs of each 'of the following seta.of equations
using. a.single sit of axes.

(a) y = sin x -(g) y = sin x
y . sin 2x y . 2-sin x

.(b) Y = ,cos x y = 3 sin x

y . 2 cos x 1y = sin x

(c) y = tan x ..

(h) y . sip- x
y = tap: vc y = sin 2x

1 y . sin 3x
(d) 'y = sin -x

2 I*

y = cos7x
r ,

I

(1)

-2x

= sin x

1 ,,

(e) Y = s'c x,.

y csd x rt
y . sin(x +ii.)1

(C). y = Sin x. ,, (J) y =-ain(x ,1)
y = cos x

---". r
y ._ cos(x - .ff)

10110. The LaW'of Cosines.

One of .themOst famous of all mathematical theorems is the

Theorem of! Pythagoras,. which states that in a right triangle ABC,
2-

b.
2

a t .

Figure 10-10a.

[sec. ]'0-10]



It is plausible that if r is less than a right angle, then c2

is less than a2.+ b?;" and if /4 is greater than a right angle,

then c
2 .is greater than 2 + b2 . Our'next theorem covers all

three possibilities.in a single formula. It refers to .any triangle

ABC and uses the notation of Figure 10-10b.

Figure 10-10b.

Theorem 10-10a. (The Law of Cosines.)- In

c
2

= a2 + b2 '7*2ab cos 1'7

b2 = a2 + c2 - 2ac cos/9

a2 = b2 ,_2
c 2bc 'cos m

Proof: We introduce a co--,-
ordinate system in such a way

that 7 is 1n standard position

In this coordinate system, C.

has coordinates. (0,0), A-,has

coordinates (b,0)., and B has

cc:ordinates' which we,. denote, by

jx,y). ,(See Figure::i0-106),.

Using the distance formula we have

c2 2 2 2. x + y + b .2xb

Ei(x,y)

triangle ABC.

2 2 2= x y

It follows that

c
2 = a2 +.b 2 .-2x13;

4

{sec. 10 -10]

an

C (0,0) b A

Figure 10 -10C.
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xWe also know. from Theorem 4-5a that cos Y. which
,,A2 y2

is
x
--. Therefore, x = a:cos7'. Substituting a cost for xa . .

. . ,

,. -gives us -' .c?-. a2 + -- 2abcos7':
t

.F. . i,
'

The,;. other two relations in the theorem can be proved similarly.

Example 10..-10a: In triangle ABC, a = 10, b = 7, and

32°. ..Find c.

Solution: By the law.of cosines

2
C

4
4- 050 + 49 -140 cos
7 ,

Using, Table 10-8a ' 'cds.32° ti :848 -and

therefore,

. Hence

c
2

149 - 140(.848)ti

30

c 5.48

example 10,-10b: In triangle ABC, a = 10., b =

c Find a

Solution: Ay law of qosines'

2' 2
a. .'b + c - 2bc bosm.

Hence, cos m 7
49

2.7 12-.
100 -... .554.

Thus, cc ti 56° to the nearest degree.

and

Suppose triangle .ABC is a right:triangle with right angle

.at C, i.e., rf -=90°.i, In this case, c is the hypotenuse of the

right triangle,.and,sinpe cos 90o = 0, . the law of cosines becomes

a2c
2 a +1)2. But thi61.6 'just the Pythagorean TheoreM. There

fore the law of.cOsines dar4,be viewed as the generalization of.

the-Tythagordan Theorem to arbitrary triangles.. However, 'we do

jiot'have a new prodf of the Pythagorean. Theorem'here, because our

proof of the..law; of cosines depends on the distance formula which

was established on th2 iabis of the Pythagorean TheOreM

It is North noting,. though, that the law of cosines can be

used' to:proVe the converse of the Pythagaream.Theorem. If, in

triangle. ABC, we knOw that c2 a
2
+ b

2
, then we must show*that

[sec. 10 -10].



, .
. , e7''''= 90°45: B,.sythe law.4,91 cosine c = "a

2
+ b2 -

Comlkinirg thli with =2. + .b2, we'4obtlin

that :,0 < < 1,180°,-,anci. the only angle in this

,1..s zero is,. 90 v. sTherefe, f' = 99°1!' as' was t
,;

.\t
ar

ol

2.

,o

.4i.
Exercli.set.10-10.r .4 .

Use the law debbsine0 to solve tbe following:

c. .
Za.)CC .1= OQ

0
p b z' 10..0; *c = 3 0 find' a.

(b) **a. = 2-.167., b = 87 c = 10,__.,' firs.idt'
.,

IC, , ,
(c). .a. .. 4.0, b =,.20.0, .c.i= 18-.0,, find, m ,...,

, /-

.597 t

.tab cos 7' and,

cos7'' =0. We know

range whose cgeine

o be proved.

Find the largest angle. Of.*1. triangleihaVing sides

and .12.

In the following

given.

(a') b':= 8, c = 12, cc = 25°\__

(b) a's= 2.5,, b = 13, 74 = 140

(c) a = 60, c = _30, 47' = 40°

and 7'°. .

6,, 8,

problems find the lengtly)f the side not

4. Find all

(a) a .=

(b) =
(c). a=

(d) a =

three angles of the triangle in each of the' following':

15, ± b- c = 17

24, b = 22, c = 25

60, bo = 3, c =

b = 11, `c = !

TWo'sides and the included atigle.Of a parallelogram are

inches, 20 , inches and 100° respectively, Find the

length of the longer gOnal.

12

44
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10-11., The Law.of Sines.

The following theorem'expresses the area of.a triangle in

terms.of its sides and aniab's..

Theorem 10-11a. In triangle. ABC

1area of triangle ABC dab sine

= .ec sin aC

2
1

ce
Proof:. Introduce a coordinate system so that 14 is in

standard position. (See F pure 10-11a).

Then by Theorem 105a

Figure 10-11a.

sin 7" = X
a'

.

but, y is also equal to the altitude of the triangle, so

h = a'zinr,',Since the base' of the triangle is b, its area is

dab1

s in/Y.

The other formulas follow similarly.

[sec.'],0-11)



Theorem 10-11b. (Law of Sines). In triangle ABC,

since sinfl sine"
a

Proof: According to Theorem 10-11a we have

1 1 1-ab sin = Tbc sin cc = ac s in,D .

If we divide each member of these equations by
obtain

s in 7 sin ac siniB
a

a

abc
/r we

599

Example,10-11a. If, in triangle ABC, a = 42°,
71' = 51°, find .b.

Solutton: Since a + 180° we have a, = 87°.
By the law of sines

,!t) in cC sin/
a

:.1 10 pin 42° 6.69 N 6.7or
.999,'sin 87°

Example 1011b.. Find the area of triangle ABC if a = 10,
b = 7, 7"" = 68°.

Solution:' According to' the formulain Theorem 10-11a, the
area of triangle ABC . ab sin7"°. 35 sin 68° :05(.927) ti 32.4:

Example 10-11c. Are there any triangles ABC such that
b . 5, c = 10, and 7' = 22°? r,

[see. 10-11]
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Solution: Before attempting to solVe Example.10-11c let lq

try to construct a triangle ABC geometrically, given b, c,

and 7' . Lay off-Side .AC of length..b, and,construct angle 7"

at C. Now with 'A as, center strike an arc of radius c. . There

are a number of possibilities . depending on b, c,, and 7"" which

are illustrated in FigUre 10711b.

b C A

(i) 0

Figure 10-11b.

1)

/"N
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In case (i) there is no triangle;

in case (ii) there. is one.triangle;

in case (iii) thereare two triangles;

in case (iv) there is' one triangle;

in case (v) there.is no triangle;

in case (vi) there is one triangle.

Thus to solve. Example-10-11c, we attempt to find, keeping
in mind that there may be zero, one, or two solutions. If such .a
triangle exists, then by'the law of sines

sin 22°
.10

or. sin 22o .187

Recall that siri,4 is popitive secona\Vadrant and if- .
AO . 180° - A where 4<;8 ,K1 90°,-; then sin,A7 sin Q., Thus' from

:187 we conclude tliat'.1;;.%'.11.°:..cile.-.;:1696 to the'
nearest degree. Are both of these ye:1{268,6f ,es? possib If

,A9 = 169°, then +rs' = 191° which is impossible.

Therefore, there is .one triangle with the given data. W are in
base (iv).

Exam e 10-11d. . Are there any triangles ABC with__ 10,
15, a d = 1056?

Solution: We attempt to find/ If there is such a tri-
angle, we have, from the law of sines,

sin/e9 sin 7/.2=7.10

But sin 1sin 05° =
'I"sin(180° -.75°) = sin 75° .966. Hence,

..(.966) ,t .644 and this implies/ 67 Z.: 40° .orA#' ti 140°.

Clearly /7 can not be 140° ,and there is one triangle with the
given data.. This, is an example of case (vi).

Y?

[sec. 10-11)
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Example 10-11e. Are there any triangle's C'HsUOIAba- '.

b =.50, c = 10; and 7'.=,22°?

Solution:. We attempt to:find/6, . If

angle we have, from the law of sines,

sine sin 22°
50 10

5(.375)

's. ,such

But we know. that thesine never exceedtrie. and ;therefore our

assumption that a triangle with the givendataeXI:ts-1eads to a
. ,

.contradiction. Thut there are,no such .tri:abgiet.';Y Thitis an

illustration of case (i). -

1. Use the law of sines to'solve the T,01.1014cin

(a) g = 68°, = 6

45°, --. 60°,

(c) a 7 26Q,, ).,17;!: 430,

(d) = .a.= 330,

(e) iv . 113.2?'se = 46°

(1) =, .68.5 = 103.2-, .3,
.

2. Solve 'completely' the followin- triangle

(al cc = 4-2 24

(p) e.=. 29:5
. 2

(c)

(d)

(e) c:C= 102°:,

-(f) a



In each of. the following, without solving, determine the
number of solutions.

(a) X

(b),& =

110°,

60°,

a = 5,

b = 12,

(c)y

(d) cc

(e) cC

=

=

1100,

30°,

45°,

o = 36,

a = 8,

a . 14,

(Om 120°,: a = 12,

b =

c = 10.

b = 36

b =

b = 16

1p = 8

603

. In the following, deterMine number of soiutions and solve
completely.

(a) cc = 69°, a = 6.2;

(b)ig = 13.3°, b = 80, a =

'(c)m = 142°, a = 8.4, b = 3.7

(d)y, = 59.6 °: a = 39, c'= 37

5.6".), c = a 23.2

Find the area of the Viiangle,in:eaph of the following:

=1:42°

= 67°

1 112°

(a) b = 12, c = 14,: a

(b) a = 8.6, b = 7.9,. 1/

(c) a = 14.1, ,c = 27.4, /9

(d) b = 8.0, .m lk103.5°

6. One diagonal of a parallelogram is 24.,8 ;!.anti it .makes an

angle of. 42.3° and 27.6° with the sides. Find the sides.

TWo.points A and B on a side of a road are 30 feet
apart. .A point C across the road is lOcated so that angle
CAB is 70°. and angle ABC is ' 80°. How wide' 16 the
road?

r

[sec. 10-11]
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8. Two observers, one at

A and the other tat .

B, were 1760 yards

apart when they. obserVed

the flash of an enemy A
gun at C. IS angle A

was 38° and angle B

was 610', how far was

each observer fr*the

enemy.gun?

-It 1760 yards".

From the top of a cliff, the angles.of-depressipfi Of,twO '

successive mileposts on a horizontal road 'running due north

are,74° and 25°, respectively.,. Find-the elevation-or

the cliff above the road.

10 'A tower at the top of an:embankment:castsa'shadow 125 feet

long, straight down one side, when the angle of elevation c)f

thsun.is .48°. side of the embankment -'is inclined

33°' from the horizontal, find the height of trie

11.. A triangularlot.h.asfrontages. 90 feet and 130feet.on
two streets which intersect at'an angle.. of 82°.-

area of the'lot

12, The lengths of two sides of+a\triangular lot are:240-leet-

and 300 feet and .the..angle opposite the.longer'sidejs

equ41 to. 75°.. Find the,thirdside. and-the area.:

:[sec. 1011]'
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10-12. The Addition Formulas.

Angle measures and trigonometric:functions have a common

feature, namely, they both are schbmes for attaching numbers to

angles. One important difference between them has. to do With

addition of angles. If cc and /9. are any angles, the measure

of their sum cc +19 is the same as the sum of the measures of M

and of,49 ; The corresponding statement is not true for trigono,

metric functions. For instance sin(30° + 60°) = 1 and

sin 30° + sin 600.= ;+4,, which does not equal 1. In this

section we derive the porrect'expreSsion for sin(M +ie) and

related expressions.Veneed a preliminary theorem.

Note: :In what follows the expression (cos d)2 and (sinct

are Written as cost a and sinacC (instead of as cosix.

since 2 which could mean cos6xj..2:and sin(X)2)

Theorem a0-12a. Let C be a circle of radius 1, let

be any angle whose'vertex..44 the center. of C, and let P and Q

be therespective'intersection of the Anitial.and terminal sides

of y' with C. Then

side

IPQI2 = 2 - 2.coS)/'.

Proof: Introduce a coordinate syStem in which the initial

of 1. is the positive :x-axis (See Figure 10712a).

2 2

(cos

x +y

P

sins

Figure I0-12a.
Length of the chord

[sec,. 10-12]

(1,0)

PQ.

x
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'Then the coordinates of P are (1,0), and- those of Q. are- \:
(cas 74 , sine). The distance formula gives

= (cos - 1)2 + (sin 7'.)2

IPC/12 = 1 - 2 COS cos2?+

= 1.,

6/1 = 2 - 2 cos. 7''

For all angles ix nd/0

or since'.

Theorem 10-12b.

cos(,470) = cos, cos cc + sin, sin a
Proof: We first use Theorem 10-12a to evaluate IPQI2,

obtaining (see Figure 10-12P) PQ 12 = 2 7;2 cos(, - cc ) . We

'then, re-evaluate IPQI2, using the diStance formula. We have

g

-RF p(cos,)...

(coss.,Bne6)

Figure 10-12b. The difference ofg and cC

IPQI2 (Costs - cos cc)2 + (sin - sin c02

cos2,0 - 2 cos cC cos"9 + cos + sin2

- 2 sin cc sinitig + Sin
2

cc

2= cosh + sin /9 + cos2 a + sin2cC'

- 2 cos cos - 2 sin cc. sin,p

Since cos + sin2/4 =' cos.2 cc + sin2 cc = 1, we have

IPQ1 2
= 2 - 2(cos a cos + sin ac, sinfi)

sec. 10-12]
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0

By equating this expression for IPQ'2 with the. one giyen at the
beginning' of thi6 prOof, we have'

cos (/9 - cC .) = cos, 0 cos cC + sin,i'sincC .

Example 10-12a. Find cos 15°.
.)

Solution: cos 15° = cos( 45o - 30o)

= cos 459 cos 30° + sin 45°--sin 30°

÷
ig-7 7

+

0

We -next der,ive -similar 'forMulas for sin(g -CC ), cos (cC -F, )
sin(cC +la). First we need some preliminary theorems .

Theorem' 10-12c. For all angles cC

coscC - = sincC

'sin(cc - 7r) = cos .

Proof: By Theorem 10-12b

cos( cC - = cos cc cos + sin cc sin
-Since cos 7 = 0 and sin 17- = 1, it followS that

cos (sC, - = sin cc .

Sirice this rela.tiOn holds fdr any angle a we can use it for
CC - itself. It then reads

,cos ( 7,cos kcc - 7) = sin(m -

The left, hand side: df this equation is cos( cC - which equal's
cos cC cos + sin cc Sin T. Since cos 7T = -1 and sin = 0, we
conclude that

sin(cC - - -cos a .
-17-

[.sec. 10-12]
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Theorem 10-12d.... For all angles cc: and,

since -cC ) sinig cos cc - cos/62 sin cC

Proofr By Theorem10 ,-12c,. we have

sin(/.6' - ) = cos (( cc )

66s - cc

Using.Theorem:10712b, we can write

(cosc (A4G9
.4-- e -cos

We.-sulpstitUte fbr

n this relation to obtaih' -

sin( =

E.xample, Find

,Solution: sin 15° =

Theorem' 10-12e.

Proof: cos (--

Since cos 09 =

cos cC + sin .

rand -Cos/g for sin(-

Cos/psin.cc .

15o

sin(45° 7 30°)'

sin 45' cos 30°°-: cos J45° sin

V-i 1

For oi-gie cc

`cad( = cos a

sin

=

=- cos (0; -

= cos 0 cos cc -1-siia 0°

.-sin cc .

sin cC

, sin 0 = 0; we conclude that

cos ( - cc) = cos cc :!"1:;,

Since sin(- = sin(0 -a )

(sin 0) (cos cc) - (coss0)(siiicc

we have sin(- cc) = 0-cos a - 1:sin cC

= -sin cc .

[sec. 10-12]



Theorem 10-12f.. F214 ail angles cc, andig ,

....cos,(0+.cC) = cos, cosX
singgcPcE) 'cos cc + cos/67 sin c.

'Proof: cos(g+ck) = cos( (..-7 cc. ))

= cos/a dos( -7 cc ) +

. = cos1' cos CC sing cc .

sin(g cC) = ain(/g- -(-cC_))

sint3 cos(-- cc ) sin( -CX)

609 -

=, sin.;<9 cos cc :firsp3s-f4 sin cc.

Example 10-12c cos:75° - hd. sin.7,5°
.Solution: cos 75° = cos.( t JV

= .cos 45° cos, 30° - sin 45°, Stn

7..77 1

= sin(45 + 30°)
= Sin 45° dos 30° + sin 30° cos 45°

....
2. L

m'

Notice that
Illustrates Theorem 1012c:,

Theorem 10-I2g. Four angle"

sin 2 ce = 2 c o s

4

sin 75°' = cos, 15° and c8s 75°, = sin'15°

cos 2 cc = cos cc. sin

sec. 10-12)
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Proof: sin 2' = sin(cg-+ a)
pinpin cc cosy:

= 2 Sin a cos
4t.

cos 2 a cos (a + ac )

+. sin aC dos cc

= cop, a cos oc - sin a sin a
= cos

2
ac - sin

2 cre.

Summary. cif. Formulas.

cos (cc -E(2) = cos cc cos,' - sin a sing

sin( a ) = sin a cceb-,t;' -E-,Fas ac sir4;:gr

cos( a = cos as cos/ -E. sin a sin7a

sin( a = sin a cositg - cos a sin 78

cos( cc - sincc

sin( cc7- = -cos cc

cos ( -a) = cos a
sin( -ac) = -sina
sin 2 a =. 2 sincc cos cc

cos . 2 cc =-cos2at sin? ac

Let
.4

5

Find

(a) 'sin(oc )

(b) cos(cc

(c) sin(cc

Exercises 10 -12

oC be an angle in .the third quadrant whose cosine i

and /13 he an angle in second .quadrant '.wiiose tangent is

.147-

(d) co-[ ;r)

(f) tan(cc.

0-121

0 ,,
At



Use the addition forrtlas to compute
following: ,4 9* .4t

(a4Y

.4b) cos 75°

(c) "tarn 75°

Use the addit'ion formulas

(a) cos(r -

611

exact value of the

,(d) sin 15o

cos 105o .*-

n 195o(f )
1

to find;' the exact value of the

cos(Tr +

(b) - .6) tin(47.7: + 7)

ce for
"-

40,(a)

4.. Show ihae co2(sx = sin
4r; ic

(4) cc
lj 45°

t.

.(.1?)cC = 210

3. (9)M = 180° (f.) Cc'

( ) 411# =

Show tbat sin(m - 71-)4'7 -cos cc- .for

60°

(b Yc,r4 '--- 15,0°

(c)cC
t = 300

,kv

eN,

(d 4. 2r
M

G 0
( ) cC. 45421

llr

.5

*;

6. Prove cos 2 cc = 2. cos _cc -. cieduCe From this equation
,

A t r
i-V1 cos RIthe half ,atigie"h. fdri&a.

°." 2 N

"'

7. Prchre cos 2 cC = 1h 2 sin2g , and cied eiA4fripm ation
1q,

.011'the half angle formula sin G .7
IA

[sec. 10-12]'
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8. Compute, the exact value of sin 2 c( , cos 2 cC

for the following:

(ad:
cos be

3
, in quadrant I

(b) an oC = m in quadrant III

(c)' sin a = in quadrant II

.(d). cos-M -7 , oC in quadrant IV

&4COmpute the exact value , of s in cos

the following:

1
°(a) dos 'cc = 7, ,c; in quadrant IV

(b) 'sin m =
3

, . m in. uadrant III

(c) cos m m in quadrant II

= m in quadrant I

10. Use ,the fOrmUlas troth Problems6 and 7 too compute:the exact

cc

and tan 2a

aiid tan 'for

lue Of.

( cos 15°
.

"(b1 cos' 5°.

0

sin 11.25°

sin 7 . 5°

10 -13.; Identities and Equ' ations .

ate; !At.

'
4,1 2 CC .. 2 sin cc .cos aC

are known as identiti,es they yield true statements no matter

I-
:,

what -dhgle or rep.1.,number is .substituted for a In a sightly

generaltzed sense, the Following eqU'ation is an identity. 49
V 4

4

a

[sec. 10-13]
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-10-13a. tan A = sin
cos .%of

since,. byThebrem 10-5a,

sin A r
OT7 x

r

/ (2k + 1).ir

= Z= tanx

613

This identity has one peculiarity which should be observed care-.

fully; tan A is not defined for ,A = (2k +.1)2 and Vols.' is

not defined for A = (2k + 1):72Y since, cos(2k + 1)51=..0. Thus,

the two sides of equation 10-13a:are equal for every value of

'.for l which the-two sides are defined, and tang = sin A
is also

cos
called an identity..

The equation

sin 2c( =.2 sin M

lds a true Statement if z is replaced by 2nr, n an integer,

but it yields a false statement .for.every other value'of CZ . An

equation of thib type is called a. 'conditional equation. We have

,pathematical responsibilities towardeach'of these types of

equations. We shall be asked to prove identities, that is, prove

that the solution set consists of all values Of the variable.'

More precisely, to prove an identity means to'proVe that the.:

solution set consists of all values of the variable for which-the

two sides of the equation'are defined. To solve a conditional

equation means to find the solution set.

There are no standardize a hods for rov ng identities or

solving equations. Tolprove titYtor to solve an, equation

often.requires ingenuity and merseverance, and manymethods must

be devised to handle all the oblems that arise. The procedur9i

Are best'explained by a variety of 'examples.-
Ag

4.

[sec. 10-13]
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Examp410-13a. Prove the identity

,tan 2 tan ccm _
21 - tan m

Solution: Observe that neither side of this equationl'is

defined for

k an integer,

fOr, on the left, ,2cC coLterminal with. S. and the

tangent is undefined; on the. right, tan2'cc 1 and the denomin-
ator vanishes. We are thus'asked to prove

a
+2 -74r-tan 2 m 2 tan

. 1.- tan,-a

the proof at the beginning of this SeCtiOn,

ccr7+ .k.r
2 sin a cos cc

(by the formulas from
cos a sin2a Section 10 -12)

a *.2
'sin
cos tc

7.wv (divide the numerator
, sin a . and denominator by

cos a . Cosa cc )

2. tan oc 7r 7r

/ tan2cc

tan 2 cc

Example 103b. Prove the i. tity

tan(Q = ta , A / (2k
2

a

[sec. 10-13]
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Solution: By Equation. 10-13a,

tan(A + 7r). 4. 7cos G-+

-sin

sin
cos

= tan 9.

Example 10-1 Prove the following identity:,

9.
(X (.2k .+

615

g'i (-2k +

(by, the formulaS iri.
Section 10,12)

sine
tan

GOS C(
7 c&

Solution: The key to, the solution is the observation' that

2(2) . Thus

sin cC

1+ cosec

sin 2(i)

1 + cos

2 sin g cos_ t
1.+ cos2 - sing

cC2 sin 7 cos 7

.

sin: CC.

Example la-13d. Prove the,folloWirig; Identity :

sin cc. 4- sintg re .= 2 sin 73-- cos

,."' -: ttj
13!..p 104181

-
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Solution: = The simplest proof of this identity employs, a
device. Observe that

2

+ - g
. 2

Then...by ,.the. :addition 'formilias in Section
.;:..

. . ...

I.,.
[:r1771

%. M]N
.....i' A( ( )j--7-- Ke'

cc -.1-.., cc 4 1
,, ..

cc +4) , ccsin '47...sinee =sin.. cos( ) + cosO1C.-41n
....,....

sin(cc.+41)--;- cos(

= 2 sdri cosCi
JI,. ,,,,,, .'''' 4'3- '..:4''...10 -1e a.4nd.a1I'.a.outiOnal*f the :following

h :lii,:

-... ''.- -4'.V: 4's iii-FA;; '2l'ibai7`Xt'
. . ,

::' '5; "''tr.::'./.. '-:' ':,' -." , , , ..
SOlution:t -4,0bSeTvefirOt% that ; ic .=.- .( 2k . is not a

,.t. ...

soititton',Of,,tifSi:EsiVeii -6iquation: Then:' cos x / 0. fOr a value o
-'...,;"; -,.. . ..,.,' .- . , --..:.= . ; .., '; gq.'); '' . .,r.is..-a'sOlgtfon. oktl-ie 'equation,' and the given. equation...is::

. .:.* 4: -:.:;.,24 , : .. ,m,.. . .,

.,/1.t'...tc!. V"..eqlittiOnt'' . 4' ., '

SIn IC: ...,A,j = -,. . cos / cP) .,cos x, '.-f;'.-, , ;
,ta.r1')t:1;.!;.: ',.

.Tnterpblati.on.:fW howS--.- x is:L.107 i4dians
approximately.: From F,Ca a -13b' e, it follows that 11

.7r. +. 1' 107 'radians or :24 radians; ig also a soljtion.C3FinallA
;...since' triganOthetri.thfonetionS., are & Vriodic with period T.;

equation,t,

quitia

all solutions of the...giveri-e'quattbl,a-are

rad;lans

: ±, 2J cradians

sec
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Example 10-13f. Find all solutions of the following equation:

2 sin
2

3 sin g +. 1= O.
4'

Solution: It should be observed first that the given equation

is a quadratic equation in sin A. It would be possible to solve
for sin 0 by using the formula for the roots of a quadratic

equation, but it issimpler in the preS.ent case to solve by

factoring. The given equation is equivalent .to

(2 sin.g - 1)(sin 0 - 1) 0;

and all Solutions can)pe'found by solVing the two simpler equations

2 sin g - 1 = 0, Sin A 7 1 = 0%

The solutions of the given equation thUs,
r

A .= 15 + 2kF

where k is an integer.

Example1d-13g. :SolVe the equation

tan x 2x.
r-

Solution:- By acanfling the entries.in Table. 10-8a,..we see

that for smallyalugd-of x,

tan x < 2x,

whereas, for large Values of x; 4.,.

-tan x > ax,

The change in the direction of the inequality occurs between,

x = 1.152 and .1.16§,

2:246 tan 1.152 <.2(1.152). 2,304,

2.356 . tan 1.:1692(1,169) 2,338.

[sec. 0-13]
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.

Since 23c and tan x are continuous, follows that there as
solutfon of the equation between x = 1.152 and x = 1'.169

radians: Methods' are given in more advanced courses for apProxi-

mating. this solution to as many decimal places asmAybe desired.

There are graphical methods. which are useful in' finding the

apProximate values of the soiutions of trigonometric equations,

The graphical'solution in the present.case shows-that:the given

equation has.an infinite number of solutions. Figure 10-13a shoWs_

the graphs of y= 2x and y =:tan x. If. (x0,y0) is a point of

intersection of:the graphs of these two equations, then

2x
0 0

=. tan x0,

and 2x = tan x0. Thus x
0 is a solution of the given equation.

= 2 y

2
31T X
2

FigUre 10 -13a. Graphical solution of tan ')s = 2x.

: {sec. '107131

.
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It is clear frOm the figure that the line y = 2x interspiets the

graph of y = tan 'x in infinitely many: pointb. For large vaAues

of x the intersections are almost on the lines = (2k +

-.and x = (2k + 1)2 is .approximateiy a:solution if k is an

integer whose absolute value is large.

Exercises 10-13a

Prove the .folloWing identities:

1. tan A cos.A = sin

2. (1 -.cos A)(1 + cos A) =

cos 1' - sin
3.

1 + sin 0 cos

sin 24. tan - J. + c o s 2

2 1 ,

csc sec 2xx

2 csc 2 A sec A csc

tan A sin 2 "A = 2 sing

-2 sin A + sink cos 4

2 cost Al - sin 2 A + 1_
3 coscos

10. sin A tan + cos A= 1cos A

1
11. M,' + tan? A 4 1 = --3--

cos A cos A

12. sink - 61112 A cost -A,- 2 cogsk

sink g
4

13 cos
cos

1 - tan
4

= S - 2 cos

1k. sec?. csc
2

= (tan A + cot. 0) (tan - cot A)

15, tan x - tan y =secr-x sec y sin(x - y)

[sec*. 10 -13 -]
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16. sin 4 A= 4 sin p cos A cos 2
17. sin(cC +,49 ) sin(cc sin2cC - sin2/6'

la. cos(cc ) cos ( cC -= cos
2

cC - sin2eg

19.

20.

21.

sin(cc +0,)+sin(cc -/9) = 2 sins c Os /9
sin(ct +0) - siri(cc ) = 2 cos cc sin,
cos( cC +,49) + cos( cC -/o) = 2 cost( cos/9

- cos (cc ) - cos (cC -,a) -2 pin Cc sin/9
.o sn

23.
1. +

i

cos A tan 2
.

24. 3 sin, - sin .3 0 = 4 sin3 P

25. Prove that none of the following is an identity by counter
example. See Section 10-7, roblem 6.

a) co( ScC -g). = cos cC - co ice

(b) cos (cc +,457) = cos cc + cosre

(c) sin (CC s in cC sin ;=;?

(d) sin(cc +,d) = sin cc + sin,a
(e) cos 2cC = 2 coscC

(f) sin 2cc = 2 sin CC
6

°
. .

26. in'`(Fr ÷',4,, \i tan CC. + tan,
CQS,M.-COS/a

27.
s n..2 1 - cos 2

1 + 'cos 2 A sin 2

28. .

cs'c A, - 1 cot
..cot 0 esc +-3.

A

29. If! A + B + C = 180°,. prove

(a) sin A = ein(B + C)
-(b) cos A = -cos(13t-F C)



Solve the following equations for

1. %.14.2 sin'0 - 1 = 0

2. 4'.cos2 - 3 --F. 0

3 . 3 ,tan
-2

0:- 1 = 0

sn -4 . . 2 cos 2 + 1 =

5. 2 cos2 A - ,f3 cos A = 0

6. sec2 - 4 sec =

7. 3 sec A + 2 = cos 0,

8., 4 sin3 G--. sin = 0

2 sin
2

- 5 sin .0 + 2 =

10. 2 sin A cos A'+ sin A = 0

11. csc2 A + 2 csc = 0

12. 2 sin2' A ÷ 3 'cos A - 3 =

13. cos 2 A = '0

14. ,4 tang A - 3 sec2 A = 0

15. cos 2 8 - sin A = 0

16. 2 cos
2 A + 2 cos 2 A =

Exercises 10-13b

Q.,:d"os 2 A +.2 cos2 7 = 1

- 2 tan = 0

-.sin 2 A - cos 2 G. sin2 A =

20,, cos - cos-0 = 0
;.

21. cos 2 A cos A + sin'2 A sin C=

22. co,s
2 - sin A = sin

1

.
23. 2 sin

2 - 3 cos - 3=

cos, e 1 + cos
2

G

2

[sec: 107-13]
o
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5. cot A + 2 sin,A = csc

26. -6Ot..0

-2T. A sin

28. Prove

sin x

+ sin 0 = 0

O 4' cos 0 = 0

that if k,-is.any real number then the-equation
= k.cds x' has,a solution.

tan 0 = 0

,

30.4. 7r sin- 0 =. 29

10-14. Miscellaneous Exercises.

1. :Convert each of the following_to tadiant:

(a)

(b) 90°

(c) 60°

(d) 100°

-(e) 39o°

(f)1000°

(g) 1

'Convert each of the following to degrees:

(j)

0 radiant'

r radians

(c) 2 radiansn .

(c11; i radians.
4

(e). 107,.radiarib

radian

radian

.

2 radians

.-10 radians

radianS

a86
tadlans

T
,

nu radians.

96 tadiahs



Angles are sometimes, measured in "revolUtions., where

revolution is arr radians i'and.also whe1/41:4 3200

.fits is r 'radians . Pdr-'each de these .units', find the

radius of a cirtcle for Which a unit angle corresptinds to a

unit distance on the circumference? .-

Us,ing the definitichs.:in Problem ,3, . ,convert;

(a) 10,000 mils to revolutions
O

.

(b) 108:degre4s to mils.
4

c) 10,00Q mils to degrees

(d) .168 degrees to revolutions

(e) 10,000 derees to *mils

(f ) .8 revolutions to degrees

(g) 80 degrees to revolU't ons
'

(h) '.8 radians tot degrees .

(i) VO mils, to radians

(,j) 800 m s to revolutions

Find. sin g, cos g and tan. g if tile, terminal side Of 0.

in its standard...p-Crsition, goes through the, ciVen

' 1

(a.). (-3,4.).
r j

(b) ( 2,0)

(9) (2,5)

Sketch in ,standard position' alb. the angles: between - 0°-

.'3,60
o

which satisfy the foflowing condftiOns, 'and giVe

values of 'the other fUnctions of these 'angles

4 :(a): sin g

(0: (-3,-2)

(e). 3,-5)

(c ) tan *g
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7. ExpreSs the following

.(a) cos

(b) sin 1600

(c) cos( -1.30°

(d) sin 61ft°

tan(-45°).

1
1-1? cc =1.

,

angles )+ find

sin( cc )

.(b). .Sin( cc -,eg ).-
(c) cos( a + )

as

V

functions

(f)

(h)

(1)

(j)

oP Positive acut'Angles

cOS 305

i";
cos (-100-)

sin9Tr

2
c4s. - r

7tan 7 r

sink 1.
(cc each are acute

J;1

(d) cos(m

(e) sin 2 cc

(f). cos 2,49

Find. the value Of. the following:

) sI 900. + cOs 120° + tan 225° + cos 280°
_ .

(b) sin :30 cos: 150 - sin 60 cos 45

f n(e), Sin 3300 tan 135° 7 sin 257 cos 300° tan 1800.

10. - Solve thej following triangles for the indicated parts. H Given:

(a) a'--= 3, b = 2, 4 17.= 6 0 ° , find c.

(b) a = 5, b = 6, = 7, find /a .

(c) = 16 fa -= -814°, 'rr-- 514°I. find a.

(':11, c = 5 .cc = . 1450, a = 6, find :b.:
.-,

(e) a .... 20, b = 21, ' '"1-= '43°35' ', find c .

,....

_ M = 75®, /4' = 36°, '.'(f) -.--.5L. find c and a
;,

,(g) cc = 60° = 8.,(3, c , find ig ..

(h) b 15, c. = r2 M = find Area. ::..

..,

'(1) = 35,' '611= 37, fii-?dY'

I

21, b. 17, c 1J, 'find Arg%

[s*c.. 0.714er



11. Prove that ..tan(.7.9).. = - tan
'

PRE
12. cgs(i - e) sin

(

- A)-= =sin

6205

.4t s

cos-'A -cos 2 - sin A sin' 2 A= cos 3
14b.

15. cos '2 A cos + sin 2 A sin A = cos

16. 2

17. 2

2cos 7 - cos Ax= 1

2 sin+ sin. 2
I

=
- cos

:18: (cos

11- sin

.sin A)
2
= 1 - sin 2

cost GI = 1 - cos2 2

-cos
2 cost 2 A- 1-

s 4 .'sing G

21.
f.

C OS A2XC)3 X + sin x
cos x - sin x

22.

23.

24.

Find. all Primary_

equations.**

sin x - .tan =

1 - sih2 x.= cos x,

-- cos x.cos x -

angles Whidh are solutions of the following

2

sin 2,G f sin Q = 0

26. .cos 2 G = 2 -
2

2 cos

27. cop '3 0- cos = 0

28. 2 cost 2 e -..-2 sin22."G

29. 2 cos
2 .

sin -- 1 =

30.
1 - cos _sin

sin

'31. cot
2

A + csc =

4,
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32 Let, a. and b be any non-zero real numbers and let A be

any angle, prove that there i3 an angle a ,such tfiat

a cos A + b sin A AJa2 + b cos (A .-ecC),'

33.' In a triangle, one angle.is :36° and another

Find. the third 'angle in 'radians,

34. 'Through how many radians does the minute hand o a cioCk
revolve in.40"minutes..

35. Find the A:1'4:0 angles of a triangle ABC, given 'a = .200,
, b.:, 300, 7a,nd.,,,e = 400.

36. Find the remaining parts of the triangle ABC,;, .4given

b = and /3 \-7:21°.

is -s radians.

37 Aman standing 152 feet frOm the foot Of a flagpolewhi'ch is

on his 'eye level, observes that the angle of eleVation of the

top of the flagpole is 48°. Find the height of thepolL.

. .38. Two points A and B are on the. park of a river .are 40

feet apart- A point C across the rivtris located so
that angle CAB is -70° and.angle' ACB. is .0°. Aiow'-wide'

is the river? .

,teThe adjacent sides of,a.paraIlelogram arer20 "inches,.

respeCtively, while:the shortpr'diagonal is 17 inches. What
is the length of'ithe longerdiagonal;

.

!40. A flagstaff known to be 20 feet high stands on top of a
.

building..
C
An observer across the street observeS,\that the

6angle of:elean,.,Of.the .bottom of the flagstaff is 69.

and that theafteeielevR.tion.of the tap of the flag is

W. Find t4., nekght of. the building. '''

. .

41.,!: AB is a tows hich.standS on a vertical-cliff 'SC.` At a:

ItIRI,nt P 310 et ';from the-foot of .the cliff, the angle_ Of

'041evation of is 21° .acid the angle of elevation of A ,

is '35°.:. Fi he height of the;tower.
. .,
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42. Use the figure below to find

the following:

a. R,

b. r,

C.. L BAO.

[sea. 10-14]

.



. Chapter 11

,tHE SYSTEM OF VECTORS

11-1, Directed Line Segments.-

-It is assumed in -this Chapter that you are familiar with

ti

plane geometry. We'reviewsome of the symbols of geometry.- .AB

meana.theline which contains the .distinct 'points. .A and
,

AB-meant the ray Wnose vertex is, A. and 'which alsP.6"
p

contains the point 6 'IABI. *tans the distance nt

(and from B:tC.e..A). ±b is a potitive real number

are distinct: ht zero if A and B are the -stmel
rn

We need one further idea- which'is'not ordinarily

.geometry -,- that of:paraileVraya. Rayaare said to be

they lie on lines which are either parallel or coincide

they are similarly sensed. Figure 11 -la shows typtcalinr

of rays which are parallel9ftnd of.rays. which are not pETi4

and is supposed to take the ,Place of a formal definitin:.

to B

and B

A B CD

A I.__3_0

.rays AB apd CD are II

Fi

06'

A V

I
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Definition 11-1a: As line segment is said to be a 'directed,

line- segMent if one .:Of its endpoints is designeted: as its initials.1,

t -70:nd, the ,,other endpoint is designated as its terminal -point:,

We; use'- symbol 7 to clenoe the directed line segMent whose

initial poi t. fis A aid .whose terminal point is B... We say tha4

dir,eeted :1yne s'eiMentS 3 AB : CD are equivalent it it is trii9', e
..-'that their. len h4s.,a-re t e same and alSAY that the rays "ig' and

,... ( ii

.. CD ,:are paralle : We wri el,' AB A CD . to." endte,'the fact that .1,03 v
,. ir

..,and CD,. 0 a:re eqii.a..1. alent .
. ..,. ,,

441 ' ^

...' .Nqte: , We con: der lia,t a-singlei Point- can be both initial

and terminal paint of the .Sam:criic.ted line segment, and we ..

consider: that; all such -directed :line:segments are .eqUivalent to , w"
.

..
4

'Figure 44:16; shows some 'pairS of equivalent directed line

It uses.. t bvention'that the endpoint of a segment which has an

arrow is th t-erminal point of. the segment. Notice that if A,
C, D are not ccg14.near, then .AB A ,CD if and oni.y- if ABDC is a

Parallelogram. We need the fact. that If AB is any dlrected line
segnfent and if C point, then there is one and only one

point D such that ,%B.,;,,-.-CD We do not prove this fact, but

assume that At is ",kns4ilin'*roin the study of . geometry.

[sec. 11-1 e



and C]) b ny two directed :):ne
segments CAB 4. CD we mean the -directed: line.:.

where suchsegment AX h.:::X.,--t's thy uhique*point such that- 8)C = CD:

:We.:,call the Opeatdiy.WhIch :a0cians their sum to .eaCh pair of
directed line segments.t.c:b e ad4tion operation' for :directed line .

ents . some sums of; line inieris.`;*

AB
./

a.
g

Fig: 11-l-c

pirected line sements. dan be added and mu'tiplied by real

numbers useful way. We giye the formal definition of these

operations here:. Their propertie e studied and applied through-

opt :the` rest of the chapter.

, .Definition: Let AB be any directed line segment and..let

e.any -real number. Then the product rAB is the-directed line,
'Isagment AX , where X is determined as follows:

,
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(1) If r ,j 0 ,, then X

(2),

1AX -

, then

ABI

.X

(3) If r ., then X

is on the ray AB and . r IAB

is on the ray oppOsite 5t B and

.B = A , X = A

Figure 11-1d shoWa some tyPical'products,

ID AB . AA

1 AB = AB

2 AB = AC

2 AB . AD

- 1 AB = AE

- 2 AB AF

Fig. 11-1d

It It useful to know that if' equivalerit directed ,line seg-

ments are added:to equivalent directed line segments the sums are

equivgient, 'and:that if equivalent directed line segments are

multiplied by the same number the products 'are equivalent We

now state these facts formally as theorems and .ili.uStratiWtheillo

Theorem 11-la: If. AB' =-CD nd if PQ = RS then

AB + PQ = CD + RS

sec. 11-1]



AX. = AB + :PQ

AX CY-s:

Fig. 11-le

CY = CD + RS

Figure 11-le shows a typical insance of this theorem. It is

equivaleno the fact that if)00 is aparallelogram and if
XYDB is a parallelogram, then 'AXYC is a parallelogram. This

is .a special case of a famou6 theorem of geometry known as

Desargues4 Theorem.

0
Theorem 11-,1b: If ABA CD and if r is any real number,

then -rAB A rCD .
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Figure 11-1f illustrates a case in which A, B, C, D are not

collinear. It also illtistrates,the geometric: version of-the

statement, that-if ABDC ia'a.T.Parallelogram and if AX CY
then AXYC Is a parallelOgram..

Exercises al -1

1. A and B are distinct.pbints,.. List all the directed line,

se nts they determine.

and C are,distinct points. List all the. directed line.

segMents they determine.

A, B, C and D are vertices of a parallelogram. List all

the directed lineditegments they determine, and indicate which

pairs are equivalent. A

4., In triangle ABC

(a.), AB .+ BC = ?

BA:= BC .

+

; (e.i. ,(AB +:BC.).,-f- CA ?

(f) BA 4-, (AC + CB) = ?

? + AC= CB \_

A, B and X are collinear points. Find r such that

and s such that

AX = rAB

BX = sBA'

[sec. 11-a]
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if

'(a ) X is

(b) B is

the midpoint of segment AB. .

the midpoindef segment -AX .

(c) A is the midpoint of segment BX

(d). X is two:thirds of ,.the way from 'A to B
(e) B is two-thirds of the way from A to X :
(f) is two-thirds of the way from B to X :

6. In, triangle ABC' X is the midpoint of., KC and Y is the

midpoint of seginent BX

6435.

N

(a ) BX = BA .+ ?AC

(b) BX = ?BY

(c) .

( d ) BX I= B C + ?

(e) BY = ?BX

(f) BY ? (BA + AX)',.

(g) BC = ?BY + XC

11-2. Applications to Geometry.

It. is possible to use directed line Segments to prove

theorems of geothetry. These proofs are based on, algebraic

. properties of directed 1,1ne. segments . They are quite different

from proofs usually given in geometry which appeal, to such matters

as congruent triangles and the like.

We state and 4111tastrate the necessary algebraic joropeTties of

directed line segments here. We..prove ,these statements in
Section,, 11-3.

I. Commutative Law:

AB +' CD = CD AB .

[sec,i 11-2]
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Figure 11-2a shOws an instance of the-Commutative law for

addition in which the directed line-segments AS and -CD have
0-

. a cox initial paint.*

AB CD = CD + AB = AX

Fig, 11.2a

II,- Associative Law:.
4

AB +(CD + EF) = (AB + CD) + EF , ,

Figure 11.4 shtiOisums AB (CD a-, EF)

are the; same and D. and E. are the same:

D=E.

n which B and

+ (CD-+' EF).= (AB + MTh+

Fig41.4

III. Existence of Zerlb Elements

Every directed ltine.segment of the

-dtethent bec4use PQ 4. AA .

1 ,

type AA is a -zero



Iv. Exfstence 'of Additive Inverses .-

BA. is the additive inverse of AB because AB + BA ..AA

We use a minus sed.gn to denote the additive :inverse of a

directed line segment:, AB, and Write - AB for ',BA . We.writ&
-N.-, 'AB for .PQ, +.BA .

This 'operation of subtraction -is illustrated in Figure 11 2g.

AC. = AB +-BC.'

AC' AB =.BC

AC + BA . BC,

The Associative Law.

r(sAB) (rs)AB..

. 1 --2.
(4 AB) a ;(7Z) = TeS

D

Fig. 11-2d

Figure 11-2d shows an instance ,of the-asiociative law. in,
1which r - ,,s . 4 .
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.

Fig.,. 11 -2e

Figure 11 -Re Illustrates the. di'stri'butive laWS- for

4 s * -2

.The, combined effed409f..all theSe
-

z

laws-

briefly as -follows:
1'

Directed 1 e segrnerits: obey the

familiar. i ieg of lgebra.with
.0

'reSpect to a.ddition; subtraction,

and "multiplication by real number's:

e now .show how this algebra_ of directed line segments can

41)0.10 .to 'proving theorems of geometry.

can be summed tip
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Example 11724: Show that the midpoints of the sides or'any

quadrilateral are vertices of a parallelogram.

Proof: Let. ABCD be the quadrilateral (see "Figure 11-2f)

1

Fig. 11-2f

1.

4 .

and let X, Y, g, T be the midpoints of its 'sides as indicated.

It is sufficient to .show that XY TZ since thiS imp -lis both

that XY_Ii TZ and that IXYI = ITzl

1' 3"We have XY = 7B + TBC

1"and. TZ -2AD
1

+ 7DC

Since' DC . DA + AB + BC .., we also have

T3 . SAD i+ (DA + AB +. BC)

. 1" 1' 1'
= 7Ap t.- -,zAB + TBC

1--' 1' `-

7AB + 7BC

This sho!shat XY .

example 11-2b: Prove that the diagonals of a'parallelogram

bisect each other.

;

[seQ. 11-2]
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Solution: Let ABCD paral elogNa! (see Figure 11-2g).

Fig.,11I2g

Then the Midpoint of AC isthesendpoint of 7z AB.± BC) . The

midpoint of lir is,the endpqnt of AB + T(BA + AD) which equals

AId - TAB + D or B + TAD . We show that this is the same as
2

TAB +,BC . Since ABCD is a parallelogram .AD BC , so the

aast sum is certainly equivalent to 44+-40t : We conclude that

these directed line segments are the sane by noticing that in )

addition to being equivalent they also hav'the same initial poiA

Example 11-2c: Prove that tOe medians of a triangle meet in

a point which trisects each of them.

Solution: Let ABC be the triangle. (See Figure 11-2h.)

.2

Let X, Y, Z b the midpoi s of its sideS Aen, t.Pre point two-

"-thirds theway from A ko X is the endpoint of -,24(AB + 20Bc) .

;-1
,

[sec. 11-2]



The point 'two-thirde,,the way from

QB +* -3-
2
(BA'+

is ttie endpoint of

The point two - thirds the way "from is the endpoint of
__.,.. 2
AC +.1(CA + TAB) .

geshow that these tlree directea-Tine'segmentsare one and the
same. We use the4 act that BC = BA +

Then, the first is equal to

. 2 %

/
,

( AB + .72BA 4 74C)

whi41 is equal to- ( A1,-4 TjET

1-"o CAB + SAC .

The second is equal to 1-3AC,'which also equals_ /-'

k

The third is which a.lso 9quils

. .

`<,Examp1e4.1-2d:' Prove that the which jpine.pne vertex of
a,parallelogram to the Midpoint a opposite side/is trisected'

nrs diagonal. Prove'alSo thlt risects this diaRchai.

Solution: Let ABCD' '13e the parallelogram (see Figure-I120..,

Let A. be the given vertex and let: X be the midpoint, of CD'.

D C

dr

[sec. '11-2]
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ea.re to'shoW'that the

:the, same as the point:Z

'Mrs first point

2(kg

.

-thIrds' of way from A .to X

a

ds. of the way from -D to, B

int of

-2u' .

.4 ( .3u,

'second point s'the en4p6int of
2

AD + -.7(DA.+ AB) .

This latter' equals,
_

--- 2'
. AS1-,

/

,/27AD'+ .7AB

/--".. 2A.\.
-SAD + 3I. /or

theseSince_ AD is equivalent t6 BC we see. that t ese twb---:

.directed line segments are equiliaient; that thp-y arein.faCt the

same-.follows .from the additionalfadt that.theY .htveile same.

initial Point.
, .

ExerciAbes 11-2

1.fl If 4103 s a parallelogram, express DB

terms Of DC and DA

b) o DC and CB .

in terms of AB' and BC..

d) in:terms an AB. and AD

(e) ifi'''terMs of .BA and

2 If A and B

70 terminal Points

t AB for whIlbh

. (a) i .> 0

4
( b <t

are

C

Bce.
distinct points, jidentify the set of all

of the !directed line Segments of the form' .

(C ) t 1

w (4P 7 < t <

D.



c t
. . A

3. If -A, B,. C are non-collinear points, find the set of all

terminal points of directed line segments of the form
:/%., - ..:_,..

.

.r9-1-'s AC.

. fO'r which \'',
.y

(a) -r°. q-, -arbltrary.

(b). s "-"S, r arbrtrary.. )

4c) 0 < r < 1 , S: arbitrary.

(d) 40 < ..< 1,, r arbitrar

(e) 0 7 1..< 1 , 0 <171,
... (2) r 1 , s: arbitrary.

(g),s = 1 , r arbitrary..

*(h) r *:s .r1
.--, .".

**(O.. l'': s =,1

11'(j) -1;'+i 7

643

*00 6r +. Is .' 8 >1 P ,-#

*(i) ar -4. ps. 4-, .c ...0,'whe114 a, b, c are real .umbers and'
-where not:both'. a and b are zeKO ,1 .

'4., Show by a'n example 91att.Apbtractiod of diiected-line segments

-,,,(a) is not conirnutati, r a
4

-1_,*-(b) isnOt asSociatiy :-
.

1. In the. following fig1)6

;
1

. . ,

ABCDi-E0GB, add HDFO are each parallelogra s. Prove that
-

their rwspective.diagonals AC, EG, HF, e ded'it necessary,

mkt) in a Single point X.

4

sec. 11-23
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6. AD is a parallelogram and P; Q, R, S are the midpoints of

the sides.

For 'each oi4'the following directed line segments, find an
..-.]. -.2%

equivalent directed line segment of the form 1,70Q + s OP .

(a) 0B (e). DB

(b) ..0C (f) AC
(c) OD

. Ag) CA

( (57 (h) BD
7, Show that the four diagonals of a parallelepiped bisect one

another.

11-3 . Vectors and Scalars; Components.--_____

Directed ling segments acquire new properties when algebraic

operationsere defined foi-'them, so it is proper togive them a

new name.,\Rea1ts4mbers also acquire new properties when they

multiply directed,line segments, so it is kroper to rename them

also. From 'now on we shall call a directed line seigment a vector.

We shall call a real number a scalar if and when it multiplies a

vector. This is a refinement which is not absolutely necessarly

e4 'logical thinking, but ithelps.

We are going to discuss eqUivalence of vectors, addition of

vectors,and multiplication of vectors by scalars in terms of

coordinates. The following theorem is the basic tool in this

discussion.
j

[sec. 11-3
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Theorem 11-3at Let A, B, c,,b have respective coordifiates,

2a2).,-) (b b ) (c c'2 1, 2 1, 2

if and only if

then

b1

, (d1,d2)." Then

AB =I CD

- cl andb a2= d2 c

Proof: Figure 11-3a illustrates Theorem 11-3a,

0 33

2

1

A( ,2

C(3,1)

Tx.

A-33 a CD

Y 1

B(2,4

2
A

,4

6))
N

- 1 = 4 - 3
4

-
2 s

-
1 Fig. 11-3a.

We give only a few indications of its proof.

ADS cn

4 -.2 / 4 -

Ifb-a.-d -c and-ff.b a21 1 1
b2 2

- d2 '
2

..
(b1 - al)

2
(b2 - a2

and

provided that

r7

(di

a2 2
r=r-- a1 b2 - a

- a
1

4 0 and b 2 -

'

+ - c2)
2
-

[sec. 11-3]
4
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4-* 4->We conclude that IABI-. ICDI and that, AB II CD . This
makes plausible the fact that if the given, equations hold'theD.
AB CD It doesn't completely prove this (we need: AB II CD)
and it do4sn't 'contribute at all to the proof of the converse..--

Corollary: If- OP is -the vector equivalent to AB , whe.re
0 is th,e origin, then P, has coordinates (b1 - al , b2 - a2) .

\ .

. .

DefiniAonA.1-3a: If 'A is the point (a1,a2) and B is
the .point ,(131,b2),. wecall,the number .bi - al. the x-component

.

of AB , the number b2 of,-
1

In most discUssions ef vectors the initial and terminal points
of the'llectoal,e not as important Atheir x and 5i-components.
14,?'shail:tnerefore often specify a vector by giving itsi x, and y
component. We use square bracketS [,],to do this; (p,q) mean;-.

any vector whose xrcomponent is p and whose -y-component is 'q .

We shall sometimes denote vectors by single letters, with an arrow.
.above, like A , when.,the "specific endpoints are not important.
We also write 'A = B to assert that two vectors are equivalent.

4.

The eqUal signslibUld properly connect not the vectors themselves./
ti

but their components. Thus Theorem 11-3a canbe reetated as
.follows:

If X (xl,x and Y is (y1,y2] , then

if and only if

.4X = Y

xl y1 and x2 = 72

We use the symbol IX) tosdenote the length'-of X . We'have

e"

NA2 2
4 x22..

N
4

N,

[sec. 11 -3] '\
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We -turn now to the addition and multiplication operations fora.
vectors, show how they 'can be effected in terms of compone and
prove the basic algebraic laws stated for them in Section 1 -2:

.a1

Theorem 11-3b:\ If X . is [xl,x2] and if Y is [yi, y2]

then X + Y is ( (x
1 11- y 1), (x2 + y2)].

Proof : By definition of addition for vectors (see
Fire 11-3b) z( yo x2+. y0

y

Y('yy2)

x (xi,x2)

. Fig. 1\I-3b.

OZ is OX. OY if and, only if XZ- = OY According to

Theorem 11-3ae this will be so if andonly if the point

yI. , x2 + y2) .. It follows that the components- of

are x, + y
1

and y2

Corollary: Addition of vectors is commutative.
4 .

X 4.'Y ..Y 4- X .

Corollary: Addition of vectors is /associative.
__,...

+ + z 44Y +

[sec. 11-3]
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X +.Y
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o

COrollarY: There_is a zero vector [0,0] . V

Corollary: Every vector X has an additive inverse - X .

If X is [xl' 2x ] '
then - X is [-x -x

2
] .

Then

-a.
Theorem 11-3c: If X is

t

FivoaP: ..Let Y' be the point
1.

Also 0, X,

equation is

parallel to

part of the

y(ns,rq

, then rX is [rxa,rx2] .

rx
l'

rx
2

) (see Figure 11-3c).

0

0 f

`' Fig./11-3c

.

loYI * (rx2)2 = tri.12 4. x22

.-In l.10X1 .

Y are co inear, since then a,e on the line whose

x2x - xly 0 . We must show that.the ray TTZ is

the ray 0 to complete our proof. We'omit this
proof.

Corollary: Multiplication by scalars it associative.

r(sX)

[sec, 11-3]
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Corollary: Multiplication by scalars obeys the distributive

r(X + Y) = rX + rY

(r + s) ZP. rX + rX .

Corollary:) (-1)X = -X

Corollary: If X is tx
1,
x
2
] and if Y

r0C + sY Is (rxi.+ sy1 , rx2..+ sy2] .

J.

[y1,y2] then

De1initiOn.11-3bi Non zero vectors X and Y are said to
be parallel if and-only-if the directed line segments OX and 0Y-

equivalent to,them are collinear.

Fig. 11-3c

Theorem 11-3d: Non zero vectors X and Y are parallel if
and only if

wM Y = rX

for some non-zero real number r ,

Proof : Let X be (xl, xAij and0 Y be [y1, y f: let X be

the point (x1,x2) and Y be the point (yi,y2) .

[sec. 11-3

r
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When OX 0Y0= Yt. Then

1Lare.collinear. But ;

ircand only if

X2 7 ry2

:Y- if and only if 0, X and

.0X . r OY

a

which holds if. and only if -b,.x, Y are collinear.

, .
L t 1

4, .(4,4)
i

X -.1

3,2) ,i-1i

i 1

1

.

I.
i

1

I X II

X 1.. 1
1

1 i

4A i I t, (6,z0 a
I

. '
,
X

,-,-!
!

Y
3,

Y
.

i !

1 i

pig. .11-3d

Theorem 11-3e: L X

parallel veCtors'. Ten for
and s such that

1.21e4f:

are to show

/.1

X not parallel to Y

f

......

and r be any paif:of non-zero, non-
. ,

each vector Z there are numbers r

I

Z rX + sY .

Let X, Y, Z be rx1,x21 (Y1,y21

that thd equations for r , s

xl + syl

z2-. rx2 + s2

[sec. 11-3]
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hgve a unique solution (r,$). Since X is n t parallel to

it follows rrom Theorem 11-3d that

x1y2
Y1x2J 0.

I

Our. conclusion now foll om
11

the
N

result of iChapter 7, section 3

on the epcistence and uniqueness. of solution. of 'equations
.

651

-
CorollarI: If r + sY 0 (where 0 is a zero vector

then r s 0 .

4
Definition 11-3c: Any. two non-zero, non-parallel vectors in.

the plane are said to be a base for all the vectors or the P'-lane.

#

[ sec. 11-3]
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Figure -1I-3e shows two baSe vectors 1C and Y -and vector's.

OZ and OT expressed.in th%form rX + sY .

11,.0] and (0,1.] form a base.whichja frequently used

The vector (1,0] is denoted by 1 and the vector- (0,1] is

denoted by j.

-r
-.a. _a,.

Theorem 11-3f: X . ai + bj' if and only if. .X is [a,b°]

and (a,b) is thepoint P for which
\

. OP .

f

Proof:' If X is [a,h] , then, since

.s
[a,b] = a[14.] + b[0,1]

.,,,
f

it 'follows that .

X . ai + bj .

If X . ai + bj , then

X . a[1,0] + b[0.,1] b]

Fig. 11-3f

Figure 11-3f shoWS an example of a vector X expressed as a

sum 31 + 2j .

[sec-. 11-3]
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4

Exercises .13_. b.

1. If A; B and C are respectively (1,2 ), (4,3), (6,1) find
X so that

(a) AB CX

:(b ) AX -1 CB .

(c) XA CB .

2. Sag; as Problem 1, if A, B, C are 4spective

3. Find the components of

(a) t3,2] + [4,1] .

(b) + [-4,1] .

(c) 4[5,6]

(d): -4[5,6]

(e) -1[5,6]

(f) [5,6]

(g) .3[4,1] + 2[_l,3]

(h) .3[4,1] -

4 Determine x ..an y so that I
(a) x[3,-1] 4 y[3,1] . [5,6]

(b) x[3,2.] + y[2,3] = [1,2].

(c) x[3,2] +5T[ -2,3] . [5,6] .

(jd) x[3,2] + y[6,4] . (Infi itely many solutions

Determine a and b so that

(a) [3,1] = al + bj .

(b) 11,-31 = ai + bj .

(c);' i all -3,l] + b[1,-3]
.

(d ) -J = a[-3,1] + b[1,-3] .

Determine a and b so that 3i - a(31 + 4j) + b(41 + 3j)

[sec. 11-3)
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Isd

-

.' .. .,

11=-4, Inn r Product .,
!,.. - ../

. .
.. \... .

4--- . ' -. 10 '.',,.

. .R.uralgebraof vectors does- not yet inlude mult143IicationA 4
gone veCtor-ily another.' We nog} define such a produot: -j-)

We iirstisay%what we 'mean by'the gngle'betieleen:twovectors!
ste-,.. 'i.---,-

X and
xd

'Y which do. not necessar'tly have a common, -initial point:
j

..
. i

%>,' .i.. :5 ... .4. v: )N.
,

-Definition 11-4A; 1.Let X. and Y be any non- zero vectors
_J., ...,. t te

and let. OX and
,

0Y: be vectors whose initial pcifnt is .the origin

0.'and.which are equi;Valent,resp&tiVely to. X. nd Y . Then by
_,.. ..,..

the anglis-between .X.' and Y we mean the angle between OX and
--iv-

. (

ffr
.

s

OY .
,

,,

..

I .

Definition 11-4b: Let .and Y .bef"any vectors .

inner product of X and Y ls the 'real nufte

Then the

4.1
xl lyl eos e . _.-,-T.

_... _,.. .___,..

Where IX (is the length of X , IYI is the length of :Y and 6 'is-
.

the angle between X and / . (If. )( or Y is a zero-vector
-

then, e is not defined'. We interpret the definitions to mean

that the inner product is zero, in this case.),

The inner product has important properties. Before we

investigate these properties of the inner product we 'r late tie
(7'

inner product to afamiliar mathe tical relation=4he law of

cosines.

If our given vectors X and Y are not parallel they

triangle. OXY ,. where 0 is the' origin and where' IX

endpoints of the vectors rOX and OY respectively

equivalent'.to4TC and Y . We can find at least one earlier
.

appearance of the 'inner product by apply,ingthe.law of cosines to

the'triangle. It asserts (Figur 1-4a)

determine a

and Y, are

[sec. 11-4]
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11-4a;

1T74? = 10 12 .., 10Y12' 210Xr. 10Y1 cos e
f--- .

so that ..

...

E112 1(511.2..; brn.2_...... -_,. ,

1OXI 'HOY, cos e .

r

2

Thus'the expression we have called the "inner 11;rolduct" is

suggested by the law of cosines.

We sometimes denote this pioduct.bythe symbols X Y''

(rea-CN"X dot Y") sometimes call it the "dot product."

Usually, in algebra, a multiplication operation for a set of

objects asgignd a Member'of this set to,each pair.of its Orembera.

The'inner product is not an .operation of this type. It does not

a

se

assign a vector to a pair"of vectors but rather it.assigns a

real number to each pair of.vectors.

[sea, 11-4A
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, , - -
..v. L..a.

v ..Examp).4,11-1: Evaluate X X. Y `if! rkr = 2 , IYIi.
.-..- .... -- .-r-- 4.

..(a) 9 . 0 , (b) 9'45° 'tc) e= 90° , (d) e. --ile
..,..

s
Solution:

1 SP
(d).: X Y . 2". 3 cos g) _ 2 3

,-t

(p) X I' 2 3 dos .1:G° . 2 3 . 3
-A

M,I oYl. 2:.,3 tos 9,p .2 , 3 0 = 0

(d4).;' X Y=/ 2' 6 Cos 1$0° = 2 . 3' (-l)".
'.. : o . . ;

I::

A .

Me-inner product has maripplica:tions. One 'of these .is a test .

O
V

for perpendyularity

11).

Theorem711-ka: rr X and, Y

they aref:pehrodicular if, and, only if

Y

,

re--non-zero vectors, then .

r

Proof: Accorditig to the definition df inner pi duct

-;
-X . IXI lYl Tcos e

. ,.....

.

This product of real numbers is zero if and onlyif one of its
. .-..3.. -.1.

factors is zero. Since X ,:and I are non-zerZcVectOrs, 'the
, _..,..

nuMbev0 IXI and IYI are not zero.' Theiefore the'product is

zero if and only if cos e = 0 , which is the case if and'only if
.

J

X- and. Y are perpindicular.

The following theorem supplies a useful formulafor the

inner product of Vectors.,

then

)

Theorem 11-4b: If X . [x ,

X Y
.

7 [YvY2].,,

1T1 '21'2

Etc. 11-4) .
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Acco rd o he law of-Cosines (see Figure 11-kb)

.'

Fig. 11-kb

loxi 10Y1 cos e
P

. 2411 ",

1 2
2

1 2
2

1=Y1) 7/12-Y2)2
X12 2 +x 4y y

l'&712 tio112 rii"12

2

.x,y, + x2y2 .

7 -/T, by definitidn, the l eft member f this equation is X Y
theorem 3.3-,proved.

<L.

Example 11-kb: If X is (3,4] and Y
Y .

Solution: . a + 4 . 2

23 .

[5,f , find.
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Example 11-4cl X is [3,7] and Y is 1-7,3 , show
that X and' Y are perpendicular..

Solution: X Y,1_3(-7) + 7 3= 0

The conclusion follows from Theorem 11-4a{, and the fact that X
and Y are non-zero.

4k

A useful fact about inner products is that they have some

the algebraic properties:of products of numbers. The following
theorem gives one' such common property.

._...

Theorem 11 -1c:' If X Y , are any vectors, then
.a a a a ..Zia 1a

'.;* X . (Y + Z) =X Y + X .Z

(ti) . Y t(X .'Y)

Proof Let = (xl,x 2] Y = (Y1,Y2]
a

+.Z) = ( 1,X2] (59. +-z1., Y2 + z2].

= (z1,z21

= xl(Y1 + z1) + x2(y2 z2)

= x1y1 + x2y2 + x1z1 + x2z2

4 3 a. XY+X Z

[tx3., ] [5r1,5r2]

tx1y1 + tx2y2

t(x1y1 x2y2)

= t(X

11-4]

1 4,

9f

Then
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Ii-certain applications of vectors to, physics the:notion

component of a vectorinpthe direcqod of another vector;,ie

important. We now define thiS concept.

of! a

..1ft 4. 2,.
Definition;.11'-4c: Let X be any non=zero vector and let

__,.
Y

_u.
be aniveCtor.Then the Component of Y in the direction of X

is the number given by each of the following equal expressiOns:

X Y fil cos e
= 171

IXI 1X1

NOTE: The component of the direction of X can .be

described geometrically (see FiglAre 11-4c).

cps e.

L
0

Fig. 11-4c

In both iparts,of the figure P .1she foot of the perpen.r

dicular from the initial point of Y to theline of X , and Q

is the foot of the perpendicular from the terminal point of Y to

this line. In.the first part the component of Y in the direction.

of X turns out to be the distance from P to Q . In the

secondloart this-component turns out to be the negative of the

distance from P to Q .

1

[sec. 11-4
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...

The inner product is used frequentlyin applications of
vectors to physics, For) the moment we consider inner products

from a purely mathematical standpoint.
.

pcample.il-lid: Let X be any vector parallel to the
positive x-axis, let Y be any vector parallel to the positive
y-axis and 1.et Z be the vector (p,q3. Show that p and q are

.

the components of Z in the-direction of X and Y respectively:

Solution: According to Theorem 10-5a.

cos e =.
_11)2 4. q2

so ....42 q2

Sinde 1Z1 =.v/p2 q2

cos e

Wegconclude that

p = 1Z1 cos e

The angle between Z and the y-axis is - Conse-

quently the component of Z in the direction of Y is

co8(i - e ),N)P2'+ q2

Since cos(3 - e ) . sin e and since, sin

we conclude that this component is, in fact,

V12 2
..s/

p
2

+ q2_

p or

+ q2

Vectors in Three Dimensions: Much of our discussion of

-vectors in the plane can be carried over to three dimensions

with only minor modifications.

[sec. 11-4
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The portionS about directed line segments require no modifi-
'ation: When we come to coordinates and components, the.con-

Ciusioni.are as follows:

1. The components of a vector in three dimensional space
are an ordered triple [a,b,c] of real numbers.

2. Two vectors [a,b,c]. and [p,q,r] are equal if and
only tr--a =p,15=q and :c r.

3. The addition of vectors '[a,b,c] and [p,q,r] is

given by the rule

[a,b,c] + [p,q,r] . [a + p, b + q, c + .

Scalar multiplication ,of vectors is given by the rule

r[a,b;c] = [ra,rb,rc].

The unit base vectors associated with the coordinate

axes are'

LT. [1,0,0]
1= [0,1,0]

[o,o,3.] .

Figiare 11-4d shows'these base vectors

Fig. 11-4d

[sec. 11-4]



The vector V . 4i + 8j + 8k is illustrated in

Figure. 1174e.

Fig,. 11-4e

6. The inner product of V and W is still given by

v
r

W lwl cos

In component form if V is [vi,v2,,v3] and W is

1

[w1,w2,w3] ,1 then

W

also

+ v
2w 2 + v3w3

2 2'+ + v32
3

' Exercises 11-4

1. Find X Y. If

(a) X ..i-, Y = j

(b) X . i , Y 1 .

(C) X j Y

(d) X = j Y = .

r.

[sec. 11 -4]
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(e) X +,j , Y = - i.
a.

( f ) X = 2f. + 3i , Y .

...a.
,,(g) X . - 3,j , Y '53

(h) X- '. ai + bi , Y= + di .

) X ai + , Y

\ej) X . ai + br , Y sX..

2. Find the angle between X and Y if 071

and x Y is

=.

r

(a) 0 , (b) 1:, (c) -2 , ( ) 3 , (e) -11.- , ( f ) 5 , (g) 6 ,
2,

(h) -6 . t
....-1. 1. Mr .-.%. . .

3. ,If
,-X = 31 + 4j , deterMine so that ,Y is perpendicular

__,.. ...._,..

to X , if Y is

(a) ai + , (c) 4,1 + aj

(b) ai - , (d) ai - 3j .

Find the angle between X and -Y in each part of Exercise 1

5. If a
2
+ b

2 4 0. prove that- ai + bi is perpendicular to
.11.

C1 + di. if and only if_ aT i . +_bi, is parallel to -di + cj
_N.

6. Find the component of Y in the. direction of X if
ti

(a) X . i , Y .t.31 + (e) X = 31 + 4j , Y = 31 + ..

_N.
(b) X = J , Y 31 -I- 4j . (f) X 31 +. 4j , 51 +. 2r .

C = 31 + 4j , Y (g) X.= 31 + , Y = ai + bj

.(d) .X.= 31+ Y= (h) Xi.= + qj , Y/. ai + bi

[sec. 11-4]
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11-5. Applications of Vectors in Physics..

The notion of "force" is one of the important concepts of

physics. This.. is the abstraction which phYsicists"-have invented

to describe "pushee'and "pulls" and to account for the effects

that, pushes and:pulls Produce. --

The'Student.pwho knows something about vectors can readily

learn abOutjorces. The connecting links between the concepts of

"force" and "vector" can be stated as follows:
)

1. Every force can be represented as a vector. The

direction Of the force is the same as the direction-

of its representative.vector. The magnitude of the

force determines the length of its representing

vector, once a:"scale" has been selected.

Example 11-5a: A redheaded man is standing on top of a hill,
s ring,into.space, He weighs 200 pounds. Represent as a-vector

.

ach of they following:.

(a) the downward pull of the earth's gravity, on him,

(b) the upward pu'h ofthe,hill on him.

Solution: (

Scale: 1 inch = 200 lbs.

o

(b)

Scale: 1 inch . 200 lbs.

Any collection'of forces which act on a single body

is equivalent to a single force, called.their

resultant. If all the forces are; represented as

vectors.on.the same scale, then the vectoryhich'

-represents the resultant of the forces is the sum

,of these vectors.. .

[sec. 11-5]
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Example 11 -5b: Represent each of the following forces as a

vector,.and find the vector which represents their resultant:: 'A

fOrce Fi of. 300 pounds directed ta:the right, a force F2 of

400 pounds directed at an angle of 45? with the x -axis and a-force

of 500 pounds directed upward.

Solution: (graphical) Using the scale 1 inch = 400 pounds

X. represehts F1 Y .represents F2 , 'Z represents F3 .

A

X + Y Z represents the resultant of F1 , F2 , k3 .

Its length is a little less than 5/2 inches; its-direction is

, about 14c.)

3. If F. and G are two forces which have the same=

direction, then they.h"ave a numerical ratio and

there is a :number r such that r times force F

is equivalent to .force G. Moreover if F is the

Vector which represents force F , then rF is 4.

-the vector which represents force. G where r is

the ratio of force G to force F .

(1.
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Example Emily and Elsie are_identical twins. They are
sitting on a fence. If F represents the total. force .Emily and

Elsie exert on the fence and if G `represents the. force the

fence exerts on,Etolly aldne, express

(a) F in.terms. of. G .

(b) G -in terms of. F .

'Solution:

(a) F = -2G .

(b)

A body at rest is said to be in equilibrium. It is a fact of
physics that if a body is at .rest.the resultant of all the forces

acting on 'the body has. Magnitude zero. "(Note: The converse of

this is nottrile, since theresultant of all the forces'whiph act

on a moving body can also be zero.' According to 'the laws of

physics, if the sum of all the forces which act on a.body is zero,

then the body mustbe eittier at rest or it must move in a straight

line With constant Speed;)

pro

[sec. 11-5)
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Exercises 11-5a,

17 A weight is suspended by ropes as shown in the figure.

If the weight weighs 10 pounds,: what is the force exerted

on the junction C by'the rope CB ?

2. 'A weight of 1,000 pounds is stispended from wires as shown

in the figure.

-- horizontal

The distance AB is 20 feet, AC is 10 feet, and CB is

. 10 .vr5 feet.,, What force does the wire AC exert on the

Junction C ? What force does wire .114C exert, on C.? If

all three wires are about equally strong, which wirelis

most likely to break? Which wire is least likelyytoebreak?
r:41

'[sec. 11-5]
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3. A 5000 poUnd weight is suspended as shown in the figure:

,Find the tension in each of the ropes CA, CB and. CW.
.

A

4. A barrel is'held in place on an inclined. plane by a
fOrce OP operating parallel to the plane and ano her
operating perpendicular to it. (See diagram.)

Q

If the weight of the barrel is 300 'pounds, (.10W1 = 300)
and the plane makes an'angle of 23° with the horizontal
find !ON and 10Qi. (Hint:. Introduce a coordinate system
with origin at 0 and ,OW as:negative y-axis.)

[sec..\11-5)
h.

t.,
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5. .A weight is suspended by ropes as shown in the figure. If

the weight wei spa) pounds, what is the force exerted on

the junction by the rope .CB? By the rope AC? If. AC

and CB .are equally strong, which one is more likely to break?

6. A 500 pound weight is suspended as shown in the figure. Find

each of the forces exerted on point C .

4

A

C

500 lb. weight

hinge
7. AL2,000 pound weight is lifted at constant speed, as showh in

the diagram. Find each of the forces exerted on point C .

W 2000 lb. weight

[sec. 11 -5]
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4
force of gravity

671

propeller thrust

The motion of airplanes provides another appliCation of
vectors. Some technical terms involved axe listed and illustrated'
in the figure.

Lift: F
L--a force perpendicular to the direction of motion.

This is the "lifting force" 'of the wing,

Gravity: F --a force.directed downward.

Propeller thrust: F
pt--a forward force in the direction of

motion.

Dreg: Fd--a backward force parallel to the motion. Thit

force is due to wind resistance.*

Effective propeller thrust:

the drag.

The physidal principle we shall use st es that a body'in

motion will continue to move in a straight line with constant
speed if and only if th resultant of: all the forces acting on
the body is zero.

Fept--the propeller thrust-minus

11-5]
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8.- An airplane weighing 6,0o0 pounds climbs steadily. upwards
k.\

at an angle-of 30°. Find the effective propeller thrust

and the lift..

9. An airplane weighing.10,000 pounds climbs at an angle of 15°

withconstant apeed. Find the effective propeller thrust

and the lift.

10.-.A motorless glider descends'at'an angle of 10° with.constant

speed. If the glider and occupant together weigh 500 pounds,

find the drag and the lift.

The term "work" as the Ithysicists use it also provides an

example of a concept which can'be discussed in terms of vectors.

Consider for instance a tractor pulling a box-car along a track. Ps

I I

ilijiiiliT1111111111
Track

=17(Direction of motion)

.actor

Fig. 11-5

The effect of the tractor's force depends-on the angle. er. .It

also' involves the force its,91f and the displacement produced. The

term "work, "as used in phySics, is giveri in this case by

F ; S ',Nwhere F is the force-vector Of the tractor and where, S

is the displacement'of the box car.

More generally, if a force F acts on a body and produces a

diaplacement S While it acts, then the work done by' the force is

defined to be F S',.where 'F is the vectoreiph represents

the force and where S is the vector which represents the dis_

placement, .

[sec. 11-5]
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a
Example 11-5a: If the tractor of Figure 11 -5a exerts a

force of 1,000 pounds at-an angle of. 30° to the track, how.muCh
work does the tractor do in moving a,,string of cars 2,000 feet?

_._. _.. .

.

ak..L.. golution: Evaluate.the.expression IFIdS1 cos G where
. __,..

IFI = 1,"000'Pounds, PI . 2,000. feet,,coS.e '-,', .866. The value of
this product J.S. approximately 1,732,600'foot,pOunds.'

Exercises 11-5b

1. A sled is pulled a distance of d feet bya force of p

poundS which makeS an angle of e With'the horh..antaL Fihd
the work done' if.

(a)

-(b)

d .,

d .

10 feet, p .

100 feet, p

10 pounds, e

10 poupas, e. 20° .

(c) d . 1,000 feet, p pounas,'43 = 30°

How far can the sled be draggedif the number of available

foot pounds of work is 1,000 and if

(d) p = 10 pouhds,.e = 10° .

(e) p . 100 pounds, e = 20°

(f) p = 100 pounds, a . 0°

(g) p = 100 pounds,:e = 89° A

The drawing shows a smooth Incline: d feet long which.

makes an angle e with the horizontal.

41'

[sec. 1-5
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How much work isdOne in moving an object-weighing p pounds
from R. to S if

(a) d 7.10 feet, p = 10 poundsi.e = 10°

(b) d . 100 feet,..p.. 10 pounds, e = 20°

(c) 100.feet;.p = 10 pounds, e = 30° .

How' far can the weight be moved if the number of Available

foot pounds is 1:000 and if

(d) 'p = 16. pounds, e = 10° .

(e) p = 10 pounds, e = 20° .

(f) p = 160: pounds, e = 1° .

(g) p 100 pounds, e = 89° .

Velocity is another conceptjof physics that can be repre6ented

by means Of vectors. In Ordinary language the words "speed" and

"Velbcity" are used as synonyms. In physics the Word-"speed"

refers to the actual time rate of change of distance (the kind of

information supplied by an automobile speedometer), And "velocity"

refers to the vector whose direction is the direction of the

motion and whose length reprebents the speed on some.given scale.

When velocities are represented by vectors, the lengths of these

'vectors give the corresponding speeds.

Figure 11-5b shows vectors which represent some of the

velocities of a body moving around a circle. with constant speed.

Fig. ll-5b

[sec. 117't
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It IP' easy to imagine situations inwh'iCh velocities are
compounded out of other.VeloCities. For instance, a man walking
across the deck of a moving boat has a velocity relative to the
water which is compounded, out of his velocity relative to the boat'
and out of the.boatIP velocity relative to the water. It is a
principle of Thysics that the vector.which represents such a
compound velocity is the sum of the vectors which.represent-the
individual velocities.

0

EXample'11 -5f: A ship sails Rast at 20 miles per hour. A

man walks across its deCk toward thesouth at miles per hour.I,
What is the man's velocity relative to the water?

Solution: In the figure, X

represents the ship's velocity.

relative to the water, Y

represents. the man's velocity

relative to the ship. Conse-

quently, X + Y' represents

the mants.velocity relative to

the water. Its length is

120 2 + 42 ti 20.4

and its directidn is approximately 20, south of east.

Exercises 11-5c
.

1. A river 1 mile wide flows at the rate

of 3 miles per hour. A man rows

across the river, starting, at A and

aiming his boat toward- B the nearest

point on the oppositeshore as shown in

the diagram. If it took 30 minutes for

him to make the trip, hoW far did:he row?

[sec. 11-5]
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1
river is 7 mile wide andflows.at the rate cif 4 miles

r our. A man rows across the river in 25 minutes, landing,

1. 3 Liles farther downstream on the opposite shore: How far

did he row? In what direction' did he head? ,

3. A river one mile wide flows'at a rate of it miles per.hour.

A-man wishes to ow in a straight line to .a point on the

opposite shore t o miles upstream. How fast must he row

in order to mak the trip ±n one hour?

'A body starts t (0,0) at the time t = 0 . It moves with,

0 constant velocity,:and 20 seconds later it is at the point

(40,30)..°Find its speed and its velocity,'if one unit of

length of vector corresponds to 100 feet per second.

.1. A body moves with constant velocity which is represented by

the vector V = 101 + 10j . If the body is at the point

(0,1) at time t = 2 wheta will, it be when t = 15 ? The

scale is: One unit oflength of vector corresponds to 10

miles per hour; the time t is measured in hours.

6 Ship A starts from point (2,4) at time t = 0 . Its

velocity is constant, and represented by the vector

V
a 4i - 3j . Ship B starts at the point (-1,-1) at time

t 1 . Its velocity is also constant, and is represented

by the vector Vb = 71 + j . Will the ships collide?

(Assume that a consistent scale has been used in setting up

the vector representation.)

Ship A starts at point. (2,7) at time t = 0 . Its

(constant) velocity is represented by the vector

V
a
= 31 - 2j. Ship B starts at point (-1,-1) at time t

Its (constant) velocity is represented by the vector,

Vb = 51 . Will the ships collide?

*8. A river Is 1/2 mile wide and flows at.the rate of 4 miles per

hour. A man can row at the rate of 3 miles per hour. If he

starts from point A and rows to the opposite shore, what As

the farthest point upstream at' which he can reach the

opposite shore? In what direction should he head?.

[sec.



Exercises (11-5d

Show each of the following graphically:
...,.. ....,.. _.,. Is ...1.

(a) 31. + 8j + 5k .

,

(f) 2i - 2j .

(b) Sr+ 3rc . (g) 7k

(c) iit-+ 4j . (h) 51 .

(d) 51.1b+ T . . ,(i) 7i .

...21 alb
' (e) 5i + 5,j 1n-i- k . (J) 8i + 8j + 3r7'.

..-.1. ...311.

2. Find A . B , if:

4

(a) IN= 31 + 2j + 4k:4( B = 21. +j, + 2k

(b) A = St + 4j - B= 21. + 2j + 2k

(.0 A +.3k ; B =.4j. .

(d) A . 4i ± 4j ;. B . 7k

(e) A = 4j + 2k ; B = 5i .

677

3. Find the cosine of the angle between vectors A and B
each part of Problem 2.

4. Find the cosine of the angle between the vectors A -and. B-
,

.1f A = 311- 2j -k

and B = 4i - 3j +
V

*5. A lighting fixture. is suspended as shown:

View froM top.

perspective_ vied

.vertical view

Side View
,(the angle is'
shown in its
true shape;
is an angle .of
600.)

The fixture weig.hs.15 pounds. Find the tension in each of

the supporting cables.

[sec. 11-5
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.4

6. An airPlane is climbing at-an.angle of 30 °. It$ climbing
speed is. 100.m.p.h. Although a wind is blowing from west4

to east with a velocity of 30 m.p.h., the pilot wishes too
climb while heading due north.. What is the ground speed
of the airplane?

Suppose that Problem 6 the pilot climbs at an angle of .

30°,.but does not insist on heading north. What is the
`fastest ground speed that he can aChieve? Which way should
he head. to- achieve this speed? What is the least ground speed
that he can achieve? ,Which way should be head to achieve

-"'

8 Prove that,.

a(x + c( 0

is the equation.of-a"plane through the Point d,e,f with'.
the normal vector

N
.

9. Find a vector normal to thetline

7x - 5z

10. Find the distance froM.th(6 point (0,0,0) to the plane

5K + 12y'- 1 ...

11, Find the-distance from the plane'

x + 2y 7 3z .

to the origin.
t,
I.

.11-6. Vectorb as a Formal.MatheMaticd\1 System.
,

In our disctisSion of - forces and velocities by means of:

vectors we made a few assumptions which wd didhot justify. We
-applied vector methOds to the solution of fqrce and velocity

problems in a fashion which turps out to be correct but which we
have not backed up.with a convincing argument.-Our thinking was

[sec. 11,6]
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Something like this. "Some'of the rules'that forces obey are very.

much 1.4e the rules that vectorS,pbey. Therefore we can talk

about forceS as though they were vectors."' This is not .reaIly:a
.

sound arguhent, and.If it were trusted in all cases it could lead.

to Chao6. For instance, some f the rules that real numbers obey

arethe rules that integers 6Yiey, and it is not the. case that real

nuhbers.can be regarded as integers.

Nevertheless,, it really was correct to treat forces as

vectors and we now explore a point of view which gives convincing

evidence for this statement. The. key. fact in this ekahlnation,Is

that every mathematical, system which obeys certain of the laws-

which vectors obey must be essentially the same as the system of

vectors itself.

We now formulate three goals:

1. To lIst the rules in question.

2. 'To,give a precise specification.Ofwhat.wetheanby.saying.that

a mathematical system is "essentially the same" as a .system

of.Vectors.

3.. To prove' that systems which .obeythe.stated-rules are

essentially the same. a the system of Vectors. ,

AV

I. Ke state certain ules4phich vectors, have been shown to

obey. We have a seat S two operations 0 e for which,

for all ,.in S and for all, real numbers r s

(1) Cc. G is in 8 .

(2) ,a Qi ED a .

(3) d (c) 7- ) = cc Q,3)
(1i) There is a zero element I) in S such that

cc (0. a
(5) Each a:has an.additiVe inverse - aC for Which

.
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(6) r 0 5.is in S

(.7) r (s 0 cx ) =---(rs) .

( 8 ) (r + s ) 0 cc C) cc ) 0 (s C) cc ). .

(9) (r 0 5 )0. (r10)
(10) 1.2 OCC T. .

(11) There are two members y and. w. of S such that

each 5 has a unique representation

cc y) ® (bow)
II. We have already shown that vectors satisfy such rules,

Where S. is interpreted as..the set of vectors, C) is. interpreted

as ordinary-f+ for vectors and.where 0 is interpreted:as
scalar multiplication. We take it as given (by physicists'

prePumably)that forces also .satisfythese rules, where S is the
set. of forces, 5CD 45 meapb the resultant of (rand

, and

means scalar multiplication. We areto show that forces are

'essentially the same as vectors. What do we mean by "essentially

the same?" We mean that'the system of forces is isomorphic to

the system of vectors. . What do we mean by "isomorphic"? That

there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set.of forces

and set of vectors such th;t, if force 5 corresponds to

vec or 1 and If force, corresponds to vector B , then

cC.. 0 corresponds to vector A + B and force r 0 cc corresponds

to vector rA .

III. We now state and prove the promised theorem.

Theorem: Any system S which satisfies Rules 1-11 is

isomorphiC to the system of vectors in a plane.
.

Proof: We first setup a one-to-one correspondence between

the members of -S and the vectors. For each m of S we invoke

Item 11 to write

(a 0 y )0 (b Ow)

[sec. 11-6]
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The pair (a,b) which figures in this ekpression determines a

unique vector A , namely [a,b] , which we pair with m . This

process' assigns to each m of S a,vector A gss its image; We
,must show that if [a,b] is the image of and if 1o,d1 is

[a + c, b + d] is the image of mthe image of then

and that [ra,rb] is the image of r () M To prove the first,
write

M ( y)C) (b w )

(c Y)®(clo w

Therefore (X,O. ((a 0 y )10(b () w )) ED ((c ()

which equals using Rules 2 and 3,

((cCO y)e(c y))() ((b0 w )0 (d0
.This in turn .equals-

(( cc + c) O y) ® ((b. + co 0

)() (d () w ))

w. ))

by virtue of Rule B. We see then that our one-to-one correspond-
ence assigns [a + c, b + d] to m .

We now examine .r(i)M . We write

. r 0 .cc = r ((a0 y) e w ))

which'by Rule 9 can be written as

r0 (a() y ) r () (b w )

According to Rule 7, this last equals

((ra)() y ) 0.((rb) w) ,

whence the image of r 0 & is indeed [ra,rb] .

,This .completes'our proOf. Notice that we did not use all the

rules given. -Theya,are in fact redundant. If the last yuleis

left out; the remaining set of rules is not redundant, and'is

the set of. axioms which defines a vector space. The Rules 1-11.

[sec. 11-6]
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are axioms for a more special 'mathematical system--a

,,two- dimensional vector space.

We have shown that every system which satisfies.Rules 1-11
is isomorphic to our system of vectors.

. We have not shown that

the systemof7forCes satisfies-.these rules. We take the
physicist fs word for this. We have not. shown that to be

! "isomorphic", really means to be !'essentially the sante. Let us

meditate a little on this and then take the mathematician fs word
for it.

Exercises 11-6

1. Let S 41.,e the system Of- complex numbers. Does S satisV
RUles 1-11 if ED is interpreted as ordinary addition of

complex r.iumberS and E) as ordinary multiplication of a real

number by-a complex number. (Hint: In checking Rule 11
)try 1 for :y and i ' for W

2,4 Let ()

be the set of all ordered pairs (a,b) of real
.

numbers, let ED be defined by. (a,b)(4.) (c,d).. (a c, b
and let 0 be defined by o.

(a,b) = , .

Which of the Rules -1 -11 does this system obey?

Letv_S be the set of all ordered pairs (a,b') of real `"Ai.

numbers, let 0 be defined by (a, b ) 0 (c,d)

and let C) be defined by 0 (a,b) (ra,rb) . WhyCh .of

the Rules 1-11 'does this system obey?

[sec. 11-6]
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Chapter 12

POLAR FORM OF COMPLEX NUMBERS

N.1

12-1.." Introduction.

In Chapter 5 we introduced complex numbers z = x + iy,
x and y real numbers. We found (Theorem 5-4) t4at.each-complex

number z is uniquely determined by its "real" and "imaginary"
parts, x' and y , respectively; i.e.,

z1'. xl dyl and z2,= x2 + iy2 are equal

if.and only if xi .'x2 and y2 .

I

We also discussed the addition and- multiplication.or colfiplex

numbers given by the formulae: 0

12-la (xi + + (x2 + iy2) (x1 + x2) + i(yi + y2)

14t-lb
(xl iY )(X2 iy2) = (x1x2 Y1Y2) i(x1Y2 x2Y1)

We \found n Se on 5-7 th-at the addition cif complex numbers -

may be described geometrically by means of a parallelogram. In

Section 12-2 we-discuss a geometrical description of the product

of two complex numbers.

The remainder of this section points out some similarities

:between the work in Chapters 5 and 11. Exercises-12-1 provide a

review of some of-the work in Chapter 5.
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Complex,Numbers and Vectors. We call attention the

important case of Formula 12-lb in which yl = 0:

12-1c xl(x2 + iY2) (xix2) +.1.(xly0

In,view of Chapter 11, this special case appears in a new light. .

Note the similarity between Theorem 5-4 and.Formulas 12-1a, 12-1c

and-the statements in Chapter 11 concerning equality; sum,-land

scalar multiple of_vectors in a-plane.

Just as two complex numbers are equal if and only if .their

real and imaginary parts are the same, two vectors in a plane are

equal- if and only if their x and y components are the aame.

This similarity is more than a coincidence: our geometrical

representation of complex numbers is exactly the same as our

_pictures of:vectors in a plane.

Moreover-we add complex numbers just as.we add vectors, and we use

the same picture (a parallelogram) to represent sums in each case.

.Multiplication of complex numbers by, real numbers, as.in

Formula 12-1c, corresponds exactly to the multiplication of

vectors in a plane by scalars: we multiply each "component" by

the real multiplier.

[sec. -12-1]
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We thus recognize a*ind of identity between these topics.

It is true that we have used a different set of words in what we

have said on these two subjects,' but our. formulas Show that even

°with this difference in the w7ds we have actually been saying

precisely the same things, in two different contexts.

Two mathematical systems which:are the same.in.this sense. are

often called abstractly 1:'derlIi-ca1..or isomorphic. (The word

"isomorphic" has the Greek roots "iso,.." meaning "same," and

)morphos," meaning 'shape" or "form. " See ioaze 680.)

.It must be emphasized that our isomorphism is between frag...

ments of these two subjects. The theory of complex number and

. the.theory of. vectors in a plane have the same form only when we

restrict our attention to the notion of eqUality and the operations
I

of addition'and multiplication by'a real number (scalar), and to

ideas depending solely on these.

Isomorphism-lilsanalogy--is not necessarily complete

identity. Our two 'systems -- vectors in a plane and complex

.numbers--differ remilikabl'Y, and in two very important respects.

They differ.when itDOOmes a matter of discussing an operation of

"multiplication" between elements:of the two systems: product of
1

two complex numbers, Ada `'product of two vectors. Perhaps the most

startling differOte between the products in our. two systems is

the matter, Ofd/Osure

complexpliOpr; the

vector' inAt,:;11%
,

a vector 'Of.

.,The product of two complex number is a.

Uoi. of two vectors ir(a. plane is 'not a

ii7b#e:.case of the inner product, itis not
dLt:4s;:g scalar. Multiplication of complex'

e, -.The.question of associativity for thenumbers Is.aaadolativ

inner prod4Oltl;OVYep-Dpr4laslUdicrouS; the very expressions

:. (A B) C

whoSe equaliW'ialMa4y:-.0ssue do not make sense since the

factors in Od'rienbtiese0.0.1-;4,SCalars, cannot be'"dotted" onto a

vector. Onlsr,,ali4Ctor-.cah::bedotted" onto another vector.

.
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In Chapter 13, we discussed the geometric interpretation of
the inner product of vectors. In. Section 12-2 we pursue the.
analogous question for the prOduct'of complex numbers. Such an
interpretation emphasie the differences ,we have
been discussing.

The two systems also differ fundamentally if one attempts to
extend theM from a plane to a space of three or more. dimensions.
Vectors in spaces having 3, 4, , 6 N

o
, dimensions have

very important. apaications in physics, chemistry.and engineering.

(N
o is Avogadro's number, 6.025 x 10 23

.) On the other hand, ex-

tensions of the systeMiof complex numbers- are a bit bizarre and,
Iin any ca-se, are eanother matter entirely. They are beyond the

scope of this book.

Exercises 121. (Review. of Chapter 5.)

1.: Write the following in standard form:

(a) (d) 1 + i2

(b) (e) v47176

(c) -4 5.7 :447

2. Write the conjugate for each of the following complex numbers:

(a) .2 - 3i

(b)' 5 i

(c)

3. If z = a + b1 , express z z in standard'form.

4. _Express the quotient 2 - 31
in standard form.

[sec. 12-1],
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Find the absolute value of:

(a) 4 + 3i

(b) -2 - 5i

(c) - 31

Solve the equation 2z2 + z +.1 . 0.
=

Plot each of the following complex numbers in an Argand

Diagram:

(a) 2 +

(b) -3. + 21.

(c) 3i

(d) 5

(e) r5 - 3i

Find the sum, difference, or product as indicated:

(a) (2 - 3i) + (-4 + i) (e) 5 + (2 - i)

(b) (-3 + 2i) + (1 - 1) (f) 3(2 - 3i)

...(c) (2 + 3i) - (4 - 2i) (g) (2 + 31)(1- i)

(d) 5 - (4 - 2i) (h) (1 + 2i) (1 - 21)-

687

9. If a and b are real numbers, under what conditions will,

a.+ bi = b + ai ?

10. Solve each of the following for the real numbers x and. y` :

(a) (x + iy) +(2 - 3i) ..411

,(b) 2(x + iy) - (3 - 21)414

x+
. a = -1 + 2i(c)

(d3. (2x + i)(8 - ix) . 34

11. Find_the value of a
1

by the following alternate methods:+

(a) is a number x + yi such .that

(x.+ yi)(a + bi) . 1 From this, 'obtain two equations

for x , y , and solve them.

[sec. 12-1]
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(b) a77.r may be expressed as a_nutber x + yi in

standard form by making use'of the conjugate of
a +bi

12. Simplify: 1137(777-r

0

12-2. \Products and Polar Form.

In this section we consider the problem of a geometrical

representation for the product of two.complex numbers. We shall
'find some of the ideas and methods in Chapter 10 very useful in

.

solving this problem. Moreover the introduction'oftrigonometridal
notions enables us to write complex numbers in a form particularly

convenient for the study of powers and roots given in the
remaining sections of this chapter.

We know from Chapter 5 that the absolute value of.a product
of two complex numbers is the product of their absolute values:

Iziz21 1z21 .

In view of Formula 12-1b, this follows easily from the identity

2
( x1x2 - 7172)

2.
+ (x172 + x271) =

24-

(xr
2

+.71 )(x
2 2

72 )

This fact alone tells us something

rather interesting about the product.
Suppose z1 represents a point on

/ the circle with center 0 and

radius r1 . Then rl = 1z11 , If

represents a point on the

circle with center 0 and radiu6 r
2,

then r2 = jz21 andthe product

z
1z2 representsa point .on the

circle with center 0 and radius

r1r2 r1r2= Izlz21 ,

4[sec. 1232],
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Given that z
1
z
2

represents some point on the circle, our

problem is now to locate which point on the`circle.

We discussed questions of this

kind in- 'Chapter- In Figure .32-2b

we reprodube the fundamental diagram

from Chapter 10; drawn in an Argand

diagram. As in Chapter 10 we have

r cos 0 ,

y r sin 0 ,

z =x+iy

NI
Fig. 12-2b

so, if z = x + iy is in standard form we can write -

12-2a z = r(cos e + i sin 9 )

where r = Izi .v/'x 2 + y2 .

Formula 2,2-2a, expressing z in terms of r and a enables

us to solve our problem. Indeed, suppose

z1 = ri(cos9 1 + i sin 9 l) ,

z2 = r2(cos 0 + 1 sin 0 2)-

If we form the product of .these expressions, we obtain,

z1z2 = rir2(cos e 1+ i sin 0 1)(cos 0 2+ 1 sin 0 2)

12-2b = rir ((cos cos e sin e sin e )
1 2 1 2

+ i(sin 0'l 2 1
cos e + cos 9 sin 9 2))

Using the addition theorems for cosine and sine (Chapter 10),

\os (9 1+ 0 2) = cos 9 cos 9 - sin 0 1 sin e
2

sin( 0'1 + 0 sin e cos 0 2 + cos 01 sin e2 ,

we can simplify 12-2b.

(sec. 12-2]
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Thus

12- 2c r r2(Cos( 03 l 2) + i. sine + e2)) .

Formula 12-2p gives the following geometrical description of
the product.of a -pair _of complex numbers: to multiply two complex
numbers one multiplies their absolute values and adds their angles.

Fig. 12-2c
/'

Formula 12-2a, expressing the complex number z in terms of
r and $ , -is cal -led the polar form of z We have seen that
.Formula1272c giVes us .a waY:to describe a product in geotetrioqA.
terms. We shall also see that the algebraic consequences of
these formplas are extremely:Important.

,7p

Example 12-2a: Multiply:3i and 1, + i , plot the product
and the factors, and check the.result using polar, forms of the
numbers involved.

[sec.' 12 -2]
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Solution: 31(1 + i) . 3i - 3 = -3 + 31

.1311 = 3 , 114 il + 3i I = 3,,(T

Polar forms: 3(cos +,1 sin: 2fr)

1 + i ..,/27(cos + i sin in )

1,. 41)A. i sin(

= 31.-acos + i sin 411)

Example 12-2b: (1 + 1)(1 - 1) . 2 .

1 + i .17(cos + i sin 11) ,

1 - i ../gtcos(-41) + sin(-

(1.+ I.) (1 - 1). (ia)2(cos (.1411 *) s in (* - *)1-

= 2(cos 0 + i'sin 0)

. 2

Let us examine the relation between the 'standard form`-of z

and the polar form of z , (z 0) . For the standard form we
write

z = x + fy,

for the polar form We write

Since

(x and y real) ;

z= z1(cos + i s n.9

17'' sin x + y

the polar form, expressed in terms of x and

z = Izi + ILO

, is simply
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The polar form of' z may be described by saying that it
resolves z into a product of two' ,factors: the °first -factor

---

being jz I , a non-negative real number, the secocd fact6r

cos e ± i sin e.= fir + i TYzi- , which i.s" complex, has absolute

value 1:

'cos e + i sin e I ../(cos $
2 ,

+ ksine.) 1, .

Example 12-2c: The ppiar form of 1. +

+i sin -741.-)

J._ 7 1 7
since =cos -4. , - = sin -4. 4

Example 12-2d: The polar form of 3 + 41 is

+ = 5(cos e + i sin e )
3 4where cos e 3 , sin 3

These examples illustrate ttie. 4ct that one does not have to

refer to a table, of trigonometric functions in order to write the

polar form of a complex number when it is given in standard form.

Reference to a table is necessary only for determining, or estima-
v

ting, the value of e . We shall see that for many calculations

involving the polar form it is not necessary to find e
--knowing only cos 9 and sin 9 being sufficient.

It is* Clear, on geometrical .grounds, that there are many

values of:0- correspondi-ng to each given non-zero* complex number
-However, these values of e are related -to each other. in a very

simple way since each of them measures an angle from the positive

[sec. 2-]
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X-dicis to the ray from. 0 through the pOint representing z. Such

angles differ by some number of complete-revOlutionsabou , so

the values 'of a measuring these angles differ by/ integral

multiples of 2r Eaeh ray from 0 is terminal side' of one.

Angle, having the positive ': x-axis as initial Side,Which is
less than one complete revolution: If a is the radian MeabureOt7 t
such .an angle. then 0, < '< 27r ; we. sha.74 say that .is the;..,

argUment of each non4ero complex number z corresponding to A

point on the ray. Ale write Ey arg z . ThUs 0 = arg z means
fiZo

'r(C,os e + sin 9 )`' , >) 0 , and 0 < e .< .

'Since [cos e + i sin 'e f = /(cos e )2 + (sineie ,

complex'' number. cos e + i sing e represents a point on,the Nnit

circle"--i.e., the circle with center 0 an radius 1

Consider two such complex numbers cos 0 + sin 0 'and1,t.
Cos-e. + i sin 8 . By 'the reniarkb in the previous paragraph, we

have, the following theorem.'

Theorem 12-2a: cos 0 + i sin 0 = cos -e + i sine

if. and only if

= 9 + 2kr , for some integer k

This theorem may be proved directly from the periodicity'

properties of the cosine and sine functions without appeal to

geometrical ideas. See Exercise 12-2.

4



. 4 * ciSes 12-2,
14, ° ,ss

.

1. Extres each of the fo lowing complex numiltrs in polar form
151)

4 and de, ennine arg z :

A 0
4.. (a) z 16 2 + 2i

, (z+b)*z .., _3 + 31.,,

...

(d) z

(e) z 4

q AC) Z 2 i (f) z .. 21
.

,.2., Express each of the following complex numbers in stillndard

form, a -00kai .... o -

(a). 3(6o; -. i'sin ID (d) 5(cos 7r + i sin' 7r)

(b) 72(cbs .34:_ir + i sin -4-.) (p) cos ir + irsin

(c) collq-/- + i sin 341 (f) 2(cos 0 + i sin 0)

3. Find the indicated products in polar form and express them

in standard fprm:

(a) 2(cos ,,,sivir) 3(cos i sin ---27)

27r 27r 7rc(b) (cos + i sin (cos 26- -6+-i sin

(c) (3(cos + i sin *r))2

. .

Prove thatAr(coS 6 .1. sin 4

where r. is a real. nlAmber.

Y. = (cos 2 e ; sin 2 9. )

Prove that, if zi = rl(cos 9 + i sin 9 1) ,r1 rdalAr
-.1.40,054

. .

1,2(cos 9 + i sin e 2)/ 0, 'real,

1 _:r1 t.co6( Er ) sine ..1.e2)1
z
2 2

/-

and
4k,

then,

6: Show .that,

0,4
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7. Show that two non-zero complex numbers lie on the same ray
from 0 if and only if their ratio is a positive real number.

8. Prove Theorem 12-2a without appealing to geometry; i.e., show
that

(a) cos 0 + i sin 0 ... cos e + 1 sin e

if and only if 0 = 6+ 2kT , where lc is some integer

. [Hint: Prove first that (a) 'holds if And only if

.,cos 0 + sin 0 1
cos e .+ i sin 9

Rewrite (b) using Exercise 5;.equate real and,maginary

parts and show that the two conditions you get hpld if
And only if cos(0 e.) = 1.. But the last condition
holds if and .only if 0 e = 2kir , for some Integer' k

Why?]

12-2. Integral Powers; Theorem of deMoivre.

We saw in Section 12-2 that if

Z,=.r(cos e + i. sin e )

and zt = rt(cos e t + I sin .0

then

)

zz' = rrt(cos( e 9 1) + 1 sin( e +. e 0)

We now turn to the case where z and zt are equal an

obtain, for thesquare of a complex number

2= r
2

cos 2 e+ 1 sin 2 g)

We can extend the idea t

-sz
3

= 2.Z

2,
r kcoa 2 e +, i sin 2 e ))(r(cos a+ i sin .e

3(cos e+ i sin 3 e ) .

(a6c.
nk'
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Continuing in this way, we may derive, one after the other,

similar formulas for z-4 , z5 , z6, , z , for each natural

number n . The theorem of de Moivre'sates the general resUlt".

Theorem 12-3a: (de MaiVre) If z =

and n is a natural number, then

cos $ + i sin 9 )'

n. n.
z r kcos n e i 'sin n e

Let us turn now t4- some special instances of this theorem

to see what'it has to tell'us about the geometry of the complex

plane.

Example 12-3a: Find all positive integral powers of

Solution: We have 111 = 1 and arg i = . Thus.

2
= 1(cos n + i sin r) = -1 + 01 = -1 .

13 = 1(cos + i sin 4) = 0 - i = -i .

= 1(cos 2r + J. sin 2r) = 1 4. 01 = 1

From here on the powers repeat: i5 iii = i ,
i6 i4i2

i7 = 14i3 = -i i8 t 140 We canexpiain this

repetition in geOMetrical terms by noting_that each time the

exponent. is. increased by 1 , in steps through a quadrant of the

unit circle. We can e*press these facts compactly by writing

ion.
= , i . ,

4'1+1 411+2' kni.3
i

where "n is .0 or any natural number.
e

4.

4

[sec,' 12-3]

/Z.
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Example 12ab-: Let z . cos 1 + i sin 1 . (The angle with

180
, which is apprOxi-r

radian measure 1 has degree measure

mately 57.3 degrees.) Plot the, first ten powers of 4z ., Which

quadrant contains the point represented by z100,?

Solution: Since

z = cos 1 + i sin 1 , de MoivreIS Theorem gives

zn =cos n + i sin n , n 1; 2, 3, ...

These numbers all have absolute value l and hence represent

points on the unit circle. The length of -arc along the circle

between successive powers of e is 1. unit. fio. determine the

qu-ia'44 containing z100
we may first determine how many coMplete.
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Fig. 12-3b

cii.cUits,pccur steps from '0 to 100 .' Dividing 100 by

.27 we obtain1%915- . .- Thus zn steps through 15 complete

_2.. %.

reVolUtions and' ove of another as n steps from 0 to 100-
.10

Therefore, 21 00
represents a point in the fourth quadrant.

Example 12-3c: Calculate.and plot the first five powers of
z. 1 11._ .

Solution: Here

and

Izi = 3 2 , arg z

2(cos 3) 7. 1 + J./7,
4.(90s +i sin 2r) 4 ( + i ) _ 2 + 2isa.

z3 .8(cos r + i sin r) = 8(-1 + 0 i) 8 .

*
r

.z
4 .16(cos r

+ i sin --) 16(_ - 4_) - 8i4(7,47

32(cos sin =.32(; 16.- 16i srS

[sec. 12-3]
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12-3a cos 2 9 =. (cos 9 )2 - (sin 9

12-3b sin 2 e = 2(cos 9 ) sin 9 ,

12-3c cos 3 9 = (cos 9 )3 - 3 cos 9 (sin 9 )2

12-3d sin 3 9 = 3(cos 9 )2 sin 9 - (sin 9 )3

12-3e os 4 9 = 8(cos 9 )4 8(cos 9 )2 1 ,

12-3f 'sin 4 9 = 8(cos 9 )3 sin 9, -- -4(ca 9 ) sin 9 ,.

r.

and corresponding formulas for cos 5 e , =Sin 5 9 , cos 6 9 ,

sin 6 e , , cos n 9 , sin n e , where n is any natural

number. We call such identities multiplicat4.on formulas.

'We, may prove the identities 12-3c and .1.2-3d as follows:.

:cos:. 3 6+ i sin 3 9 = (cos 6+ i sin 9 )3

cos 6 )3 + 3(cos e )2 (i

3(cos ) (i sin 8)2 + sin 9)3

((cos e )3 - 3(cos e )(sin'e )2)

i(3(cos 8 )2 sin 9 -7 (Sin 8 )3) ,

ah eqUat.ing real and iniaginary parts,

cos 3-9 = (cos 9:)3 - '3 cos 9 (siri 9)

We leaVe the proofs of the other multiplication formulas as an

exercise.

Exercises 12:..3

n each of the exercises 1 through

(a). Find z , arg z , and express in polar

(b) Using the polar form found in uStep (a), calculat,t,4
2 3 . 4

z , z , z
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Check the results obtained in Step (b) by-calculating
3

z
2

, z , z. using the standard form..

(d) Show.ln a diagrameach of the-piAnts-

1,

2..

3.

1

-1

_

+ 1,/1"

4.

5.

z = 3 +

-1

3'

2

2 3 4.
, z , z , z .

,6. TOeduce de Moivre's theoremfOr negative integral exponents
from the version stated.in-tha,l,teXfO exponents which are
natural numbers.

7: Prove the.mUltipltcation formulas 12-3b,12-3ei 12-3f.

12-4. Square Roots'.

The theorem of de Moivre in Section 12-3HptOviclet a compact
formula:for any integral power'ofa"non-zero!,coMpiek number:

If z = r(cos 0.+ i!sin ,rr and

n is any integerithen ''zn = rn(cos'nji + i sin. n e)
In Sections 12..4 and 12-6; we::COnsider'the converse problem:.

.

Given a complex ,number,'z .,:and a natural number

n , to find all complex numbers ,w .satisfying

the equation wn = z .

Section 12-4 is devoted to the case n . 2 . Section 12-6 contains
,

the general theorems.

We recall thet_every non-zero real number haatwo square
roots: If x is a positive real number, .its square roots are

[sec .112-4.]
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real; we have denoted them by 11 and (15E being the one

which is positive, -12. the negative one). In Chapter 5, we

extended this notation to cover .equare roots of negative real

numbers. Thus for x <.0 ,

= 1,17T II = 1 .17r
Let us consider the equation

w
2
= z

where z is a given non -zero complex number --(which Wemay suppose

is not real). We .are interested in, the solution set of this

equation.' Set .us assume that the solution set is not empty and

write.

. 14.= Iw I (cos I.+ i -si 0)

for one Of its' elements. If z = Izi (co e + i sin e ), we have,

by de Moivre Is theorem and the assumption w
2 =.z

(cos 2 0 + i sin 2 0) = Izi (co e sine)
,Equating absolute values we have

lwl
2

so that

lzr;

Iwl 707
'Note that Iwl is uniquely determined: lz I is a positive real

number and .1w1 , being a positive real number, is .itspositiye

square root. Knowing Iwl , we must still find° 0 in order to

get w . We have ,

cos 2 0 -+ A. sin 2 0 = cos e +.1 sin. e I
helice, by Theorem 12 -2a,

2 0 = e + .2 kr , for some in 'k ,

or

0 = + kr , for some integer

[sec. 12-4]
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Nowz was given, and if 8' = arg z then we know 6 . too.

0 < e < 2r . :If we suppose 0 rg w s, the .rest4ction
0 5 0 < 277- limits the possible$alues of the integer k

44
k can only be either 0 or with 0 < 8 < 2r

0 < e < 7r and if.

k = 0:

k = 1:.

but if

1
9 +

0 = 4! e +

s3,

SIV
;

0" .*.oi r0 < 0 = e < Tr < 2Tr

703

Moreover,

Indeed

we have

1 1So 0 <
2 + rr< 7

< .7% e + kr - r < 7rw-ar 71* = 0 ,

k > 2: 0 = 1, e + kr > e .+ 277- > 2r

candidates for elements

. Ad

We: therefore find precisely two

the solutidn set of the equation

W = .Z

4°-

,z given, not zero.

They are .= "TIT cos ( e + 0 + i sin(. eN.+ o r)

r

.=;/TET [cos4;e + 1 sin( ;8 + 1 7r)] .

The question still remains' whether or,not the solution s
empty. As a matter of fact it is not, and both of our
candidates are members of it. -To see this we have to sh
they satisfy the equation. We use. de Moivre Is theorem:

2 f,4-z-i-,[cts(; 8

= lz) (cbp(8+

t is

of

w that

sin( 8 + 0 r)))2

) + i sin( 8 .+ 0 27r))

I (cos e + i sin e )

7 Z ;

[sec. 12-4]
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and VTIT (cos (2 e +. + i sin(-i e ±. 1 it

Iz (cos( e. + 1= - 27).+ i sin( e + 1 27))

=1
.= z

(cod'e + i sin e)

Thede conclusions are summarized in the following, theorem,

Theorem 12-4a: The solution set of the equation

2w = z

where z is a giv4n non-zero complex number, is

where
(wo 1 2

w0 (cos(; A + 0 r) + 1' sin(7 + 0 )

,/riz-r (cos( - -2 e + 1 7) + e + Cm);

and e arg' z

Three observations:.,
1. If z happens to be real, thid theorem agrees with the

results in Chapters 1 and 5. If. z > 0 , then lz I = z and
arg z 0 , so that

Vrfr [cos(0 + 0 + i dln(0 + 0 7)]
. %

f rET [cos(0 + 1 7) + i sin(0 + 1 7)] .

If z < 0 ;'then lz = -z and arg z =7 , so that

(cos(; 7r + 0 7) + i sin(-i + 0 7)]

[cos(-1 7r + 1 7) + i. sin(- 7 +$1 7)]

=.117 (1) --IF
=17Z (-1) =-12
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roots 'w
0 w

1 are. additive inverses of each other:
4
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(co(-,2 e + r):+ i sin(-g e, + r)]

7/Mr cos( i 4144 e )1

= w0

(However, it would not be correct to sa.3;,.. that one

of them has to be negative. Why?)
3.. If z = 0 , the solution set contains only one element.

That -elethept ins 0 , for w2 = b if and only if w = 0 .

Example 12:Aa: Find the 'square roots of i .

Solution: Since 151 = 1 and arg i = the theorem givE
r
2 ,

wo = oda ( i r + 0 +.i. sin(i + .0 Tr )
1 + i

Tr)
-1-- i

ir



Note that .2 arg wb = s- = arg

arg wi 2(4-) 4.= 27r + = -277- ,.+ a'rg i.

. .
+ 5iExample 12-4b: Find

0
the's`quare

,

roots .of
Q

i,
2

2
,./Soltitioni :Let :

12.+ 5i , la.; then .1zi and the polar form'of
13,12 + 51

(cos i sin e-rk 13 e

TS

Since cos :e g a >,' 0 and e .measures an angle
':i'h the first quadrant.' ma.y erstilnate of e by consuAing
a. table of cosines' or sines. Dividirig, this estimate by two we
would' have an estimate for the argument af.. wo' . Re- entering the
`table 'we could get estimates for oos -7 and sin and' using
'thelivwe could obtain an approximation: to w0 _t.. and'hence also an
`approximation to wi = - .o The .fact of the matter is that 'We

settle for such .approxiMations to. Square roots. We can
calculate them. exActly*! For this purpose we use the "half - angle"
formulas of Chapter. 10.

',cos .13
= c9 _s e. , os e

.

- 2

(Recall that the choice of signs in these foi*mvlas is dptermined
by the quadrapt containing -E4 . )' rieturning to our example;

,12 + 5i.a = arg , lies in 'the first quadrant.; hence is. alto in
. 0

6 , , e7 athe first quadrant. Thus cos 7 9-and sin re both positive.
4 .

We get H.



(cos sin 9,2)

4 ( in 'polar fo
176T

7-741 standaKdft*m.
The. two squareiroots of:4' + 51 are therefore n.

Exercises 12-11. ,
4-;In each of Exercises 1, ..: ; 6 . And the saluare:roots or the

given complex number, z . Check 14):ur answers, by squaring Plot
tiz and itssquare roots in an Argand diagram*. .1.. -

a. z - 4 . 40
2. z 2..+ 2i

\ 5.
3. z . _ gs 6.

./Fir c 5(71 e + kr) + i sin(;.elt,

Z'''=..,(1... i .

z = 3 -4; V. l-
z =.1+ i/T:

0
kr)]. Show that

, .".., '''.. ', . i
w = w0 and - wl for,any natural.-number k,.?"...

. Quadratic Equations with . qpinPlex Coefficients.

We ,ann-oUnced:4n. Chapter '5, Sectijn tha,' each quadratic
equation..with coMplex coefficients has complex roots' I.nr this
section we proi.re that this is the case

Consider the equation.

Az. +'BZ C 0 .,12-5a

where A, B, C are 4iven compl*x ntiMb'qrs (some or all of which may
<4;be, real), and A pL 9 . Complet*g the square, .we have

12-5b B B2 - SAC
-r 4i2

tfr

[sec. 12,-51



OP 1
1,lik Chapter 54, where , B, C were real, the right=hand member or

,tPqqation lb-5b was aaea.1 numbe In the present case, it is .a
qt:

complex 4pmper (perhaps real, pe ps not). Let U's 'write

B -- 411c

65

Then Equation 12-5b becomes,

,0 There are.two,,dapes:. '(;. ) E
=

0 , And (2) 44 0 . If E = 0,
4.., 4r, 2* w4Xch means 8 ... 410,p = 0 , the solution-.Set of Equation .3.2-5c is

41: AV- , Pr . .

, *
.1,.

the' setm,(0) Since z = r a .1, w ., the solution set'of Equations .

:

Thusr2-f. ,a and 12-515;A.4s the set (- 49. ..: Thus 4 Case (1),
'

2, 4;- ,4' 4. r0.4aB , -4,2f4cit., =. 0 , Equation 12-7m haa, just one solution',4- 4
, .

''w
0. .

e.

.'..f InAaa:Ae (2),:;:B2 44-AC
7 . -e,, .t .1.-:;.say wo , and ::.w . .Vie .15pow

4f.

0 p'Zquation 12 -5c has. two solutioa,

0; however, 1 from Section 12-4; that .\

wi _ 140 -ThusVwe write 4wo , 4lyw0) for the solution
A

Set ofEquationi1-2-5 . he solUtion set-'ot Equation,1275a isAheri

41- M. 4710

baikng one oCC" the soldilons

2
w = E =

,...
.

1,4
: 4 .

,
,iis

We, state these results as .Aittheotem.

'.::i,
4,

A
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Theorem 12-5a: The solution set of the equation

Az2 + Bz + C 0 , A 0 ,

is
4)

4AC = 0 ;.) if B2.- 4AC 0 , the sqlution

set is B B
w0 ' w0)

'

where w0 "ither of the. solutions of the equation

w2
= 13

2
- 4AC

4A`

Example 12-5a; Solve z2 - (

Solution: Here

+ 4i)z + 4i =

4

t.

A = 1 ,' B = + 4i) , C B2 4AC = 4 1 + 2i) .

2

-12 , E -;3 . Let w0 =ri then

-. + wo' = 1 21 + = 1 + (.2 + ffli
= 1 + 2i - + .

1 =

z2

Example 12-5b: z + (1 + i)z + i = 0 .

Solution: Here

s.2
4_,A 1, , Er= 1 + , B - 4AC = (1 ,+

. 1, 3r
,,= - 2i E - = 7kcos + sin,..-r))
Hence w.

0 1(cos 3r + sin 3r) -- -1 and

B+ i y. 1 - i
w =

it 9

_Example -12-5c; Solve the equation

z' + (1 5i)z (12 + 5i)

9[sec. 12-5]
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Solution: Here

A. , B. 1 - 51 , C = -12 - 51 , B
2
- 4AC = (1 - 51) 2

+
.4(12 = 24 + 101 , 12 51E . In Ekample 12-4b, we

found that the solutions of w2 = 12 + _5J.
are 5 4 i 5 .-tio

2 1137' 22

Taking w o. . 5 "1" , we have

B -1 + 5 . 5 + 1
TA w0

2 2

. B -1 + 51 -5 +
.

z2 7 TX 7 wo 2 2 3 +21

2+ 31 ,

(Compare with section of Chapter 5, where this quadratic.
equation was mentioned.)

`Exercises 1-5

Solve the following equations:

1. z
2
- iz + 2 =0 . 4. z

2
-(2 + 21)z + 2i .

2. iz
2
+ (1 - 1)z - 1 . 0 5. z

3
+ 21z

2
+ 31z = 0

2 4 23. z - 2Iz - 1 . 0 . 6.' z + 4 12 iz - 8 . o

7. z
4
- iz 2

+ 1 - 31'. 0 . (Use half-angle 'formulas to obtain
z
2

, tables to, get approximations for z .)

s

. ,

8. (z
3

-
2

) - (1 -1- 21)(t-2 - 1z) + 1)-= 0 .

ction 12-4 we discussed the solution -of the equation., .

_
w2 , where z is 4 given complex number. In this section we
eonside the equation wn = z', where zi is a given complex

...:

-number

n . 3 ,

number h
. ,

nd. 'n is a natural number Firstdwe consider, the case
4

and later we extend our resulb4 to an arbitrary natural
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For z = 0 , the-equation W
n

z has only one solution,
which is 0 . (Why?) We shall find that there are n distinct -

roots when z pi 0 .

Cube roots.

Consider the equation

12- 6a =t6Z

.

where z is given. Suppose z 0 . We proceed as we- did in
Section 12.74, when we discussed the* equation w

2
= z If

w Iwl (cos + sin 0)

is intthe solution set of- Equation 12-6a, then

Iw13

1w13SO

(cos 3 0 -1-A. sin 3 0) Izi (cos e + i sin "e)

, cos 3 01+ i sin 3 0 = c o s e,+ s i n e ;

and lw I = x3.f2T , 3 0 = k 2.7 , for some integer., k ,

or Iwl = 3/117 , 0 . 4e+k 3ir , k E I .

Note that 3./rzT is the (real) cube root of the positive
real number - lz I ;; it is therefore positive.. We propose to show
that, if 0 < e < 2T , we have 0 < < 2.7 if and only if
k = 0, 1, 2. (Compare this to the analogous situation in

Section 12 -4.) Indeed, fon

k= 0:,

k

= 2:

01.

2.7
, so .0 <- "< -21r ,

2 2 4so '0.< .fll <rr +fin . < 2.7,

, so 0 < 0 <

[dec. 12-6]
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But if

and if -1:

2kr 6r

1 2kr

Moivre fs theorem showsi tizat4Ptiit'S

64

As with.sware'Toots,

of thenumbers-

12-6b

W2 = 31/rEr Cc
cl;

. 2r
7':37)]

really is a member of the sOlutiOn:.Set..: We -4U0marite:thpse'..

results as a theorem:

where

em.12 -6a: TWsolution'setofth
3

is a giv,en non.Tier0:coaplex number,



Example 12 6a' .Find the cube roots n.
= 1 and arse :z.

w0 cos(0 ..+ i. -sin (0

;

cps 1 0 .71- 1 - + i sin (0 0;1
.

= 1. sin

cps 141

S

, '-Ther4' very important cRnnectittn between' the- results
al-fled in ample 12- ele, and tci% Formula 12- 61; gi,ve

.':names' to the special numbers
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then (-1 42y.17...) 21
-441 - 2i IT-

,-

= -34-*(-2 - 2i ill -1--

and u/
2

is the other non-real complex.cube root of 1 The three
cube roots of 1 'are, therefore,v,,4,y2 since w3 = 1

The connection between the cube roots. of 1 and the cube roots-of

any complex number t is given, in the following theorem.

Theorem 12-61); If. z
3
is not zero and. w is any one

solution.of the equation u z then the other two solutions
2'are and w w .

We give two proofs of Theorem 12-6b, The first proof,

which involves lesi-computation, aqomplishesall that*.
actua y require The second proof exhibits explicitly the

relati ship b ween the.Formulas 12-6b and the much more compact

expre. i As w, a/q

First Proof. Our first is that the three numbers,

1 ,;,777,7 are distinct, This. is.evident on the grounds that no

pair of theM2lave the same real and-imaginary parts. Moreover,'

it is impossible for any tWo-of the numbers w to be
a.

..equal if w 3
z 0'. For, on the contrary, we should have

W =4u W

(say) or- 1 = uel since w cannot be zero. .This contradicts the

fact that 1 and u/ are distinct. We knoW,then.that w w ,
2

and twi w are three4 different numbers. We propose to prove that

each of-these numbers satisfies the equation m3.
. Since they

are three different numbers they Must be the three elements.of the
. _

sOlutionaet, for that set contains only. threeelements altogether.

[sec. 12-01



Sy: hypothesis w3 = z .. Now, in addition,
, .

.

(a/ w)3 = av3w 3 . w3 = z , for te, 3

and (40,2w)3
= jw3 . 12w3 w = z ,

3

so a/ w .and a. alsoalso satisfy the equation.

Second Proof: We show that

cv w0
1

and 6.a w6 = w2

4

715

and leave the other possibilities .as -an exercise for the student.
Recall that

= 1/.57 [c os ) + i sinG" 13 )1
$

2r 2r 2 cosy .1t7r41y . cos -77 i sin , .
3

sin

We have,-then,

3,/wr
0.

[cos(7 e ) . i sin(7 0 )1 (cos sin 4-)

[cos(2319+ -?-r) + i sin(?.- e + )

4

.4ri sin(7 e)] (cos -- + i sin

cos Alr 4rNi(1: p:+ ) + i sink 0 + 17)J
1

47r

This theorem tells us a great deal about the geometry of cube
roots. It is the analogue for n = 3 of the fact that w1 = - wo
when n = 2 . We know that the cube' roots of z lie on the
circle with center at 0 aria radius 3.477 One /of them, the .'

one we call, 140. , has argument one-third of the argument, off z
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Since the other two are mi.w
0

and

the three

.is clear when z = 1 and the ,roots are l ,4e),. 4v ForApy .

17other4a.lue of we have add . or ..71,,,arg.F.., to

0
we can see at', once that

cube roots are equally spaced around'thia circle. This

the arguments of 1 ja,
2

to get the arguments of 140

w2 , respectively. Since we add the'ea*Je quantity to each of these

argutents we,turn the whole, configUration

amOunt.added.

around 0 by. the

Roots -of order h .

We now extend the rebults.cbtained for square roots

roots.; We give, theorems for theroots of the equation

l'226c z

and cube.

A

.

where n is any natural number. The student will note that sub.

stituting 2 and 3 for n. in the theorems and their proofs

[sec. 12-6]
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d.

gives us the theorems obtained for square roots and cube roots as.

well as:'their_ proofs. Thus there is no.;new idea in the remainder

of this section; we merely carry over, what we did before to the
general .'case.

Theorem .12-6c : If n is a natural number .and z is a .

given non-zero complex number, the solution set of the equation

wn= z

wn -11 1 where

27rwk z (cos(F e + k -F-) + i. sin4 9 + kV-r 1.

Proof: By de Moivre Is: theorem; each. Of the numbers

k 0 1 , 1 belOngS to the SdlutiOn set since

n. 1 27r 1' 27r n
wk .4(11-r:rcos(F e + k +'1 sin(F e + k 17411

1z1 [cos( k 20 + sin( e + k 2

14 (cos a+ i sin e)
)

Moreover, they are all: distinct for no two qie:ve the same argument.

On the. other hand, suppose' w belongs to the solution set and

that 0: = erg W We must shOw that' each ,elemerit'of the 'solution

set is one of the ,nurlibers :wt.) , wl ; wn_, . We assume,

them, that wn = z This implies

I wl = z i and

fOr some integer k - Thus'
14.

440itt

frzT arid

2

0= 9 +k 27r,

1
= U K

. 12-6]
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while <.. 2r and k > n_ give

eN ;

rt
> 0 + nr

0 < e 2r and k give

= 0 +.k

This theorem showS: :that each -.nonzero complex number .z has
n distinct complex' rr roots, %where, n is any natural" number.
The complex number 0 has only one nth root tor each natural
number It 'is, '0

The. n

roots of unity. Let
moots of the number 1. are Called .the'

s. ,

cos(4.;" + 1 0, sin(ii 0- A,1
1 - 2r)

cos(4) + i sin(2E)
. n '

.so, that 6,c? Ae. a particular one of the n roots-of unity .-...

thDe Moivrels -.411fbOrtern,.shoyis us that the n 1 other._ nto .:roots' of. ,

unity. are:

2-

e .

thus for k = 1 ; 2 , 3 , . . , ye obtain precisely the same
roots given by Theorem 12 -6c on 16'iltting z = 1 , e. = 0

cos(k.'



The next theorem generalizes a result, we foundvbia. the cases.

3 .

,

Theorem 12-6d: If iv is any one Of the roots of, the
equatioh wn z ;. where.. Z 0 , .^then the 'solution set of the

equation may be described as

2
(w w

wherep.i oos(4-;-71.) + sin(f)

Proof: No two of the numbers ,1 ,, A., ,
2
2 , .... ,.fin -1

can be equal because their arguments are,
,

respectively, 0
.. .

n
7r

.2
,

and no two of .theset)
2r 27r

n n '

. ,

arguments are equal. Hence no two of thV numbers.

12,6d 2
1.1. y`

...., .

can be equal; for otherwiel,: `.;;;would have to be Zero, which is
.7' , -;7:: '''',W '4Pti

,.impossible. We know, by :, , l276c", thak Equation 12-6c has
exactly n roots; we co i;i;i,ille proof by3showing that each,,of

. the numbers 12-6d is a soldt(ion., of ,,,Wn = i -. But this is easy, .

since
(20

kw )n
( ain)kwn

for any integer k

This theorem extends to the general case the results we found 's`
for eases n 2 , 3 on the location of :the roots the roots
lie on the circle with center 0' and radius -.41-1- If

fre atg z , 'one 1of these roots has arguthent 8 ; the other

roots are .located at 'equal distances 'around-the circle. For
n ) 2 , thee n roots, theref ore, '-ir,epresent the. Ivertic es of .a
*regular polygon of n :Sides inscribed in the circle..` It there-

fore suffices to locate one of them-,day w0 ; oafter this the

positions of all the others are determizied...

[sec. 12-6]



x-erciea112-6
. In each of Exercises 1, _7Pl.nd :the cube

given complex numbers.

1. z.=-. 2..

2. z = 2

.3. z

=

roots -of the

= 1 - 1 r'.,

6. = -(User=tables to Obtain approXimationv.
' 4:roots~ )

tr: 1 ÷. (Do not use tabl es

ScilVe the equations

(4) X4 1
. °

- 1 =0 .

.(c) x3. +:(6,+ = 0

Using 'tables' find the 4th roots of

16(cos 164° i sin 164°)

10. Show that the sum of the n n
th

roots of unity is,zero.

Find n cc3mplek' roots of each of the folioi;iing -equation4:.
)

/D..; N n n i
Vat() ? + Z 7: + Zn.,_ 4.: . .. + z3 + z2 .4. z + 1: ...." 0 i. ,

: ,
. where ,...n is- a natural ripmber;

( ) .zn. ,..zn71 zn-2. -. z3 z2,...

'"e31 ' where n 1s an even natural-nut:bet%

°

SectiOn Miscellaneous' Xercises

2 '.Prove that 44.;., 0 and 10.410
2

, *here z,0l

are the two nonreal cube roots,of

T.:tress'in polar form:

7-3 .+1/7
-2 2i

+ 4 = 0'y

°

and ,eo

c) ,217 1 sin 217a.
-(d) 0.5592 - :0.8290 it



(e) The .conJugate of r(cos '43 + .
A ,

cOls 25 35' + i sin 25° 3'5.! 1-/.

cos 182° + i sin 358° . 0

(h) cos 23° + i sin 32° . (ege tables.)'
3. Express in pblar form and perforM the indicated opera*n*:,,,,

(a) ( =1 + i)<1 i)
(b) 35 :157:i

'(cos 137° + i sin 763°)(cos 317°'+.i 'sin 223°
cos(-30°) - i sin 330°

( c )

) (1 - 1._)2

(1 ) 5

,(e), (cos Am° .sin
10

e r

4.. Simplify the product.

15°,)icos 15° - i ,sin 10o ),

1 a) 2 gee 3 al I
n-1

(a) when n is even. .

(b) when n is
Let zio be a complex number and a; a non-real cube root of

'?A

unity: "Show that the points z ,a,/z 2z form,ari equi
laeral triangle on' the Argana . A

6; Express as a function .'1f z and n the length ,f one aide
of a regular f,n-iidedpolygon,,,inscr4ed in .a 46irclA of
radius Izi , 'where z is a. complex number .

.

Fine-All, the roots=' of each 'of the following 'ectl.:1,ations;

` (a) x4, 4- 2
V

"'.
.

(b ), Z 0IV =

`s;
,..

[sec.:12-7



*12-7.

We have:

ark' z

Chapter 12.

APPENDIX

1 1

The Functions , ;7 ,

a

seen that if z any non-zero .komplex number,
and -m is any integer, then. .

7;
.kjm ['cos On

. sin(m e )] .

In Section 12 -6 we studied the equation wn = z. , where z' is a°
given non-zero complex number and n is a giverinatural. number;

that.the:solution set cOnsists..of the .11 distinct numbers

O

we found

$

27) .+ 1 B141. e +1c LifTh,

40

The results in Chapter 9 tell.us that if a is a positive
real number, there is a uniqueloositive ri,kti number b(' such "at-

b
n

We write

(al/n)m.. (14m11/11

of thesen4ilibers.

"lawk"...of integral

inthis cake, b = a1/h . Mbreover

entitling us to write am/il to denote either

We also know from Chapter 9 that the familiar

expOnentA" carry over entirely to these
"fractional" exponents..

In.this-sectioh we Propose to "consider the question of

"fractional"Towers bsf complex numbers. It should be-apparent
at the outsit'that our task-is-much more involye4 in the complex
case than 3.t was. in the real case--if only because we have

I 4

roots of order n 'here instead or just 'one.

,



724

0

11The first step in any studyof rational' powers is to-give 1

meaning to expressions of the form' zl/n
. We cannot simply say,

as we could in the real case, that it is the sol tion of the

equation wn

if n > 1)

z does noti.define w as' a function.of z . In order to

construct eome sort of function in this context, we are therefore

z ;' for there are.toO many solutions (more than 1

To put the. matter rather bluntly, the relation

forced to Shift our point of view..* We have a correspondence here,

but in order to obtain a function we mus first settle the

questions, of what are its .domain and range.

Letus take the simplest Case first; we therefore consider-

the e40.tiOn- w Z . We hope eventually to find how ,w can be

considered to depend:on 'z.. In order to understand.this relation,

howeyer, we shall first turn it. around and nvestgate

detail how z ;42. 'depends:m.11, . By..shifting our attention to
0

'this more familiar situati n'we can le rn/much that will help us

in discuadng the more co cated :nrinv Se Telatiop: We now

nave a function z = wo'to rk w or Our..study'of this

function let us praw.two pictures..

maginary

Real

Fig. 12-7a

[sec. 12-7]
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In the first we

725

-
shall plot the compleX numberw and in the

second we shall plot z . The:Dinctional relationship between'

these variables can'be deacribde:byAetermining which points in.

our "z- plane" correspond to givOOpOintsin our
ft°

Let us trace some of the 'pairs in this correspondence For

instance, .if w = 1 ,.the corresponding point in the.: z..:Piane is 1 .

If- w is real and greater than 1 (onthe nrealn'axis in the

w-plane to the right

indeed it is further

z w
2

and 1w1:> 1

of 1), so: 'is its "image ". in the z.:plane;
,

away from T, since izI >,1w1 if

. Theimage* any4point ip thd w-plane
outside of the unit circielies\outside the unit iirc] in the

it',1 1 ;. .' G t

z-plane ror IzL>lwl 4> 1 if '141.> 1 . Alsy eath point in

the w-plane and inside the unWcirCle.4orrupondstts A point

inside the.unit circle olf,thaz-plaone. NIally.eac4.point on the

unit. circle of the w-plane corresponds Wappoint on the4unit
el Ai ._ 6..

circle oT
/r

the z-b/ane. ur discvsSion of- the correspondence has

taken into.account only the absolute vaipaS of w and -z so far,
0 0 e

14and may be considered th geomettrical version of the statements
i

4.'

.. .,11
I z I > ivi I Sox.lf z. w then-

4
ta

I

#,

Izr for

Iz17< 1w1 for

,To-comPlatebur picture, tie .consider arg w and arg z

e mass do thispy.,tracing the image in the z-plane of a pbint,

4Oving around the unit circle of the w-plane. The image point

moves meantime on the*unit airaie i5f.the z-plane 4sibte:that,as

w makes .the trip through, thee. first quadrant on its unit Circle,

going fr0m z manages to- travel through :both: first

and second quadrants, going all the way from 1 through i" and

on to %-1 -(Figure 12-7b) :s

[sec. .12-7]
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4c.
Let w continue, passingt

unit circle:' When this happe!14

,,-;:ei.

circle completing a full Circk

( 7,,

14,--
..z '

ig., lgr 7e

Whai Apeens r ct is 0:,gOod 'question, depends on novt,-you

chooie 'Cribs If v,r keePS :going, ipaSsing hro'ilgh' the
z gill shpt along throut,,,..its first afid`; -.7,4
again.. AndlorInV.ly as w -paSirs thr

f :

third qua04nt,
-;1F-

second quadrants



,..". , i
4?,.. vs..,,; ,,

fourth, quadrant, z will race. thrdugh ie$' third.:and,,fourth
.'

44 ,quadrants; and, lapping w , .triey will . cane into ', their- reapedti-ve-.. -.

points 1- together. : This is the trouple.. If: sti7t -went.,...thrdugh,;
each;:df the points on its unit' circle exactly once as ,.w . makeS.'.
its.,fUll circuit there would be no problem; tViee wOuld.be,.,,juSt
cne-va4Ue Of W corresponding to ea.c14,...ef ihes% ia1ues Of .-% ,.
.ands,we-would have''a fUnction :14 -_. f(z) to ;talk' a.iiiouA. -A,s,-;:16;.ie
w e 'have; :no t- ,. yet

.

g ot such a f un c t ion s iiCe.,.'.eavoh* ,Liyes rise -to
a` pair of

-
W. ts, ' ';:' .; ' ''!-'''.'.1 .::'."

- - .140--',Can':get,:b.roUnd this difficulty :by2'af.txtick,--a,p q.east 14:,,,;.:
,. - , 4.# ;- !' """

: 1141.fil .a ti..1..*..i-ih'e ri , : 1 t was introduced about a hividee yearg ago". --r'''',1
.' - .,,, '. k . 1-10)314 t ': nip ..-tri,dit can remain- a.; trick .for. .a htendred ye 8--;dertainli': ::-..:5i;

..". i'iort'' one ..44:.i*:kia..r.o..,this..: :has, qui.te rt,,,vespctabe Ilt/90
since it and has come to:be,dbns ere o-f

4<.1

1 7noat. iMpOrtant;iiethods for ,treating question .of-,..t , sort. -.

ur troubie. amounts' to.,'t,lie 'the:t've -ia.N.e., to We,. .
.points:in'the zi.plane twice itb escribe a "t sour uchols the one,*

4 _. * II f'considered : : Suppose then that juse two z - ,plapes _goin
0

thrOugh each of them jUat *ce #an, w -do/ tnit p.pmeilow? The-.
, . . - $ Ad-) 0. famous German` ma.thema.tician Bernhard Riemann found tat 4,Arcanl. -;

provided:., we are sufficiently ingenious about it fle4tvisualazed.
_

the "two ! z ,."plane*" 4rranged as _foll ts: We uctit '1 each of%hem .
along the positive rea4aXiS and then ue" theM Ugethett in
cross cross fashion as shown (Fig e 12-- _d),. The res
-configuration is -an' example of -vrha.t we.:cali a Iliecildim urfacb.



St

Our

.;;

n all this istO:Ohtain::: :asf's. function of z

if 70'. z Can we do4t.nOwIS:AgalnIet w traverse its unit

1:1"G1e:.*ThiStiine, hoWever, j.et.usimagine as moving on the

Surlface:-HVery.iyie340,1hen;WiS.. 1 is 1 . A6

1*-eshrotign'the::f.irit.414iiranOtz.:unit circle we imagine z'

.:4i;44'Moing halfway aroUndita::Unit ai:e4e in One'of the sheeti of

its Riemann Surface. As w passes through.. its second quadrant,
,

s comes around nd 1 . Now- -here is the

trick - -as .w:goeSAnto itathird quadrant,- z. will pasts'over to

other sheet and go through two quadrants of the unit circle on

,that.sheet (Remember the aheets:-oross,eaChotheralongthe

positive real axis.)-:When its circuit, so does

But, by introducing:thiS way,of:lOoking'atthe matter z has

gone throligh'no point tw ce;eXcept that it ends," at 4! where. it

Starts.'ThiS statement t0:1:interpreted with pare. There

would appear to be a dupli ion since our "gluing" seems. to

identify the two points 1 f the two Sheets. ,Let us imagine

that z 11 (in the first sheSt) for .w = 1 , z 12 (in the

second areet) for w = -1'; and Z . 11. when w, = 1' again.

We need ail:thS points of. each sheet--we -cannotatford to throw

_any-am 'by allowing some points'tO be in bOth,sneets, We Took

on these po is as distinct although it Jenard toomake a con-

vincing drawing; the pieces are, connected cr6ssLwise but we

think of them as not touching-anywhere other than .
.

Hence, correspOnding to.each'point'onthe,unit "circle'° in

the RiemannSurface,- there. is'one and only one point in the

w-pl : Here is ,Our function! Its domain. is the-tWo=sheeted

,Riemann Surfaqe,-itS'range is the w-plane. phis unction is.
!- f

denoted by '.w ..z

\

A



The'same theme, with varia

of '.wr..7z for other natural r ube values. of -n .

-.I. .
P

Thus for.. n = , the function .= w3 opens each of the

7 2 9

Cir

ruffs7through the discussions

"trans".

9. 7 91 < < c< 4. 0

vin,, the sense the images in the z

plane.of the points in each- of theM

fill outthe z-plane.

Thus the z -pane is' covered three.timea by

points in the'w-plan'e. In this case we repiaCe

threesheeted Riemann Surface shown-in Figure
.
12-7e: As before,

We then obtain a function Wi, z1/3 'whose doMain is this surface

and wFiose range is the w-plane.

the

the

images of

zplane with

,The idea, is-ranalagous for a general n.. The function
-..

w = z1/n .,,has :.

an n.isheeted n Surface foru'its dOmainjita
:

range; as before is the w-plan

9 4

'zee[

c



13-1. ntroduction.

Chapter 13'
,

SEQUENCES ANDSERIE,St

It0 is .a common experience to be

numbers arranged,in some order. The

given us;,'or,we may have to discover

Forexample, the mllkman.comes every
Jul 17;. will he come on. August 12?

given the set of dates. 5-

17, 19; 21,

Arranged froth left to right in the order

..wish'to,:know how tcLcontinue the set.

scheme 1e:trivial; wahaye

17, 19, _21, .,., 29, 31, 2, 44 28, 30, ..., .

confronted with apet of

order and arrangement may be

a law for it from some
0 .!

other day. 4.peame on

We might consider that we are

of increating.time. We

In this aqmple'case.the.

and theanewer to the originalquestion.is yes.: ,Any such ordered
arrangement;' of a set of numbers is called..a sequence.

Definition 13-1d: .A finite sequence of, n terms is a .

-function a 'whose domain is the set of humbers (1, 2,
The range ie.theh the set (a(1), a(2)., a(n)) usually,

.

Wrltten
.a2, an) 'The' elements. of the'range are .called./

the terms of the. sequence. /,

'.- An: infinite sequence ie'.a.funbtio,,.a 'whose domain is theh
set (1,23,...,I4,...) of all positive integers. The range of a
.is thentheset ja(1), a(2), a(n)..),usually
wr4tten. (a-

1, 2,
a3, .., an, .) . The element ana

n
of the

range is .called the .nth term of. the sequence,.



The terms of a finite or infinite sequence May be'arbitrary

objects Of:any:kind, but in this -course they will bp real or

compieX:numbera..

Example. 13-1a:

(a). 1, '2, 3, ..., 17

(b), 17,-23,. 15, 5280

(c) .17, 12, 7,:2, -3, -8

3,:6, 9,

,(e)' 7, 72, 73,

(f) sine 7r, sin 74 , sin , sin n, ..

j.

The first three sequences are finite the last three are

/4infinite: In all but (b) a definite law governini:the.forMation'

of successive terms is easily discernible.

Suppose now that in thesequenceSabbve we replace the commas,

between successive terms with plus signs.: The resulting expressions.

are called series. (The.noun."series" is both sigular and,plural.)

Definition 13-lb: Let (a
1' 2' n

a ., a be a given

finite sequence of real or complex, numbers;then the indicated sum

a
1

+ a
2

+ + a

1S called a finite series. The numbers .a are
1' 2'

called the terms of the series.

Let (a
1,

a2, . ; a . ) be a given infinite sequence of

real or complex numbers. Then the indicated sum"

a:1 4 a
2

+ + an + .

is called an Infinite series.. The.hltilber an -is.,cal1ed the nth
term of 'the infinite series.



hOcording to -1the definition,the expreSSion

1 + 4;+ 7 + 10 + 13 +16 .

.733

"iS'an'example_..of a series, It is a finite series having six terms.
Note that the operation-of,addition suggested by the plus'signs is

1.4riot actually involved in the definition. Of course, .,rd
eventually want to perform the addition in order to find the sum'.
of a. series, but ,it is rong-'to confuse a series with its sum.

Example. 13-1b:

1 1.,

TO- + ---2`
+10

,

This is an, infinite series. Note' the plus sign.-
A;'

before the.dots.' The 10th term of the serifs is
o

1 09 ,:

10'
The. student is warne'd,agaihstreferring'to the "last-term' of an.
infinite series; 'there. i,s none!

Example 13 -lc: Find the 11
th

term, of the infinite series

1 2 + 34- 4 + + 7 ,8 +

where the dot between the two integers of each term indicates
. multiplication.

4,

Solution: The second factor of.eaCh term le evidently twice
the number of the ,term. Thus,

the 11 th term is 21..
A

2 4.62 .

It

-

is frequently deSirable to use letters for the terms. Of a
-sequence. or a series, and.often a. subscript As 'attached to
indicate fhe,number of the term c6Unting fyom the beginning, or
,from.some fixed point. Thus, the most general infihile sequence
may be written in the form

P

,la-la , a a2, a1' 2' 3' '

and the
A
most general infinite Series-as.

a a
2

aj

sec. 13=11
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The.Use of dots-may turn out:to.be ambiguous, because the
.

composition the sequence (or series), if complicated, may not

,te.evident from a few initial terms; To avOid this difficulty,

-mathematicians: frequently write. just the general term. This is
the lc term,_start.lng from any fixed point. Of course, any
letter.may be used instead df k.; the letter used i8;callea the
:dummy variable. Thus in place of Sequence (13-1a), We use set

'notation and write

113-1C)

This symbol means that if we replace .k in turn by 1, 2, 3,

we will have.the Sequence (13-1a)... The upPer.and:lower symbols

appearing outside the braces are called upper and lower indexes,

If a sequence is finite, say with :n terms,:then the uppei' index,

is n rather than co , and the last.term is an . In the case of

an infinite sequence such as (13-1a), .there.iS hc last term such as0*
art.," because' co .is-not a number. We use co. as the upper index

in this case simply to indicate that.theSequence is infinite,

shorthand notation is. used to represe4 a series.

Since a Series is an 4.ndicated sum we use'what is call d

"suMMationinotatW and represent Series (13 -1b) by the ymbol

.

Greek letter "sigma;' which.corr sponds in

Englishtoikhe.first letter of'the:Word The: indexes mean
_411r

the same_ttringiherethat-they do in:"the sequence httatiori! 4hus
4

if a §eries.. is finite, say with n terms, we write instead,

a

k.1

[sec. 13-1]



Example 13-1d: Write out`the finite series

Solution:

substitute' the sequence of valueS

general term 2k . We get

25 26 4:2? 28'

8

To obtain the --terms'. of: the series we have only to

5 6,: 7, VA8 for k in the

+ + or

32 + .64 4 128 + '256';

a
Example 13-.1e: .The Aollowi-ng syMb91.. is Mdrely, another,

notation for the irifinite series of Example 13-1c:
..

You have only to write out the first -,four terms
yourself of tps: ,Try' it.

to assure

We 'conclude this section by defining. the sum or. a finite
series. '4

Definition 13-1c: The, stun So of a finite series is the
sum obtained by adding all of its term6.

The subscrip' n in the symbol Sn fOr the sum $:of a finite.

series indicate(6 that n ,terms are added. By definition,
al + a2'+, + an The symbol

1*

a ;

k =1

.(sec.:, 13-11' ,



is also used to denote the suM of an infinite- serres. It shoyld _be

emphasized that each of the symbols

k=1

has two meanings_as ;each symbol denotes not only the
0. ,

fatlitts series but 15.0. its suns.; It will .always Efe,,',61ar,from the

.0ontekt -*hiCh 'Meaning-.1S intended. . °.. ... - -
It should be d.observe taut .flefinitiOn 13-1clao s not;. .define

,the stun zot an infinite series. We must postpone e_ stateMent of

such a ti&finitX6n until the concept of...the of -a° sequence .,
has., been introduced in Ssdtion '13-4.

o'
ir

-Example °l3-lf: Wh6.t is the sum of the folloaing, series' if
a

s odd? If n. is. even 9-
4...

Solution: We obtain the firs.t teln of this aerieS%bby

substituting k.1 for the dummY,siaria-ble k- the, geneSI tern
. we Obtain the second term `by; substituting

**flitifi the S'eles is

-1 +1 + r
dd the sum. is ; ,if

0

Comple each of the fol.lowing sequenceethr9iagh terms:
,.

,(1) ) /4, .11

(c.) :;4/7, 2, 6

(d) 2 x ;5, 4 x, 10, >"(., 20; .6

( e ) a , '5,/a" 1,7E

,[sec. 13A1)
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737.

2. In the-previous problem fincl.the ,k
th

term of each sequence.
3. Rppeat Problem 1 -using the abbreviated notation for a-

sequence, Thus Part .(a) _is

(-3k + 2 )7
k=1

I4. ,Complete each of the following series through 7 terMs: ..
(a) :7 - 2+ 7 - 2+ ...

.

(b) .7, + 0 - 7 + 0-+ ...
e

( c ) a + 2a + 3a +. 4a +. , .

(d)1.7'1 - 2 + 3 - 4 + ...

5..
,-

nd the Sum, of the first 7. terms of each series 1.1

pblem 4.

6. Write each of the fol,lowingseries using the notation::
(a) -1 + 1 + 3 + 5 + ...'+17

,

(b) 2 - 4 +8 - 16 + ..... - 256:

(4) . 1 3 + 2 - 4 + 3'. 5 + ....

(d) (1 + i) + 1 +(1 - 1) + (1'... 21) .

7. Wpite all terms for each of the following:

4

k(k.,1- 1)14
1 2 ' k. -2

-3.

k (k + 1)
2

((-2) 2

-
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..
8. Shoe by writingrout all of the to that th f flowing

symbols all represent the same Se

It= -3

-15

k

)
j + 17

(b + 21
20

19

kc)

m=14

..Write the Pt1 term of the -.seris7

m 17
m - 13

M.

(k2. 14k)

k=2

10. Admitting that the sequence

(k(k + 4 1 w
2

k=1

has its first two terms odd numbers, its next two even, etc.,

find the general-.termof the series

1 +5 ,.9 - 13 + 17 + 2i 25 29+

11. Show that

n-
(a)

c - ak = c a
k

k=1 k=1

r

= pc

k =l

[sec. 13-1]
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I
) E (a,± ) +. bk

k" = =1. k =1 k=1

) If 1 < in < n

,=i
a =

12. Is it true that
.

n *.

(a) E 7akok
k=1

n

(b) E
k=1 ak

If nrn>1

(c) E
,k=m

=

: I

13.- Arithmetic Sequex)ces arid Series.

Certain sequences and series are io4 such r.eciuent occurrence
that they have been given special names.

eV

Definition ,13-2a: An arithmetic sequence is a -sequence in
which the difference olltained)3Y subtracting any term f,rom its
successor is always the same. -Tftis difference is called the
copimon differen the arithmetic se-quence and is' designated by
the letter d .

.



7 4 0

4.

'd,n :arithmetic sequence is alsJO

and we say that the terms of the Segue

pri ogression. The dommon -difference

obtained bY.

a2, .a3, ....,.a.k. e, .,... are the
A. I..' e,

. sequ4nce, then
% . ri . ) - (a .d a - a- -,,;:72 3 2 4 k. v-- -1, t=

Following are examples -of arithmetic sequences:
(a) 1,- 2, 3,1:..., 17; d = 1 .

lb) 17, 12, 7, 2, -3, -8; d = -5

c)

al4ithinOtid pr- ogression

''in arithmetiq

rithmetic sequence is

tracting' any term from it;sccesor. thus

terifte: of- -an arithmetic

' )

40 The sequence ,1,. -1, 1, -1, . is not arithmetic' beceuse
th6, differences between successive terms are alternately' -2,2i

'this-'sequence has. no common. difference. so- : \ ..-,-
-------

_

Prop. Dehnition 13-2a . it follows that if al. is the first
term orr".in arithmetic .sequence,then .

s

Oft

al,

a2= al + d ,

a3 = a1 + d + d =4a1 -+

I

13;-2a!* an 1) d

The last ro,Vides us lith-an easy formula for finding
.

the nth, term' o n arithmetic equence whenever the first term

and the :common difference are kno We illustrate anappliCation
-.'of Formula 13-2a by meana of an example,

Exam le 12a:, If the 2
nd

term of. an arithmetic,
.

se%lence an,o and t 9th .he term is 1.4 , whtsare 1
st

and
100 terms? - .

Solution : Using Formula 13-2a vrit a2 =g 0 And a9 = 124

we see that

sec. '13-2
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, .

Whence

14.. a
1

)d

= a1 - 1)d

d . 2 and -a . 196
100 '

From the
4
deriniion of.a series given in Secti6n 13-1

..7._

(Definition 13-1b) iA follows' th thmetic series is the

indicated, sum of the.'terms.df an arithmetic sequen,ce. The `most

important arithmetlbtseriea ls the one whose term are the

positive-integers'. The common difference of.th series is' .1 ,

-,- , ..: .

and- th sum S
n'

of the first' n .,terms is,given-Oy-the equationA- 4' .qi 7

13 -2b S = 2..4- .; + (n 1) + n .

6

.Since the sum S. ia:nqt 6.frectedby,the'Order:toffaddXtlon, we

can reverse the order of terms'on theright side and also
Writes ..

13-2c . ° S
n

n + 1) + 2 + 1

Adding Equations 3,372b and 13-2c, we.obtaih

R
2S . n + 1) .+ .43.) + 4 (q,+ 1) 4

and dividirig b6th member6 we. have

_ 1)

n'

Making use ,of the E notati trodueed in Section 13-1, the
s

last equat4on can also be w'itten as
*71

have obtained. can be stated av,s. theorem..

2
n n

[sec. -13-2 ]k
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Theorem 13 -2a:

13-2d. 1 + + 3 + . +n= E

where n is a positive Integer.

n
2
+ n

441

One could almost have guessed thiS result. Since the differ-
ence between successive terms is the same, it.is reasonable to
suppose thatthe average term of this series is half the sum of
the first and list terms, or..half.the sum of the second and next-.

tolast, etc. The sum. of n terms, each of which }gas the average.
(n + 1.3

2
value

2 , ,

4isn as.stated. in Equation 13-2d . We

'shall'soonaeethat this is a general rule for all- finite arith-
metic series,(hat is:

Sue= (number of terms) x (average of first .and last terms).

's ries'. The following,eximp
/

Iesare illustratiire.-
b

Theorem 13-.2a. may
,
be used to find the /sum of any arithmetic

Example 13-2 Find 'the slim of the series

+ 11 + 15 + 19 + 23 .

Solution: ,$ubtracting.the first term from each Of the six
terms of the series and compensating by adding an equal qiIntity,
the stl, is ecial to

*3) - 3) + (7 -.3) + 411 - 3) + (15 - 3)

t (19 = 3) +.,(23 - 3))
7 6(3) + (0 +

4
+ 12 + -16 + 20)

6(3) + 4(1 + 2 +,3:+ A:+ 5)
.

Applythg Theorem 13-2e to the expression within paAthesis, we
find that the sum'is

6(3) +\4(24) 78
A

[sec. 13-2]
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'Example 13-2b: Find the sum of 500 terms of the arith-

metic serieS,
. ^

(- 4) + (-1 4.) + (-1 4) ...

Solution: .TO find the sugi of this series we.need to know,
. 3the last term. -Using'Formuia, 13-2a with a

1
= - and

1d we see that

a500 = (- 499(- ;)

Thus the series can :bewritten in the form

[ - + 2(- ;) ] 3 1+ '499 (
"2)

Whence we see that the sum is

1500(- .+ (_ ) (1 + 2 + 3 + 4:99).

/ 2
-

l499) + 499 = -62 5o

. Example If the sum of the first n .Positive

integers is 190 'what is n ?

Solution: n - 19d

(n - 19)(n + 20) = 0
n = 19 .

The solution n = -20 has no meaning in the present context

becauseeji is a positive integer.

Although.it:is.possible to find the sum of any arithmetic
1

series by employing the pheme used in the preceding examples, it

will'be helpful. to haVe fOrmulas that can be appliediciirectly.

We.can obtain two useful formulas by applying the method of

Examples 132b, and 13 -2b Le the general case. Thus, consider
I

[sec. 13-2]
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the arithmetic series of n terms, having, first term al ,
common difference d , and nth term [al + (n - 1)d] :

.al + (al + d) + (al + 2d) + ...,+ [al + (n - 1)d] .

If we let S represent the sum, then;

7J'al + + 2 + 3 +'... + - 1)]d .

Applying Theorem 13 -2a to the ,quantity within brackets, we have
(n - + -Sn nalo+ [ 112

, 2
(n 1)

]'d or

13-2e S
n

na
1
+ n(n - 1)d

"2 4

Combining terms in the right member of 13-2c we get
2na

1
+ n(n - 1)d

S
2

na na
1
+ n(n-- 1)d'

nal + n[a
1

+ '(1 - '1)4].

2

But by Formula 13-2a ,1\' an = al + (n - 1)d; so

13-2f Sn = g(al + an) .

-"Equations 13-2c. and `13-2d giN4 us usefia.formulas for finging
the: sum of any arithmetic 'series.. Which one We use in a giVep
case depends on what facts we,are given., Using theSe formuIa-
will greatly sitplify the work in EXamples 13-2a and 13-2b ..-

Example 13-2d: Find the sum of-the series:.

.,- : L
'16

7E (le - 15) ..

k.2 ..

[sec. 13-2]
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Solution: Noting that the lower and upper indexes are
-7)respectively and ;.16 , we see that the-series has 15. terms.

Substituting. k.. 2 and k 16, we find that ..,a1

,a
15 1 Using Formula, \13-2d we .get

S _ 74-13 + 1) = -90 .

Note. Occasionally the last line is written.as.

- 15) = .

k=2

When mathematicians use the Z notation in this way, they have

in mind -..the sum of. the series rather than the series itself.

Although,We.introdUced the E: notation as a symbol for a series,

the dual Usage_of this notation should cause no difficulty,

because' it will usually be clear from context which usage is
intended.

Example ,13-2e: A bOdy falling fr m rest in avacuum falls

approximately 16 ft. ° the first se and and '32 ft. farthei'in
each succeeding second. HOW far,will it fall in 11 .secondS?
In t seconds?

Solution: The series is

16 + 48 + 80 +,

Using Formula' 13 -2e with a =

we seed,elia-t for' 11 terms

S
n

11 - 16 + 11

and for t terms

16

10

, d =.32 ,

32
.1936

and

;

n = 11

2 _

t t
2
1 32S 16. t - 16 t2

[sec. 13-2]
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Exercises 13-2

1. Determine which of the following series are arithmetia. Find
d and the next three terms for those that are.

(a) 4 + 10 + 16 + 22 +

(t) + 9.+ 12+ 18 +

(c) 2.0 + 2c5 +.3.0 + +

(d) 2+ 3 2+ 5 + 7 2+
(e) -10 - 6 + 2 +

1

2. .Find the sum of the, series

16
(k - .17)

k=1

3. Find the sum of the aeries

E 4)

k=0
4. Write the first 5 terms of an arithmetic series in which

the second term is and the third term is .

5. Write.the first five terms of an aria metic series in which
t e,sedond. term is m and tilt fourth term is p

6. 1 the third term\of an arithmetic sequence is -1 and the

16th is 11 what is the first term?
r

7. If 2 - n' is the nth term of an arithmetic series, write
the first term.

8. Find the indicated term in ach of the Following series:
(a) 15th term in 3 + 5 +

(b) .11th term in -2 + 1

(c) 9th term in 13
+ +

How many integers are there betwee

,j.

divisible by 23 ?

[sec. 13-2]
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10 The arithmetic mean between a and .b
its.value if

(a) a = 5 , b. 65.

-(b) a = -6 , b . 2 .

(c) a = b . 7 + k./7

(d) a = (c + b = c-
2

- d2 ..

77

a bis . Find

11. Take every 5th tent' from an arithmetic sequence and form a
new sequence. IS the new sequence arithmetic? -

112. If 3 anti 8 7 are the .first and eighth terms of an

arithmetic sequence, find the'sixteris that should appear
between these two so that all eight terms will be in arith
metic,progression,' (The six terms you are asked to find are

1ctled the six arithmetic means between 3 7and 8 .)

13. Find the sum of the following series by using Theorem 13-2a.:
(a). 1 +2+ 3+ +,10
(b) 1 +: 2 + 3 + ± 999
(c) -3 -,6- - 12 1!"15

14.. On a ship,.time is marked bY *striking .one:bell at 12:30, two.

bells at 1:00, three bells at :30, etc. up to a maximum of
8 bells. The sequence of bells then ,begins anew, and it, is

repeated in each successive interval of four hours throughout '
the day. 'How man\4ells are. struck during a day .(24 hours)?

- How many are struck at 10;30 p.m.?

15. Find the sum Of- the series

(ak + b) .

k.1 -ft)/
y.

16. Find n if

1 +. 2+ 3 + n = 153

A

jsec. 132]
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L.
17. Firld.:a and b if

4

k.-70

(ak + b) (ak + .

18 Find the shim of the Series'

, Ti .

-n

Show that the sum is the number of terms multiplied by the
average of the'first and last terms.

. (Here. k .;,runs through

all integers from -x to m :inclusive.) 41

1 'The digits of a 'positiVe,integen having three digits are in

arithmetic progression and their4Isum is 21 If the digits
are reversed,-the new number is 396 more than. the original
number. Fincrthe original number.

.20. Find formulas for a1 and S
n' when cl,.n and an are

Eaven.

2. Find x if ( x). , - 2x are in, arithmetic
progression.

22. The sum of .three numbers which are in arithMetic progres4bn
is -3- and.their product is .8.. Find the numtierS.

23.. Find the sum of all potitive integers less than .300 which
(a.) are multipleS of.7

(b) end in 7 .

13-3. Geometric Sequences and Series.

Another very importalA special sequence is' the geoMetric
sequence.

Definition 13734: A geometric zequence,iS\a sequente_in

which the ratio of any term to its predecessor is the- same. for

all terms..

0/1'
sec. 1341'
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ThUS if the first term of ageometriolibequence is and

the common ratio is , then

2

4,2
a
3

a
1
r

'

-Ve
'.- ...

_

-.--------
.

13-3a a
1
r
n -1

, where:- n is a positive

i2.
'integer.

The last tne gives us a Tormula for' the n th term. Geometric

sequences are a.so referred to as.geometric progressions, and the

terms of the sequence are said to ,be "in geometric progression.
.

Fr:cm-the-definition of
,

a.series given in Section 13-1.
, , ---

(Definition 13-1b) it follows that a geometric series, is the
. I' .

indicated sum of the terms of a geothetric seqUence. For the

sequence introduCed above we'have the geometric series
J n-1 n-1

13-3b a
1
+ a a ...

1r... 1-..
,

2
+ + a

1
xn-1.. . a

1
= a1 rk,r

k

k=0 k=0

Which is finite and has n terms, or the infinite series

c°'- co

13 -3c a1 + a r + alr2
1

+ ... . y."..
al
rk.

al E ...
k=0 k =0

As with all infinite series, (13-3c) has no last term.

Following are examples of geometric series:

(.a) 1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + 16 + ; r 7. 2

(b) i - a,_ 4 1.+ i - ; r = i

(c) 7 + .+ 3 + 3 ,/E + ; r .,/7

10
(d) + 1 + .3 + .09 + .027 ; r = .3 .

(e) it - V? + 73.- v4 + v5'- ; r - 7

(f) 3(10) 43(10)° + 3(10) -1 ± 3(10)- 3(10)-3

[sec.. 13-3
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rig*

The last series is'finite so we knoW that it has a sum'.
Interestihgly enough its sum is 33.331 This 'iliUstratesthat
any number sill of whoSe digits are identical'is really the'sum of
a L 1geotetric series .with common .ratio

10
The series

1+ 1 - 1 - 1 + 1 + 1 - 1 - 1 +

is ndt geometric because it has no common
alternately 1 and -1 .

To obtain a formula'for the sum of the finite geOZetric
JSeries 11-3b recall the following formulas from Chapter 1 for

factoring polynomials:

.

The ratios are

1 - r
2

(1 +

1 - r3 T. (1 + r +

r)(1 - r)

) (1 r

An extension of these formulas to the form. 1 - rn suggests that.

/

13-3d - .-(1 + r + r2 + r )(1 - r) .

The'40ality in the last line can be che'gced by multiplication:

2 n-1r + r +. t + r

1 - r

r 2 3
- rn - rn

1 + r + r
2
+ r

3
+... + rn-1

1 + 0 + 0 +0 +... + 0 - rn

If r 1 we may divide both sides of Equation 13-3d by
to get

1 + r + r + r
n-1 1 - rn1-r

Multiplying both members-of the last equation by al. we Obtain
the sum of Series 13 -3b . We have proved the following theorem:

[sec. 13-3]
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Theorem 13 ja:

13-3e

al(1 -rn)

- r

= na
1

where n = 1, 2, ...

n-1m-1 a rkr
1

k=b

if r 4 1 7

__r
if r =/°, ,

751

Note that if r = 1 , the series has n terms all equal to

al , so that the sum is nal'. Equation '133e cane be used, as a

formula for app1ication prOblems in which. r4 1 . In this.'

connection, however, we usually represent.the left member of

Equation 13-3e 'bk s
n and employ the shorter form.

a
1
(rn 1)

s
n r - 1-414'

Another usefUl formula for the sum of a finite geometi.ic

series is

3-3g
ra - a

s =
n r

Thin formula can be easily obtained by making use of Formula 13.-34.

Since

. n-1
r

ra
n
= a rn

Rewriting 13-3f in the form

a
1
rn - al

=
r -

and substituting' ra
n

=,alrn we have .13 -3g .

[sec. 13-3]
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vr
. s

losl

Example 13-32: If the itth
term of a geometric series isTH---

6 'and the 9 term is 1458 , finds the
1st

term, the 10th
term, and the sum-of.the first ten terMs. k

Solution: USe Formula 13-3a ice: first with n = 4,
,

= c.; then with 'n ..9 a9 45 . We get two equations.:

6 = a r3

1.4

.

1458.= a1r8 .

,

. Solving, we obtain r. 3,, al
2.
rfrom whit

Formula 13-3f with n =

10-
Z.(3

n 9 3
8

10,

- 1)

we get

38
9

= 6560 7,.8
7- -1

1

,

Uain&.
..

Example 1373b:' If a finite geometric series has the last
.term 1296 , ratio '6 , and a sum'of 1555 , find the 1st

term.

Solution: Using Formu 13 -3g with 1296 , r = 6
and sn = 1555 , we have

Henpe

6(1296) - a ..

1555 =
1

Eercises 13-3

1. Write the next three terms in each Of the following geometric
sequences:

(a) -2, -10, ... ,

(b)

(c) 7, 1, "--
2. If a 4- b 4!c is.a gedinetric series, express b in terms

of a and_' c .

[sec, 13-3)
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. r .

0

, % r .4,, it .
3. 4ina the sum of the'.:fol wing seriesi '--- 4-

), 1)2.+-.22 + ../...,+
'(.2

I

CV*

4 ft
- - :0 '

(b) 1. - °3f+ 3 r 33 + .

. ..

- (b) ,1 -'II + 1 - 1 + ".....+ 1 .- 1 0.00. terms.) ....

4. - Find the sum of the seiiies
,-...

.1" 99'

E rk

k.5

Find n
( F

n

sfp".63 .

k.0

Find n if' 3 + 3 + 3 + + 3 1-20 .

. Can two different geometric sekes have.the same stb, e

same first term, and the safe number of terms"? r

2 I.
1 + r +r. . 7 k.)

. Find the sum of the series

n+r

rk , both when r = 1 and when 4. / 1

Find the sum of the series

2
2k+1

10. Find-the numbers x to make the following series, geome ric:

(a) - 132 + x - +

(b) -sr=c'+,/ - x +118 - 9x + .

11. How many 'terms are there in the gec etric

1 °-/32 +16 + 8 +

(sec. 13-3
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,12. Find,' if possibl Y the lst arid e
nd

terms of a iseometric' -

....

A ": 'series with -3rd term - 5th _3: 8th
term = 1

_ J term ;.c. gm - - 4.8..

lat_ ,.Find all. sets of 3, integers in.geothetrIc pr6gression whose
.,f`

product is 0-216: and . the sum of who'aesquaIs is 189 :
- 4 .

14. Ifi ,M is the fqbt of a'perpendicular drawn rom a pint P-16 %

the 444of a semicircle to tne diameter AB , show that-lengths AM :.
MP , MB -are:in georic/ProgreSObn. -.

,,,-
A-15.. Tjie terms of d'finite geometrit series between the first and.

. ,

he last are called gedmeteric means between the .first and

,

last'. If the series ha)s only three teams, the middle term,

fe'called the geometric mean between theriother-two. - Insert
(a) 3 gebmetric means betweenu,;1., and 256
'(a) 2i geometric means between "5 -`and

.(c) thegeOpetricmean_pet e
8 and 16b4

(dY the ge etric mean be weep a and b

13-4. Joimlt of a Sequence.

Recall again the deflnition of a sequence of numbers &tated'
'1n,Section 1,'3 -1 (Definition- l3 -la.). We A11 find it convenient
(to clot the numbers al.; a2 a3 , an ... on a numWer line.
To avoid confusion we will label the paints associated' with the

. .

numbers of the sequence, by the symbols which representthel in the
sequence.

a2 an, -

t

0

In this way we'can establish a correspondence between the terms of
a sequence of.numbers and a set of points on the number line

To study. the. behavior of a sequence of numbers and the''-points-

corresponding to them let us look briefly at severai-examples.

4

[sec. 13-4]
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:0 P1211221 .13- 4.:

. .

, 1 1. *1 1
(a)/- -2 ! IT , 13 , .TE , ....

..:1,1.... ,

a ,A

. , f
0
1 .."

0
3

a

, . I
A

r . 5

tr
,. i

..
,-- 1 ..

--, -

1 -i-
Xpoi corresponding to sdecessive ;terms of tbe 1 sequence get

albs and
,

<, ...
.clqser to the point ' 0 . aSN,n becomes' large; that

an. approaches zero as n . beComes: large . -

.

1 2 3 _11

3 j
cts a '4. lo2

.

3
/ 11441054.. 1 n

r I

6 4" : 2 v
--iF. 3 i'' ...-} -:n I

If n is' odd,_ the points corresponding to a
n get ciosr and

. .

cleger to 1 as n become lavge; if n is even, the points ,__ . _

- corresponding to , an apnroach '.-1 , . Hence an alternately
,

approaches 1 and _-1.
.Q

t

, -\
.

,

(c)1',..--2, 7, -4. , -s- , - -6 , .

.1> 02 a a
4

d
5

a3 0

Z 46 0 1 3 *1

Points corresponding to a are alternately to the right and-ileftn
of .0 ; however,..as n becomes large- success e points get closer
and closer to 0 . Hence, an approaches zero

(d) .1 ; , 1 , -1 , 1 1

In this case an is alternately equal to 1 and -1

becomes %large.

.
( e ) 1 ; ; ; 2 -1-7; -".

In this ease it is easy to see that as n becomes large so does
a
n



.

. , .
..rs',' 4

,°° !:

. .

,

.
. . .

:The foregoing examples'Obw.-plearlY thatthere'are two kinds
i. - , ..

in
. ,I

.....of40equendes which'Idif r according to the way in which an..

beh'aves as n .beComs 1 rge. 'Initothrand (c" we see,that as.,
. .

'-''n becom!s3arge an apprOachesspme.fixed numbers- ,A end 4 ,4e

say that an ,apprOaches.a limit A as n, bet.omes large.: Such

sequences ere said to be'convergent. On the other hand, in 64,
(d), and (e),-.thereis no fixed number that;:an approaches. _

'Sequerces of this kind are said to be divergent.

The no on of litA
.

\may be familiir to y.o In geometry, for
example, learned that the area of kregular p6lygon. inscribed

''.in a qircl approaches the area of the circle as the number of

sides Increa es. In Sectitin 6-6 of this text, it was shOwn that

'the .distance between a point on's:branch of a hYperbOla and an

asymptote approaches zero as.the point moves out indefinitely far,

.on the'curve.

To make_the,notion of the limit of a.sequence precise, we

state the following definition. 41

Definition I3-4a: The sequence al , a2 , a3 , has
a Limit a

n becomes and remi/inl' arbitrarily close to A
.

4. as n gets larger and larger.. A sequence tha has a limit is
Said to be convergent.'

Under the. conditions of the definition also say that "the
limit of an as n becomes infinite is A ," and we write the

statement which appearstin quotation marks with the symbol

. . A .

The following examples illustrate'the definition. The limtt'

in each case is given. .Write enough additional terms in each ''''

example to satisfy yourself that the gi s nce has the
. indicated limit'.

[sec: 13-41
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xEample.13-4b:
.1

1 7,,.7,7, . ; A

'Althotgli it may seem obvious that the liMit.of the given sequence
should be zero, this example is not trivial and_will be useful
1kter. Symbolically we ordinarily write

1

Example 13-4c:

1
1 , 7 , 1 ,

iim (2'n).>co n

1
2 =-

Here a . 1 7when n is odd, and an = 1 - 2 when n is even.

= : 4
It is not ruled out by the definition that ,a may be equal to itsn

limit for Some values of n , or even for infinitely,many values
.

of " n
4

Example, 1374d:

1 1(2 , (

1,
12). , .(2 7) , (2 , (2 )47

( 2 - ..) , , . . ; A = 2 .

Note that an is alternakely larger and smaller than A
Sequence .(c) in Example 13-4a behaves similarly.'

Note: A fact which deserves.mention at this point is that a

sequence cannot have two different limits, because it is not
possible for an to be arbitrarily close to each of two different
numbers for all n sufficiently large. What is meant here is.
illustrated by sequence (b) in Example 13-4a , This sequence, as
already stated, is not'convergent;-.4t is divergent.

[sec. 13-4



In'th peceding examples tlie'l#)it for each_sequence was

given and'iWas relatively easy to see that the indicated

was indeed th 'limit of'the.given sequence. On 'the otherhand,.

.determining Wh ther a given sequalce has 'a liMit and finding its"-
. value when'thee:is. one calls for some specialized knowledge of
the propertie.s of'limits. In advanced; courses in mathematicS

,these properties le usually stated as thebrems. Before stating
such theorems .we first,observe that the,sequenCes

a
1 '

, a3 ,

b .

1 '
b
2 '

b
3 ' bn''

can be used to form many neW sequences;. for example;.

al + bl , a2 + b2 , b3 , , an + bn , .

alb
1

a2b2 3bte., , an

al a2 a3 an

57. 53.

'all- la21

etc.

n

.., (if each b
n

0) ,

I. ,

We conclude this section by stating without proof the

foklowlng theorems involving limits. The student will find these

useful in finding the limit of a sequence.

Theorem 13-4a: .The constant. sequence

has c.,as its limit;7that.is

c = a .

n *co

lsec. 13-4]
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Theaum 13=41): If lim an . .A and lim = B., then

(1) lim (can) = c lim an . cA;
4,

II > co .\A n-400

lim (an 4- bn) ..lim a
n

- lim bn = A 41 ;
(2) +

n--->ce
*.

ri-.4..c n--->co
.

(3) lim.,, (a bnn- (lim a )(-lim b
n
) = AB

n=o,co n---).co
n n co

N,

(4) nn, m.-.3.03 n A,
lim a

B '
b
n

, B 0 .

n lim b
n

,n.-->co n---g.,m A
1 :

Example 13-4e: Find the limit of the sequence for which

Solution: Since

a
n

-r-12 7 (-if) (n .C&

the given sequence is,the product.of'two sequences having nth
1 1

17terms 7..-1 and . Thus, by Theorem .13-41)(3) 'andEXample 13-411,

lim -11z . 1)(lim 4 .
n n

n--->cc

0. 0 .

5Nample 13-4f: Find the limit of the sequence for which

ann A + 1

[sec. 13-4]
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Solution: Dividing the numerator and denominator by n we
see that

n 1

7177 777".

Thu.s, the given sequence is' the quotient of two sequenced whose
n
th 1terms are: 1 and 1 + - respectively.

By Theorem 13-4b(d) we see that

lim
n A l n--ie* 1slim 17.1-T-r = lim

7---r limn--3,.. 1+n-4... 4. n n-70.00

But lim. (1 +. = lim 11 + lim -. 1 + 0 1

?-o

by Theorem 13.-4b(b),
. 13-4a, and Example 13-41).

Therefore, , lim - 1 .

n-->

2n + 5n3Example 1374g Find lim 1 +

.7n--3003

Solution: Dividing the numerator and denominator by n 3

We note that

Hence,

+-7+ 5
1 + 2n + 5n n n

7n3' 7

3 ',-1 + 2h + 5n 0 + 0 + 5lim _
7n3 7n > co

44

Example 13-4h: Find the limit of the sequence

j4.0 .f1A1111, 341,

[sec. 13-4]
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Solutiont,-, If n is an odd integer; say .2k + 1 , then --c...

= lim

k --> co

+
a2k + 1 7

2k
_i.) . Also k--+-lio ap ril_4m.

2 +.i
a lim 2k

22k + 1 -- k + 411! 7--:"1-
k---> co .k.--)..col

. 7
If` n is an even integer: say 2k , then

+ 2 Again -. asan
2

, k + 2 00

n 2
k + 2lim an lim a2k 2klim - lim r _.2

k--4.410 1

The novel, feaiure of this example is that as n increases aan
.alternately gets closer to and farther from its limit. But the
an does, none the leas, "become and remain arbitrarily, close" to

.2 An appreciation of what happens when n becomes infinite

maybe visualized,by plotting successive values of an' on a
nUmber:line.

4 6
4

Exercises l3 -4

1., Elial,uate the limit for each sequence that is convergent,

5 7
3 4.

(a) (2kk+ 1)
k.1

co

(0 (k ) *(d) 3 ; 2 ,

2
, -7-

. 12

k=1

41

e q'e C . 13-4
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ki

Make use of Definition. 13-4g\ to decide which of the
'f'ollowing sequences converge: Make

.
a guess as to the

for those that converge. .

(a) 0 , 1 , 0 , 2, 0 3,

(b) 1 , , ;.

1
N/3. 1 1(c), +,7,7,7,

(d) ,-1* 2 , -3 ,

I
1 2 3 4

`, . 2 ' 5

( f ) ( i + ) , + 4-1 ± .3t ) , (1 + + -t7+

1 1 1(g) 1 , -1 , , 1 , -1 , 15')

(h)\ o.6 , Q.66 o.666 , o:6666

(1) 2 , , , 11 ,

4

) I , .12 , Nr3 -s/7

(k) 12 22, ,;32: 42

Find the following limits:

\ (a) lim 3n - 1
2n +

n-->03

2 '

(b) lim n - 2n + =1
,

n>co n2 + n 1

(c) lim _3n3 - n
-'----3-----

n--->co 5n + 17°.

(d)

n + 1

r-

L

(e) lim [(n -.1_)n (2n - 1)]

n-7403

[sec. 13-4
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Show that
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(a). lim 1
. 0

n--*m n \-

(b) lim- (1 2,1
n *02 n .n`

7 5.. Prove that j
lim

.n7,.=*03
.

does not exist .

6. Prove that

does not exist-.

lim

7. Prove that .

4442

2n
5n -.

lim ant + bn + c a
, if d Ip 0

n--*m dn +en + f
Compare with results in 3(a) 3(b) and 3(c) ,

8: If d = 0 in Egercise 6, can the liMit still exist for .

certain values of the'constants? Compare'with results in
Exercises 54nd 6.

*9. Provethat for any positie to r

a
0
n
r

aln '"r-1 a *a.r a0liM =
b,nr + b

1
n
r-1

+ b
r

0

if b O 76,0

10. Admitting that lim rn
. 0 (Irl 1) , find

lim 1 - r
- r

[see. 13-4]
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11. Find

1

Do not expand the productp.

12. Find the following limits if cOnvergent.

(a) lim 1
n--090,

(b) lim 0

) lim 7

lim
11--9.00

n2 - 3n + 5)(3n3_- 1)

n(n
4

- 17n + 11)

13-5. Sum of an Infinite Series.

In.this section we will, make use or the concept of* the limit'

of a sequence developed in the last section to formulate a

definition fdr the sum of an infinite. series.'
Mlt

Recall that the definition given.in Section 13-1 for the sum

of a series_epplies only tot finite series. . Even so you may have

an intuitive idea of what is wanted in the'infinite case. For

example, if.you. meet the number .7 ; you may feel quite sure.
1that the number 7 is intended. The infinite decimal,, is, of

course, equivalent to the series.

13-5a 3 3. 3+ + . ,

. 10 10

andi.presuMably the sum of an infinite series should be defined in

Such a way that this series will have the sum . We emphasize_

that we have the right to make definitions as we like, if only we

agree to stick to the.terminology'we adopt., However, we also want

to keep things reasonable and consistent. For example, if we have,
a finite series

[sec. 13-5]
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13-5b' s
n

. a
1

a2 a
A.'

then the sum has alredy been defined. But sn in 13-5b can
also be regarded as an infinite series all of whose terms are
zero after a certain point. A definition of the sum of an

infinite series must certainly not conflict with our previous
definition in this special case.

Suppose that we are confronted with a special infinite series,
say

1 1 1 .

4+ n(n + 1
13-5c - 37-4.-72 + 2,.

03

k(k
1

+ 1) '
k.1

and are asked to guess what its sum is.. We might proceed as
follows. Denoting the sum of the first n terms by sn , we
observe that

1
"°1

.2

42 7 7 '

3.3 7= ,.

4
P4 ' Tr,

s
n

The numbers s
n listed above are called partial sums; they

are partial sums of Series 13-5c . If you look carefully at them
you may have the' feeling that as n increases sn approaches
some number A which ought to be called the sum of infinite-

13 -5]
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Series. 13-5c. Thus we are faced with the-task of determining'

such a number A if it exists. Recall that. in Section 13-4 you

learned how to find the limit of a sequence. Let us make use of

this fact. Clearly thip successive partial sums of Serie@ 13-5c

form a sequence; it is called the sequence of its partial sums,

and we write it down as follows:

13-5d
1 2 3 47 , 7'

By Definition 13-4a this sequence has a limit and by ExaMple

13-4f we know that its limit is 1 . We propose that this

limiting value be the sum of Series 13 -5c.

Consider the followilg infinite series:

13-5e 1 - 1 ± 1 - 1 + E (-1)k .

k =0

Its sequence Of partial sums is

0 1 , 0 ,

Clearly this sequence has no limit, and it does not seem reasonable

to call any number the sum of the infinite series.

The last two examples show us that there are two kinds of

series which differ according to the way in which their partial

sums behave. The first type is said to be convergent, the second

divergent.

We are now in a position to define the sum of an infinite

series.

Definition 13-5a: The sum Of an infinite series is the

limit of the.sequence of its partial sums if this limit'exists.

A series which has a sum is called convergent. If no limit exists,

the sum of the infinite series is not defined, and the. series 10.

said to be divergent.

4111,1 [sec. 13-5]
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Let us review the argument used in the introductory examples
which precede the definition.

(1) In each case we 'sought a number which we might call the
sum of an infinite series such as

13-5f a
1
+ a

2
+.a

3
+

. .

(2) We used Definition- 13-1c for the sum of a finite

series. to generate a sequence of partial sums of-the.
given infinite series,- That is, we used

n

13-5g sn = al + a2 a + + a .
n

k=1

to obtain the sequenCe of partial sums
co .

13 -5h sl , s2 , 53 , = (s
n

n.1

(3) Finally, we examined the sequence of partial sums f
convergence. By the definition which we have just stated

(Definition 1375a) we know .that if the sequence of partial sums

of a given infinite series has a limit, this limit is the sum o
the. infinite series. If the sequence of partial sums has no

limit then the series does not have a sum.

At first thought one might conclude/the we are now equipped
with a general method for investigating any infinite series and
obtaining its sum, if it has one. This is true, but the method

outlined above is not generally useful because of technical
difficulties. Except for some easy special cases the method is
hard to apply. The difficulty lies in determining an expression
for

'sn
whose limit can be.calcUlated.

. Thus, mathematicians relyOn far more powerful techniques.

'.Unfortunately, the background .on-Which these depend has not been
developed.in this text so we shall.not introduce them. Thus, in
this text, the work of finding sums of infinite series is limited

to series that can,be handled with the methods presented.

[sec. 13-5] .
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Example 13 -5a: Find the partial sums of the series

1 + 2 + 3 + = k .

k=1

Solution: Using Definition 13-1c we obtain

k-
2
+ k1 , 3 , 6 , 10 , = [ ---7--)

k=1

sequence

Example 13-5b: Find the sum (if there is one) of the series
..,

(7 - 11) +.( ., _ ,) + .., =1 E (,.1 1R)
1 i -1t

k.1

1. 1Solution: s1 = 1 s2 = T , 53.= 71 , ... ,- sn = -ff

By Example 13 -kb the desired limit is 0 . Hence the

'series converges and has the sum 0 .

ExamPle 13-5c: &Find the sum (if e is one) of the series

(i
7.7. 7) . .

= E (1 R71771- IF )

2 1 11 1

k=1

,Solution: The general term of this series is a unit more

than the general term of the previous series.

Hende s n + 1
.

But lim_ (n + iT)'

n=4.03

does.not ixist:+that is, the series,divergesaand

has no sum.

[sec. 13-5]
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1 1Example 13-5d: The harmonic series 1 + 2 + 7 + + . . .

can be proved to be divergent.

Solution: The partial sums are

sl .,1 = 2(7)

s2 = 1 ÷ = 3( ),

sk = (1 + + > 1( )

" 1 1N (1
+g) (1st3 = +7+ + + + - + -1%7)

1 1 1 1
S 16 =-* (1 I- 't + 13) (-g T6) > 6(7)

.

Starting at some Point 1
, where n is some power of, 2

. 2m) examine the next block of 2m terms,

1 1 1
+ +

2m + 1 2213 + 2 . 2- + 2m

Each.of these is certainly greater. than or equal to 1

2m +.2mHence, this block of terms

2m 1

2m 4. 2m

Since we can find an infinite number of such blocks, the sum has

n6 limit; that is, the series is divergent.

Example 13-5e: On the other hand the alternatingiZeries

1 1 1
1 - 74. is. convergent, and comparison with Problem 19

in the exercises will indicate that this is the series

loge2 .

[sec. 13-5]
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We conclude this section by considering a problem which
arises as an interesting sidelightto the concepts that have been
developed. Suppose that we are given any sequence of numbers. Can

we construct a series such fri7A the given sequence is a sequence
of partial sums for the series? The answer is yes, and we shall

make the matter clear with an example.

EXample13-5f: Construct a series whose partial sums

correspond to the sequence given in Ekample 13-4h:

14Lk-ig22--
5 4_ 7Solution: Let_ sl , s2 s3

Since s a'
1 1 '

. al + a .. s + a2 ,

.p-
sn al t a2.1-

1
+ a

n '
a + a

n
s

we see that

.al = si ,

a2 s s2 - 2

a- = sn - s
n-1

Thus the require4,series can be obtained from .

si + (s2 - si) + ....+ (8_
14

- sn-l).

Making -theproper substitutions for si s2 , etc., we have the

series

5, 7g,
-.5

+-

= + + 5
The last line suggests how to continue the series.

[sec. 13-5]
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Infinite series are one of the most important tools of
advanced mathematics. Ar.exatple, it can be shown that

2 . n'x..TeX = 1 + x + 157.+ . . + FIT + ..., n! . 1 2 3 .... n ,

3.

-..

5
sin x.= x x

- -77 + -- - ... , x.in radians ,

2 . 4 . ,

x ,cos x = 1 - -2x7 + -E-r. - . x in radians,, . .

Furthermore, these series converge for every.valueof x , and the
sum of each series. for any x is the value of the
left for that value of x . ,Infinite series are also import n
the. calculation oftables of logariihms'and tables of trigonometric;
functions.

Example 13-2F: Find the value of e correct to four
'decimal places.

Solution: As indicated above,

1
.

+ 1 + +
1

+'... + 71-1- +

The partial sum sn is a good approximation to the sum of an
infiTt.Aseries if n is large. We find

1 . 1..000000

1 = 1.000000
\

1/2! = .500000

.1/3! = .166667

1/4! .041667

1/5! = .008333

i/6! = .00.389

1/7! .000198

1/8! p.000025

. S8 , 2.718279
.

If $8 is rounded off,to four decimal places, we obtain 2.7183 ,

which isthe:value of correct to four decimal places..

[sec. 13 -5]
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Exercises 13-5

. 1. .Find the partial sum for the first n .terms of the series

2 + 7 +12+ 17 +
2. Find the partial sum'Jor the first n terms of th'a series

7' 7
TO15. TOU5 ..

3. Find the partial sum for the first 'n terms of the series,

15 + 12 + 9 + 6,+ . 0

'4. Find the partial sum for the first n terms.of th4 series

27
+ 3 +4+ -- +

5.

'6.

7.

8.

,g.

10.

Find a series whose partial sums are

Find a series whose, partial sums are

Find a series. whose partial sums are

Find a series WhOse,partial auras are

Find a series whose-partial sums are

12,

2,';6, 14,

2, -2, 6,

3, 8, 15,

2, 8,.20,

20,

30,

-10,

24,

40,

30,

22,

70,

Find the sum of. the series

co

n=1

3
3n + 2)(3n 1)

11. Find a series whose partial sums are given by the formula

Sk 2(3k +.2

12. Find the sum of the series.

1,-1

( 2
2 _,2

k + 2k + 1- k

co
2

13. Show that the series E (k + 2k + 1 k
2

k + 3 diverges.

k=1

14. Determine whether the series 1 - 2 + 3 - 4 + 5 - 6

diverges or converges.

[sec.-13-5]



15. The area under y = x from x =
to x = 1 ,-approxiMated by n

rectangles is the sum
.n,l

Ti`n n ''"
n-1 E

k=0
n -1

Find the lim.-t k
n

. The area under y x
2
from

x = 0 to x = 1., approxi-

mated by n rectangles is

the sum

1 0. 1 4 (n-1
+ + -"2 +

n2

n-1

k2

k=0

2

0

773

n

n n-
1 2:aIf

k2 n(n+1)(2n+1) , find the im k
2

.

b n--*co n
k=0k=0

17. Find the limit Of the sum .(if there is one) of

3 5+ 777 +
2Hint: 1 1

(2k + 1)(2k + 3) 2k + 1 2k + 3

2

18. With.the,series givem_for ex. , find.the approximation for

19. An approximation for the natural logarithm is.given by the

following series for -1 < x < 1 .

1 2
loge ( 1 + x) . x - -.3c

2-
+ 1 -x3- _

j

Use this series to estimate loge'.1 1 to 4-place decimals.
Compare this result with the appropriate area under the curve
y = 17 in Chapter 9.

[sec. 13-5]
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13-6. The I f nite Geometric Series.

No infinit rithmetic- series converges unlesS all of its
terms-are zero; hence, the_cbmiergence of infinite arithmetic
series will not. be conaldered further. On the other hand, we have
already, seen that certain inf nite geometric series may converge:
For example, the infinite dec al .7 mentioned at the beginning

1Of Section 13-5 has the va e ,'and this is equivalent to
1"saying'that a certain geome it series,converges and has the sum 7

By Theorem 13-3a the n
th

partial Sum s
n of the inf'init'e

geometric series

13-6a a
1
+a1 r+ar2

+ . a
1
rk

. k.0

1 - rn. al(
- r )

if r41 .

n this partial sum.have a limit as n becomes infinite? It
depends on rn . If r 2 then. r 2 4 , r

3
.= 8., etc., and

rn increases rapidly as n increases. No limit exists for rP ,

nor for
sn 7

If r = -2 , then r
2
= 4 r

3
= -8 , etc., and

again no-limit exists: On the other hand, if r 1/2 , then
r2 = 1/4 r 3 -.1/o etc., and rP approaches zero. irThat is,

+. in

n 1 r
will have the limit The result is evidently going

- -
. to depend on the absolute value.of r. The above argument shows
that if r1 > 1 then Series 13-6a diverges;. if Irl.< 1 then .

Series converges and-has the eum r . Finally, if
r = ±

1 the. series reduces to

a
1
+ a

1
+ a

1
.+

"or al - al + al 7 ...

TheSe certainly.diverge unless a1 = 0 We summarize our results
by stating a theorem.

[sec. 13-6)
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Theorem 13-6a: The infinite geometric Series 13::.6a-'

converges and has the sum, if Irl 4 1 . It. diverges
*lrl > 1 (unless .a1-. 0 , when it Converges).

EmE0A 13-6a:. Find the sum of the series

-g --a 4- = E (1 1 1 k
4 4

k=0

Sdlution: r = - < 1 . °The series converges

and has the sum --1-r _ .

4- 7

Example 13 -6b:' Find the value of the repeating decimal
.142857

Solution: This is equivalent to the geometric series

b . b - b
+ 17 47 '10 10 10

a1 = b(10-6) , r 10-6 < 1 .

The series converges, and has the sum

b(10-6) b 142857
. 1

- l0-6 76-0- 1 999999 7 7

b 142857 .

Example 13-6c: A train is approaching a.point P 30 miles
away, at 30 miles.per hour. A fly with twice the speed leaves
P , touches the train, returns to Pr and repeats the process
untilthetrain reaches P . How far does the fly. travel?-

sec. 13-6]
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Solution: To simplify matters- let v represent 'he velocity

of' the train, even though we know that v = 30 , and/ let 2v

represent the 'velocity of the fly. Suppose the first meeting is
t
1

hours after the start. Thus after t, hours- the 'fly 'will be
I

2vt
1

miles froni P and the train will be 30-vti miles, froin P ,

r 2 vt v t --oi
1 4 1 1

P 10 20 30

1 ,Hence .30-vt1 = 2vt1 vti z_-. 10 ; and since y = 30 V, t1 .

So the fly has traveled" .20 miles and the train 10 miles when

they meet for the first time. Therefore, the fly Is' first round
tilip is -2(2v)(7)). miles. The train; 1s now - 10 from

P -, and we repeat the computation. Let t2 be the time required
for the fly to go from P. to the train the second time Thus

10-Vt 2 = 2Vt 10 and since v. = t '1 The
-

g . 2'
3

is second roup.ei trip isp- 2( 2v) k---1 ,z) , etc. The answer, In
Itv,

3 ' 3series form, is

4v 4v, 4v
'

3 3

where a .=
1

r < 1 . By Theorem 1326 ,tpe sum is

(417N( 1ii )

The fly travels 60 miles This result can be checkki directly

without using series. We have only to note thit the train needs. .

one hour to get to .P , and if the flywastes no timer, it cap do
60 miles in that time., We have deliberately done this example

the hard way to Illustrate Theorem 13-6a,' for a case in which we

know the answer 'in advance.

[sec. 13-6]



Exercises 13-6

1. Find thesum of the series

(a)

(b)

11+ 7
9 -3

I+ 7 +

+1)-

777

2 'Find the sum of the series

(a) n+ r.2 + r3+

(b) (1 - a)-1 + (1 - a)0 + (1 - a)1 + .(1 - a)2 +

For what values of a is the series convergent?

3. Write each of the fdlldwing repeating decimals as an equiva-
lent common fraction.

(Irl < 1) ,

f. 4

0.5
(b) 0.02

(c) 3.77,7

(d) 2.0

What distance will a golf ball .tr Vel if it is dropped from a
height of4 72 .itnches, and if, of &each fall; it rebounds

.

9/10 of 'the gistance it fell.

5. Solve the following equation-for

2
= 1 + x + x 2

+

6. Solve the following equation for x.:

1 +x 3'x + x + x +

7. Solve for al and r if

al + alr -12.a
1
r
2
+ = and

. al - air + air 2
= .

x :

['sec. 13 -6]
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8. An equilateraltriarigle hasa 'perimeter of 12 inches. By
joining the midpoints of its sides with line segments a

Secondtriangle is formed. Suppose this operatiOn- is

continued for_eich-neW triangle' that is formed.' Find the

sum of 'the' perimeters of all triangles including the

original .one:.

A hare and a tortoise haVe a race, the tortoise having a

5000 yard handicap. The hares speed is V = 1000 yards

per minute; the tortoises speed is v = 1 yard per minute...

It is sometimes said that the hare. can. never catch the

tortoise because he must first cover half the distance

between them. Detect the fallacy.

10. A'regular hexagon'has a perimeter of 36 inches. By

joining.the consecutive midpoints.of its sides with line.

segments, a second hexagon is forMed. Suppose this is

continued for each new hexagon. Find the sum of the

perimeters of all heXagons including the original one.

A square has a perimeter of :12.

inches. Along each side, a point

is located =---third the distance

to the ri each vertex. By

Soining,conse tive points, a new

square formed. Suppose this .

process is continued for each new

square:

(a) Find_the sum of the perimeters

of all such squares.

Find the sum of the areas of
;all such squared.

( )

[sec. 13 -6]
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13-7. Miscellaneous Exercises.

1. Find the'sum of the series

3

E[( -2)k - 2k].

k.0,

2. The following.series are:either arithMetic or geometric;
continue each through 6. terms:

(a) 8 + 4 + 2 '+

(b) 31+ 6 + 9 4

1 1 1.
(c 7 + + -67 +....

(d) - 1 + 3 +

(.e) a2 + a4 + a6 +

i - 1 - i + ,

3. Find the sum of the series

4

E(2k
k.1

4. Use the identity

1
le. -2[1c(k + 1)

- k) .

- k (k - 1)] to give a new proof of

. :Theorem 13-2a.

. By use of the identity

,2k + 1 = .(k + 1)2 - prove that

1 + 3 + 5 + (2n .2 1), n2

[sec. 13-7]
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.,, 6. Byof the equation

1 1 1
Ts k + 1 k(k + 1.

show that

1 n
-77-5 "S=T n(n

1

+ l) 77,77.

7. Show that the geometric mean between two positive integers

is not greater than the arithmetic mean between them.

8. The harmonic mean between two numbers a and b is a

number h whose reciprbcal is the arithmetic mean between

the reciprocals of a° and b_:d
1 1 1 1 2ab
E 2 ( F. E) ' h'= b a.

Show that in the series

1 1 I1+ + +
,,-yr -

41.

each terlisafterthe firSt is the harmoniC mean between its
/'.two ileighbors.

9. Show that the number of vertices of a cube. is the harmonic

Imaan.betWeen the number of its faces and the number of its

edges.

10. Show that geometric mean between two numbers is also the

geometric mean. between. their arithmetic and their harmonic

means First try the result for 2 and 8 .

11. Find the sum of the following series correct to 2-place

decimals. .

5

2 s- E where 2 3.464

k=0 + 1)

, [sec. 13-71

ti L'
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12. Twenty-five stones are placed on the ground at intervals of
5 yards apart. A runner has to start from a basket 5 yards

1/4

from the first stone, pick up the stones and bring them back"
to the basket one at a time. How many yards has he to run
altogether?

13. Find the sum of n terms Of the series whose rth
term is

7
3,

(3r + 1)

14. Two hikers start together on the same road. One of them
travels uniformly 10 miles a'day. The othe travels 8
miles the first day and increases his pace by alf a mile each
succeeding day. After how many days will the latter-overtake
the former?

15. How many terms of the sum 1 3 + 5 + are geeded to
give 12321 ?

16. Find s20 if a3 -'5 , and a37 = 82 .

17. (a) Find the sum of all even integers from 10 to 58
inclusive.

(b) Find the sum of all d integers from 9 to ,57 in-
clusive. \

18. A person saved thirty cents more each month than in the

preceding month and in twelve years all of his savings
amounted to ;9,424.80 How much did he save the first
month? The last month?

19. If four quantities form an arithmetic sequence, show that
(a) The sum of the squares.'of the extremes is greater

than the sum of the squares of the means.
(b) The product' of the extremes is less than the product

of the means.'

20. (a) A constant c is added to each term of an rithmetic

progression. Is the new series also an arithmetic

progression; if so, what is the new difference and how

is the new sum related to the original sum?

[sec. 13-71
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(b) If each term of an arithmetic progression, is multiplied

. by a constant .c is the new series an arithmetic

progression; if so, what is the new difference and how

is the new sumfrelated to the original?

(c) A new series is obtained by adding a constant c to

each term of. e'geometric progression. Is the new

series a geometric progression; if so, what is the new

ratio and how is the new sum related to the old?

(d) A new series is obtained by taking the reciprocal of

each term of an arithmetic progression. Is themew
series an arithmetic progression? .What is the new

difference?

(e) A new series is obtained by taking the reciprocal of

each termbf a gebmetric progresSion. Is the new series

a geometric progression

46

What is the new ratio?

1114e(f) Do the negatives of each rm of a geometric progression

form:a geoMetric progression? If so, what is the new

ratio?

en Eind the value of A__1+ 1 k .

2n+1

k=1

1 1 1
. Prove that if + c 'c+a'a+b are in arithmetic

progression, then a? . b
2

, and c2 `are in arithmetic,

progression. (The converse is also true.)

23. Find the sum of 1 1

+

1-

1i7r x -.13:7

+ n terms.

Hint: rationalize the denominators..

If the silM of an driththetic progression is the same for

terms as for n terms, m n ,:show that the sum of

m + n terms is zero.

*25. The sum of m terms of an arithmeticprogression is n ,

and the sum of n terms is m . Find the sum of m + n

terms. (m n) .

[see. 13-7]
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. Chapter 14

PERMUTATIONS, COMBINATIONS, AND THE BINOMIAL THEOREM

14-1. Introduction. Counting Problems.

The process of counting inxolves three fundamental ideas.
-

(I
1

) The first is that of a pairing, or one-to-one. corre-
spondence. Thus We count our fingers, pr our guests at dinner,

by.associating with each- one of the things being -counted -one of.
the natural numbers. beginning'with 1 and taking them "in order".
We stop this process dhen we'run out of fingerS, guests, or What-
ever it is we are counting.

(I
2

) The second idetis that underlying addition. Given two
finite sets sharing no elements;, the number of elements in their

,,anion is the sum of the number of elements in each. Thus the
number of people at a saimmiroparty is the sum of the number in
the pool and the number not in the pool.

°

(I3) The third idea is,tht underlying multiplication.
Given n sets (where n is a-natural number) no pair of which
share any elements and which may be paired with the

m)set (1 , 2 , , mi o,f numbers.. not exceeding the
natural number m , theAum6er of.elements in the union of the n

t 4

given sets is n xtiryl:. :Thus .0 ay 'count the students (or the
seats) in a classnfeby,',0 4.ngthe number of rows by the

- number in each toOPtprO h.r.Ow has as many as any other row) .

To illustrate b4s,%/0%preSent a method (involving all

three of them) forOpVing

n 1)

(This formula was diScti4SeO.liv:Ch4ter.13:.)

4
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. Let us consider a collection of. aotsarranged in n rows,

each containing n + 1 dots (Figure:,14-1a). We pair the n

rows to the natural numbers 1 , 2 , n and the- n + 1.

columns to the natural numbers 1., 2 , , n , n + 1 ; and.

writethe.numberassociated with each 14ow at its left, that associ

ated with each column above. This is a use of the first idea,

Now we draw'a line across the array of dots as shown, dividing' it

into two parts.
4 51 2

1

4

n+j

n fa-

Fig. 14-la

-In that part below the line, we find that

the 1
st

row has 1 dot ,

the 2nd row has 2' darg. ,

"'rd
the 3 row has 3 -dots-,

the nth row has n dots

'Thus, since no. two rows share any dots, our second fundamental

idea, I2 asserts that there: are

1 + + n

dots below the line. Call this number s Theri

s = 1 + 2 + + n

[sec. 1471]



Now, above the line,

the 2nd ,

the 3rd

the 4th

we find'tha,

column has

'column has

Column has

1

2

3

dot ,.

'dots

dots
.1w 41411..

the (n,+ / )stcolumn- has n kdots

,

785

Hence there are alSo s dots' above the diagonal.

Now, applying our second idea to-these two parts of our array
we find that s +.5 is the total number of dots in it.

However,.our third idea, 13 ;.tells us that.the total number
of dots is n(n + 1) , the number of rows times the, number of

columns. Combining the results of our two counting methods, we
have

or

Thus

2s 7 n(n + 1)

s
...11(n + 1)

2

n(n + 1)1 + 2 + + n
2

In this chapter we study a number of counting problems--i.e.,
.

problems.whose solution may be made to depend pn the,three funda-

mental ideas 61* counting. ,Such problems occur frequently' in
s

mathematis, science, social studies and many. othettlelds. One

of the richest sources of these problems is the theory of games '',,

of chance. } How many ways may one draw. a raight flush or a full

house from a fair.deck, or roll a seven7T7h-a pair of dice? ,A

water molecule' (H
20) has three atoms, and therefore it is planar.!

But a'sugar molecule (C12H22011) has 45 -.- HoW many ways may
these 45' atoms be arranged in space, and, how many of these

arrangements are chemically feasible? We wont answer all of

.these questions -- certainly not the last one--but we shall-'study

ways to handle a great may of this sort.
-

(sec. 14-1)
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Relatively. few of 1-ie exampleS we shall give and the

exercises we shall set can

interest will always be in

the ideas they illustrate;

value" of their answers.

be'considered earth- shaking. The

the,theory, in the methods, and -in

and only very rarely, in' the "practical

One of our objects developing this theory is to obtain
11)

results Which are "general" in the sense that the numbers involved
are arbitrary. Of course, when one uses'any of our resultsfor

example, to answer questions about batting order?, snake-eyes,

molecular structure, royal flushes, or how to line up a firing
.

squad--he.is dealing'with a problem which comes with definite
.

numbers of the things involved. The value of our general theory

is that it can cope with any number pf such problems, no matter
what numbers may be involved in each of:them.

. Given enough time (in some cases, .millions of years) and a

'large, fast, computer (some of' which cost millions of dollars,

plus upkeep) one could solve many of these specific counting

problems by listing all the possibilities 6k tallying them. Our
robject is just.the opposite. We set for ourselves, the task of

working such problems without, actually listing all th6 possi-

bilities. For example, in Section 14-4, we.determine the number-

of Senatorial "icammittees" that are theoretically possible; This

number is so monstrous it would be entirely out of the.question

even to contemplate making a list of the committees. Very likely,

there isnitenough paper in the world. But the .answer to thd

question'of the Senatorial committees--which depends on "the

number of. Senators (100) - -is little or nothing compared'to the

numbers in some of the counting problems which arise in'connection

with, 'say, a mole of gas, 'for there are .6,025x 10 23
molecules

in a mole, Indeed the number of possible committees which can be

formed among any group of people in the world is a triviality

compar:ed.to the number of possibilities for the, chemicalreactions

whTch ,might occur `'in a.toy.

[sec. 14-1):
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Many counting problems are actually infinitely many problems. .

expressed as one. Examples are how many ways-may a natural number
. P.,

n be written as a sum of four. squares or as a product of natural
numbers.' The answers, depend on n , which may be' any natural
number. specific cases like n -L3
'be handled by enumeration. But.getting a. formula good for
arbitrary n is another matter entirely. Many such problems are
beyond all methods knOwn at present. In this chapter we discuss
a few of tht known ones.

Exercises 14-

1. Consider the following array

L

L 0

q LOG
LOGA

L 0 G A R

L 0 G A R I

L O'GARIT
LOGARITH

LOGARITHM
L O G A R I T H M S

Deteniiine the number ofwaye one may spellLOGARITHMS,start-
.ing-with any one of the. Lts and moving either down or to
the right to' an 0, then either down or to the right to a
,etc., endingwith the S. (Hint:. begin with the top two .or

three lines, and determine the number of ways to spell LO'

and LOG , then work with the first four lines, first five,
etc., until you recognize,a pattern in your answers.)

[sec. 14-1
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(a) Write an addition. table for.the numbers from 1 to 6

(b) using this table answer the 'following questions about

honest dice games:

.(i) What number is one "most likely" to roll?

(ii) IS one "more likLy" to roiLa power of' '2 or a

multiple of 3 ?

(iii) Is one Hive likely" to roll a prime or a non-prime?'

142. Ordered m-tuples.

Suppose we wish to count the number of routes from A to C

via B in Figure 14-2a. There are:three paths from A to B

(denoted by .aib,c) and four paths from B to C (denoted by w,X,y,z)

.Fig. 14 -2a-
.

Nov a route is completely described by naming a pair of these

letters, provided we choose one from.the.set (a,b,c) and the

other from the set (w,x,y,z). . Thus (a,x) , (b04,-(c,Z)
.describe such routes. We tabulate all the.possibilities in

Table 14-2a..

W x. y
e.

a (a,w) (a,x) (a,Y) (a,z)

(b,w) (b,x) (b,y) (b,z)

c (c,w) (c,x) (c,y) (c,z)

Table 14-2a

[sec.-14-2]
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. Each entry. in the body of the table deScribes one of the4
possible routes. We see .there are twelve of.them.

Although we have enumeratedall the cases in.arriving at our
answer, we may now .see that thi4is quite unnecessary.

Our.problem can be:described as determini4 the number of

ordered pairs which can be formed using an element of the.set,

(a,b,c) as. first member and an element of (w,x,y,z) as second
Member. (The body of Table 11+ -2a ibits all of theseloairs.).

Since we are interested only in the number of pairs here we are

interested, merely in-the product of the.number of members in each

of our sets -the number of rows in the table times the number of

We may state the fundamental idea involved. in a general way
as follows.

789

columns.

- -
Giyen a pair of finite sets Al `and A2 with,

respectively, n1 and n2, memberseach, there are
n
1
x n2 ordered pairs, or couples, .which rmay be formed.

with a member.of Al as first member and a, member of A2
ap second member. For our "route" problem; Al = (a,b,c),

A2 = (w,x,y,z)., and nl = 3; n2.= 4.-

We illustrate this general principle by turning, to A number
examples .in which it may be used.

Example 14-2a: ,Aquarter and a dime are tossed. How many

head-tail pairs are possible?

Solution.: There are two Possibilities for the quarter (H,T)'

and tlo for the dime (h,t) .

The number of pairs is

(H,h) (H,t)

(T,h) (T,t)

the product 2 x 2

.47
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-
Example 1472b: :A library,contains..7.. geometry-boOka and.

13 :algebra books, HoWjnany ways maye. student select twb.tooka,
one of,them a geometry and the other an algebra?':

Solution: Here w.e are interested in the number of Couples
(geometry, algebra). Abcording'to our principle the number. Of .

such couples. is' 7, xj3 or .91

Example 14-2c: Hbvimany fractiOns. may be-formed. whose

numerator is a natural.nuffiber not exceeding 10 and .whose,..

denominator is a natural number'not excebding 15 ?' (Igndre'the,

fact that same of.these fractions represent the same r4ional
number,)

Solution: 10 x 15 = 150

Example 1472d.: given a hundred men and a hundred women, it

is possible to form J10,000, different couples__although not
SimultanedUaly!

Let us.now extend,our ."route problem by supposing there are
five pathejoining C to a fourth point. .D

Pig.i114-2b
4

Let .1m,n,o,p,q). be the set oipaths Joining and D :Now
how many routes'are available for a trip from -A to D B
and C, , using only

,

the paths., pictured?

[sec, 14-2)
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We have already found there are twelve routes from

(a,1, (a,x) , (c,z)

Taking advantage of this knowledge, we may describe

from A :to D via 13- and C by couples such as

'As befoie, we make a table,

'o

.((a,w),m),-((a,x);n) , etc.
. . ..a

791

any route

S

C

.vOR
(a,w)

(a,x)
, .

(a/Y)'.

(a,z)

(b,w)

(b,y):

(b,'z)

(cw)

(c;x)

(c,z)

(( ,Y),P)

:('(13/.SO/n)

Table 14-2a.

We have indicated only a few of the entries in the:body of the

table.' _Using our principle we see at once that,there are 12 x

((c,z),q)

or 6o ?Tossibilities.,
-

Since each of our new "coliPles" describes a, route made:up of

three pathalde may drop the extra parentheses, wrhing
(a,wim.). for ((a,w),M) , etc,, and refer to fa.;w,rilY as an

ordered triple. Thus each'route from, A. to D via B and. C

Figu&V14-2b'may be described by an ordered trip1§.-4 Some more

[sec. 14-2)
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.19 a
.

411.

of these routes are
s

4 (c,Y,P) ,. (b,z,p).
tel}s us thereare 60 ordered triples whOSe first cdmponent iS

am elemeat of (a01,01 , whose. second component is an element of
i. ..-. 'tx. ,' 0
' (w,x,y,z) ,hand whose third component is an element of (mo,o,p,q),

.
4ii;

Ve may Mak4&further extensions to:ordered quadruples,
..

V;intuples; etc.r.; ,;,:.:.
A /

A ,

l'

Our principle

1 3 4 1
a ) ((a

a2 a3 41PA a5) ' ((al
0

and generally to ordered

(a
2 '

, a2 , a3) , aid

a2 a3 , ,

.. 7 1.
with m components.. Here m' is any natural number.

As we saw in the case of ordered triples We may extend our

general principle. to covered-qrdered:m-tuplea:

If
Al

. .

... A .are finite sets having:

respectively, n n2 , , nm elements, there
. ,

Are nicx n2 x x nm ordered m-tuples of the form
_

a2 , am) where a1 is a member of 'A
1

,

a2 .amember of 42 ,:t5 a member of. A
m.,f4

Exa le 14-2etiLIn a certain club no member may run for more.

than.one fficeet-the same time ,If ,in one election there are 8*
4, -4V,". .

.

candidates for president, 7 forAvice-president, 4. forsecretary,
\

! . ,'ancil for-treasurer, how many ways may these offices.be filled? *
Y. ,4 lf;

Sol tion: We want'thenumber ofordei.ed,quadrAiles

(aift, a2 ,, aid where -Ar has 8 elements, Pt,'. has 7

4. ,

4+,,, has' 4,., and '. All has 1 .,.Our,principle t the answer
0 .4 . , ,

is 8 x 7'X 16.< 1 , Or: 224

le
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Example 14-2f:. Consider a tlub,having 4 membersi :3
offices, and a rule permitting any member to hold any number of
these offices at the same time. How many ways may the.offices be
filled? . -. .

. ..

. .

.

Solution: The number of ways of filling the offices is the
number of ordered triples, each of whose components is any one of
the members of the club. Here m. 3 , Al = A2.. A3- and.

n1 = n2 . n3 = 4 ,, Our principles tells us the answer is

x 4 x , or 64

Extend ng the result in Example 14-2f to cover the possibili-
ties for m-t let each of whose components are members of a set
having n 'elements, we find there- are n

m'
.suaLm-tuples. For,

in. this' case, we have

Al = A2 = . An.

And n1 ..n2 = nmr:. n

'Thus

xn x xn =n
1 2 m

giyes the number of allpossible m-tuples which can be formed,
each of whose components belongs to a given set having .n elements.

Exercises 14-2

1. A furniture company has twelve designs for bhairs and five

designs for tables:. How many different pairs of table and
chair designs can the company provide? .

2. How many pitther-catcher pairs may be forMed from a set of
fOur pitchers and two catchers?.

3 How many pitcher-Mug pairs/hay be formed from a set of eight
pitbhers and eleven mugs?

(sec, 14-2j
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How many different committees consisting of one Democrat and

one Republican may be formed from twelve Democrats and eight

Republicans?

How many ways may a consonant-vowel pair be made using the

letters of the word STANFORD ?

6. How many consonant-vowel pairs may be formed from the letters

of the word COURAGE ?

7. How many numerals having two digits may be formed, using the

digits 1 , 2 , 3 , , 8 , 9 ?

. Ten art students submitted ppsters in a contest 1lich was to

promote safety. How many ways could two prizes be awarded

if one prize was to be given on the basis 'of the art work and

the other on the basis of the safety slogan chosen?

9. There are four bridges from Cincinnati to Kentucky. How many

ways may a round trip frOm Cincinnati to Kentucky be made if

the return is not necessarily made on a different bridge?

10. How many ways may a two-letter 'Nord" be formed from a twenty-

six letter alphabet? (A "word" need not have meaning.)

11. How many different triples of Ace-King-Queen can be

selected from a deck of 52 cards?

12. How many three digit numerals representing numbers less than

600 may be formed from the digits 1 , 2 , 3 , , 8_, 9 ?

13. Using the digits 1 ,/2 , 6 , 8 , how many three

digit numerals may 15e formed i' the'numbers they represent

are even ?.

14. At 'a club election there are four candidates for president,

four for vice-president, six, for secretary, and six for

treasurer. How many ways may the election result?

15. A freshman student must have a course schedule colsisting of

a.foreign language, a. natural.scince, asocial science, and

an English course.. If thereare four chOices for the,foreign

-language, six.forithe.natural'aaiencei three for the social

science, and two for English, how.many different Schedules

are available for freshmen?

[sec. 14-2T
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16. The SUper-Super Eight offers twelve body styles, three
different engine's, and one hundred twenty aolOr schemes.
How many cars will a ciaaler need in order to show all'
possible cars?

17. How many quadruples Ace-King-Queen-Jack may be formed
from a bridge deck?

18. From twelVe masculine, nixie feminine, and ten neuter words3
.how many ways are there to select an example consisting of
one of each type?

19. In the decimal 'system of notation., how many numerals are
there which:have five digitd?

.20. A"psychologist has rats running a maze having ten points at
which the rat may turn left or right. How many ways could a
rat run the maze if he followed a different route each time?

*21. Using the .digits 3 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 9. how many three digit

numerals representing numbers greater than 500 can be
formed if. (a) repetition of digits is allowed; (b) no
repetition of digits is allowed?

*22. How many committees consisting of a Democrat and a Republican

may be formed from five Democrats and eight Republicans if a:
certain Democrat refuses to work with either of two
Republicans?

.
. *23. There are five boys and eight girls at a 'dance. If Hepsibah

and Prunella refuse to dance with either Hezy or Zeke, and
Obediah will not dance with eithe'r, Hepsibah or Cillisue, how
many ways may dancing couples be paired?

14-3. .Permutations.

Let iR be the set (a,b,c) . We examine the -ordared.Couples.

which may be formed using elements of A . We see there are two
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'kinds: (i) those

duplications. Thus

in which duplications occur, (ii) those without

(a,a) , , .(c,c) are of the first kind;

a

a (a,a) (a,b) (a,c)

b (b,a) (b,b) (b,c)

(c,a) (c,b) (eye).

Table 14-3a

the others ogi the second. There are 3 of the former--one for
each eleMent, of -A --and 6 , or .32 - 3 , of the latter.

In general, given.a set having n. elements we may form n

ordered couples wose components are members of, the given set. Of
1

these !'ji,; cOuples,.there are n. (one for each element) which

have dUpIiCatiOns, .-Hence .there, are n2 - n 'without. duplication.

Those ordered.m-tuplesof.eiementa of a set having n

elements which have no duplitations_ are called permutations of the

n. elements*aken m at a time oro'for brevity, .m - permutations

of the set. Of course, m < n . Thus the number of 2-permutations

of a set having n elements is n
2

.

The n-permutations of an n-element set are Called'aimply

permutations of the set.

There are many problems in mathematics, science, and other

gambling--which may be solved with a knoWledge

of the number of m-permUtations ofan n-element set. We have

determined.this number for m = 2 We proceed to larger values

of m
.

As a. preitminary, let us look again at the couples. Wecon-
sidered a table with h rows and' n columns. To avoid dupli-

cations we'omitted' one couple from each row. Since we want only

[sec. 14-3
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the number. of.2-permutationsiana.-;not::alstr.them, it makes no

difference in' our counting pi!00.0*14f;i4e70iMply.remove a whole

column from the complete tablitatherthan-just one couple here-

and-there in each row. Deleting.:,Onef7the:Columns gives us .a
_ -

"reduced" table with n roWe,;;.:; and hence n(n - 1)

entries.. This number our "count"' n2 - n

and can be made to appearp1411:Sibleilwe:think of the formation

Of ordered coliples.witho4t4.40A601:§fiaa'a pair of 'Choices". We

are free to choose any Oft,iiini:::,eiementS as first component and

any of the 'remaining' :r1.L4,42;erilkritsa4Hse6ond component. Sinde

our "reduced" has we can say that thiS

pair of choices may be m4de.iikn.(n%;;-l) waya.'
'

Moving on to 3-pey;m0a4ons-of,4,.:Set. having. n elements e,
,

ordered triplea,Wthkilt-:00.1eation) wei'dan imagine.0

liiting the 2-permutatl.qng;o0heieft.:(thei-e,aile:.. n(n

them) arid the acros's...thetOW

Table'21*-3b

auplIcSirithe triples we, must omit 2
2

i.rom.each._of.the:: are (n - n )n, spaceS:inv::
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the table (number of rows times number of colutns) and 2 blanks
in each row,there are

(n2'- ) 7 2(

or 2) , or n( 1)(n -- n)(n

As with the

triples.

columns,

2) entries in .the table.

couples, we are only interested in the number of
e

The same result may be obtained by simply' deleting, s2

leaving n(n - 1) 'rows and n'- 2 columns-. Hende we
,'have another way of .seeing that n(n - 1)(n - 2) is the number
3-permutations of a set having n elements.

Carryingon, the same reasoning we may.move to. gUadruples,
.

quintubles; ,,:m-tuples,'and we get

.n(n -1)(n- )(n - 3)

n(n - 1)(n - .2)(n - 3)(

:n4n -.).)(n - 2)(n - 4 1))- ,

respectively 'for;the,number of each having no' duplication.*.

'A great variety of symbols i6.usedtd denote the number of
m:-permutations cif a set haVing n eiethents. Some of the-more.
popular ones ar

(m) p
n m '

Pm P(n,m)n

We shall use the last of these in this book.

Writing P(n,m) for the number of m-permutations of an n

elementSet, our result may be expressed by the formula

P(n,m) = n(n - 1)(n

When m n , we have

P(n,n) n(n 7 1)(n

n(n - 1)(n

_ 2)..:(n M + 1)

7 - n +!1)

- 1 .

faec.. 4-3)

of
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The last prody,ct occurs so frequently in these and other,.

problems, a special notation has been introduced for it:

n!' = n(n 1)...3 2 1 .

The .expression " n! "'is read _fln factorial" .

, -

As examples of "factorials" we' have

3 ! = 3 X 2 x 1 = .6

43.9: 4 x 3 x 2 x 1.. 24
,

5! = 5x 11 X 3x 25<1.
10!= 3,628,800

Observe the following property of factorials..

n! = n(n - 1)! or + 1), = ,+

120

With this .formula we may calculate, n! for each;.natural number n

by a step-by-step. procesS. HOwever, since 'the numbersgroweo

fast these: lcula ons soon get too involved'. gecoUrse,to tables.

is reCoffimend d. (At theend:of Sectiorn 14-4 we giVe;a:.*able,of

the common logarithms 'of n! for n .up to 100 . .Thi*".:tab16 will

be useful for many of the computations arisl,ng in the-next'sectibn.

But it:may also. be used, in conjunctionHviith the logarithm.. table

following it, to gel approximations to.: for n up to 100 .)

The equation

(n + 1)! = (n,+.1)n!

suggests. the possibilityHof extending the definition of n! to

.include. n = 0:

1(0!)

i.e: 0! = 1

We shall find that doing. this will enable us'to simplify many of

the- problemS we consider in this chapter.

[sec. 14-31
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Using factorial notation, our'formula. for P(n,m) may be
eXpressed.quite .compactly::

.P(n,m) 2)...(n = m + 1)

(n-mn-m-1),..
(n,7m).()(n-m-1)... 3 .2

(n - 1)(n 2)...(n m + 1)

n!

Interpreting 0! to be

for then
, this expression holds even when

n- ! n!P(no) - hl(n n)! 7 ITT

which agrees with Our previous expressiOrx-rtit ,P(

m

Example 14-3a: In a contest with twelVe,'entri s, how many,
ways can a first and a second prize be awarded if no ntryis
)entitled to more than one prize?

Solution: Our problem calls for the number Of couples of
- form .(one entry, another entry) 'Without duplication,. where the
firstentry wins first prize and the-other wins second prize. The
number of such couples is P(12,2). so. the answer is 12 x 11
or '132

the

Example 14-3b: A map of four countries is to be colored with
,a different color for each country. If six colors are available,

o

how may different ways .may the map becolored?

Solution: We want the number of 4-permutations of a set
having six elements. Each quadruple has the.form*(color of first
country, colbr of second, color of third,' color of fourth), The
answer is P(6,4)' , which is 6x5x4x3 or 360 ways.

Sec, 14-3
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Example 14-3c: Supposea dlass of twenty students* decidesto

leave the room in a different order eachf.i?How many days would

be required for the class to leave4%he roA0t all possible orders?
,

Answer: 20! days. If they work:atit ).'365 days ayear,. it
. ,

will take approximately 67 quadrillion yea ;a . .2.4329 x 10
12

:Even if they went through the door inadifftrant order every second

.it would .take over 70 billion yearsa7

Example 14-.3d: Hew many ways may the numbers:be' arrangedon

a roulette wheel? (There are 38 "nimbers": 00,0, leandthe
natural numbers 1-4-2';-3 ... 36 .)

Fist Solution: `If fiat is an honest wheel we cannot distinguish

any one place from any other. Thus no matter Where 00. may be

placed,,therear0, 37i ways of arranging the numbers

-0 1 , 2 , , 36 (If it is.pot an.honest wheel, so that the

._.:places are distinguishable, the number is 381%),
..

.

Second Solution:' 'Let us consider the set of all, 38- permuta-

tions of (00, 0 , 1., 2 , 3., 36) . Their number is

P(38,38) = 381 Corresponding-to.dach such 38- permutation,

(al-, a2 , a38) ,

there are 37 other permufations
.

.(a, ,. a3.
'

a4. a38 ,-al) ,

(a3 , a 2)

(a38 , al -a35, a36 , a37)

Which cannot b 4istinguiShed from it on the (honest) wheel.

[sec 1473]
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Thus if .N number of "distinguishable permutations of
.(00, 0 1 , .36) me.have=.

-38NP(38,38) = 33!

so N = 37!

In the general case, there are - 1 circular permute_
tions of a 'set having n elements.

Exercises 14-3

How many five letter ";O s" may be formed from.the letters
B, C,. D, E, .F, and G.? How many if no letter is repeated?

2 How many ways may a president,vice-president, and secretary
be elected from'a club 'of twenty-five members if,any,member7/.
may hold any one of the three offices, but no Member'may hold
more than one office simultaneously?

3. How many three digit numerals maybe formed. using.the digits
11, 2 3, 4, 5 , 6 if no digit is repeated in a numeral?
HOw many if repetitions are:allowed?'

4. How many four digit numerals may be formed u ing the digits
1 ,2 , 3 , 4 , 5 v6 if no digit is repeate n numeral?'
HOw manyifrepetitionsare allowed?

How Many( four digit numerals may be formedusing the digits
2 , 4 , 6 , 8 if no digit is repeated in a numeral? How
many if repetitions are allowed?

.

Him many seven letter "words" may be formed using the letters
of the,wOrd STANFORD ? -How many if-no-letter.iS repeated?
cHow many different. arrangements may be made,for seven books
on a shelf if:the:books are each of a different size?

8. your persons are to ride.in an airport limousine having
empty seats. How many-different ways could,they be Seated?



.:Threeraveling''salesmen arrived at .1.7'town havingfoui.:hotels.

How many ways could theyeach:chooSe a different hotell
Howmanydifferent combinatiOnsmaybe set oh.a lock haVing
twenty:.hUmerals if the Combihationis-e-.3,-permUtation?

.;:How many difierent batting orders may a baseball.teamliahager,

form if-he does not consider changing any but the last:three
0.

places.:in.theorder?

How,Many -different ways may the .letters a, b;_ci d, e, f
be arranged with no repetitions so as to begin with ab in

e0Jchc0-sq?

HoW!manY three digit numerals haVihg no repeated digits. may
beformed-:from the digital 2 , 3, 4 , 5 so that the
middle digit is 3 ?,

144.- How Many 5- permutations including the letter C may be
:!IrMed from the letters A, B, C, F, G
Jlow:mahywaya may a photographer.arrange.four. women and five::
mehihtwo'rows if women must. stand in the first rowand men
illtheaecondl

How.'mahyllcenseplatea:may.be made using two letterp.Of a
twentyaixIetter alphabet followed by a four digit.numeral?
(Zero 1*Y:bid:Used:at any place in the nuMeral,j

17. H6lArm4nY*ay$ are there for eight children toform a ring .(3.

around-aMay;FOlel
1 . the_number:ofway8 to lay aset of tire Weights-inline

is six tiMea.thenumberof ways they may be4laced:
tire rim, how manyweights are there?

19. How-many ways could' King Arthur and eight of his knights, sit:
at the Round Table it,one of the seats was a throhe chair ..for

King Arthur only and *here are eight other seats?
. .



20. Find the exact numerical value o,)' each of .the following:

11!
(a)

.

(b)
8.!
5T

15!
12!

(d) 52!
50!2-!

c(e)

(f )

(g,)

15! .

1233!

21. So,lve for the .nattiral number
1 4.

(h )
(nr"- -)!

9jQ, -2 < n. (c) P(n-i- 2,,k) 72 P(h,2)2 te

, x.

P(r?.,5)'.= 20 P(n,3) . (1.) - P(n - 1,2)=2

22. Simplify '(n and( m are_natural, numters):

(4)
+ 3)!. in + 2)!

,,n1 n 1)1

(d) (n "r"It2)!.'

v.

- m 2.) - m - 1)(n - m

!: +. 1)!.) ,. 1 < n .

- 11j! +,n!

[n! +
,(n +'1)!

I < n

+ 2)! + I)! (n + 0
1.< n(n 4 1,p(n+ 1)

23 Prove each of the following for natural .numbs s and

(a) .P(n,3) + 3 *- P(r122) +.P(11,1)4= r.i .

(b) (n +.1)[n n! + (2n 7 1)(n 1)1 +
(n + 2)! , 1 < n

(c 71-) PEn. 1,m) .(ne+ 1) P(p,m.- .1) jm.< n 1 .

''(d) P(n.m) m ,P(n - 1, + P(n-*1,m).-,- m <n
'(e)' 4P(n,m) P(n *- 2,m) 4- 2m .P(n 2,m - 1) m (rir ='i)

P(n 2,m - 2) m < n -

)(n - 2)!1

[sec. 14-731,-2-,.
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01-4. Combinations

In this zectiori we consider the.following_Counting problems:

0.), GiVema finite sethaving n elements,:,how many subset.s
/

' .7 "..does i have? .

..,t ' ''.-
f;

(ii) . Given a finite set haVing n efements,,howApny
A.-element, 2-element, 3 -elere. a' . , m-elemenb subsets dOes it

..-
ilt.

have? (Here. m is a natural number not ekceeding- n .).

Problem (1), being the easier, we consider first.
A:
Suppose

our set has the elements'

a a2
' '

various' subsets , ?2 , , a
n

may le
t
formed by 1,

going down_ the 11St '6f Members:and for eachmeMbei; either taking

it or, not taking..it The process. of forminga:subset.4k*
4.

(a1 a2 , anX.ecan'therefore be ;described by givingh,
,t*:

trdered n-tuple, each of whose components is either T. (meaning

"take ") .or.. p (meaning "doriot take"),

For example, with n = 4 , opr set 1,s, (al , a2

and the .quadruple (T ,T., D , D iedt thesUbset , ,a
2
)

(al , a2 , a , all)

(T , T , D , **

(a

, T) gives (a2 a

, ,
a
2 3 ' a4)

(D T D , T)41.
cf,-; 1

3.4-4]



That eaChoubsetAs describe by such a-"li,st Of instructicills"..ia
4- AU

ilAU lustrA&t.ebir
1

thefollowingotcheme. Ginithe subSet ,

. we have .-
50.

(1 a2 ,,a4

)

"

C.

Sineeach sleoset corresponds .to exactly one of these ordered-
-

n-tuples,"the nuMber of subsets of jai , a2 , an) is tHe
seine as theondM6f5? ordered n-tuplesadne c&n form from the

ofelements,oP the sett (T , -DY:N?,At the end or Section',14-2, we

fpund that the numlier of such ordered.n-tuples is, 2n . Thus we
* *

R.

have the f$11owing theorem.

et:

5

Theoreet 144a: 'Thitle are 0. Subsets of afinite set which
-

has n
40

Note, 40 paistiuiari twc,..''subsets". which havt been;, counted.

They are the:extreme caSein-whiCh the i'ittlple has all Vs
. 64/ A -',1,(the "subset') to tOs C.tuple lsthe whole set Y; and

J.,the case in:which the:11-ttiOle hts:all: Div:(thei;',"emptY" or "void"'
subset, conta144.ng none f fie members .14 the given-Aset) ,

..4 ':',, 4:
Example 14_4a: Since:Mere are 10064Senators, the total

number of Senate COmmitpes_which can be fol-med:ts 2190:_

c
, ti,

4,,,

,
we incluther,xoMmittee'of thewhOle.btA eXeltde the, committee

-.,e.. . 4'
with no members.i. This number is " .

!"1,267,650,600,228,2ff9M01,496;7G34P5M5 .

We marconsicterpobieMe(i1):' Given atinite set .h vitt. n;, ;

elemepts, how many lIelement Sub9ets does it -have, where _m is

any-natural number not exceeding n Ah iseleMeht, subset'Of. a

.set having n- eleMents is often cailed'aAcoMbination of the n

elements taken m at a time.
,

a [sec. 14-4]
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Let us look at some; examples. Given the set\ (a,b,c ) with

tree members, we have the following non-empty subsets

(a)
11)3)

(c)

(b,c) (a,c) a, b)

This example is rather, simple, but it, tells us a good deal

about the general'questi9n; Thus aset having n elements hasA n
subsets each with 1 element, (on.slich subset corresponding to each

eIementthe one in the subset). .A set having n elements has n

subsets each with n - 1 elements (one suchsubs4t cornespondin13-

to each elementthe. one not in the subset). And, off course,

there is onlysone n-element subset of a scthaving n elements;

it is the whole set.
0

There are many,, different ways -in use to denote the number of

m-element subsets- of a set havirig 11;elementSs Some are

fn\
' n mC C

m
C.( n 111) .

n

The last one of these 'we adopt in thisebook.

We hie just seen that
4 V

=
.

n Cin)n = n-, C(n,n) =, 1

c4 Now' let us consider the, subsets of fa,b,c,a) Here- n = 4
We already. ,know , C(4,4) . We have only ".to

deteNMIne . The. followiilg Scheme exhibits the 2-elementr
subsets of\,(a,b,c,d):

There ,ire six. Thus C L

.6. -k?

b ,

cl

41 sec . 14-4
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We. may detect a connection between' our current problem and

the perMutationproblems.cOnsidered Section.14-3'if we compare

our last list with Table 14-4a exhibiting the ordered couples

which may be formdd.With)elements of (a,b,c,d) .

a b c d

a (aia)' (a,b) (d,c) (a,d)

b '(b,a) (b,b)( jb,c) (b,d)

(c,a) 4c,b) (c,c) (c,d)

(d,a) (d,b) .(d,c) .(d,d)

Table 14-4a

The 'subsets

( ,b) , (a,c),., (a,d) ,

(b,c) , {lord)

(c,d)

are represented in Tab1d 14-4a by the couples

.(a,b) , (a,d) ,

(b,c) , (b,d),,

appearing in t r rfght.- corner. BUt they are also

represented by the couples in the lower:left of Table 14-4a:

(b,a).,

(c,a) , (c,b)

(d,a) ; (d,b) , (d,c).

[sec. 14-4]
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Let us match these couple's to the subsets as follows

(a,b):

(b,c):.

(a,d):

(a,b) ,

(a,c) ,

(b,c) ,

(.a.,4).;!

(b,a),

(c,a)

(c,b),

-(d,a) flu

(b,d):' (b,d)

(,c,d): (c,d) (d,C)

809

Examing this arrangement, we see that each ordered cduple to the

right of theline is a 2permutation.of the set at the left of its

row.: For each sah2-element subset; there are.therefore P(2;2).

2-permutations.. Hence P(2,.2)- is the number of columns to the

right of the line. C(4,2). is the number of rows, Since

total number of-2-permutations we can form from .(a,b:c,d) is

P(4,2) , we have

and hence

CO 2) x P(2,2 ) = P(4
0

' * .

C(4,2) 3

We now consider a set hayipg n elements.. C(n,m) denotes
.

the:(unknOwn) number of lts-m-element subsets-. Let us imagine a

table in which each of theSe m-element slisets"determines a row,.,

In each of the rows we Write the Pkm;M),ga. m-$14Mutations of the

subset which identifieS the row. The total number of entries n

this table is p(n,m), , the number of'-all'm-olement permutat ons

orthej5iyenset. Multiplying. the number of rdWs and the n

of columns we .have.

or

.0(11,m) P(m,n) ...13(n,m)

.n!
P(n,m) (n - m)!
P(m,m) m!

a

n!
m!(n -.An)!

4Y

[sec. 14-4]
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Example 14 -4b: Two ca.rds..4re f.rot:
How many ways may this be 'done?:

Solution: We want the number o
52-element set.

.
(52)!- (52)(51)C(52,2)

1 2

ace
Example 14-4c: How cmany' 5 -card poker .hands

of spades are possible ,a 52-Pard
'51!Answer: C ( 51, 4 -

(following these examples ) we flnd

log 4!
log, 47!

log 41(117!)

hence

1.3802
9.1I127

= .60.7929

0(51,14)

Example 14-4d:
this formula in terms

'.

p:ontaLming

Using -the t pie

log 511., "66rr.IT.906

:log..!(,471) fi(:),;7,921/49:

og..0(51'4)

2.5 x,4,:.$5,,.

Show that .i.,,C(a,tri) ,,c(n,n
,of :the subsets, or a given

Solution: C (n,n - '(n m)!(q. (n - m))1

is the 'number of 's6t.:1:10ring
elements. Each lof .thes.e.:..subset:8 may:,1-4 'paired wi ain :(n ,-

ntairtinelerrient. subset of th.e.-.sam ' set; _,.the.. subset
of the mernbelt, of. the et :.Thi'S pairing slow; th- a s.

m,element s lasets..4hd';te m)--eIetnef#::' subsesIff a 4given
are equa ria-t. .is 'exactly. what he formula sta

ef-t,,
(R;

^ 4....

, ,
444-

[se

.



Y--..,,, ''.,::Example 1/4-4e: How many'-ways may an arbitrary natu: pOmlfer
n be represented as a sum of 'm natural numbers if we ,r sums

; differing',.in the order of their terms as different !Irepres tio ".. hS

Solution:: We look first at :a special case St'.

Let us cOnsidd-r 5' "tallies'-' in a row

ur.,roblem equivalent
three:- parts . _.Thus

1111
to Iplitting this

. ,'yields the ,stirtil
- - -

yields 3.4

ii
. , 14..; the ..row:

1.113-"h.ed.,114-'SelAtirie 2 of the four spaces
done :C (4,2) or 6 w-sr

114.,lie.,,S;r1,4,al'-cee' We' have. .tallies with

-2. 4,, - " n
ro gr,. resention as a Ibur4 of to

sel*ti.O.,of .,tAm'H;11-ekement ,subset of the
.:Apaes...::',rThe:::41,mber' .1s: therefore

1 , 1

rts
adjacent

to.

-anitIe
Ai

: If a tClass has f&li stdents arid the Class.1
..,,

TOOT, haS : 'doors. and 3 1windows, how many carerent Ways may the.
teacher and thei.stucte4s.leave in case of a fire if -at least _one: .°

person goes tili*gliteach 7..of, these exits?
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Solution: Since it's "every Manforhimselft.We treat. all
21 souls on an equal. basis.. The natural number 21 may be

written as a sum of 5 natural numbers (one term for eachof.fhe

exits) in. C(21 - 1, 5 - 1). ways, regarding-as distinct such

repreSentationaditfering.in the order .oftheir.terms.

C(21 1,5 - 1) = C(20,4) 4,845 .

.

(The size of the, answer justifies having a plan of egress ahead Of
.

time, obviating numerous hasty detisions.)

Example 1474g: low 'many bridge hands of 13 cards contain
exactly 5 spades?

Solution:

where. A is a;
There are C(13

Vilities fo'r 13

couples.

we want th number of ordered couples ,

pades and B, is a set of Anon-spades.
pos ibilities for 'A and C(39,8) possi-

Hance there are .C.(13,5) x C(39,8) such .

C(13,5) x c(39, x ion

4
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COMMON LOGARITHMS OF n1

n log_n! n log n1 log n! n log n!
0.0009 25 25.-1907 -50 64.1+831 75 ' 109A946-

1 0.0000, 26 26.6056 51. 66.1906 76 111.2754
2 0.3010 27 28.0370 52 67.9067 77 , 113.161.9

3 0.77&2 28 29.4841 '53 69.6309 78 115.0540
4 1.3802 29 30.9465 54- 71.3631, 79 116.9516

5 2.0792 30 32.4237 55. ' 73.1937
)

8o 118.8547"
6 -2.8573 31 33.9150 56 74.853.-9 81 120.7632

7 3.7024 32 35.4202 57 . 76.6077 82 ..122.6770

8 4.6055 33 36.9387 58' 78.3712 83 124.5961

9 5.5598. 34 38.4702 59 80.1420 84 126.5204

10 6.5598 35 40.0142 6o 81.9202 .85 128.4498
11 7.6012 36 41.5705 61 83.7055 86 130.3843,
12 8.6803 37 43.1387 62 85.4979. 8y 132.3238
13 9..7943 38 44.7185 63 87.2972 88 134,2683
14 10.9404 39 46.3096 64 89.1034 89 136.2177

15 12.1.65 40 47.9117 . 65 '90.9163 90 138.1719

13.3206 41 49.5244 66 92.7359 91 140.1310
17 .14.5511 42 51.1477 67 94.5620 92 142.0948
18: 18063 43 52,7812 '68 96.3945 93 f 144.0633
19 17.0851 44 54.4246 69 98.2333 94 146.46364

20 18.3861 45 ,56.0778 70 100,0784 95 148.0141
21 19.7083 146 57.7406 71 101.9297 96 1119.9964

22 21.0508, 47 _59.4127 72 103.7870 97 151.9831
23 22.4125 48 '61.0939 73 105.6503 98 153.9744
24 23.7927 49 62.7841 ,74 1_ 107.5196 99 1,55.9700

rsec:. 14-,4]
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N 0

FOUR - PLACE.-TABLE

1 2

OF COMMON: LOGARITHMS

3 4 5 .6 7 8 -9
10 0000 0043. 0086 9128 9179 0212 0253 0294 0334 0374
11 -0'414 9453 9492 0531, 0569 0607 9645 0682 9719 0'755
12 '0792 9828 9864 0899 9934 0969 19914 1938. 1972 .1106
13 1139 1173 J296 1239 4271 1303 1335 1367, 1399 1430'
14 1461 1492 -2.53 15533 1584 1614 1644 1673 1703 1732

15 1761 1790 1818 18147 187 5 .1903 1931 1959 .1987' 2014
16 2041 2068 2995 2122 21:48 217 5 220'1 ,,;.2227 ,.2253 227 9
17. 2304 2330 2355 2380 2405 24.30 2455 , 2594 2529
18 . 2553 2577- 2601 2625 2648. 2672 2695 2718 I 2742 2765
19 . 2788 2810, 2833 2856 2878 .2999 2923 2945 .2967 2989 ,

20 3010 3032 3054- 3075 3096 3118 3139 316o 3181 3291°
21 3222 3243 3263 3284 3304 3324 .3345 3365 3385 3494
22 34 24 3444 3464 3483 3502 3522 3541 3560 3579 3598.
23 '3617. 3636 3655 36714 3692 3711 3729 3747. 37,66 3784
24 3802 3820 3838 3856 3874 3892 3909 3927 3945 3962

25 3979 3997 4914 4931 4948. 4065 4082 4999 4116 4133.
26 11150 4166, 4183 42oo 4216 4232 4249 4265 4281 4298.
27 4314 4339 4346. 4362 4378 14393 4499 4425 44110 4456
28 4472 4487 14-592 4518 14533 4 548. 4,6,4 4579 4594. 4699
29 4624 4639 '4654 4669..4683 4698 4713 4728 11742 4757

30 4771 4786 4.800 4814 4829 4843 4857 '4871 4886 4900
31.. 4914 4928 4942 4955 4969 4983: 4997 5011 5924 5038
32 5051 5065 5079 ,.;,.092 5195 5119 5132 5145 5159 5172
33 5185 5198 5211 ,422.11 5237 5250 5263 5276 5289 5302
34 5315 5328 5349 5353 5366. 378. 5391 5403 5416 51428

35, 51441. 51453 5465. 5478.. 5490 5502 55111 5527 5539. 5551
36 63' 5575 5587 5599 '5611 5623 5635 5647 5658., 5670
37 5682 5694 5705 571(- 57.29 57110 5752. 5763 5775 5786
38 5798 5809; 58 21 5832 5843 5855. 5866 J377. 5888 5899
39 5911 5922 5933 5944 5955 5966 5977 5988- 5999 6919
40 6021 6031 6942 6053' -6964 .6075 6085 6096 6107- 6117

6,,1.28 6138 6149 6160 6170 46180 6191 6201 6212 6222
42 6232 6243 6253 6263 6274 .6284 6294. 6394 6314 6325
'43 6335 634-5 6355 6365 6375 6385 6395 6495 6415 6425
44 6435 6444 644 6464 6474 6484 6493 6.503 6513 6522

45 6532 65112 6551 6561 6571. 658o 6590 6599 6609 6618
146 6628 6637 66464 6656 6665 6675 66814 6693. 6,702 6712

-6721 6730 .6739 6749 6758 6767 6776 6785 6 7911 6803
48 6812 6821 6830 6839 68148 '6857 6866 6875 6884 6893
149 6902 6911 '6929 6928 6937 6946 6955 6964 6972 6981

50 6990 6998 7007 7016' 7924 (033 7042 705,0 7059 7 067
51 7076 7984 7093 7101 7110 7118 7126 7135 714.3 7152
52, 7160 7163 7177 7185 7193 7 20 2 7210 7 218 '7226 7 23 5
53 7243 7251 7259 767 7275 7284 7292 7300 :7303 7316
54 73214 7332 7340 48 7356 7 364 7372 7 380 7388 7396,

[sec. 14-4]



0 , .1 2 3 4 . 5 6 . 7 8. 9
55. *7404.- '012 7419 7427. 71435 71443 7451 71459 7146 6 747456. 71432 71499, 71497 7505 7,513 7520 .7528 . 7536 75143 7551.57. 7559 7566 7574. 7582 7 '38 7597 7604 7612 7619. 7627
58 7634 7042 76149 7657 7664 7672 7679 7686 76914 7701

.59 7709 7716 7723 7731 7738 7745 77 520 7760 77 67 77714

60 7782 7789 7796 7803 7810 7818 78,25 7832 7839 784661 78'53 7860 7868. 7875. 7882 7889 7896 7903 7910 7917"62 7 924 .7931. 7938' 7945 7952 7959 7966 7973 7980 798763 7993 8000 8007 80114 8021 8028 8035' 8041 '80148 805564 ,8.062 8069 80y5 808 2 8089 8096 8102 8109- 8116 81 22

65 8129 8136 81142' 8149 8156 8162 8169 '817.6 818 2 818966 8195 8202 820,9 8215 8222 8228 8235 2 1 8248 825467 8261 8267 8274 8280 8287 8293 8299 '8306. 831 2 - 831968 8325 8331 8338 8344 8351 8357 8363 '8370 .8376 '838269 8388 8395 8401 8407 8414 8420 $426 8432 8439 8445

.70 8-2151 8457, 8463 8470 8476 8482 81488 8494.1 .8500 8506
71

- 72
851.3.. .3519 8525
8573 8579 8585

8531 8537
8591 8597

85143
8603

8549:1:8555.
8609 8615

:-8561' 8567
-8621 8627

73 . 633 8639 8645. 86571 8657 8663 8669 8.67 5 -8681, 8686:74 86.9.2 8698 8701-4 8710° 8716 872 2 8727 8733. 8739 8745.

75 8751 8756 '8762 .B768...8774 8779 8785- i 8791 18797 .88076 8808 8814 .8820 .8825 8831 - 8837. 83142 8848 8854. 8859
77 886.5 8871- 8876. '8882 8887 8893' .8899 ..89014 8910. 8915
78 8921 8927 893.2 8938 891-43 89149 . 8954 .8960 . .896.5;. 897179 3.976 8982 -8987 8993 8998 :9004 9009. 901 5 9020 .' 9025

80 9031 9036 9042 9047 9053 9058 9063 9069 9074, 907981 9085. ,;9090 9096 9101 9106 9112 '9117 . 9122 .9128 913382 91-38 9143 9149 91514 9159., 9165 .9170 9175 9180 918683 91 91 9196 .9201 9206 921 2, 9217 9222 9227 '923884 9243 9248 9253: 9258 9263 9269 92714 9279 '92814 .9289
85 92914 9299 93014 9309 .9315 9320 935 93'30 9335 .`' 934086 9345 9350 9355 9360 9365 9370 937 5 9380' 9385 939087 9395 91400 91405 91410' 91415 91420 9425. 9430 9435.`944088 9445- 94;0 9455 91460 9465 91469 9474 9.479 91484 948989 91494 91499 9504 9509 9513 9518

* 9523 9528 9533 9538
.0

..96
----91.

.1. 9542 9547 . 9552
..9590 .9595. _9600.

9557 9562
9605 9609

9566
96114

9571 9576
9619 96214

9581 9586
9628 963392. 96.38 9643 9647 9652. 9657 8661 9666 9671 9675.,96869685 9689 '9694 -9699 9703', 9708' 9713 9717. 97 22 9727

94 . 9'01,i9736 :97LL1 971'.5 97 50 9754 9759' 9763 9768 9773

95 97 78? 9786 9791 9795 9800 9805 9,805 9814 9818
96 98 ..,..27 9832 983 6......98,41 98145 9850 98.54 9859 9863
97.
98

986, i , 2. 9877
_, ..%1

99.1. 7° 9921
9881. , 9886'
9926 9930

9890
99314

',.98914 9899
9939 .9,943

9903 9908
9948 9952

'99 9956 ., 9965 9969 9974 9978 .9983 9987 9991 9996
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.Exercises 14-4'

'Using the set, (a, c,

(a) Find.the number of subsets.

.,(b),,List the 3-element. subsets.

'(c)' List the 3-permutations for each

subsets.

(d) Find the value of 0(q,3)%
Evaluate each of the f011oWing:

(a) (d) C(25,4)
(b) c(.8,3) (e) 0(12,10)

(c). C'(12,5) .C(100,'98), ,

3 Calculate:.the value of log 100T to

4. A. student is instructed to answer any eight :of ten questions
on an examination. How*anyldifferent ways. are there for him

to choose the'questioMS he Answers
.

There are ten entries in a.roundrobin tennis tournament.':

How many matches ust.'be scheduled?-

6. How many distinct lines are determined fifteenoints on
_

.p

a plane if no threeof the. points are collinear?

How many triangles are determined .hy eight points on

if no threefof the points are collinear?.

8. A seed Company tests,,itstulipiibulbs in SetscOf'siXteen-,

FoUr bulbs are :seleCttOor,planting.from each

four grow, the ,remaining twelve are, sold with aguarantee'..

that at least eight of them will...grow. How many ways can

..thefourbulba be selected for test planting from a set of
sixteen? - -

How many.committees of four-tleMbeps may be formed from a .set'

Of7pine possible members?-,

10. Row'many.cOmmit;tees consisting of-tWo Democrats and' two

Republicans xilay6be fOrmed from a set of seven` Democrats an

four. decimal plebes.

six Repubricans?

[sec. 14-4]



IL. HOW many parallelograms arecleterMinedbya set ofeight
parallel. lines intersecting another set of five parallcl
.lines?

1

1

kbasketball'squadconsiats,ofrfourcenters, fiveforwardS,
and'sik guards.. How Many different teama.may the coach form
if players can be.ustd only at their one position?,,

P yom a set o.f twenty consonants and the five:vowels, how

many "words".may be formed consisting ,of three different

vowels and two different consonants- if`Ohe ofjhe vowels;
must be a ?.

s

.144. How many fiVe letter ."wOrds containing, two voWels and three:-

consonants may be formed frOM-the letters_of the word

LOGARITHM-?.

15. Referring to the array given in Exercise 141,'1,-determine

the.nuMberOf ways -one can-spell LOGARITHMSStarting.frOM-a.

given one of the Lts4 -going right or. down for,the next letter
each time, :and ending at S.:,-0.4150Pe:the-given: L. lies.Lin
the mth row from the bott§Vre*it is 'necessary to move
down m 1 times between,040444e letters:). CheOk....3rour

, .
:

result by using the forimulal6d6)5tiin'tOeolve ExerciSe::,

14-1, 1,"again."

Using the table for logn! find approximate

EXercises 16, 17, , 22.

16. A sample of five .items. is to be selected from a set o

hundred. How many different samplela may, be formed?-

17:'. How many different poker hands of five cards each can be

arfsWers for

forced -from a .deck, of fifty-two cards?'

1.8. -How-many saMples.cf,ten units maYbe forthed from a:set o4

one .hundred' light' bulbs?
197. How many subsets offive cards containing exactlythree aces

may'be formed from a'deakOT fiftywNcp.rds,
20. HoW' many bridge hands-oan have:two sixt'ardSiiits?

21:- How.many,:bridge hands have one seven-card.suit and three
two-card suits?

22. Row many bridge hands have a. "5-4-3-1" distribution?

7,
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23. If C,(n,.B) ,;p_nd. the valUe°.of`
24. If .,C,(18, C(18,11:1 + '2) '=, Q flina .1the-valUe of

ProNie Pascal Is TheoremL C (n,m) C -* 14-
±':0.:(n.- 1;m) 1 .1..

rn, 5)
f4,1

. ShOw: that Pascais Thebrem; ma ,;;be /illustrated by, the .follQw--.

.in'g table: (called 'Pasdai's-.11ilangke), where entries in .the
.:.:table are 'of the foim .,C(r).;n1)\: <,n't n , and extend

the table throtigh the n 10 .

- 2) . C(n - 1,n - 2) +. C(n-
+ C(2,1) + C (1,0); 3 < n

oiall familiar with the forniUla
y)2 _x2 sr2

Higher powes of the pihomialyx 4.:;y may, be expi-essed as poly:-
nomials in x and y by multip1ying each ?esult3 in turn
x-+ y . Thus

("x',"+ Y) 2 (x +
(k2t

+ e). ( + y)

x + 2y + xy2. x y +. 2xy y13.

3
+

2. 2 3*'3x.-y + 3xy.



tyk..

,ZfrVis3i9

a. ,,

'5- 55' AT 4e-/-4;p0, 'N.

(x -+, y)4 (x + (x + Sr)

(x34. 3x2y + 3xy + +A):.
4 0 3x + 3x3y + 3x2y2 + ,xy 3 + x'y

+ 3x 2y 2 + 3xy3 y4,.*

,-x + 4x3 oy + x2y2 + 4xy3 +

Proceeding this way, we may derive the expansion of 'each higher
power, (x + y , in a step-by-step fashion.

However, it is possible to apply our theory of .Ncombinations
.to obtain the expansion of (); + y)n where n is an arbitrary
natural number. Thus we may avoid the step-by-step process 'and
write out the entire expansion for any given n without first
determining 'the expansion for each smaller value of n . The k

4;1saving,, theref4re, calculation is very /great . Suppose, for J.
example, that you need to knoW the first '6 coefficients in the
expansion of (x y)100 (For reasons cannot explain here,
such questions often arise in scientafn and sociological, problems. )
Using the formula vie shall derive, you would not have to find first
all the coefficients4?, ip: all the expansions up to. )100 ; the

'-S

6 coefficients.you .want =ed could be written, dO:ati without .any
, Ipreliminary calc41.ations.

.
A .

. 4.11.. . . .

:Before we attack. the general prC $lem, We recast it in..a
/vier' form. Note that ,,,%.

l 1,

(x + y )n (x(1 + 32(-))n 1 +.).c)

If we set z = X , 'our. problem amounts

of xn(1 + z )1a. . This can 141done if we dc&termine the cdeflicients
in the expansion of + z )n . For all we need d6-"with this

4pansiort is, multipy eac term by xn), . Finally replacing z
e can obtain the exp rision of (x + y

to determining the expansion

L.3
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4t.

1

s.

'irleturn.now to the expansion Of .(1 z)n . In order to

obtain the. coefficients in this expansion, we shift` our attention

to the product

(1 1)(1 + z2).°.(1 + in)

-.Note that when, the product rlducea to

(1 +-z)n" .since it has n factors.-.

or

ge look first at some examples. For n = 2 , we have

el + z1)(1 + Z2) = 1 + ( + z ) + -z

1.1

z1)(1 + z2)(1 + z

r n :

(1 + )

'Studying

For n

= 1 +(z
4

z1

+ z2 ij) +

2) + Zlz2z3

z2)(1 +.z3)(1 + z4) ..1 4-

z
2 1 3

Z + z )

-t (alj2 zdz3
+ z zox

+
z3z4).

t (zz3 4 +.ziz3z4 iaz2z4 +-ziz2z3)

"Z1z2z3z4

these examples gives. the clue to.."the general pattern.

2 , consider the set (.i141 Its non-empty subsets are

(z1).., (.z1z2)

.each.'of which correspond term in the expansion:

(z1)
g C4.21 t(.:1 23r:' ;

z z.
2 1 2
0.-

Uec: 45):
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Similarly for n . 3 . We list the .non-empty subsets of

(z1 , z2,z31 and the termappearing in'the expansion which

correspOnd-to them:

(z11 (z2} (z3) (z2;z3) {z ; ( ,z2) -(zi,z2,z3

L2U
, z 3 ,

.z z3 zl z.3.
'

z
2 ' z1 Z2 z3

.

The eXpansions themseImes (at least for n = 2 , n =3) are the
.su*J,q).11e terms listed, Plus. the extra term ''"I The same

O (---
path: holds in the case n = 4,.

-,What happens in these cases: when", i !-,:z2 , etc ., are

all replaced by z.\?
1

.

The terms ContribUting,the-first power'Of s to -the sum are

those -coi,responding to l..:element:subSets; those contributing the

second power of -z to the sum are those cortespoilding'td 2- element

subsets; etd. ThuS the nu,mbeof--, zts .(and 1hence-he coefficientt
f

ofd z in the expansion) is C(n,41); the'coei'ficiehtOf t2-, is

9(n,2) ; and. for ,n ) 2',, the coefficient Of' z3 :is._C.( ;3)

These'observtions are -lid at least wh n

The binomial theorem' asserts that this i
t

arbitrary natural number'.

In the general .cape, expandiris the product':
. \

(1 +.zi)(1 + Z2)....(1.+ ten)
.,\

yields.. tei:MSot.the'toliowing forms:

i

I

' ' zn-1 n

; "zn-2zn.-1Zn

C(n,9)
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At the right of each line we give the number of terms In the
Replacing z

1 ' z 2 ,. , zn each by z the terms
1

z,z,
2 2 2z ,z., , Z

3. 3 3z ,z , , z

--- - - - ---- -zn
Adding these terms we have our expansion::::-:.,

(1 + z)n = 1 + C(n,l)z + C(n;2)2-2
+ C(n,3

or, more compdctly,
r

+ z C (n,-m)z

if we agree to write Crni0) "ot

Returning to, t4ur oFiginel qu stion regaediiii the expansion
(x + y)ri , we have, 4putting x in pt2lacel'of z

.

or

line.

C(n,l)
C(n,2)'44.

C(n,3).

.
C(n,n)

3 + .a.. + c(n,r1)zn
fit

n(x + y)- xp(i. + x_) ri

+ C(npa.)-e- + C(n 2)J +
x x

n

-li' , -2 2.xn + C,(1-1,2.1x sy + ekn,2)x -I-

4 C

n z)')n-x.+ y) . xn (1 +
n r5

= ;CP sT C(n,m)
ml

Xm.0 4
C (n, )xn-nlyin .

he binomial theorem.

+ C(n,n)yn

[sec. 14-5]



Theorem '14-5a t If n is any natural number,

are any real (or complex) numbers; then
n.

221 le 14-5a:

(xt3+ y)5 = x5 + C(5,1 )x y + C

+ Yr. = Ec(n,m)xn-my
m.0 2 .

xn

+C(5
5 4 3 2

x + 5x y + y

dcample,;14-5b:

r;

(x2 3.f,/1)14
2
6
+ 4( 2 )3( -3

2
-3

,

14(X2)( 25- 'y

= x8 - 2x8.17 + 54x 41;68Ar .814
-

Note that if we take x 1 in TheoreM 14-4a, we obtain,

C Cfr; (n,thr
r-

S.

.m=0,--
air o

.

m.0 *.i:,..,

.31 0.1N
Thus the sum or the number,9P#

0 -elemen set's;i' 4.c(.hi0))

1 -eleme .p.bsett ;")(C (n, 1 ) )

2.el..e i6sets. '4
:

,. (C (n., 2) )
. 'Mr: ;.°1'

..- . . - - _IIS... _ - , -- ,

.14.4

of a set having n Note tilat we gave ,alread

seen that 2n is the total nuMber of', ,subsets (including: the er'012

la 7,

44,4
[sec. 14-51
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set: and the whole .set) of a"set with n elements. 1Thi 4s the ,

-bindmial theorem ties together our solutions =of the. tWo problenisf.
Ng' considered' in SeCtion 14-4 (CI: The sol,tr1/44.itris" of,Ex6a1-des::"
LIL1 ',and -4;1.5 .c)

4or

Exerciies 14-5
.

. 3. Find' the7'eXpansiOn for. eaoh..of .the

t;

,
;:

(al' (gY (7 z)
().

( j.).: c. d) 9

24J-2)6

1) 5 '

th(a")- the a;fb..)exp rients tnes ify 4ermo,
in the exansion. Of .;(a, n,k. i N and n ?

....How ,there: in `2.the pans (6. 1:9k. ?
$

.
n -(a-.4%)17: .:n "14. ?

(c),:.:.Which the ,expansion' of (a
middle .term?`

. . . 7"

.14-.

o....:,.
,,,,,

(e) Give the;- C(n ni) form 'of the coefficient. of the.ii4enty-

...For which values of n'.:ffltiill the eilivansita.'Of n :4440

n a.. :.N , have no .middle term? - 9, '',..: :.. '..,4. P4.41
;' ,' ;\

e
Is* f:.

-,1*. -,
(

N
.

14'11; -. ..firs:t. term in :the expanSir. Dof (a +lp 1 .. ..- -..
k. WhiChrtermS in the expansion, of (a .+ b )7. 2. .- haVe.theil .

'att
. . .

coefficients equal to the coefficient of the ',thirty..-';......,-..
...first ttritil? -

(i) -41. the cOefficientS::of the sixth and sixteenth terms in ,.; .

l'.,:the expansion of (a + b )n $ n , in N-.,... are .equal, ...:
.Wnet is the value of a ?:.;''''.

e';';`: :

[sec. h2.4-5]
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thecOeffiC4' #ts of the. fourth anc1 sixteenth terms in

equal, find
s. n1ddle -term in: he expansion:.'

the SeventhterM'inthe:PXPanSio.1: (a + 11)3'5 .

foUrth term in:the-exPansiOn%:Of
.

twelfth term i*theexpan.sion,:of (2x - 1) 13

middle term. tint Opansion of (3
3 x )10
)( 3

middle-terMin.the expansion of 4,- x22"2

. x2 14Find the eighth term- in the expansion of (1 -

_1:.Find they terwhaVing: b 7 as a 'fector-in the expansion
) :

0

:of :(0+ 1))9:

Find the term haVing yti as a:factor in the expansion

of (x2 L.y)9 -.!
,

Findthe term ving°, x .as a factor in the expansion

_ ) .' (.
A2)10

.

Fitnd the term having' y s,a factor in the expansion
1

. .

of

Find'the"ierm-,NOT having
as

factor of x in the

( :expansion of (x
2 12

.

'Find the.mUmerical value for each of the following to for

decimal plaq

1.024 (Hint.' 1.02 1 +.0.02) ,(e)

(b) 1.0212

(c) 0.9812

2:0110

fsec.-..1475]



11 -6. Arrangements and Partitions:
.

.

We haye Considered. the perMutatioAka combihations of;,'.

elements of a given' finite set. this sectfn we consider
another type of counting krobleM, one whose solution can be'based

'on our.previous results,

Example 14-6a:-How many distingdishable arrangements are
there of the letters in the word "loony'?

.

Solution: If the.word were '"loan" instead of "loon'', the

methods discussed in Section 147.3 would apply directly and give
the answer P(4,4) , 24 However, we may ekpect that the

answer to.the present problem is much smaller, since we have
dupricationa. Thus the permutatiOns ';loan" and "laon" Correspond

. . .to the indistinguishable-arrangements"10oe and "loon" in our
current problem. Suppose, ipdeed, that we consider a complete

list. of the 4...permu.tationa of the set (1,o,a,n) . These permuta-
tons may be-paired with one another as follOws:

loan , laton;_ ° Olap , aio oaln , aoln;

'nloa ,J1lao; nola , nal(); ,noa1 , naol;

anlo ,'onla;. anol ,onar; Mod , lnao
oanl, aopl; , aano lona; -41no ; olna .

In'' each of these pairs the letter."1" occupies the same place,' the

letter"nwoccupies the same' place, but ,fre letters , ."a." are

A.nterchanged. Replacing each "a" ere bylh "olic:ie see that each

of these pairs yields a pair of'indigtingdibi0 arrani;ements..of

the letters of "loon". Thus thenumber.of rrangements of the

letters of '",loon" *Just half the corgesp ing number for "loan".
Our answer is therefore 12 ..

.94.4
, .

This example provides the key.to he solution '.of the ,general
.

problem-of determining f,ining the nwnber oarranementa' of a ligt,con-
.

taining repetitions.

[sec. 1426f.
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-7 ' 527
:1

Correspond ng to each :arrangement of the letters of ."1 7:1V::
we have F( 2,2) .permutations of (1, Oia , n ) arising from perri*Of:!::

. :

tions. of (0,4) .
-1

.
.

Consiapr .6-1 problem of counting the number of arra#gements

of:.the 12iletters-. of.',1divisibility". Here the letter li..1. occurs

5/timeS.; but'. each of the other T letters occurs just once. Now

T(1242) .i. the number of arrangements of the eleMentS df~a set

having. 12 elements such .as,, td:,A,'y,e,s,i,b,o,-1,u,t,y)
. ;Let''.-us

-, write A . for the (unknown)nUmfi.Zr of different 'arrangements of the

'letters. of- "divisibility". Corresponding to each of .tnese arranger
. .

ments are P( ). permutations of the letters d,a,v,e,s-,1,b,o,l,
2,t,y. ..

.. ..

Hence ''''J :' Aix P(5,5) = P(12,12)

d A ...

tkl'.? 12) :12.!,-, - 12 x 11 x 10 x 9 x 8

Suppose, inHgeneral, we have a list of n items, m, of

which .are the same but no two of the remaining n In are the
Same. For example,,':

Corres

which

In our

onding to the gin list, letu.s consider a second list in

e duplicated JAms are distingijizhed (say, by subscripts).

ple,

. 1 " 2 ' ' I, la .

The number of arrangemehts...Of:th second, list is Nn,n) Each

arrangement of the first list corresponds to 'F(.m,m) arrangements
of the 400nd. ,If A is the number of distinguishable arrange-

ments of7V,he- original list,

so

14.

F(rf,m) = P(n,n)

mi

[sec. 14 -6] :.
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Consider the corresponding. problem fora list of h. items,
m
1

of one kind,
2

of a second m
3

of a third
. y

=. ml 74- m2 + +:mk.

If A -is the number of di'stinguishable arrangements, then

n 1n .n
le

1. A .
1 2

.

SO A _

This number is written as

n!
ml! m

2'
i

(la
- n n!

1.1'2 1k?
ml ! M21

mk!

We'note,two special cases. ml = m . and m2 .=

as'in the previouS' examples, we have :

. n1 n! .A Ina! ...a! ITTY

so that our earlier formulas are special cases df.,the-general.

formula. If k = 2 and m1r= m then m2 n and

miln m):
n1

= C(n4m)
---

= .1

Exampfe214,.:6b: How many distinguishable arrangements are
.

there of the letters in MISSISSIPPI ?

Solution: There are 11 letters, 4. of one kind.(I), 4

of another , 2 of a third\ '(P) ,:and 1 other (M) Our
'fOrmula gives

- r
11!

- 34;650 .

(4!)2 (2!x)(1!)

{sec. 14-6]
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1. ,How many different six digit numerals may be written. using

the digit.":5- once, a 14 three times, and a 3 twice?

2.- Hoer many five symbol,code:nwordsay be formed using tgree

dots and two dashes? .

3.. 'How man distinct "words4 may be forthed as arrangements.of

the letters of . PARALLELEPIPED ?

.4, Suppose that on thr dark day in a certain hdspital, four

*Sets.of identical, male twins, two sets of identical female

males-(singl, births), and eleven females

(single .births) are-borm, and cheap ink is used on:their

nametags. The next day (even darker) the ink fades away.
, .HOw many ways is it possible to mix he children.vp? )

(.Use

log n! table of Section 14...:to'aPprOxima.te the answer.)

5.
.>

How many different ways m2.y.,the, letters, of QUARTUS be

arranged so that the letter, u .follows ple letter cr.? '.

P'
`6: ow many different arrangements of the'lettert of .PALLMALL

maybe forthed so that all of the lfs are not together?

7. How many. different ways may the letters of QUISQUIS be

-arranged 'So that each q is.followed by a u ?

8. How Many three-letter arrangeMentS Of the letters of SNOOP

m4py be formed? (Hint: consider cases as tothe three, letter

word having Q , 1 , or -2 Ols.) .

How many, different arrangementsof four letters may be made

from the; letters of .SPOOL 2

Partitions of a Set.

By a partition of a set A we mean a .doilection-rof subsets

of A having the properties

.(i). no pair of the subsets. share any membell,

the union 'of 111 the subsets is. 'A

_ ,

-ThuS each eleMent of A is. in one and Only%ne of the:.Subsets.

The subsets themselves are called cells of'the partition.

0 .

[sec.- l4 -6]
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Example14-6c: The two sets :'

(1)- . the set of even, natural numbers,

(2) the set of odd natural numberi;-

form a partition of the set of'paiural-nuMbers.- Its cells are the
two sets listed. Xhe 'three sets::

. .

(1)- the set of positive real numbers,
-

(2)..the set'of negative:real numbers,.

01 the set..whose-Only member is zero,

form a partitiOn of the set of real*nUmbers..

Example:14-6d: The set. (a,b,c) has the following partiiio4s
(and no. others without empty cells).:

((a) (b) , (0); ((a,b) (c)).; ((a;c) (b));

iftc,b) , (a)); ((a,b,c)) .

Since a-partition is a coliecionorset,.:whose members are
4.

themselves sets, we. are obliged to be rather! generous With QUr
(),

'.,brackets when writing partitions. In the interests of economy (of
ink).and-eaae of reading, we introducean'alternatenotation- d
wr'it'e, for tie partiti&isl listed ln-Example.14::6d:

f4;b;cr, [a,b.;C] 4*c;bi , [c,b;a] , (a.0).;c]

respeCtiviely. If we need eak only of ,the cells; 'lithout,

exhibitinethe elementsii them; we;shallwrite-,,as. usual--

for the

(Here.

partitiqg

(Al A2 ''Ak)
. .

A 'whose cells 4are Al , A2

1 , A .-are certain subsets ofk '
.

.

rt.

When we' consider k-permutations of the sets.
. _

(A A , .A
k

Wsec. 14-6],



we deal with orde-red .k:-tuples mach' as

(A1 ; A2 ,

(A2 Al,

(Ak. , Ai ,

Each of the k,-permUtations ofa. given, partition :Of a set into k

cell's will be called an, ordered partition., of the sea If n. the.

:ordered partition (A .A A') .there are n .elements;2 -

,

--
in , n 'A2 'elements Ih A

shall call thisgpartition:an: (n1 ;n2 ; nk); _partition,

The problem We,poW put is this:. Givenra finite set

having eletehts,:how many patitionS'
A-, , Ak) pf ,are there? :S.4.nce Al has n_

a

elementa,. A2 has n2 , :has We .have, in-view
:0 -°

of the deTining properties.(1) (ii) of a partition

,
n11 nk

We shall see that we have really solved (his problem already.

All we must do to see this 11 to rephrase it, appropriately. Fist,

however, we look at an example:

Example 14L6e:, Some of the (31-252) partitions- of

, -

[a,b,c;d,eif,g1 , [a
-,

,b,d;x,e;f,g1 [,b,d;c-,f;e,g
"

There are, of course, many more. .-Notide, hOwever, 'that
4

[a;q b;ld,e;f,g1 , '[a,b,d;e,c;g,fI, [d:00b;c,f;g,e)

are; :respeqtivel, simPlYctherwaYs of Writing. the Same-three,.
partitions as before- Consider,.., for the first in each of

-:these Lists. Using the more elabOrate notation; th.eSe are
.,

C(a,b,CI (d;e) :4 (f,g))-.a.nd (ta.,agb) , (d ;e) , (f,g))



But-the Sets.-3 (a;b,c) and (a, c,b) are eqUal tor.they .have the °

same. elements Similarly for the other sets in' each of these
pgrtitions'. -

This eample. giVes away the Secret.! The various cells a're
Upchanged..if their elements are rearrariged-,--sO' far as their
relation'1Y1a 'p. to the pe'rtition itself is concerned; elem$rrta, 11-4 the
sarne. ce4, are alik`e Thus permuting the eleMents, in a gi-ven
cell has no effect on the partition 'itself . Hence., each orpred-

. .

corresponds
. Sihee there

; p. .

to 3! x 2! 2! peptutations of the whole set.
are > 7! permutations of the giveri set..theFe are

.
7! T.

'2; 2) i*rtitiOns
.

We.may explain this- result another wa'y. We want .ag.nOrdere'd
triple of,.,SubSets wheiie... there is no duplication of ''elements. We

ichoOse ",.the first. cell (which has 3 .el,ements ), in C (7;3*.

,332!2.!.

o

ways . Since. no pair of cells may .share,,arty members, we' have
.C,(14;2). "chOices" second" cell (w.hi"ch has 2 elements);
Finq.14,41tt-ce're are ( 2, 2) Ichoices ". for the .third . cell.

%such ':an ordered partition may be formed; in

C(7,,3) x'C(4,2)'x C(2,.2)-
73: 014! 2!or

311.y! 2!0!-
or

aaya.
'31212! -.

` In, the general case, khe of-
.

pp.rtitions of art riLelemeht set (wh'er% rr

,

4 - n

d.

[Sed-!! 14 -6]
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Example 14-6f: There.ire ten entries in an elimination

tennis tournament. How many ways may the first round o hes

be scheduled?

Solution: We want the number of (2;2;2;2;2) partitions

of
*a

set. with '10 .elements (the 10 entries) This_number is

X10!----E or', approximately, 1.1 x 105
-

(2!)')

. ,

'ExeMple 2.11=11. Given `a set ,having n elements., how many

m) :partitions does it have?

Answer
m! (n

!

-.m)J This is .C (n,m) . That it should be
.

.C(n,m). 'may be seen if we note that the first cell has. m eleMents,

and all the other -elements - -if .any--ate in thesecond. Thus the .

m) partitions of an n-element set are pairedAth the,

,subsets Z the given set.

*1,1

1, Eight...men attend a sales 'convention and.find-they ai,efto be

doublerooms. lloW many ways `may thy.be assigned to

these rams?'

Exercises 14 -6b.

-:,,..

'2.'.ildw many subcommittees ofytwo,ithr%0 ee,:and three member6 may

be formedfrom a committee of eight members if each. committee
.. _* ., r 1

member can be on One and only one libcommitee _\

3. In howman; ways can .10 indistinguishable blue tickets and

;$0 'Andistinguishiblered tickets bei'glibtributed. among 40,

m'people.lf.eachperaoni is to receive exaCtly,one ticket? (Use

log nI table of Section 14-4 to approximate. the_answet.)

It. iftw flays are there to arrange eight coins in a row so .:

...

.,. there willlpe'three heads and fivestailszhoWig?

t

Z4 sec. .14-61
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How many sets of bridge 'hands cap be dealt to four payers

om a fiftyr.twa,,card deck? (Use log nrtablei) /.

(0) In how, byways. can 6- people .be partitioned into

three'teamsAh'consisting .of two p4ople?

(b) In howin*py ways,can 12 peop;e,be partitioned into

four teams eactonsiating of three peogie?
-;

(c) Generalize:.i
0'1

14-7. Selections witil\Repetition

Suppose you a store/47aVing n kinds 'of, items and

more'of each kind tha!6rou oa.<afford to btly.. How mans/' different

seleCtions of, m items can y'ou makel

This .problem4iffersiin two ways from tF a "arrangement"."

uestions we have conai4red. 'For one thing, we no lodger take -

account 6f the order I-n*1th the items are "selected".-: For

another, we suppose that-from thepoint-of view of our .resources

--the supply Of each kindCis.unlimited.: The last supposition is

for the sake of simplic..itj without it the, problem ip.much more

We begin with m 1 The answer here is just n , for if

we may select only one .it bur-selecti6n:reduces-to sele'cting on.e

of the n kinds The nu er of ways is then C(n,l).
.

.

4- j-
, For m = 2 , the Question is more-interesting, . The two iterns,

Maybe alike ori they may be different. 13!_in either case, their

"order" of Oeiction).s1.114-ellevaht% :
o

.

.
,

> . .

.Let us pair each of the klnds (of which. there are n ) +1.th

numbers' 1, 2, 3''..., n . Our problem is then to determine

the number df unordered couples of the numbers -1, 2, ... , r ..
.

We look.. at the table of the ordered couples of pairs of elements

of (1, 2, .. , n)

[sec. 14-7]



1 2

el

2

3.

(2,1%

(3,1)..

(n,l)

(2,2)

(3,2)
,

,(1,3)

(2,3).

(3;3)

, 3 )

,;(1,11)

(2,14)

''(3,h)
,

(n,4)

835:

.. n

The couples on the diagonal'ate those representi

selection of .2 ,items of t4e same kind; those not, dn 'the dfagonal

the selection of /57items ofairere kinds. But each coup,
below the diagpnal represents the me selection as one abov the

d opal. Suppose me erase all below the diagonal. Th n

We haVejust one:couple-for:each:of t selectiOns we wantv to

count.' Tigelx.number 16 kilieh by

'k' 1 + 2 4- 3 4- ... A- n : n " I) 11-

!
2 /..._31,.

...
r.y\

.
,

And 14'therefore c(14-1, .2.

Before we go .on to,the.cate m .1 ,1Waspbaerye that ate

Ilakte.coUnted the "number of ordered Couplee,la,b) of.the form
..,

I.< a: ,< b < n 4..e,4 whose first component does-not'exceed .its
4.!.- - -,--. / v

second component. This is Tnother'waY of- saying we coup thi;un'...

ordered couples which may beformed from a set of n alements

For 111:. 3 we'want the number Of ardered-triplSs'

1
(alb,ci

with < < b-< c < n when 2 ,'the chain of news
'ties rul out ea h- of the permqtati- s of thege triple _but one..

10

/'

. r

sit

isc. 14-71
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%. ,
Suppose .we have made one selection, say a,

have still to make two more, with a b °c

b,c '.is equivalent to selebting two number fro
,

. (a, a + 1 , ... ', n)

which has .(n members. Thuel\ 'for each, 84j:tction of a ,
i -.a

1 a n , there acre n .+ 2)e k ) wa:ye to select b,, And c

isatisfying it. < b < c < n. ;Since no pai triples with -

different first components an "be, the s e the ,first coXponent
, ,being the least co gnt), ou'r secori damehtal idea (Section

./...
14-1) ells us" the, total number q se ections i ven by/

S(n,3) = C(n+1,2) + C(n,2) + C(n-
ti

a S n. We as
lectirig

the set .#
, e--- \

t c ( 3 , 2 ).1+ C(2,2),,
'A

. ° Paacalls Theorem. (Folrcisa 14-4/-25)

.1C(3,2) + C(303) Y= C(4,3)

414..the,fact ttiatt = 6(3,3)., . we have

10',r 4', v '03;?..) + c(2t2),,). c(4 3)
,1 I

Hence - C(n+1,2) + C(n.,2) + C(n-1,2)' + + C(4,2) +

46+1,21+ C(n,2) + + C(51,3)
k4,.

,
C(n+1,2) +'C(n+1,3)

:41 Sek C(n +2,3) .

+ C(4,2)
I

The_ pattern emerges: 1.,

,S(n,l)
1°S(ns2) = C(n+1,2)

S(n,3) = C(ri+2,3)

mGcl

as.

1 I.



. S(n,10., p(n4M1,m.

/ .

The general' formulajBaybe obtained by carrying on the same line.

.dt:.?eaSOning Weylave"tusd.A.n.,ehe,cases m - 1 ,_Ai..2;, m.-. 3 ..,-
. b"

,-. ,. 4

* ,

. -EXample 14;-7a: Supppse,you have 5 apples to give to

teachers,: -How many ways p'an you do this?
.

.

. Solutioni.1. Here m .5 and ,:n. /3 for you are to select' M ,.
the teachers receiving i..the 5 items. The answer'is given by

837

(7
. "1-6

= c(76) A=. 2). 1.7 = 21\.

Alp,

n
%,;,..aMple

,-

a.-14-7b: Suppose a milllopaixe,has, 50 y heirs and

legatees4\If he cuts pc-one' fthem off, without:a Cent and h41 Just`'
4.

just

one 1116n7d011ars td bequea '.(efter taxes and ees), how'

many different wills coA (..

1
d\he write? ' -

:

7.
. -, 'rg.

'SolUtion:4_11. 50'j m:,. 10 (cents) ,The number.. of wills is

) whICh is ipproximaekY .io196therefore
(100,000,049..,

; v -50 1. -,

.. '.
This represents quite's fev.,:decisions

.

may14-7c.: HOwmany'ways may the
,.

natural. humber :n be.

' written as aeum7of ,th. non-negatiVeintegters, if we di-sttnguish
, N..

betweWsumsN4iffering in the order of tVir :terms.. -.(Compare

e .

EXample

.7 Solution: When We, considered he Trob1.01 'of' representing
. .

as a' sum. of m. natural numbers we.selectedithOut repetitiony

m-- 1 sioaceSiRetween n .tallies arranged in eidi3g

this: idea, selecting these spates with repe-t-ItiOns,diligiv us

Sums with 0 as a term. ,Th4p.; for, n = 5', .m = 4

,. - I:
" ' 44i l' i .1 I .4--,

. -
e I 7 ',.."3. 7

-'. .
t A -.

. .
, -

:":the,se.), octio6 (1,1,3). .'gives.. 5..4.1-i +Q + 2 A'2 . However to

143

S

.[sec. 14-71
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4)1 Ow or tht first and last /terms being zero, we shOuld introduce
,

.2 mo -e:,spaces: one before the first tally ands another after' the .

1 St:

fThuS, now, (I 1, 3) represents

= 0 + 0.,t 2 )3
and (1,3, repreSerits -

4.

5.= 0 + 2 + 3 + 0 .

61ith these extra spaces, we now have n +.1 spaces, in the
?igene.ral case, of which We are oselect .m = -1' airowing
repetitions. The number of such eelections is gi'en by

- . ..
. .. -.

, S(n +-I , m - 43!) = C[(h+. 1). + (h-1) --I; C(n+m-1,.
. . .

.f
Exercises 14,7

1. ,A post offibe has ten types of stamps. }Cow man ways ina a
'person bmy >tweive stamps?

. 2.f How 'many ways are there 'to selett fie paCkAkes of cheese
"^-7 from 'a ?bin contai4i(ng ,ten,Ickkilds34-"'

3; bA piggy bank is passed to, rive peoplt who 'lace in -it one
s ... ., .

.Z:al. ..n each .If the coirfs are pennies nickels, dimes, *-
.. qUarterS, lif doklars,or silver dollars, how many sett of, .4...

ins might .,there )oe in the ank, assuming it.P`to be empty at
, ,. , . . . .the start? ." a

---
- ( . . \ .

t. 4. -If. the faces of Imo dice ire numbered 0 ,; 1 , 3 , 7 , 15 ., -31

how atny,different-totals can be cast? -*". ''''
i . _ ?.

5, How many dothinoes are there in a set ranging from double
.,. ..i blank to doublytwe]ve? : e .,.

/7' 6. Delete the ;last eleven. wic7d; of Exaeple ,14''ilf and;artewer the
question thus formedg, Ik,

..,- -.....-

"
( '' -. 4,

'; ,, a
..,. V' . . ..,1, 1 " . ._ . .

,
(sec. 14-7): -
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14-8. Miscellaneonus Exercises.,

1.- How many differen arrangements maygbe formed from the

of the word MADAM ?
. ,

. '.How many dommitteet of seven persons may be formed from a se
of ten persons? - -_._,-----

3. How many distinct lines aye determined by twelve points on a

plane if no three of the'points are collinear?
4, HOwjmany diagonals can'be drawn.in a convex Polygon of.-- . .

n-sides? r

letters

How many permutatibna, of the ettere of COMPLEX will end:
in. X ? i

1

-

How/many_of the-5-permutations of the. letters B, C, D, E,
°F, G wi11 have A `at the b inn ng or at the end?'

How may different ways may exa three headg shOw in a

tossof five coins?

8. :How Many ways.are there to:teatten

if. a Cei!tain Pair of persons must si

. HoW.mknY'Otir b .formed. from,the.det'

(1 , 2 , 3 ; a.,.,#) if no igits may be repeated and

..the numbers theyrepi!esent are odd;'

ersons around a tablei

,-next to.each other ?.

10:
-
-How many "words' containing threee COnsonantl and.two vowels;\"

. 4. may be formed from a', tet of ten consonants and the five:. .'

volls?
. -' .

. .

- A
- . .

,

o

11. How.mn" five letter "words" may be formed_ from a twenty4ix.

letter alphabet:4f the first letter is. not repeated, but

rePetitiohamay'-ocCuruih the other four places?

12. How Many arrangements of three men and three women; llay be.

made at a:.rounCtable ifIthe men and women must sit

alternately?
- ° ,.

. V ,

i3. ]f all pbasible pairs of numbers, repetitiona.of'digitsnotte

permittO, are selected from set -(1 -2 6) , in

how many caseswill the sum be even?

I

[sec. 14-8]
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, . . .

' 1-4. A bag, contains five red balls, four white balls, and.three

bl- Aow.many different -ways may three .balls be
#

dra if each. is to be a different. color?.,ball
15. How, ny,different hands containing ;three queens and a pair

may.

How- man16.
be formed from a deck of fifty-two cards?

different signals may be formed from two red flags

and three blue flags if any four of. the flags are hoisted on

a flagpole in a vertical line Ispd the flagi differ only in
41,

17. liovi many way's may three boys and three girls stand in
k

no two boys stand next to each other and no two girls

color?

'.19-

20.

?21:

next to each

How many ways

books by size

medium size,:an

How many three,

the.digita

How many, ways its

How many ways are

ther?

re there to arrange a set of fifteen different.

line if

stand
4

a shelf if five of them.are large,

are small?

gitnumerals are
9

of 'them will not

22: If a set

:three or more

23..:Howmany ways

persons from a.set

ten'willhot,attend

Howmany'xays mayr,f

line if no boy .stand

25. How. many 5-permutt.i.

not contain b ?

26. Howthany ways are the

his six friends to hi

seven are

there that do noi contain

nine hooksm,be clipped onto a steel ring?

there "to seat,Oven pftiond in a row if two

it next to each 'other?

ferent books is used, how many ways could
5

of t em.be arranged on a shelf?

are ;there td form a dinner party ,for 'seven

f ten persons if a certainpair-of the

the same Ainner,partY?

ur boys of unequal heights stand

between two taller ones? -

ns,of the letters, a,b,c,d,e,f,g

e

home?

in a

man to'invite one pr more of;

27. Find the number of arrangements

if no two ,vowels are together%

f the lettes,of BOULDER



, /
HOw_many three digit numerals. representing even numbers'

greater than 234: may be formed using the .digits. 1 ,

5 , 8.,.9 "withno-epetitions 8f. digits' permitted?

Hp-w many three digit numerals representing even numbers

greater than 234 may be formed using the digit8 ,

4 , 5 , 6; 8 , g ?

, 30.: How many three digit numerals' representing even numbers. L

. greater. than 234 may be formed using the digits 2., 3. , 4 ,

5 , 6 , 8 , 9 if repetitions of digits '.are permitted? If
. I

repetitions of:digits are not permitted?

31. Suppose n tickets, numbered aerially,-'ard printed. for.a''

raffle._ Suppose. they are all sold and each purchaser

counterfeits (m - 1,) copies, of his stub and iheaks them..

into a bowl (so that.eachpf,the n..numbers.appears on m
. tickets in the bowl }.. Two prizes are to be_awarded

twO:ht"tubs Mustte-drawn:
. i

-(a) `..HoW.Msrit,ways is it. possible to di-awtwoStubsl.

.(b).. Horn many of these, ways result in'bOth nuMbers being the /

same'.:
'

( ) 'The .ratio of the answer in (b). to:that in dicates

the'chantes of exposing one, of the-counterfeiters.

Compute' this ratiet.for'eaCh2pair (n,m) with n,m

the ranges. 1.< n."<. 5 , 1 < m0.1 in

What:conclusions do youllyawcOncerning the risk of

843,

being caught if

(i) n increases, for fixed

(ii) m increases for fixed° n ?'

V

[sec..14-8].



Chapter 15

ALGEBRAIC STRICTURES

4

145-1. Introduction.
. .

4 , #

During our eouyse of study of this b olf, we have met several
number systems: the gystemss of. the natu.ra:umbers, the integers,
the rational ntimbers, the real numbers and the coriipl,ex numbers.
In ,each of these systems. we saw that out concern was with the /---,

fdllowing:
I

(:1) Object? or elements, here numbers;
-..(2) TWo operations,' addition and multiplication;

(3) , Laws satisfied, by these dperati*Ons, such-as the
r----7-
commutative and associative laws oA aWtion arid.
multiplication and the distributive 1Aw..

, , thatf ile. stop ana.reflect rci-x-e-moment, we see. h many of -the
. algeblraic computations .which we carried out were independent of
the nature ofIthe nutters: with wh.ch*we were operating aril
depei.ded solely on, the fact that the operations in question were
subject to lawS rdopected in each system. Thu.s,*fol example, if
we consider the i&ntiiy

I

1:5-1ta . a2 - b2 . (a + b)(a - b)
'9

And, think o this assertion as applying toe''' a and b. taken as
": (1) integers, .r r

M 'rational numberlSt
'At ;`;7(.3) real numbers,-

r :(14) complex numbers,.
we se that, if we est4blibheti the Identity .15,-la at .the earliest
staWfor ntegers and observed

4

-
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( ) that the verificatiOnepended only on the distributive..

law, the:essociatiye laws and commutative. aws and

properties of the additive inverse' and

(2) that each of the laws and properties invoked were in

force for the complex number system,

,then it would be unnecetah'to repeat the. verification for the

case where a and 'b are complex numbers.,

Without such laws.algebraiccomputation as A know it would.

cease toexist. The wholeSource of algebraic computation is to

be found in these laws,

IV
We. can,. if we like, seek to.abstract what.is algebraically '.

'essential and common tozeveral_specific.number'systems and

'develop algebraic'results which hold'for each of these systems

without 11271Th- to repeat our work in each speCial case. This.

,approach is of great importance in many parts, of modern. mathe-.

matica,:especially in modern'higher algebra, tich is aordetimea-

also calledebStraCtalgebray.
*.

What is the'nature of the fundamental algebraic bperatibns
r.

whichfie hevemet? lit us take fheadditiOnof_real.numbers:' We

are driven real numbers) '.'say a and b or; if, we_

14*. the ordered pair (a,11) The operation of addition asSigns

to the ordered pair (a,.b) .a unique real: number which4qe,desig-

nate. b . The words ."assigns" and '"uniquegivetheaecret

away. The operation of addition (of ,real numbers) is a function

defined for each ordered,:paii°.of real number8;'which.assighs.to

eachsuch 'ordered pair (a,t) 'of'real.nuMbers'a real number, -the

Sum a + b It should be observed that while most 'of the

.functionsiwhich we have met assigned. real numbers, to real numbers,

th e function conc ept is an extremely general one and we may

certainly' consider a function f which,aSSigna to ea4h.eZement

a. of a given class A :a unique element .(labelled f(a)) of a

given.cias6'13. In the example of additiOn of reels, the class

[sec. 15-1]
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A

isthe set of oxjdered pairs-of

the 'set of real .nuMbers itself

fnotation that Should be made.

real'nuMbers and the class

. .There is a point concerning'. .

,

Instead of writing the real. number

associated with,the ordered pair (a,b) in function notation,. say

3[(a,b)] :where 'S (standing for "sum ") is the funCtion.)ust-

ditstribed, we use the usual notation 'and write a

845

15-2, -Jnternal Operatir...

Let us try to abstractWhat is algebraically essential. in the-

. example.of addition of real numbers SuppoSe that A. is an

arbitrary non-empty set of elements, the nature of.:whieh.need not.

concerp us. .SuppOsequrther that there is given a functiOrZtiph

is "defined for the ordered p (a,b) , where a,E A and b E A ,..

'which assigns to each such ordere pai,5 a,member of A Such a

#unction is-called an internal operation in A (It s
"internal" because the components a and b 'of the input

are drawn from A -and the output assigned by the felOctiO\IA-also

a Member of A . Hence, the operation in questi n doei not involve
...-

data 'taken outside of
.\1

There is easo a notion of an external oOation_and, indeed,
.40v

an_exampleis.pobe found in the algebra
.
r ovectors when one

considers real,multiples ',of 'a iven vector so that input is an

ordered pair of the.forM (real Aumber,Asctor) and outplis a

vector'. we go outside the domainlef vectors to specify the

input--hence "external",

HoweVer., in this chapter we, stiall oonsider ,only interne

operations and for that reason vip <shall h siip3y Say

"operation" rather than "internal operation". As it is customary,

we shall usually7denote an. Operation by a multipLication Aign

and the element assigned to the ordere0 pair (a,b) by a b
when we are concerned with a single.operatlon:. We shall also write'

[sec, 15-2]
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is. the set of orfdered pairs' of'rearnuMbers and the class

the-set of real .nunibers itself. .There is a point concerning
. 1

notation that Should be made,.' Instead of writing the real' number

'associatedwitk:_the ordered pair (a,b) function 'notation, say

S[(a,b)] , where "S (standing for "sum") is the function.just-

deacribed, we use the usual notation 'and write a

845

15-2 .,Internal Operatir...

Let us try to abstractWhat is algebraically essential, in the

example of addition of real numbers Suppobe that A is an

arbitrary non-empty set of elements, the nature of:_whiah.need not.
. .

,concerp us. .SuppOsequrther that there is given a functiOnrii,ph

is "defined for the ordered .p (a,b) , where aAE A and bE A
which assigns to each such orders pal5 a,member Of A Such a

Punction is called an internal operation in A (It s
"internal" because the components a'.:and b 'of the input '(a,b)

are drawn from A -and the output assigned by the fUnctiO1A-also

a :member of A . Hence, the operation in questi n doei not involv(
...-

data taken outside of
.

There is aaso a notion of an external ope,ration_and, indee

an_exampleis.rtsbe found in the algebra .ofM vectors when one

considers realjmultiplea:of:a even'vector so that input.. is an

'orderedgcsir of the'form'(real riumber,AgectOr) and outpt%is a

Here we go outside the domain7f vectors to speCify, the

input- -hence "external": A

However, .in this chapter we shall tondider only internal,.

Operations.and for, hat reason ;if <shall henceforth simp)ly Say

"operation" rather than "internal operation . As it it customary,,

we shall usuallyenote an operation by a multipliication:Aign:'

and the element assigned to the orderegt pair (a,b) by a .13. .

when we are concerned with a single.operation:. We shall a.,18o writ(
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I
.

$
cor Pa 4; b" I,hen 'there, is no doubt: about7 the meaning. . We

. sh71 have occAsJ.doolatpr to del with, two operations_ and then we

shall' usvaliy use And to denoPe'thd two,,operattons

*If We, alrd, concerned with fiqitR\sets A ,:w,p pixy specify with .

(1,

the aAk mbitipAgation how a. given 'operation acts in

the same' 'way that we listed the 'sum and prodUct of certain im=
.

portant pfirs of natural numbers with VIM aid of addition and

multiplication tables in elementary arithmetic. The procedure is

6 use a Square .table marking rows' by the elements of the set A

and 'columns by the elements of the set A hike 'row markings are

indicated at the left of the, body of the table and the column

arkings are Abdicated above the body y dr the table i Given

a.,.13 A , it he .space in the body of the table beldnging to the

row marked "a" and the Column marked "b" , we record the element

associated with (alb) (by the operation .

Here is-a simple; example: Let A = (0,1) and let denote

conventional multiplication iii the real number system. 71zen the

operation may be tabulated as followti

b.,

. .

Suppose that we 'consider A set A con isting of two dittinct.

elementt a and b and We ask in how Ma ways Can .vie specify an

operation in 'A is amounts to constructing in all possible

'Ways two -by -two quare tables in each apace of which It recorded'

an element df A . Here are. some: .

a

a

h

a

b

a

b b

h h

There are 16 such operatidns in A

[sec. 15-2]
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I
Exercises 15-2

-847

1. "List. the refraining 12 Operation's in A .

-
o.

2. Let. A .:(1, , -.1, -1.} and let' denote conventional
.

multiplication for complex numbers. 'Show that is an

operation in A and construct the table for

w

It is of-interest to note. that, if2 A is a finite set con-

taining n elements, then there are nn distinct operations in

A . (For n .:2 , we have 2
4
. 16 distinct qperations A ;

for n = 3 , we have 39.. 1§i683 distinct Operations in 'A

We shall be interested in studying the composite object
o

consisti*of a non -empty set A' and one or two operatiOngaiin A. :

Precisely,: the term "composit'e object" is to be taken here to mean'

either an ordered pair .of the form (Ali ) where

operation in A or an ordered, triple ofeform (A, + , )

where + and are operations fh 'A .. Such a composite object

is called an algebraic structure, with one operation.(or two

'operations respectively). An example. of a structure with one

'operation is given by taking. 4, as the set of intfgeraand as

.
the customary addition. An exaMpleota structure with two

operations is given by taking A .as-the set of realnumberS and

+ and respectiv)ii as the .CtrstoMary'addition and mUlt1plicatfon,

for therealg. Another example pf a structure.with two operations

is given by taking .A as the set o real numbers, ..a the

customary multiplication for the reels, and + as-;the customary
111,

addition fon the reads,

Now It'turns out that the interesting structures are, those

which are subject to various laws. We saw that the number

systems which we studied earlier were structures,. with two opera- .

tions. which `respected such-laws as. the .commutative'. laws, the

sec. 15 -2]:
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,associative laws,'.and the, distributive laW. vie.1.4iShed to,take

Into iCcount $truc'tures Which'are not subject to any restrictions
.

or laws, we would de fadfd with:ma:ny different kinds of structures

.11aving very feW.properties in common,. We cannot. hope to find

interesting resui.ts_whiCh would be valiOHor.all Structure's with

a given set A. and with a given- number o,f Oper'ations...

On occasion, instead of.referring td the structure "(A,... )"

or' (A; + , )" we shall use' the less formal "A,. together lAth

the operation. '" or "A together with the operations _+ and

" respectively, as well as .."A 'and the operation 7 ,

We.shall concentraeomtwo'iMportant'structures.which .

permeate' elementary algebra--the group and the field. Our

'interest will -Center principally on t h e notion df a field which.'

. embraces thee important numb .sYstem$ which we have met
r.

100; far--the of the. rationals,. the reels, and the complex

numbers.

"

:15-3: Group.
,

SUppps*that we consider a structure with one operation

(A, ' ) The exampie'whiCh-we cited abbve, where . is the set

Of integers and is the customary addition, has the following

two prOperties:

(1) The associative law for addition is satisfied.

(2) Given integers a,b, there exists a unique integer X

satisfying_ b and there exists an integer y

satisfying y + a =t7b .

(We ignore deliberately the quebtion of the equality of x

and y for a reason whichwill become cleat-presently.) If we

ask for structures -With 'one .operation which share these listed
.

propirties with this special structure, we .046 led. to.the,Nery
: . .
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, 1 4
important structures/with. one operation called groups. Ther

appear throughout mathematics in mankifferent guises. The study

of groups as such is an instance of. algebra at its'purest.

849

Specifically- (84 ) is said to, bei a group provided that the

following /two conditions are satisfied: 9

G 1. The operation - is associative: Tha is iven
elem,nts c in A , we have

(a b) c . a (b,, c)

G 2. Given elements avb in A , each of the equations

x = b

and

y a .

has a unique .solution in A .

It 1st6 be observed that we have not.required that the

Operation be commutative. In fact, we shall meet:examples

where 'does:not-satisfy the commutative law which asserts that

a b b a,for all. a, bE A This is why it was. important,,

in defining the notion of operation to have as our input an

ordered pair of elements of 'A The order_, in which. the components

are assigned may very well ba essential. If the operation

satisfies the Commutative. law; the-group is called commutative or,

as is more usual, abelian, 44 honor of the great Norwegian

mathematician -N. HAbel (186271800 who did pionier work in the

theory ofgroupa. -
.-

"Let us consider some' examples of groups,drawn from our
0

earlier experience. In tt4ese examples the operations are
A

the

standard ones. of the number systems so that the groups in question

arepecessarily abelian.. Weshalltensider an.exaMple of'a non-

grOuP later. (Section 155).

(sec. 15-3]
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EXampie 15-3.a...A .= set of inteer

't co,:entionalVOiti

n%Past ate'statev h'

. where p.,. and b

'integral solution:

" f.
'Y ' s 74

the operation " is' the
.t.,;

+ +. ecoThe s

t:the ecpuakion .A & x = b,

integers, h a'unique
'0

ers different. from zero;

1 mUltipl4catian.2. '

n 3-space; 'is the

, Example 1.5-k3b A . set of real num
,

., .- is the convent
x .4 .111F

_plel5-3a.-A --.'set of vectors

4dditiarl 0

Exercises 15-3

Verify that each of the cited exampl s satisfies the: group'
Vbstulates. G 1 G 2 -r' Show hat t e f iwing are also

examples of groups:

Example 15-3d. A is the set of n
th roots of 1, where n is

a positive Apteger, nd is the conventional

tomultipli4ation for c

to be observed'that

Example.15-3e. A is the set of pos

is the convention

In what Way.4.does the following fail

'group: k..ieet of all complex num

:..ventional multiplication?'

3. Let A denbte theset of real num

("N

mplex number . Here it IS/

,ti has just. : elements/

ttve'ratianal nuMber..

1 multiplilatioh.

to,yield an example .of a

ers and is the on-

ers of the form

a b where a- and b are in egers and let 4 be the.

conventional addition. Verify tha is'an operation in 'A

and that the group postulates are satisfied.

. Let A. de te the 'set of real nu hers. different frozero of

the form b,/7 where a :and b are rational and let

be,the 'co ventional multiplicatio . ;Verify that is an

operatio in A- and that the gro p, postulates. are satisfied.

,



Some, General Properties of Gr:N2.is.

Aile have seen in out:earlier. work.withnumber sMems that an-
.

-.impOrtant role bias s-playe0y the notions. of additIkve.identity,

4sipipive inverse, multi icatilie multiplicative' inverse.

,The counterparts gf e notions aptar in general'groUp'theory as

we shall nbw See. We'must not forget that the coputative ::`
r

851

need not be 'in e f/Iect for 4i1 arbitrary ,groUpf:
%0.0

ement. Here. we are a t icerned with the question

whether hete is an *e ent e in A which has the.;prdpetty that

a e . a for 4 1,.elements a E In each. of . the
a

Cited examples of pectio .15-3 there is precisely one eleMent

,e77?-hifi property. ThUs in ampleQ., the integer. 0 is the unique

element having the stated Property; in .Example - 1 ;

Example 3, it is the zero rector (0,0,0)) in Example 4, it is 1;

. in. Example .5c it We now turn to the situation for an arbitrary

group and, a".proof of the following theoreril:

Theorem 15-4a: Given the'group consisting of the set

and operation there is a unique element of A'

Which satisfies the', following condition:

a e =e a

for, all a... A .

(The element is calledthe identity element of .the

Note hoW this is tryagteemintmith earlier usage.).

Ptoof:. We Tix an-element ID E.A.. That
A

there is''at most one element e having,thestated property

follows from the .fact that, e is a solUthon of the.eqUation

.Tb14.1hich has Precisely ondsolution.

Nqw let a ,denote the solution of Tb x = b and let us

verify: that a e....a for all.a . Given'aE A, let

satisfy c b That is, c is thlunique solution of

.4-b7;;-a , Our reason for introducing c-^' is that; If wekwrite

a -as: c b we are in aPO4-tl.on to relate the produot..ae.

(Which we should like to phoW-7.1*.equal to ajto the product

groUp.

[sec. 15-4]
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b e :.about . wh oh we have information." Specifically,
% . ..4, - . . 4

i'a., ,
,r (c ,b) e ,-e

a
' ' ae 11 ( b

i C 1
=- C b , .

4.=.a .

The proof the theorem will be complete when we ,chew that
we also have as- a in . Givers`
d depote the unique solution, of the equation ,y a = 'a . In
order to relate d arid e , we ' introduce f the unique solution
Of the equation a x e (thereby linking the elements a and
e) From d` a = a- and a f = e , we have

(d ; a) filta ,f\

FrOm the associative law and- at = e , rte have

Id -ia). .(f = d (a, 9)
= d e .

.Taken toge er'..these equalities yield
.k d e vr e .

..+V__. .

'Now e.

1satisfies the equation y e = e . (Retell that
ae = a for all a in A , in particular for A= e This
'yields e 'e = e,...) Sinde e and d.' liOth satisfy the

.

equation y = e and since this equation has a unique acaution,
d -Hence on taking account of the relatiOn -d- a''= a, we

*thive e a = a The proof of the theorem is now complete.

The notation "e" Will. be reserved fOr the identity. element.

Inverse element. lipiyen E A let us con
equations'

and' Y . 1 a = e
1

[sec. 15-4
.
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9 ., V 7 Ose

i .. 7 t
.... V , 4 , /85V. : W. I\ '......

l 4. . % ps ..-.
6

. ''. U
. ..., ,. r ',

t .. . ) - . -

-;.-.. knee we dO.Ifot ave the comdutati4ve Ao "Ai our dispoSai, It.. .1 . t ..

. Aia:not. obvious that he solutions ..=-x, and y .of. these kespectpie S. .

,,,,AequatioliSs are 4qual. Let us sefikx to.ther, .-in spited of the honri
alienability. izfr...4hiVsjaz ruhu,titive law, 'x . y ., ,Let us multiply.'
each side of a Fx .t e on the left by ty . We obtain

.... ' /
y w(a -x) . y e".

, i

Using the associative .1 and 'e basic:;0 ti ' perty. of the identity,
'we obtain ,..,-

.Heribe
e.,!x*. y .

...:Since .

. e = x ,
.

w..,cc.ielude./t: x -..y . Ale common solution of a x = ei .

and \ a = e is called simply thb inverse, of a It is
denoted -a-1 .

Exercises . 1
*

1. De,terbine the inverse elepent of n arbitrary element for
each of the groups examihed in Section 15-3. The' answ-r
is' to be stated in terms of the 'special interpretation of - a
group igiVen by the example. TJius in Example 15-3a,
is'"the .inverse of a is' -a" .

2.: ghSw that, 1-1( b, is tlie solution of a x = b anal that
b a'"1 i, t y a = b I

,.

tie so ution of
3 Which of the mtkltiplication. tni-es considered in Section 15-2

. i

satisfy the -group revirements? In ,ca.e of failure, .state
th74,treason. in the easels) there-a group is specified,
exhibit the identity element\and the inverse 15T each element.

4 Let A de'hote a non-empty se`t, and an -operation' in A ."

Shorn that there is at most one element e_E A such. that
e 1- 'e a= a for an. a El A ,-...`

4 - 1

he answer.

sec735`. .\( ,.
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Let A. :denote a:non-empty-set,,,,and . 'opera n in A''.

1 Supp6aR:that ., satisfieS"theassO4**ilte0.aw pose that
....,-to tt,..,,there exists anilement e tH-A subh that a..e 7= e :la). a

fOr all af:A:. (The element e -1.0uniquey Exercisell.)
1-:'. Suppose tqt for each ae A-, thereexiots ''E 'A such that

,.. ..

.7.. .. a ; x =, e
, aria that there exists y. C A. such that y : a = e ..

Show that A together with is agroup. Ht it a With

satisfying a x e and yuatisfying 1!, a = e, show

-,that' a Z = b is satisfied/by x la , and, by multiplying'

each side by- y , that the only possible solution is y-
Hence cOnclude that there is precisely one solution. Treat

the remaining case similarly.

ConstrUct multiplication tables for operations in b. set. A
-.-

of three elements so that the group postulates. G 1 4and G 2.

are satisfied. H141t: We may assume,that one of the elements

is e , the identity, and we.may call-one of the remaining

element_a and the other b . The constwction of -a
441
multiplication table can bedarried out ih only one way when'

account is taken'd-fithe nature of the identity element and

the-groUp postulates.

.

4

15 -5. An Example ofl Non-Abelian Group.

It is not hard to give an example of a group which is not

abelian by means of a-spedifically constructed multiplication

w table.. It-weVer, there.is greater interest in constructing an

example which Is meaningful in terms of oue-earlier,,,experiente-and'--

:,.whictrat the same time is important in terms of our future study

-of-Mathematics. The elements which'We consider are the non-
.

constant ltirear functions; that is, the functions., defined for

all real numbers by the formulas of. the. form

et) ( x ) x + ,s

Where M and,' are real numbers and .M pi 0..

taken to be the set whOse elements are the.functions

Our set

[sec. 15-5]
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It ehOu1K:lie. cibse4 at a given, lineaz; function ids

definfid ,b" OlfOrmula of the farm 1575a . That is,

txx+..irx+d
7

. for all real tc P then 0.cc r. and es' = cc . This is "seen by first
,

P

setting' x 30 0, and inferring that x? 6 and then that -cc' . 41

Composition.' Suppose that we are given non-constant' linear

funCtions and m where (x) x + i4 and m(x) = x + cr

kt, is often of interest to construct 'a function from the gi;,,ren

functions and m in the following manner. Starting with
:input x our first function yields nutpu t (x) : 'SupPobe

that we now use (x) as input with the function m . The output

is m(I (x))" . We see that for each real x the quantity

m(J(x)) is UnambiguoUsly specified.' Thus we have a 'function

deteriiined by the requiretherit that to each real x there is

assigned m(1(x)) . This- function is called the composition of

in and . It is denoted by in Let us determine

'm(../(x)) explicitly. We have

<.15,5b !IV(()) =r(-,(x)),+:1'.r (ac x +ts) + d7 :

..cc rx ("ar+ )

This computation shoWs that the function me is a' non:.

constant linear function, for the coefficient of x in the last

line of ,Formula 15-5b is not zero. The rule which assigns to the

ordered pair (m,..e) of non-cons tant linear functions the composi-

tiopri function m is an operation in A . By analogy with

what
e_
we did with sum andploduct, we denote the operation of

composition\by . Let us pause to- consider a numerical ,example'
before we continue our study of the structure we, have just intro

duced.



8-56

ThUs, aupOose

:.1(x) + and

have. fcr o m .1,

4e (211(x)) . .21101+ 1 = 2'(-2x + 3) + 1 = +

We have for m.-F.

M(J(x)) 1='..2(2x + 1) + 3 . + 1

This example shows that With:the specific choices made for

-land m. , we have

',4/0 111 M 0, 4

1.

We recall that two funCtions which
h

the same input sets

domain) are different if they assign different outputs for somePi

member of their common input set. Ih Our example .?70 m and
;110 'dssign different outputs for each real Hencatheyare.
distinct functions:.

This example shows us that the commutative law does not hold

for the operation of cOmposl.tion of (non- constant) linear

functiOns

How. Ao.we Show that the structure consisting of the: non-

constant linear functions together with'the operation of composi-

tion is'a group? We.aimply.verify that. 1:V1 and 2' are.

fulfilled with the operation of composition..

a. 1 ; ,SuPpoSe that4; m, 'ands_n- are three given (non-

constant) linear functions.. ,Given x. as input, ,/ 0 (m0 nj
assuhs as_ output the A/. outnut.for.14nput in n(x.) the,.

output bm'input m(n(x)) Given x as input (ieln).-n
assigns as output theje m

. output for input 11(x) that IS,.

4"



.

But/./:m(n(x)) is 42.1 Outputf6r init M(164),
each real ,X as input, n). and (../0m)0 n

same outpUt. Hencethe functions -to (me n) and

857 1,

Hence,, for

assign the,

m)0 n are

equal, The associative law 0 1 is verified for composition.

G 2.' Given two .members of A and m , we ask:

Is .there a Oemb6r n satisfying

15-5c n = m ;

'is there just one such m tuber? Let us try to approach the

question in an explorato way. Let

,49(x) = m(x) = x + cc

Suppose thilt

h(x) = A-x +

satisfies. 15,5c. From 15-,5b we have

n(x) cx X x + + )

(A 0)

Hence if -' d n s m , we- have, using the fact that a linear

function may be'represented by only one formula of the for 15-5a,

Hence

,4
15-5d

-We

.ac A = , /.49 + a = or .

=4P/cc

-

,J

Conclude. that there lest most one .Such member n .

the other hand, if we take and A4 as given. by 15 -5d, the:
. .

functiOn n definedobi

n(x) = Ax +,(1-
, .

:does satisfy 15-5c. hence .15:.5c has a unique solution.,

The treatment of the other equationi .n0-1 = m , Where-,

and m- are given members of A , is similar. ThUs we see

the set .of non-constant'. linear functions together. with .the

operation of composition is a-noh-abelian group.

[sec. 15-5/-
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- ,.1.,:°.
..- el,. Exercises 15-5.

Furnish the details concerning the eqUation no ..r = m ;

;there J and m are given members of A . #

DeterMine. the identity element of the group which we Fade
,

. studied., in. this section.
D i'.. .

-, 3. Determine, the ,inverse of ..r if ..c -(x) = cC4x +a , a:/ 0' .

4. Show °by direst Computation that A j-,.. 0 m satisfies %.

-1P., n . rn and that n = mo,-1 satisfies 'one. = m where ..

j (X) .= pit x + /3 and m(x ) r x. + cc i a /.0 , r4( 0 .

Show that .4,0 m = mo., for the functions of :Exercise 4. if '444. .

and.!'only if (ac - 1)cr ( - 1),a
Let A denote the set of ordered pairs of real numbers with

non-zero first components. -driven (a,b) (c,d)' in A ,

let (a,b). ; (c,d) be defined as (ac, ad + b) Snow that

(A, ) is a group. What is the identity element? What is
Athe inverSe,of the. element (a,b) of A ? there any

relati6h between this group and the group of non-constant

1near functions treated in this section? Hint: Use No. 5
of Exercises

A

Suppqee;,that A ° is the set .of ordered pairs of rational

numbers' with non-zero first components and that ` is 411'

'defined as in-Exercise 6. Show that (A, ) is a group.

Show ,that ,a 'corresponding result, holds when A is. the set r-

of ordered. pairs of complex numbers gith non-zero first

-components and again 0is defined as in Exercise 6.

Field. .'
ts

We now turn to the consideration of an algebraic structure

which is 'present tn.'ver many. areas of mathematical stUdy. .1,4e

',.-refer to -the notion''of field. Onceithe definitlon_of a field
, , ,

13 .

40 :stated, ,it .1.11be. cl that eadklof the followifig number

systems is atie;d4,411..
le

' ',.: :". .

--)14a

: [sec. 15-6]
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(a) The ratiorrals with the usual addition and mulIip11catioh.,

4t, *(b) The reels with the usual=radditiortand multiPllcatipn.

(c)4 The complex numbers with the 14ua1. additiOn and

tultiplication.
.;

'Let A Idenote a set containing More than ,one member.

and denote two operations in A. . The (A, +, isicaylled

pi;ovidedt.that the following postulates are 'satisfied:
. $

F 1. The structure 47) is an abeliari group.

(bleildentitye:repent of, this groUpit called "`zero ",

fan is s-denoted 4,20" in accordance with the usage

employed for the number systems which we Iveve studied

'earlinr; the inverse of the element a is denoted by

_a and the solution of a + x b. by b - a),

F 2. Let B dendte the set btained from A. by the

removal of-the element 0 . It is required

C1) that began operation in B--i.e., if

bl , b2" ' tl?" bl b2 6B ;
arid,

C2) that the structure 't (B, e an abelian group.,

(The identity elemknt dT th group is called ,

"one" and is_ denoted by When we.speOc of

Let- +

0

as an' operation in B , we actually refer;

-not to the full operation in A , but rather

to the function obtained' from .,' by- restricting'

attention to inputs of the form (bi,b2) where

bl andr b2 are members of 'B .)

F-3. Tt two distributive ,laws

a a (b. 6). a b +a c

(b + c) .a.ba+ca;

hold, a, b; and c being arbitrary elements of A
.2 ,

Some remarks are ,in older.

Isec..-15614-1



. . ..

The ratiorrals with the usual addition apd,mulIiplidation..;

The reals with the usua1=Additiortand MuliPllcatipn

The complex numbers with the 14uaLadditiOn'and,

tultiplication. OW . ,

,85g.

A Idenote a set cOntaining,More than on memberi Lets+
and denote two operations in A. .' The (A,

7
.+,
7 ,

islcaIled

a "field provided that the following postulates are 'satisfied:
/-

F 1. The structure -17) is an abeliari

(Theildentity!e;.epent of this group is ca4ed.

;and is s-denoted 4,20" inaccodance with the usage

employed for the number systems which we have. 'studied

-earligr; the inverse of the:element a is denoted by

_a arid.the solution of a + x

F 2. Let B denote the set btained

removal Of-the element 0 . It

(1) that be,an operation in

bl b2" tlrn b 2

C2) . that the structure 'l (B;

= b by b a) .,

from A. by the

is required

B- -i.e., if

CB ; arid
4

e an abelian group.,

(The identity elemoot group is called ,

"one" and is_ denoted by When_we.sPeak of

as an' operation in B4, we actually refer;

-not to the full operation in A but rather
- .

to the function obtained'from by-restricting'

attention to inputs of the form (bi,b2) where

b
1.

and' b
2

are members of 'B )

F 3. two distributive,lawa

:a 4.-6).=_. a b -1-a c

(b + C) 7 = b a + a ;

hold, a, b; and c being arbitrary elements of

remarks are coder.

sec. 15814
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,

Given a.field (Ay '-, 7 ) , it' is sometimes .convenient in

order,to avoid unnecessarily cluMSy modes of expression to use the

:.:.poiliase "the field A" and to:Mean either

(1) 'the set 'A , Or.

(2) the field in theetrict sense (, +;-,.. ) .

-Which meaning is intended wil3rbe clear from context. When we

a
speak of:04e,elements of thi held,. 'We mean' of course .the eleMents

-

of A .
.

a../ !F . \ ,..
We shall also agree tb write, as is usual, "ab" for

"a .. b II ,

;

4k 1"

Of course, it is possible to *We the required. postulates`

in alterhat,form and indetag. .Che 'group concept, .howArer,f,

`Ormits-us toOeparate off dnindividklal,.compartments adescription

of",the action of each of the given-operations + and . It is

now cleal4:that if the two oper4ions are:to be interrelated-in a

/. serieus;.sprt of wayi:someleondition pertaining to both + and

4j

must te'ineffect. 'Irrthe TCostulAtes whiCh we have listed, it is

..F 3 which links +and ,-:In. particular, it i natural to

turn to F_'3 to see how 0 '.acts.in multiplication.'
..

:We have

0 + 0 . 0,

andhence'if a is an arbitrary 'element of A ,

and

ad

(0 + 0 )a..0a.

Applying the distributivelaWs. . we obtain

and

a0 + a0 =, a0

0a+ Oa =

relations which state that a0 and Oa are each the zero of' A ;

.i.e ,
a0 = Oa ,

[eec . 15-6]
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t

..-Postulate 7.1'1.2 pertains Onlyto B Are the commutative
7....i ..

anassociative laws in effect for f in :A ?. The only case that

.need concernus is when one of the given.elements is zero, but

:p1lenwe seethat the two laws are'in effect, foreich side is

zeroif one of the given elements is..

Since .1.' 0 =0 and, 1 a = a , a ,(:) , we,see that 1

is an-identityelement'for.. in :A : The 'element'. 1. is the

only element in A .wi II thieproperiy. If e.EA satisfies

a e = a l'ca...all' a A we have

and

Hence

1 e-.=! 1
.

1 e = e

e.

_}

Considerequation a x = b . If a = 0 and b e 0 , then

'there is no solution. ,If, a = 0 arid 'b then every element,

of A is a solution Suppose that a ? Here we see, using

the same argument that we used in the stu of a group,. that if

a pd'6 , the equation has the unique solution. a-1 b . Again,

following our/earlier practice fOr number systems, we shall denote

the solution oe a x = b , a. 0 , by t

We now pee that the identities and theoreMswhich Viereob-

tained for the-rational .number system,. the real number system; or

the:ooMplex-number system, and whose proOfs depended only.on the
, .

"structural laws whibh hold .for an arbitrary V.eld, continue to hold

fox' an arbitrary field. likluS, if a, b, e, d eremembers of an

arbitrary '.field and 1)4 0 and d 0,,then

i5-6a a c ad + bc.
E -Th17

[sec. 15-6]
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gkerdises

1. Verify that EquatiOn 15-6a holds for an, arbitrary, field.

2: Gii,)en that a, b, c, d are elements of a field and that
b ~0 , 0 , dr. 0 . Show that (a/b)/c = a/bc and that
a/h)/(c/d)' ad/bc .

Show that. if a, b, c, d, e, f are arbitrary elements of a
field. and ae 'bd 11 0 , therthe system' of equations

has a

of *le

Let," consist of the .numbers 0, 1, 2 .. Let an 'operation

..4!. be _defined in A by the requirltient that if a, 'b E. A ;

'then a + b is toCe the remainder :obtained when,thenumber .1

a +.,b (+ being the conventional .additionYie divided by '3..

. Thus if a r 2... and b -= 2 , :then A + b isthe rgmainder.
,., . .

libtaided when 4 . 2 + 2 . is divided by 3 ; i.e.., 1
'.: . ,.0

Simil y, let an:Operation be defined. in A. j by the

11requi 1 ent that,, if a, . b E -A , then .a ...b is to be the

ret*indei, .when the number ab (reference. being made to .! .

_conventional multiplication) is. divided by 3,: Display the
.tables for 4-...anci.1,- . . Verify' that the structure (A; 4-, -'.')

is a 'field. '. Thks exercise yields. an example of afield whidh
.

has precise;y 3 elements:. .

Leta A consist. of two distinct eleinents
. a,, b: Let: ...4- and ..

.. be the operations in A . given by (the following tables t' ..'.

_ax +. by =. c .

dk + ey= f

ue solution (icor). -(rhos, components are elements

ld. Give explicit formulas for the solution:

[sec. 15-6]
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Show that' the .4,tructUre ) 1-a field:
, r _

:- Specify the. additive idedtity and the ultiplicatiVe.identity

:.of this field.

Subfield.

1. Given a field-Whose elements ?c'ons'titute a set 4 : It is

ngturitl,to.cCnSider Subset8 A5 of A which taken together With

and make 41:1'a, field;. that is -Subsets B which have the

following two properties:.,
. %

..v1) When + and i are,restrictedtoCrderedpairs (blob2)

whose components are in B they define operations in B

(2) B. together with -+: and .so restricted is a field.

:Such.g subset B. of 410. is called gsubfield o A . Of course,.,

one can also call'SUch a B taken together with its twboperatiods

:g -Subfield of the given field. The meaning which. is intended will

be.clegr from context.

With this notion We can proceed to find out something about

the architeCtureof the complex'nUmper system. Let Q. denote..

the set of rational numbers; let R denote ttigsetofreal.:

numbers; and let C denotethe,Set of:complex.numbers. We know:

tAst Q).s a subset of 11 and. that, R is agubset of -C ; in

the notation '.of the theory. of.:

.Q(fRCC

We.mey ask whether there are any intermediate sUbfieids between

R and C or betWeen Q and R,, and whether there is.any sub -

field of thecoliplex number system whioh-h'i proper' part of. Q
: r

Suppose.that. A .1s.a subfield of the.cOMplex number system

which. contains 11:. Suppose that A .contain an element not

already in R . Then.such'en elementmust"be of the form a + bi

[Sec. 15-7]
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where and- b: are real and .13.4 Q 7 Since . a 1, A

(a bi ) T.; a bi .. Since b CA ,. 1(7 A Hence given

arbitrary -reqli numbers c and we have di CA, and therefore
c + di !FA That c Hence A = C . We are led to the

fallowing conclusioar ';'446.

Theorem. 1.5-7a1 If A is a subfield:;of the comp1ex number

System containing R., then either A ..114: or = C ,
40

This -theorem states. that there is n subfield of the complex

number system which .contains R as a proper subs;et and at the..

same tithe. ika proper subset' of C

A second result that is easy to obtain is %the following:

Theorem ; l5 -7b: Every subfield of the complex number system

contains Q .

" Proof: Let A denote a ubfield-of the complex number:. -
system. We note that if a and b belong to A and b 0 ,

then a EA . NOw 1 CA . It sis a consequence of the additiveS
closure of A.. and the well order property of the natural number

'system that every natural number is a member of A . Suppose that

there are one or mote .natural numbers not in A and let m be
the minimal member of the set of natural numbers not in\ A (the

well order property "assures. us there. is .such aN minimal member) .

Then m - 1 is a member. of A1., but our hypothesis tells us m
is not Since m (m - 1) + 1 and m - 1 end 1 are in A.,
'it follows from the additive closure of Q that m itself is in.

A This contradiction proves that the set of .natural .numbers

not in A is empty., :It now, follows that every integer is .a

.member of A , ,'since for each 'natural number n -n is a member

[sec. 15-7]
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.. ..

of A . Since :, A,. Contains - .the Auotien s of its members, it
ifp1108 that ..;;Ai..,1;lontaing'.-eVery 'apptient of the fcchi.m 2.

I wjre - iy and q 1 aei integere and q 4 0 41 This saysqt t every
, 1 .., A. ir.

.i VillnitiMpen:is .e. *ember of - A . ' In otlier C A... t x 4 V

hOrtpAatOggablished.
_ 41:v . .? ?. - d .

.. Subfiedit3 Iiiterliletiiate to Q Und R . ere is a vast
;P- . ,

-
hierarchy orisubrields between . Q and R . Their stud Isis a
large undertaking.. We shall content ourselves to see that certain

. \
intermediate field's can be exhibited in aaimp1e way.

865'

Let. A denote the set of real numbers of the form
a + b ,/g

where. a and b are both' rational,. What can be said about. sum
and, product of elements of A.? Given a, b; c, d rational, we

- see that

( a + ,/g) # ( c + d 1E) = (a. + c ) + (b + d ) ig ,

and since a + o and b + d are rational, we- have

a, + b ig) + (c + d ,/g) fA
SiDdlarlY,

(a + b ig) (c + d ig) (ac + '2bd) + (ad +

ant since ac + 2bd and ad + be are rakprial we have

,(a b ,/72)0 + d eA
:1

Suppose that a + b 0.lhere a and b are rational.
Then b. = 0 , otherwise ' would tale rational. It follows that
also a = 0 . Therefore, a member a + b ig of A (a and b

rational) is equal to zero if and only if a = 0 and b = 0
This implies that_ if '+ b ,/g 4 0 , then a 2 - 2b 4 0 . Other-
wise we should have

0- a2 216216.

so that either a b - 0 or a 4: 4:0 ) =I 0 . From

"a. + (- 0., we have a = 0 and -b = 0 and 'consequently
1

[sec. 15-7]
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b,,fravi 0 . That' is, if a2 - 2b2 0, the a + b "Pa

We now have by,,a familiar rationalization method, for

s

a b (a 4.0b,/2)(c. - d,/l)

c. + d -(c d i2)(C ill
(ac - 2bd) (bc - ad14/7

c2 - 2d c2 - 2d

This tells us that the quotient, of two members of A salso
a meMber.of A .

It is now easy to verify that A is a subfield of the real

number system. We leave' the details as an exercise:

Exercises 15-7/.

Show that A is a- subfield of the real -number system.

Let B denote the set-of real numbeis of the form a +

where a and b are rational: Show that B ,is a subfield

of the real number system.

Show that the .only. real number's belonging both. A" and :B

are rational. Piparticular,VT does not lo g to A .', -

Hence,- A is intermediate in the,strict sense to Q and R ':
That -is, Q is a: proper part, of A, and. A is a proper part
-*-
of R.

References:

Birkhoff, Garrett and Saund rs MacLane, A Survey of

Modern Algebra (rev. ed.), cmillan, Compani7.

Books cited in. the bibliography of Reference 1 above.
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INDEX
.

The reference' ia.tothe page o4.which the term occurs.

Abel, 11.H 849.
abscissa, 120,'125.
,Absolute value,,, 36; 37, 131, 275, 278; 279

--ór a.prodUct, 688
abstract algebra; 841; -

addition, 20, 40,.55, 644 75
forMulas,

. functions orcomposite angles, 605
),addition of'vectors, 647
additive inverse, '258,'277
additive inverse in vectors,

addition, :63.7.

algebraic equations, 170
_algebraic structures, 844, 847 ('
Analytic geometry,

'applications,4 0 .

of vectors to physics, 660 , 665
Archimedes" property, 20; 56;64 76.
'Argand diagram, 276v277;.707
arithmetic_ means, 747
arithmetic progression,. 740,.
.arithmetic sequence, 739
errarigeMents, 826
associative law for vectors,

.addition, 636, 637
associativity, .6,-24 4o, 64, 7 .

asymptotes.,: 345
Axisl.of,a 'graph, 205, 213, 215,. 3.1
.binomial product,
.binoMial square, 89

1..binoMial-theorem, 783, 818
cancellatiOn property,.7
center, '

ellipse,. 34o_
hyperbola, 351

thangerofbase,, 512
. 'characteristic, 488
'Circle,. 333 ,

circular. permutations,' -802
dlosUne.property, 5,,6, 21,,27, 40, 64, 75
toeffiCients, 87,'252,'289
c011inear, 649 ' .--

.combination of them elemen s taken m at a time; 806, 809
'combinations, 783, 805
common difference, 739 -

'common factor, 89
Hcommon logarithm function,' 456-
commutative. group,' 849
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commutative law fbr, 635
addition, 636;
addition of vectors;-6a5

commutative property,. 6; 21, 40, 64, 75
completing the square, 217, 224

° complex fraction, 97-
complex numbers, 225, 251, 256, 683

addition, inultiplication, subtraction, .256
argument, '693
Construction of, 298
division, 264 .

graphical representation, 275
'.propertiei, _253
real part, 262
standard form, 261, 691

complex numbers and vectors,
complex solutions, 291,, 293
components, 6144

x-component, 646
7-component, .646

composition, 183,1.84
compdtation with logarithms,. 505
coeic, 326

directrix, 328 .

eccentricity, 328
focus,. 328 .'

conjugate; 282
consistent systems, .365
constant function, .167, 200
convergent sequenbe, 756
converse., 3, 29, 192
coordinates, 125
.coordinate axes, ,119
coordinate.geometry, ,17V)*

coordinate syitem, 119, 409
, cosine.function; 561, 566, 569
counting. problems, 783
cube roots, 711
debimal, 66
degree of a polynomial, 289
deMoivre Theorem, 695
density, '57, 64, 76
dependent systems, 365
dichotomy,. 6, 20, 49, 63, .74, 75 '0-
difference of cubes, 89
difference of squares, 89
directed line.segments, 629, 630,

addition, 631
equivalent, 630.

discriminant,. 22'r, 247, 51, 272
distance, 629
distance formula, 124,,127

three-dimensions., 411



distributive law for multiplication of a vector by\a. scalar, 638
distributivity, 21, 41, 64,,76
divergent sequence, 757
division,. 64, 75
domain, 165', gq,.,47p,fr173,
dot product, ,J 6- -1
double root, -231
dummy 'variable, 734
.e, base ofnatural logarithms,
element,

, identity, 851
inverse, 852

elimination, 266
ellipse, 330

center, 335
major axis, 335
minor axis, 335
vertices,. 335

equality, 5
equations,

. trigonometric, 612
. equation xn = a, 77 ,

equation y = ax2 + bx + 222, 243
.eqUilibrium, 667.
.equivalent angles, '552
equivalent equations, 222, 226,

nequalities,, 370, 422
equivalent paths,.. 548
equivalent systems, 371, 448
exponential functions, '520

. exponents, laws of, ,529
external operation, 845

-extraneous roots, 233, 234
facterin6.solution by, 228
factors, 86-89,
field, 858
focal chord, -359
function, 165,_166, 182, i85, 844

compoditionz 183
inverse, 183, 523
linear, 189, 191, 193, 196, 201, X20
notation, 168

2

233,

y = ax +.6x + c, 217 -.

y =
.2

211

7. 102 + p, 214

y = ax

y = a4 :206
204

Ifundame ntal theOrem of algebra, 290



general term, 734
geometric 'progressions 749
-geometric sequence, 748
geometric series, -748
'golden. rectangle, 245
graph, 140', 141; 173,.420

,gphs -of :the trigonometric functions,
up, 848

harmonic mean, 780
horitontal line, 197
hyperbola, 330, 342

asymptotes, 345
center, 351
conjugate axis, 343 4.
transverse axis, 343

identities; 612
ide City, .

additive, 24
ltiplicative I 6

element, 551
ction, 167
254 .

262

ident t
identi
imagina

part
unit, 253

inconsisitent systems 364
inequalfty, 18

graph. of, 140., 145 .

-infinite decimal, 72,"774
infinite geometric series, 774

. initial point, 630
inner product, 655.
integers.; .1, 24, 4
intercep* form, 31
inteivepts, 145
;internal operations 45
interpolationi. 498-501, 579
inyerse,

additive, 25
multiplicative, . 48 ,.

of a linear funetion;' 190, 191
inverse element, 852
inverse functions, 183, 184
inverse variation, 348
irrational, 73

decimal, 73'j4
isomorphic 680,
law of cosines, 594, 658
law of sines, 598
limit of a sequence, .754
limits - theorems on,. 758
linear combination, 374, 449
linear equation, 310

590

4
ti .

!r



logarithm function 455
graph of, 45t
properties of, 474

logarithm function with imse
logarithms of 813
major axis, 334
mantissa,. 488
natkematical system, 678
maximum: point,. 210
mid= point fortflulP,` 127, 128
minimum point, 209
Elinor axis, .334
multiplication, ,20, 40; 55, 64, 15
multiplication_by scalars, 646
multiplication formulas,

identities or, 70
multiplicative i1 vPrse, 48, 264, 266
natural logarit function, 456
natural numbers, 1, 4, 22, 33
ri factorip.1, 799
non-abelian group; 854, 857
_nth roots of unity, 718
th
n term of a geometric sequence, 749
nthterm of an arithMetic sequence, 740
One-to-one correspondende, 120, 189, 680 783
ordered m-tuples, -788, 792
ordered pairs, 789
ordered partition of a get, 831
ordered triple, 791
order property,.. 13,.31, 53
ordinate, 120, 125
origin, 119
parabola, 205, 221, 315

axis, 315
directrix, 315
focus, 315

- latus rectum, 324
standard 'form, .318.
ver)ex, 315

parallel, 133, 134
parallel 'rays, .629
partial slams, 765
partitions ' 826.
Pascall Theorem, 318
permutations, 783, 795
plane,: equation of, 415
point-slope form, 305
polar form,\ 683, 692
polynomials,.i .86, 87, 88, 289
prescribed values, 196, 220
product, /

dot, 656
inner, 655

a 511

49



. projeotion, 120
prdtertietvof grOUps
.Pythagorean. Theorem;:
Wadrant;.,"122
quadratic equation, 203, \243,.252
qua.droitie equations' with omplex cOefficrients 707
quadratic formula, 228'. :\ .

.i.:Auadpitic,inequalitied,- 236
'''quotient, 43 :

radian. measure, 556, 559
range, 165, 166, 173;:176, 183, 104

-/ :rational exPresSions, 95
numbers, 1
number system, .43, 65

. 79 :

..zeal number'system,
reflection, 146, 263: 4.1r1L

reflexivi4, 6, 20, 401:1634 75
repeating decimal,.H67,
resultant,. 665:
Riemann, Bernhard, 727 W
Rietnann surface, 727
root, 224:,229
tootSOf order fl, 710
Scalai,e, 644

'7..tselectiOns withrepetition, .834
Sequences'and series, 731

arithmetic sequence, 739
convergent sequence,
divergent. sequences, 757,
finite sequence, .731
.finiie 'Series, 7.32

::geoMetrio sequence, .748-
geometric series, .74ft.
.infihite. geometric series, 774
'infinite sequtence, 731
infinite sefim _732.
th

n . term of a_geometric'sequence, 749

n lerm of. an arithmetic sequence, 740
series-tbx

r

ex ,. 771
sink, .771 .

sets
sigma

Satisfyinotationii,n.geometric.conditiOnsv 156
.-- 745

-signed angles, 55o, 551
sine turictiorriy...561,'.566,: 569
slopei 13'0,1'132, 192, 301".-:

,

of.paralael lines, 133
.'. of perpendicular lines, 134

slope - intercept form, 306

I

771



. - .

'solution of an equation,?. 224
`solution set;'

. of equation:or inequality, 361'2
of asysteM,' 363

. of ,three first degree. equatiOhs, :417, 422,:1426.
:special' angles, -

trionotetric functions of, ,.573, 574
,square roots, '701
standard. form,,; 26?

standard form,for log x 488 '

standard.;position,
the decimalpoint, 496.i

straight line, .303
,structure, 1,:2

.863
subfields interMeaiatato and ' 865 '

subsets Of a finite set, 406-
.subtradoni: 75
:sum\of a finite' -geometric series,. 751.
sum of an infinite series, 764,766
aum,Of.arfthmetic series, 743 4

sum ot cubes-. '89. -

urrimation no6 ion,: 734 .

s\n ;Of a. ite series, 735

etric;:_ 283 .

.

etry, -6, 2 '40,, 64, 75, 146-148
sye alit;01,e9uat on*, .361, 389,.398, 422.,

of ;common Ogarithrlis, 464, 502, 503
tabl oftrigono ettiofunctions,. 57b, 580
tang t. function .561, 566-
terminalvOint, X34. :
FterMinati ng,decima 66;67
Theorerd of-demoivre 695
trace, 420
transitivity, 6, 13 .20, VO, 55,
triangle inequality,' 62, 280 o,

triangulation,
method of.sOlUti

triohotortlY, , 74
trigonometricunction 561, :566, 583
two- dimensional pace,' .682d)irect, 31:

ectors in .three &menial; na,
ctor space, 681
(jolty,: 674 ..j

tex, _205,-213, 2
icalline, 1331 6, 197

1 order property, 0 40
w rk 672
ro.elementfor vecto

dditioh, 636
zero factorial, .. 799
zero o a polynomial 291
'zero, ve tor, 648


